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PREFACE 
This study is intended to be a thorough analysis of 
John Dennis' literary criticism in order to determine the 
extent to which the seventeenth-century psychology of the 
passions informed his aesthetic . I have examined his criti-
cal writings to determine the degree to which he thought the 
creative act, the nature of the art object, and the effect 
of art dependent upon the psychological conditions of the 
poet and his audience . 
It was not intended that this study present an en-
tirely new theory about Dennis as a literary critic, but 
that it fully exhibit , what had been briefly noted by other 
scholars , that his aesthetic was the earliest and most sys-
tematic attempt in English literary criticism to give poesis 
a psychological explanation. There has been no effort to 
link him to the psychological critics of the romantic age, 
an influence which, indeed, I think impossible to demonstrate . 
My task has been to synthesize and explain Dennis' theory, 
not to evaluate him in the light of contemporary aesthetics 
or to relate him to literary theories that succeeded him. 
This paper should be read as a systematic supplement to Pro-
fessor Hooker's heavily annotated edition of the critical 
works . 
An All-University Research Grant at Michigan State 
University enabled me to explore the backgrounds of neo-clas-
sical aesthetic. In the conception of this study, itself, I 
am indebted to Professor C. D. Thorpe's chapter on Dennis 
in The Aesthetic Theory of Thomas Hobbes, and in my investi-
gation, extensively, to Professor Hooker's edition of the 
criticism. Professor Samuel Monk encouraged me in a l etter 
to investigate "romantic" elements in early criti cism, a 
field that is deep and broad, and still relatively uncultiva-
ted despite considerable tillage. Professor Arthur Wilkins 
of Washington University, who preceded me in Dennis, sup-
ported my interest in Dennis' aesthetic of passion as an 
area of English criticism needing systematic explanation. 
I wish to further express my appreciation to Dr. Michael 
Alssid for advice from time to time and to Professors Robert 
Sproat and Angelo Bertocci for reading this study and sug-
gesting ways that it might be improved. 
Finally, I must thank Mrs. Henrietta Alubowicz of 
the Michigan State University Library for obtaining seven-
teenth and eighteenth-century texts for me, and Mrs. Ethel 
Brown of Lansing for efficient secretarial aid from the note 
taking stage until the completion of my work. 
Amherst, Virginia 
July, 1961 
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" ••• 0, it offends me to the soul to 
see a robustious periwig-pated fellow 
tear a passion to tatters, to very 
II rags •••• 
C~P~RI 
REPUTATION AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL CRITIC 
Replying to Thomas Rymer's Short View of Tragedy in 
1693 with the publication of The Impartial Critick, John 
Dennis began a critical career that was to be one of the 
most embattled in the history of English literary criticism. 
His first essay in criticism, and its reception, were in no 
way indicative of the provocations which the later critical 
works were to create. Nor did this work imply the direction 
Dennis' critical genius was to follow. Using the urban ban-
ter of later Restoration wit, this piece replied to Rymer's 
attack on Shakespeare and other Elizabethan dramatists and 
received applause from the leading men of letters of the day. 
In his next critical work, Remarks ££~Book Entitl'd 
Prince Arthur (1696), he began to formulate an aesthetic 
theory which, noticed by recent scholars, has caused a re-
evaluation of such judgments of his work as Pope's in his own 
day and Saintsbury's in ours. Here he introduced the theory 
that the composition of poetry, more than a matter of adher-
ence to the traditional rules, must be accompanied by ex-
treme passion in the soul of the poet at the time of composi-
tion. Poetry, Dennis said, is poetry only insofar as it is 
passionate, and it accomplishes its purpose only because it 
is capable of stirring the soul of a reader. Most important, 
he thought, if poetry were to be passionate, the poet's 
emotions must be violently agitated prior to and during com-
position. This is the phase of Dennis' criticism which this 
study will examine. 
First expressed in 1696, more fully developed in suc-
ceeding essays, and reiterated in his critical work for the 
next forty years, this theory makes John Dennis a more impor-
tant critic today than Rymer, Gildon, Blackmore, or Oldmixon 
and a host of other Grub-street criticasters of his time. 
Had he worked out the concept of passion more completely, 
his critical career and reputation would have been far dif-
ferent than they were, and perhaps even the development of 
early eighteenth-century literary theory would have followed 
a different direction. But as his work stands, the theory 
is never developed into a systematic and complete aesthetic. 
It appears only in fragments in the essays before 1705, and 
even more evasively in the stormy judgments from then until 
his death in 1734. 
Dennis was known to his day as The Critic, and for 
the majority who spoke of him thus the term did not express 
the respect it does today. For the Augustans a contemporary 
critic was not defined as a man of erudition and aesthetic 
experience who devoted his life to the judgment of art and 
the formulation of literary theory. But this is just the 
position Dennis occupies in English criticism. He was the 
first literary man in England to earn his living as a critic, 
2 
and to have been recognized primarily as such in the literary 
world. He was also, between Dryden and Johnson, the most 
well-equipped English critic, and regardless of the superior 
genius of Dryden's literary essays, the first English critic 
to develop a systematic English aesthetic in the way of Le 
Bossu, Rapin, and D'Aubignac in France. But these achieve-
ments were not accorded much praise by his contemporaries. 
After 1710, when he became involved with Pope, Dennis' repu-
tation as a critic and a man of letters declined sharply. 
Since Professor Hooker has studied the main course of 
Dennis' critical reputation until 1943,1 it is unnecessary 
to retrace that ground here. For the purpose of this study 
it will be necessary to notice only the phases of his reputa-
tion which indicate how his doctrine of the passions was re-
ceived as an aesthetic theory by his contemporaries and by 
succeeding literary critics. 
Eighteenth-C~ntury Reputation 
After the Impartial Critick, a number of short poems, 
several odes, notably The Passion of Byblis (1692), Upon Our 
Victory at Sea (1692), The Court of Death (1695), and the 
Remarks 2£ Prince Arthur, Dryden urged Dennis to bring the 
great ode to perfection, saying, 
~dward Niles Hooker, The Critical Works of John Den-
nis (Baltimore, 1943), I, lxvi-lxxvii. This work-shall be--
referred to hereafter as Critical Works. 
3 
of this, Sir, you are certainly one of the greatest 
Masters . You have the Sublimity of Sense, as well 
as Sound, and know how far the Boldness of a Poet 
may lawfully extend. I could wish you would culti-
vate this kind of Ode , and reduce it either to the 
same Measure~ which Pindar us'd, or give new Measures 
of your own. 
By this time, under the influence of Longinus 1 theory of the 
sublime, Dryden apparently recognized and admired in Dennis 
a capacity for elevation and passion. He may very well have 
read in the Remarks ~Prince Arthur Dennis' demands for pas-
sion and the expression of emotion in poetry . As the Letters 
Upon Several Occasions (1696) indicate , in these years Den-
nis enjoyed the favor of Congreve, Dryden, Wycherley, and 
other leading men of letters , as a critic and a poet of prom-
ise . 
In the same year an anonymous poet describing those 
who had contributed elegiac verses upon the death of Queen 
Mary praised Dennis' genius for being like "a raging fire," 
entertaining "daring flights" that "cannot be controuled," 
and commended the exalted tone of his poetry that "flys up-
ward" until it "seems lost above his darling Skies . "3 Here 
Dennis is commended with the same terms that he often used to 
characterize sublime and passionate poetry . But such praise 
of Dennis was brief. His reputation certainly suffered a 
considerable change in the next twenty years . 
2cited in The Life of Mr . John Dennis, the Renowned 
Critick •• • , Anon. (London, 1734), p. 14 . 
3c1ted in Critical Works, II, xivii. 
Yet throughout the age he had a score of admirers who, 
as well as valuing his rules of criticism, applauded his the-
ory of passion and recognized his appreciation of Milton. I.n 
the Complete Art of Poetry (1719), Charles Gildon acknowl-
edged his indebtedness to Dennis and ranked him with the 
"great and illustrious Instructors," past and present--BOil-
eau, Rapin Dacier, Horace, Dionysius, and Vossius. 4 Ques-
tioning the prescriptions for a tragic hero laid down in Ad-
dison's remarks on Milton, Gildon turned to Dennis as the 
real authority on the passions of tragedy and supported his 
own argument for passionate poetry with ~uotations from Den-
nis' remarks on the emotional quality of Paradise Lost. 
Dennis, not Addison, was considered the critic of Milton.5 
Also, Oldmixon defended Dennis as one of the most accomplished 
critics of the age and praised him for 11 fire" and "passion," 
both as a critic and as a poet.6 But the voice of those 
praising Dennis was weak, and recognition of his learning, 
his perception as a critic, and his aesthetic 9f passion was 
dimmed by the ridicule from Pope, Gay, Parnell, and others 
who represented him as a madman with a ruling passion for 
Longinus, Milton, and French Aristotelianism. 
In the Critical Specimen (1711), Pope satirized Den-
4charles Gildon, 11 Preface, 11 to The Complete Art of 
Poetry (London, 1719), n.p. 
5 Ibid., 192 ff. 
6critical Works, II, lxii. 
5 
nis 1 theory of passion, his ill temper, his insistence upon 
blank verse and his admiration for Milton. He dismissed Den-
nis 1 criticism as extravagant and whimsical and laughed at 
his penchant for blank verse.7 Burlesquing Dennis' theory of 
passion, Pope depicted him as a madman, called "the Renown'd 
Rinaldo Furioso"; compared him with Durfey in his person and 
writing; and declared that the Critick never 11 allow 1 d any 
Proficient in the Art of Flying Except himself and Milton11 8 __ 
"The Art of Flying 11 presumably being the achievement of the 
sublime. 
When in 1711, Dennis saw himself disparaged by a pas-
sage in the Essay ££ Criticism, he retaliated in Reflections 
upon~ late Rhapsodl Called An Essay upon Criticism (1711). 
Pope followed this by a series of attacks that continued to 
ridicule Dennis' love of Milton, the sublime, and the rules. 
The most notorious of these was The Narrative of Dr. Robert 
Norris (1713), in which Dennis appeared as a mad critic rav-
ing in sordid quarters and surrounded by a chaos of man~­
scripts, volumes of his own critical works, and a heavily in-
terleaved Paradise Lost. Shouting that the whole town had 
lost its reason, he brandished a Longinus in one hand and an 
Aristotle in the other.9 The doctor reported that he was 
7Alexander Pope, The Critical Specimen (1711), in 
The Prose Works of Alexana:er Pope, ed. Normal Ault (Oxford, 
1936), I, 3. 
8 Ibid., I, 17. 
9Alexander Pope, The Narrative of Dr. Robert Norris 
Concerning the strange Frenzy of Mr. Jonn nann--- . . . ( 1713), Ault~-I, 164. - - --
b 
raving with a ghastly visage and that "hi s Passion was grown 
to such a prodigious Height" that he could not be controlled. 
The theme of this travesty is that Dennis as a rationalist 
critic is harsh and ill-tempered and that his preoccupation 
with passion in art has unbalanced his reason. 
Dennis was also ridiculed in the 1729 edition of The 
Dunciad and in the Peri Bathos (1713) for the same reasons. 
In The Dunciad, Book I, his theory of passion is satirized 
when the goddess "saw slow Phillips creep like Tate's poor 
page,/ And all the mighty Mad in Dennis rage,"l0 as well as 
in Book II, when she instructed her sons "to move, to raise, 
to ravish ev'ry Heart" and shake the soul .with thunder and 
trumpets.ll Pope missed few opportunities for ridiculing 
Dennis. His burlesque was not directed altogether at the crit-
ic's insistence upon rules and regularity, but mainly at his 
vehement assertions that poetry must be passionate. Pope had 
a tendency to identify passion with aesthetic confusion and 
deplored the superficial means by which many poets tried to 
achieve the sublime. Giving a recipe for a tempest in Chap-
ter XV of Peri Bathos, he ridiculed elemental violence in 
poetry by burlesquing such natural phenomena as the following, 
which Dennis and many other critics considered indispensable 
in achieving sublimity. 
lOAlexander Pope, The Dunciad (1729), 
Edition, ed. James Sutherland (London, 1943), 
11Ibid., p. 384. 
The Twickenham 
p. 72. 
7 
For a Tempest. Take Eurus, Zephyr, Auster and Boreas, 
and cast them together in one Verse: Add to these 
Rain, Lightning and of Thunder (the loudest you can) 
quantum sufficit. Mix your Clouds and Billows well to-
gether •till they form, and thicken your Description 
here and there with a Quicksand. Brew your Tlmpest 
well in your Head, before you set it blowing. 2 
John Gay also satirized Dennis' support of the rules 
and his reiterated demands for poetry to be passionate in the 
facetious dedication "To Mr. D***" in The Mohocks (1712).13 
Again in Three Hours after Marriage (1717), he portrayed Den-
nis as Sir Tremendous Longinus, a furious and eccentric critic, 
and attacked the age's preoccupation with the sublime. In 
the play, Sir Tremendous is introduced as "the greatest Crit-
ick of our Age," deploring modern tragedies because they 
incite neither pity nor terror, and is described as a poet 
whose "plays indeed have rais'd a sublimer Passion [than pity 
and fear], Astonishment ." l 4 Mr Cli k 1 ti i s. n er, comp emen ng S r 
Tremendous• role, as the addlebrained playwright of the piece, 
describes the subject of her new play as "beyond everything. 
So adapted for tragical Machines~ so proper to excite the Pas-
sions" with a blending of vraisemblance and the marvelous . l5 
12Alexander Pope, Peri Bathos (1713), ed. Edna Leake 
Steeves (New York, 1952), ~4. 
l3John Gay, The Mohocks, A Tragicomical Farce ••• 
(1712), in The Poetical Works of John Gay, ed. G. c. Faber (London, 1920), p. · 311. 
14John Gay, Three Hours After Marria~e ••• acted at 
the Theatre Royal ••• (London, 1712), p. 1 . 
15 Ibid., p. 15. 
The age ridiculed Dennis as a madman because of his theory of 
passion, and as a modern Furius because of his impatience 
with his adversaries.l6 
Yet through the dissonance of abuse in his last twen-
ty years, we do hear some praise of Dennis' criticism. But 
usually Augustans recognized Dennis for his Aristotelianism 
and French classicism, qualities that we condemn today. 
Aaron Hill admired his rationalism, his attitude to religious 
poetry, his theory of passion, and the sublime quality of his 
poetry. Promoting Dennis' benefit in 1724-25 in The Plain 
Dealer, No. 82, he exhorted the town to do honor to "unrewar-
ded Excellence." 17 In No. 80, he defended Dennis against the 
common accusation of being an ill-natured critic, and in No. 
40 praised the Remarks~ Prince Arthur. In No. 82,he called 
The Grounds of Criticism "the most generous, and extensive, 
Design, that ever was conceived by Man, with Relation to the 
Groundwork of Criticism, In Poetry." At the same time he ap-
plauded Appius and Virginia for its "powerful Passions and 
strong pictures of transported Nature" and declared the alter-
ation of Coriolanus far superior to Cibber's Richard the 
16The Censor of 5 January 1719 characterized him as 
the "modern Furius 11 puffed up with 11 over-weening Pride and 
Vanity''; the Anti-Theatre No.2 (1719), called him "the sour 
Longinus of t'fi'e"Present times," and in an Epistle to Sir 
Richard Steele, On his Play Call'd the Conscious Lovers (1722), BenJamin Victor reprimanded Dennis for his ill-na-
tured impudence and ridicule in literary criticism (Critical 
Works, II, lxi). 
l7All Plain Dealers referred to in this chapter were 
found in an undated eighteenth-century bound volume from the 
Library of Congress . 
Third. In The Plain Dealer No. 87, Hill supported his conten-
tion that to be sublime, poetry must use religious material 
by citing Dennis' arguments for religious poetry and by quot-
ing an example of what he meant by a religious subject from 
Dennis' adaptation of Psalm XVIII, which he compared to a 
passage in Homer. He exclaimed that in Dennis' Te Deum "the 
noblest, the most extensive, the most astonishing Ideas, 
which can expand the Human Soul, had inrich'd his powerful 
Conception. 11 
Blackmore, too, valued Dennis as a critic because of 
his belief that poetry should use religious subject matter,l8 
called him the "superior critic of our own Nation/ and 
praised him for his judgment of Milton19; and Thomas New-
combe praised the theory of passion expressed in the Advance-
ment and Reformation of Modern Poetry.20 
Yet, even Dennis' recognition of Milton was misunder-
stood by his contemporaries, and his own Miltonics in Britan-
nia Triumphans were justifiably ridiculed in the Grub-Street 
Journal No. 5 (1731) as exaggerated attempts to amend the 
natural. But perhaps a fitting tribute to the old critic in 
the closing years of his life was that from Thompson, the 
18sir Richard Blackmore, "Preface" to Alfred; An Epic 
Poem ••• (London, 1738), p. ii. 
l9sir Richard Blackmore, "An Essay on the Nature and 
Constitution of Epic Poetry," Essays Upon Several Subjects 
{London, 1716), I, v. 
20Thomas Newcombe, The Last Judgment of Men and An-
gels (London, 1723), n.p. 
10 
new poet of emotion , who exerted efforts to make Dennis' 
last benefit a success . After the benefit, the Grub- Street 
Journal No . 208 (1733) printed a poem in which Dennis ac-
knowledged Thompson's efforts on his behalf and through the 
structural imagery of the verses complimented The Seasons . 
Dennis' reputation through the eighteenth century followed 
the pattern laid down by the Augustans . Most scholars of 
the period did not have first - hand knowledge of his work, 
but simply repeated the remarks found in the works of Pope 
and his followers . 
The Life of ••• Mr . John Dennis (1734), the only 
biography before H. G. Paul ' s, is little more than a compi-
lation of remarks about him from earlier writers. The anon-
ymous biographer quoted a letter from Dryden complimenting 
Dennis' poetry and asserting that he was a better critic than 
Perrault . He also cited a passage from Cooke's Battle of 
the Poets ridiculing Dennis , and quoted one from The Dunciad 
satirizing his theory of elevation in poetry . The writer 
made no original evaluation of Dennis ' work beyond commend-
ing him for shifting the emphasis in tragedy from love to a 
stronger and more noble passion as he had done in Rinaldo, 
Iphigenia , and Liberty Asserted . 21 
Most eighteenth- century men of letters cared little 
for Dennis as a critic . Estimations of his work appearing 
in the lives of poets and in the anthologies repeat the ear-
21The Life of Mr . John Dennis, p . 48. 
11 
lier commonplaces. Occasionally, there is half-hearted praise 
in remarks like that of Theophilus Gibber, who called him "a 
good critic and a man of genius" and approved the precepts in 
the Grounds of Criticism~2 but made no attempt to analyze any 
of the critical work. Towards the end of the century, one 
finds remarks such as those made by Baker, who thought Dennis 
"far from a bad Writer, when Abuse and Personal Scurrility 
does not mingle itself with his Language," and who charac-
terized him as a man 11 possess'd of much Erudition and a Con-
siderable Share of Genius."23 
Professor Hooker says that the only writer between 
1734 and 1800 who reached an original opinion on Dennis' work 
was Dr. Johnson. But even Johnson's knowledge of Dennis' 
work was limited. His estimate of Dennis as a critic is 
based upon The Remarks .2£ Prince Arthur, "tedious and dis-
gusting"; the attacks on Pope, coarse and rude24; and the 
Remarks upon Cato, an able and astute disapproval of Addison's 
play. Johnson, himself, found Cato cold and uninspiring.25 
But of Dennis' favorite critical dicta, he noticed only the 
22Theophilus Gibber, et al, The Lives of the Poets 
of Great Britain and Ireland, to the Time of Dean-swift (Lon-
don, 1753), p. 15~ 
23David Erskine Baker, Biographies Dramatics, or A 
Companion to the Playhouse ••• from 1764 to 1782 (London, 
1782), n.p:--
24samuel Johnson, 11 Alexander Pope," Lives of the Eng-
lish Poets (1778), Evergreen ed. (New York, 1950),-ri:-152. 
25samuel Johnson, "Joseph Addison," in Lives of the 
Enslish Poets, I, 355. 
12 
demand that tragedy must show poetical justice. 26 Johnson's 
estimate was apparently free from the earlier prejudice, 
yet it is strange that he did not, at least, mention Dennis' 
remarks on Milton and his opinion that poetry should use re-
ligious material. 
Nineteenth Century Reputation 
The accounts of Dennis in the "Lives" and biographi-
cal dictionaries of the nineteenth century do not differ 
greatly from those of the preceding century. But nineteenth-
century writers were curious about Dennis' theory. Hazlitt, 
Godwin, Disraeli, Byron, Southey, Coleridge, Wordsworth, De 
Quincey, Lowell, and Swinburne read him and formed opinions 
of his work. The Biographia Dramatics of 1812 declared that 
Dennis was prevented from realizing his critical abilities be-
cause of his petulant temper. 27 The Universal Biographical 
Dictionary expressed the old story about his critical powers: 
"the black passions were so predominant in him ••• that 
his life appears to have been nothing but a mixture of fol-
ly and madness." 28 A reviewer in the Retrospective Review 
of 1820 quoted passages from~ the Genius and Writings £t 
Shakespeare (1712) and the letter to Blackmore On the Moral 
26 Ibid., 356. 
27critical Works, II, lxix. 
28~ Universal Biographical Dictionary (Richmond, 
va., 1826), n.p. 
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and Conclusion of ~ Epic Poem ( 1721) and found "a genuine 
love of nature" in them. But, deploring the main principles 
of Dennis' criticism, he declared that what Dennis had 
thought "the imperishable laws ·of genius, are now ••• con-
demned as matters • • • wholly unaffecting the inward soul 
of poetry."29 
With some writers of the period, however, Dennis 
fared better than in the reviews and biographies. Disraeli 
considered the Remarks on Prince Arthur and much of the Ori-
sinal Letters equal to classical criticism.3° William 
Godwin admitted that Dennis was the first critic to do jus-
tice to Paradise Lost and pointed out that Addison's essays 
on Milton came fifteen years later.31 Southey included Upon 
~Late Victory at Sea (1692) in Specimens of the Later 
English Poets (1807) and declared that to appreciate the mer-
its of "this remarkable man" would require considerable 
space.32 James Russell Lowell, realizing that Dennis could 
not be grouped unconditionally with mechanical critics be-
cause he had made a distinction between true art and the 
mechanical rules of poetry, condescendingly wrote that, 
29[T. M. Talford], "Article X," Retrospective Re-
view (London, .1820), I, 306 and 307. 
3°critical Works, II, lxx. 
3lwilliam Godwin, Lives of Edward and John Phillips 
(London, 1815), pp. 294-298. --
32Robert Southey, SEecimens of the Later English 
Poets (London, 1807), I, 30 • ---
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even poor old Dennis • • • had arrived at a kind of 
muddled notion that artifice was not ••• art, that 
there were depths in human nature which the most per-
fectly manufactured line • • • could not sound, and 
passionate el~tions that could not be tuned to • • • 
the couplet.3j 
Going yet farther, Landor declared that as a critic Dryden 
"is knee-deep below John Dennis,"34 and in 1895, Swinburne 
thought Dennis the best critic of the Augustan Age, declar-
ing that, in A Large Account of Taste (1702), he had proved 
himself superior to Addison as a critic.35 Dennis was being 
read, and was occasionally being evaluated for his original 
criticism nether than for the traditionalism and invective 
in his work. 
Professor Hooker has demonstrated that Wordsworth 
and Coleridge knew and admired Dennis' criticism. In a let-
ter to Alexander Blackwood, De Quincey said he knew the work 
of "old Dennis" because he once collected "his ridiculous 
pamphlets to oblige Wordsworth, who (together with S.T.C.) 
had an absurd 'craze' about him."36 Hooker thought no compre-
hensive study of Wordsworth's or Coleridge's literary theo-
ries could be properly conducted without taking into account 
their knowledge and enthusiasm for Dennis. Yet, explaining 
Wordsworth's theory of passion in poetry, R. D. Havens took 
33James Russell Lowell, "Pope" (1871), Literary Es-
says (Cambridge, 1898), IV, 8. 
34walter Savage Landor, "second Conversation," in 
Works of Landor (London, 1846), II, 165. 
35st. James Gazette, 8 November 1865, cited by H. G. 
Paul, John-n9nnis: His Life and Criticism (New York, 1911), 
p. 211. 
36critical Works, II, lxxiii . 
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no notice of the similarity between Dennis' concept of poetry 
as passion and Wordsworth's statement that "poetry is passion 
••• the history or science of feelings," or other paral-
lels to Dennis' remarks about the importance of emotion in 
life and in art.37 No thorough study has been made of the 
relationship between the work of these critics and John Den-
nis' theory of emotion in the creative process, but whether 
a case could be made for indebtedness on the part of these 
nineteenth-century critics is doubtful. There are no remarks 
in the work of either Coleridge or Wordsworth about Dennis. 
Reputation Since Saintsbury 
(Recent Scholarship) 
In our own day, Dennis' critical reputation has risen 
from the all-time low in Saintsbury's caustic estimate to a 
peak culminating with Hooker's edition of the complete crit-
ical works. His Essay ~ the Genius and Writings of Shakes-
peare was reprinted in 1903.38 In 1909, Spingarn reprinted 
The Impartial Critic,39 and in 1922 a portion of The Advance-
ment and Reformation of Poetry was reprinted in Durham's 
37R. D. Havens, The Mind of a Poet, A Study of Words-
worth's Thought with PartrCu~Refere~to ..,, The Pre!ude" 
(Baltimore, 194l"f;-pp. 29-38. - --
38D. Nichol Smith( Eighteenth Century Essays ~ 
Shakespeare (London, 1903J. 
39 J. E. Spingarn, Critical Essays of the Seventeenth 
Century (Oxford, 1909). 
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eighteenth-century essays . 40 In 1943, Hooker edited the ccm-
plete critical works . Since then D. H. Wilkinson reprinted 
a preface, omitted by Hooker , in his reprint of The Musical 
Entertainments of Rinaldo and Armida (1694) . 41 
Since Hooker , numerous articles on Dennis' career 
have appeared, but few on his critical theories . One doc-
toral dissertation prefaces an edition of Appius and Virginia 
( 1709) with an essay on his concept of tragedy , 42 but merely 
mentions his theory of passion. The same author is currently 
working on a definitive study of Dennis ' theory of tragedy. 
Another dissertation , studying his comic theory, places him 
in the tradition of Jonsonian comedy . 43 In addition , today 
Dennis ' criticism is mentioned frequently in histories of 
criticism and in neo-classical studies as presenting an ori-
ginal and new concept of poesis in the Augustan age . 
Saintsbury , failing to recognize Dennis' true appre-
ciation of Shakespeare , ranked him only a little above Rymer, 
40 Willard H. Durham , Critical Essays of the Eight-
eenth Century (New Haven , 1915) . 
41John Dennis , "The Musical Entertainments in The 
Tragedy of Rinaldo and Armida ••• 11 (1699) in Theatre Mis-
cellany , Lutterell Society Reprints No . 14 (Oxford , l953T; 
pp . 97-116 . This preface adds nothing of value to Dennis' 
opinions . 
42Arthur N. Wilkins , ed., 11 Appius and Virginia, A 
Tragedy . " Unpublished Ph . D. Dissertation , Department of Eng-
lish , Washington University , 1953 . 
43aene B. Hardy , "John Dennis as a Dramatist . " Un-
published Ph. D. Dissertation, Department of English, Univer-
sity of Nebraska, 1953 . c. B. Graham made the same point in 
"The J onsonian Tradition in the Comedies of John Dennis," 
MLN, LVI (1941), 370- 372 . 
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"the worst critic that ever lived , " and called him a pedant 
who could not distinguish between fact and opinion. 44 He 
devoted little time to Dennis' theory of passion or to his 
admiration for Milton except to disparage the idea that po-
etry should use religious material . Saintsbury apparently 
thought that when Dennis called for religion in poetry he 
meant that it should use only the specific material of the 
Scriptures . 
Since Saintsbury, scholars have been interested in 
Dennis because of the importance of emotion in his aesthet-
ic, because of his attempt to discover the basis of Milton's 
greatness, and because he was the first English critic to 
try seriously to establish the nature of poetry on a sound 
psychological basis . Sir Edmund Gosse found much that was 
good in the Remarks ~ Prince Arthur and The Advancement of 
Poetry and recognized Dennis as the first critic to attempt a 
wise and fair appraisal of Milton. 45 He thought Dennis impor-
tant because he prepared the public for Addison ' s papers on 
Paradise Lost . In The Influence of Milton ~ English Poetry 
(1922) , Havens pointed out that Dennis, not Addison, was the 
first great protagonist of Paradise Lost as well as the most 
staunch defender and extensive user of blank verse between 
44George Saintsbury , History of English Criticism 
(London, 1911) , p . 434 . 
45sir Edmund Gosse Risto~ of Eighteenth-Century 
Literature (New York, 1927~, pp . 5-and 394-395 . 
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Milton and Thomson. 46 
H. G. Paul opposed previous judgments of Dennis as 
an unconditional rules critic , asserting that his strong, in-
dependent judgment was never conquered by the authority of 
his times and that whatever respect he paid to the rules was 
paid only after he had tested them by his own reason. 47 
Paul thought Dennis ' appreciation of Shakespeare superior to 
Dryden ' s and based on a more thorough knowledge of the plays 
than Dryden had . 48 Durham called Dennis "the most philo-
sophic" critic of the Augustan age and thought that , as a man 
primarily devoted to the cause of good art , Dennis had a 
vision of the real nature of poetry . He noted the original-
ity in Augustan criticism of Dennis ' belief that poetry must 
reflect the emotions of the poet , and thought that to have 
even sensed this truth at the time was enough to make him an 
important figure in English criticism. 49 In one of the best 
contemporary studies of Dennis , Samuel Monk attempted to dem-
onstrate that Dennis was the f irst English critic to present 
a psychological analysis of the nature of the sublime, as well 
as the first to try to explain the psychological appeal of 
4~ . D. Havens, The Influence of Milton on English Po-
~ (Cambridge , Mass ., 1922) , pp . 93 -95. He also discusse~ 
nrm-in this respect in Studies in the Genesis of Romantic The-
ory in the Eighteenth Cent ury (Cambridge, 19231: p . 243 ff-.--
47 Paul, p . 48 . 
48 Ibid., p . 188 . 
49Durham, p. xxix . 
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poetry and the aesthetic relationship between the object of 
emotion and the psychic phenomena of creativity.5° 
Recent studies have placed Dennis squarely in the 
stream of psychological criticism. Clarence D. Thorpe, stud-
ying Hobbes' aesthetic theory, devoted a chapter to demon-
strating that Dennis made use of Hobbes' psychology to explain 
the nature of poetic composition, the nature of the poem it-
self, and its effect upon readers . He concluded that Dennis' 
contention that the qualities of a literary work are to 
be traced to the content and the state of mind creating 
it has great significance for all who are concerned 
with the evolution of modern aesthetic theory •••• 
In focusing attention upon the mind and its processes, 
Dennis is again preceding Addison in the psychological 
approach in aesthetics, and is anticipating by half a 
century some of the achievements of eighteenth-centYry 
thinkers in defining the elusive quality of genius.5l 
Joseph Wood Krutch attempted to explain Dennis' justification 
of the stage in terms of his belief that passion, directed 
and controlled by aesthetic form, has a positive moral value 
to the observer.52 And in a study of the genesis of lyric 
poetry in Augustan England, Norman MacLean refers frequently 
to Dennis' theory of emotion and singles him out as an early 
5°samuel H. Monk, The Sublime: A Studt of Critical 
Theories in XVIII-Century England (New York,955), pp. 45-54. 
5lclarence DeWitt Thorpe, The Aesthetic Theory of 
Thomas Hobbes ••• University of Michigan Publications, 
Language and Literature, XVIII (Ann Arbor, 1940), p. 253. In 
11 Addison and some of his Predecessors on Novelty, 11 PMLA, LII 
(1937), 1114-1129, Thorpe treats Dennis as a predecessor of 
Addison in the psychological approach to aesthetics. 
52Joseph Wood Krutch, Comedy and Conscience After 
the Restoration (New York, 1924), p. 136. 
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advocate of the expression of personal emotion in the "les -
ser11 poetry as well as in the great ode.53 
In Atkins' English Literary Criticism (1951), John 
Dennis is called the originator of the occasional criticism 
of Shakespeare . 54 He says that , in the essay On the Genius 
and Writings of Shakespeare , Dennis displayed a sincere feel-
ing and admiration for Shakespeare's genius as well as took 
him to task for his faults . Atkins points to Dennis' study 
of sublimity in Paradise Lost as a real contribution to Mil-
ton criticism, and explains that his value as a critic lies 
in the stress he placed upon emotion as an important element 
of poetry in an age that distrusted enthusiasm or excessive 
feeling . Here is hardly a trace of the contempt for pedan-
tic r ationalism , the theme of most earlier descriptions of 
Dennis ' literary theory . 
In one of the more recent studies that chronicle the 
evolut ion of romantic aesthetic, Meyer Abrams sai d Dennis 
was the first Englishman whose critical theory showed the im-
print of Peri Hupsous in fundamentals rather than in partic-
ulars , and recognized his work on this score as a valuable 
attempt to establish a psychological aesthetic in Augustan 
53Norman MacLean, 11 From Action to Image: Theories of 
the Lyric in the Eighteenth Century, 11 in Critics and Criti-
cism Ancient and Modern , ed . R. s . Crane (Chicago , 1952), 
pp . 408-460 . -
54 h J . W. Atkins, Englis Literary Criticism: 17th and 
18th Centuries (London, 1951) , p . 244 ff . 
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England.55 Wellek and Warren, however, represent him only 
as a defender of poetic justice and an advocate for the use 
of religion to generate emotion in poetry. He is barely men-
tioned in their discussion of the sublime.56 Wimsatt and 
Brooks do notice Dennis' interest in the sublime, but are 
more reserved in a final evaluation of his critical position 
than are Monk, Thorpe, and Abrams. After briefly consider-
ing his concept of passion and sublimity, they restore him 
securely to the limbo of neo-classicism. 
This was a kind of thinking that later might easily be 
turned to the account of the wild genius of the poet 
himself. Yet in this earlier phase of neo-Longinianism 
the emphasis was not actually there. Dennis is a clas-
sically oriented critic; he holds the exalted and re-
ligious emotion up for some scrutiny and stresses its 
rational transcendence in a way that clearly concerns 
the semi-public realm of the collective reader's bosom.57 
Of the few scholarly articles on Dennis, most treat 
biographical data and his quarrels with his contemporaries. 
Yet one very fine article by Clarence DeWitt Thorpe compares 
Dennis' reaction to the Alps with Addison's and concludes 
that Dennis expressed a romantic attitude to the grandeur of 
mountain scenery years before Addison.58 Other non-biograph-
55Meyer H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lam}: Romantic 
Theory and the Critical Tradition (New Yor~l953 , p . 74. 
56Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Litera-
ture (New York, 1949}, pp. 286, 207-208, et passim. 
57cleanth Brooks and William Wimsatt, Jr., Literary 
Criticism, A Short History (New York, 1957}, pp. 290-291. 
58clarence DeWitt Thorpe, "Two Augustans Cross the 
Alps: Dennis and Addison on Mountain Scenery," SP, XXII 
(1935}, 463-482. --
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ical articles, usually brief, discuss such things as his 
11 stolen thunder ,"59 love as a tragic passion, 60 poetic jus-
tice,61 and other such minuti ae as bibli ographical problems. 
John Dennis' stature in English literary criticism 
has not been imposing. Men of his day saw in his work what 
the literary tastes of the period disposed them to see. They 
could not look with objectivity at Dennis' aesthetic, and 
because a dogmatic neo-classicism overshadowed the elements 
of the "new aesthetic" in his work, he was satirized as a 
pedant . Those who did recognize his demand for enthusiasm 
in poetry viewed his theory as wild and extravagant. 
In the nineteenth century he fared better, but was 
not widely known, and as far as we can judge, his theory of 
passion did not contribute to the development of English ro-
manticism. Interest in him developed around the beginning 
of the century when romantic aesthetic was being formed, but 
most romantic theorists who read him were so repulsed by the 
rationalist doctrine that they could not recognize the extent 
to which his psychological theories related to their own aes-
thetic . Again in this century , a few years before and after 
Professor Hooker's edition of the critical works , there has 
59Arthur N. Wilkins, 11 John Dennis' Stolen Thunder," 
N&Q, n . s ., III (1956) , 425-28 . 
60Arthur N. Wilkins , 11 John Dennis on Love as a Trag-
leal Passion , " N&Q , CCIII (1958) , 396-98. 
61Arthur N. Wilkins, "John Dennis and Poetic Jus-
tice/' N&Q, CCII (1957) , 421- 424 . 
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been an enlivened interest in Dennis as a precursor of roman-
tic aesthetic. But the desire to enhance his position in 
English criticism by finding his theory of passion an influ-
ence upon the aesthetic of Coleridge and Wordsworth has not 
been realized. Yet today, he is considered by most scholars 
as a critical voice that must be reckoned with in literary 
history, and if not an influence, a predecessor of innova-
tions in eighteenth and nineteenth-century poetic. 
In Chapter IV of this study we shall examine the 
fragments of Dennis' theory that emotion is a necessary con-
comitant to poesis and from his explicit and implicit state-
ments formulate his incompletely expressed psychological 
aesthetic. Before this, in Chapter II we shall review the 
psychological theory that Dennis inherited from his predeces-
sors in order to understand the scientific materials from 
which he fashioned his aesthetic. Next, we shall determine 
the extent to which his explanation of poesis in terms of 
passion was grounded in the criticism before him and the ex-
tent to which this theory made departures from early and con-
temporary attempts to explain art in relation to the person-
ality of the artist. To do this, we shall examine represen-
tative explanations of poesis in the critical works of 
antiquity, the Renaissance, and the Augustan age that were 
popular in his day. In Chapter V, we shall apply the theory 
synthetized in Chapter IV to his critical opinions and his 
ow.n poetry in order to determine how it modified his neo-
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classical doctrine and his practice . In Chapter VI we shall 
show how his critical judgments were determined primarily by 
his psychological aesthetic rather than by his rationalist 
doctrine by examining the main points upon which he judged 
classical, early English, and Augustan writing. The results 
of these investigations will show that in the really essen-
tial parts of his criticism Dennis was not the rigid neo-
classicist he has been considered , but that, not fully com-
prehending his own position, he had a practical vision of 
poetry as an expression of experience transmuted into form 
not only by rules but by the poet's emotional reaction to the 
subject matter with which he worked . 
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CHAPTER II 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE PASSIONS 
Dennis wrote in the Advancement of Modern Poetr~ 
that the "chief Thing" in poetry, "every Thing that pleases" 
and moves, was passion. 1 The psychology upon which he es-
tablished his aesthetic is the seventeenth-century doctrine 
of the passions, which he used to explain the creative 
process, the nature of poetic genius, that peculiar quality 
of poetry known as the sublime, and the effect of a work. 
Thoughout his criticism he describes the effect of passion 
on creative activity, inspiration, and the like, but he has 
no systematic outline of the doctrine of the passions. He 
used what he needed of this doctrine, inherited from antiqui-
ty and refined by the researches of seventeenth-century and 
Augustan philosophers, without explanation, since it was the 
common "psychological" knowledge of his day. 
In this chapter we shall briefly examine the features 
of Augustan psychology pertinent to Dennis' criticism in or-
der that a reader may understand the scientific assumptions 
upon which the main points of his aesthetic rest. There will 
be no attempt to present a comprehensive view of Augustan 
1John Dennis, The Advancement and Reformation of Mod-
~ Poetr~ (1701), in critical Works, r;-260-261. ------
psychology and the mass of often conflicting material from 
which it was inherited . 
The doctrine of the emotions held by most Augustans 
was based upon psychology in the works of Descartes, Gassen-
di, Hobbes, and Locke, and informed by a physiology inherited 
from Galen and Hippocrates with modifications by the work of 
such scientists as Harvey, Newton, Willis, and others asso-
ciated with the Royal Society. Descartes' psychology is a 
synthesis of earlier theory from Aristotle to his own day to 
which he added original material. Gassendi's work, extremely 
popular in England with the avant-garde of the period, is a 
reinterpretation of Epicurus' theories of sensation and 
pleasure applied to ethics. Hobbes added to the work of his 
predecessors a belief that passion is essential to worth-
while achievement. Willis' Cerebri Anatome (1664) reflects 
the thought of his associates in the Royal Society, and though 
offering some new material on sensation, is a traditional 
treatment of the faculties . 2 Though Locke had little to say 
of the passions, he is important to the doctrine because he 
made sensation the source of all knowledge and in so doing 
reassessed the importance of imagination in the mental pro-
cess. 
The doctrine of the passions comprises two aspects: 
the physiological, describing the anatomy necessary to their 
operation; and the psychic, including the mental apparatus 
2George Sidney Brett, A History of Psychology (Lon-
don, 1921), II, 190. 
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in which they function to affect the soul. These separate 
areas of the organism cooperate in the physio-psychological 
processes--sensation, imagination, and perception--to create 
passions which affect the rational and physical powers. 
Hence, to understand Dennis' use of the passions, we must 
briefly consider the physical and psychic organs in which 
they were thought to develop, the purely physical apparatus 
through which they were transmitted, and the ways in which 
the soma and the psyche were supposedly related. 
The Psychosomatic Apparatus 
The Soma 
Everyday physiologists of the late seventeenth cen-
tury still discussed the physical organism in terms of their 
classical and Renaissance heritage. Though Newton's physics 
and Harvey's studies in the circulatory system added to cur-
rent knowledge, Augustans still referred to Galen and Aris-
totle as their authorities. Even Dr. Willis, closely associ-
ated with the Royal Society, described the animal spirits in 
much the same way that they had been explained in Burton's 
compilations from classical and mediaeval sources.3 
Most physiologists divided the body into three parts: 
the head region, the chest or "middle belly" area, and the 
"lower belly region." In the head region the brain contained 
3Ibid., II, 190-191. 
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the soul, which through the nerves was thought to give motion 
to the body. For those who speak of two souls, the brain is 
the seat of the rational one; the lower or sensitive soul 
either resides in the middle-belly region or extends through-
' 
out and coexists with the body. 
Generally, the brain was thought to contain the ani-
mal spirits and, in different compartments, to house the 
several faculties: memory, imagination or fancy, will, and 
reason. The nerves carried impulses, inward from sense, or 
outward from the brain. Leading from the heart to the brain, 
the blood vessels brought the vital spirits in circulating 
blood. These minute particles, animated like the particles 
of a flame, passed through the pores into the brain, where 
they were refined into animal spirits.4 
Organs in the mid-region of the body considered nee-
essary to the passions were the lungs, heart, and blood 
vessels. Arteries lead outward to the lungs, brain, and oth-
er parts of the body; and the veins empty into the heart from 
the liver and digestive organs. The most important organ to 
passions in this region was the heart, which received first-
concoction blood from the liver and aerated blood from the 
lungs, and generated heat necessary to the engendering of 
vital spirits. In the Renaissance the heart was considered 
4 , Rene Descartes, Les Passions de l'Ame, in Oeuvres 
de Descartes (Paris, n.d.), I, 419. 
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the seat of the passions . 5 By the late seventeenth century 
it was no longer considered so, but was still discussed as 
an important organ in their development, since the vital 
spirits were produced there. The heart also provided heat, 
necessary to the agitation of the animal spirits in time of 
passions . 
In the lower region the liver converted blood from 
the fluids produced by digestion and sent it through the 
~ ~ to the heart . From blood, spirits were thought to 
be produced in the heart and afterwards conveyed to the oth-
er parts by the arteries . The liver was considered by some 
early philosophers to enjoy a relationship with the rational 
soul,6 but among the Augustans, of course, no one thought 
the liver a psychic link between soul and body; yet most 
writers did recognize it as an intermediary between the di-
gestive organs and the heart, which thus exerted an influ-
ence upon the quality and amount of vital spirits produced 
by the blood. 
The Psyche 
The soul was considered the force which imparted move-
ment to inert matter of the body and governed its activities. 
5Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melanchol~ (1621), ed. 
Holbrook Jackson (London:-Y948), I, 152. 
6Plato, Timaeus in Plato with an English Translation, 
tr. R. G. Bury, Loeb Classical Library-rLondon, 1929), VIII, 
183. 
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Most late seventeenth-century thought located it in the 
brain. Descartes thought the soul was located in the pineal 
gland, which was suspended in the middle part of the brain.7 
By those who considered the soul dualistic, its rational 
part was thought to be in the brain and the sensitive part 
either in the lower organs, or coexistent with the body. 
Willis described the sensitive soul as flowing through the 
blood and the rational one residing in the brain. Senault 
thought the soul dispersed in the body and penetrating all 
the parts, but yet "one Spirit in her Essence. 11 8 This was 
the Aristotelian concept. Hobbes and Locke made little at-
tempt to describe the soul,9 but were rather more concerned 
with the functioning of mind. Locke's concept of mind as a 
tabula ~ receiving knowledge only from sensation would 
not permit discussion about a divine soul with innate ideas. 
Dennis and most Augustans spoke of the soul as a single or-
ganism having both rational and sensitive functions and 
directing the will and the reason according to the motions 
it received from sensation. 
7Les Passions, I, 430-431. 
BJ. F. Senault, The Use of Passions. Written in 
French • • • and put into EnWs~ Henry Earl of MoniiiOuth 
(London, 167l~p. 12. 
9very often 11 mind 11 and 11 soul 11 seem to be used inter-
changeably. Generally "soul" includes a rational and a sen-
sitive faculty, but by Dennis' time a sharp distinction was 
not always made between the two words when mental processes 
were discussed. 
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The Psychosomatic Relationship 
The psychology of the passions is dependent upon the 
relationship between man's psychic and physiological parts; 
indeed, since they convey to the soul the demands of the 
body, passions are intermediary agents relating the bodily 
functions and the intellectual activities. But as well as 
maintaining the psychosomatic relationship, they are a prod-
uct of the interaction between psychic and physical func-
tions. Actually, the relationship between soul and body is 
effected by the animal spirits. The organs with actions 
relating man's physical and psychic parts are the sense ap-
paratus, the heart, the soul with rational and sensitive 
faculties, and the will . 
The Rational and the Sensitive Faculties 
In theories describing the soul as consisting of two 
parts, rational and sensitive, the rational part was thought 
to be immaterial and located in the brain area from whence 
it legislated over the material organism. Plotinus described 
a rational soul, which he envisioned as the purest kind of 
intellectual will, governed by reason and controlling man's 
lower nature.l0 Plato believed the rational soul was a god-
like attribute governing the lower nature through reflections 
10Grace H. Turnbull, The Essence of Plotinus, tr. 
Stephen MacKenna {New York, 1~), p. 158-.-
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in the liver, but having no real contact with the body. Sev-
enteenth-century philosophers who considered the soul dual-
istic saw, as did Walter Charleton, a continual conflict 
between the rational and the sensitive parts. 11 Even when 
the soul was thought of as a single entity, the same con-
flict was described between its intellectual and sensitive 
functions. 
In the dualistic division, the rational soul was 
thought to be composed of reason and will. The former was 
described as aloof from and unaffected directly by the ma-
terial being, but aided by imagination, capable of penetrat-
ing into the essence of things and framing judgments. Will, 
partially of divine origin, desired good and rejected any 
evil presented to it. But most Augustans after Descartes, 
Hobbes, and Locke were willing to accept the idea of a 
single soul, or mind, with rational and sensitive functions. 
The part of man's psyche having contact with his 
corporeal nature was, by most early philosophers, called the 
sensitive soul. If considered a single organ, the soul was 
said to have sensitive faculties, receiving motions from 
sense activity; and rational faculties, aloof from the body, 
but influenced by the sensitive counterpart. The relation-
ship is the same as that in theories which describe two 
souls. 
. . . 
The rational faculty both affects and is affected by 
1lwalter Charleton, Natural History of the Passions 
(London, 1674), p. 31. 
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I 
the body through the sensitive faculty, which participates 
in the functions of sensation and has also a relationship 
with the higher soul. The sensitive soul, whether considered 
a separate organ lodged in the body proper, a substance dif-
fused throughout the body, one of several faculties in a 
single organ, or as with Locke, a function of "mind," was 
fundamentally important to seventeenth and eighteenth-century 
psychology. 
Plato had described the lower soul as a "mortal form, 
which has within it passions both fearful and unavoidable," 
"planted" apart from the rational soul within the chest 
area. 12 The Renaissance endorsed this duality, and so did 
some later writers such as Walter Charleton, who considered 
it more or less coterminus with the body and the only means 
by which sense experience was related to the intellect.l3 
In writers who conceived the soul to be single, the 
sensitive appetite was spoken of in contradistinction to the 
rational and was in function considered the same thing as 
the sensitive soul. Edward Reynolds, a contemporary of 
Hobbes, thought the sensitive appetite was ordained to pro-
ceed naturally from the reason and both moved and received 
movement from the rational soul through the passions. The 
sensitive soul functioned to relate sense impressions to the 
12 Timaeus, VII, 179. 
l3Natural History of the Passions, pp. 13-14 and 51-
52. 
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rational faculty and to control the physical organism through 
its relationship with the higher type. 
The Spirits 
Relationship between the soul and the body was 
thought to be established by the vital and animal spirits. 
The former were a product of concoction in the heart. Food 
in the stomach was considered to be refined into a fluid 
called chylus. In the liver this was transformed into hu-
mors and blood, which entered the heart and were refined in-
to vital spirits that furnished heat and nourishment to all 
parts of the body. When aroused by excessive heat in the 
heart, or by a rapid flow of blood, the vital spirits entered 
the brain through the pores and were refined into animal 
spirits. 14 
Animal spirits, dependent upon the flow and quality 
of the vital spirits, related the body and soul to each oth-
er. Their purity and agility determined rapidity of thought, 
quality of bodily action, .and the tenor of a man's reactions 
to life. Descartes said that the brain cavity surrounding 
the soul was filled with animal spirits, which were set in 
motion by images received through the nerves from sense or-
gans, or by incoming vital spirits agitated in the heart by 
the heat produced there from sensation. The animal spirits, 
striking the gland in which the soul was encased, caused it 
14Lawrence Babb, The Elizabethan Malady ••• (East 
Lansing, 1951), p. 2. ---
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to vibrate so that its movement sent spirits through the 
nerves to parts of the body which should respond with action. 
Furthermore, and very important to Dennis, animal spirits 
could also be set in motion by thought, or by the soul's 
reaction to images in the memory from earlier sensation.l5 
Blackmore, like Hobbes, and like Dennis, declared that the 
animal spirits were the "immediate Instruments in Cogita-
tion, Reasoning, Invention and Fancy," and were necessary to 
"agitate and work the Heart in various Ways" and impart to 
it pleasing or painful passions that produced its various 
motions . 16 
Sensation 
By the end of the seventeenth century, sensation was 
considered man's only source of knowledge and his only link 
with the world in which he lived . In classical philosophers 
sensation had been considered a function of the lower soul, 
which received images from sense and presented them to the 
rational soul. But Augustans, no longer concerned with the 
idea of a lower soul, considered sensation responsible for 
supplying the materials from which fancy or imagination pre-
sented to the mind the results of man's physical life.l7 
15Les Passions, I, 427 and 431-432. 
16sir Richard Blackmore, "An Essay Upon the Spleen," 
in Essays Upon Several Subjects •• • (London, 1716), I, 258. 
17Norman De Witt, Epicurus ~his Philosophy (Min-
neapolis, 1954), p. 356. 
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Sensations were the cause of passions as well as the source 
of materials from which memory functioned and imagination 
produced its pictures. Descartes said that the sense pro-
cess functioned by transmitting impulses from the sense or-
gans through the nerves to the brain where spirits, becoming 
agitated, relayed the motions of sense to the soul. Locke 
defined sensations as 11 the perception which actually accom-
panies and is annexed to any impression on the body made by 
an external subject" and furnishes the mind with a distinct 
idea. 18 He denied that the "soul thinks before the senses 
have furnished it with ideas to think on." 19 
The Passions 
For Locke, and most Augustans, passions, disturban-
ces of the mind, determined the soul's motions. Errors of 
reason were caused by passions. In one sense, the passions 
were agents by which psychic responses to sensation become 
manifest in the body; they were, as well, a means by which 
physical states were reflected in the soul. Passions were 
considered both agents by which the soul expressed itself in 
acts and diseases or corruptions of the soul. By certain 
writers such as Edward Reynolds they were thought to be of 
two kinds: natural passions, which preserved the equilibrium 
18John Locke, An Essay Concernin Human Understand-
~ (1690), ed. A. s. Pringle-Pattison Oxford, 192~), p. 133. 
19rbid., p. 51. 
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between body and soul, and passions of the mind, which pro-
duced ecstasy and rapture--a kind of 11 joy unspeakable" 
whereby the 11 purest and most abstracted part of the Soul 
• • • is lifted up to some glimpse and apprehension" of fu-
ture glory. 20 Such are the passions of which Dennis speaks 
when describing genius as "the expression of a Furious Joy, 
or Pride, or Astonishment, ••• caused by the conception 
of an extraordinary hint" whereby the "soul is transported 
••• and exalted" to excessive joy. 21 
The Doctrine of the Passions 
- - - ,;;;,_---------
Description 
In the Augustan age, and that immediately preceding, 
emotions were designated by the terms "passions," "feelings," 
11 affections," or "perturbations," all more or less synonymous. 
Whatever term may be used, the passions were considered all 
those motions of the soul which affect both mental and physi-
2~dward Reynolds, A Treatise of the Passions and 
Faculties of the Soul of Man ••• (LOndon;-1656), p. j07 He 
described 11mental Passionsn-as "those high, pure, and abs:brac-
ted delights, or other the like agitations of the supreame 
part of the understanding ••• which are the most simple ac-
tions of the Mind, wherein is the least intermixtion or com-
merce with inferior and earthly faculties. Which Motions are 
founded first on an extraordinarie knowledge, either of 
Vision and Revelation, or of an Exquisite natural Apprehen-
s ion, 11 p. 3 6. 
21John Dennis, Remarks on a Book Entituled, Prince 
Arthur, An Heroick Poem. With Some General Critical Observa-
tions, and Several New Rema-rKS Upon Virgil (1696), in Criti-
cal Works, I, 47. 
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cal behavior. Today we call them emotions. Aristotle de-
fined emotions as those feelings accompanied by pain and 
pleasure that change men so as to affect their judgments. 22 
They are efforts of men to gratify the "feelings and the ir-
rational elements of the soul."23 Descartes, whom Dennis 
seems to have followed, defined passions as "des perceptions, 
ou des sentiments ou des emotions de l'§me qu'on rapporte 
particulierement a elle, et qui sont causees, et entretenues, 
et fortifiees par quelque mouvement des esprits. 11 24 They 
are "feelings" the soul has as a result of agitations of the 
spirits caused by the motions from sensation, or by its own 
thoughts activating it to disturb the tranquility of animal 
spirits in the brain. For Hobbes, passions were qualities 
of the soul which motivate men to all activity; "passion is 
power limited."25 
Most authorities from Aristotle through the Renais-
sance identified passions solely with the sense functions of 
the soul and saw them as opposed to right reason. By Den-
nis' time they were thought to arise, also, from opinion or 
22Aristotle, Rhetorics, tr. w. Rhys Roberts, in 
Works of Aristotle, ed. W. D. Ross (Oxford, 1931), III, 
l378a .-
23Aristotle, Magna Moralia, tr. St. Geo. Stock, 
Ibid., IX, 1168b. 
24Les Passions, I, 427. 
25Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (1651), in The Works of 
Thomas Hobbes, ed. Sir William Molesworth (London, 1845)-,-
III, 48. 
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thought and to be good or bad depending upon the objects of 
their motions. Earlier, Thomas Wright even spoke of higher 
passions than those arising from the sensitive soul. Such 
passions, which he thought would arise in the 11 highest and 
chiefest11 part of the soul and be 11not unlike unto the pas-
sions of the minde~ 26 are akin to the enthusiastic and na-
tural passions Dennis described. 
In Dennis, passions may either corrupt the soul or 
aid it to accomplish the dictates of reason. But to most of 
his authorities, who did not value passion to the degree that 
he and Hobbes did, the inordinate motions of passion were 
thought to result from original sin and to blind the reason. 
If properly directed, they could produce good, but if, as 
was more probable, misdirected, they would cause only evil. 
However, both Hobbes and Dennis saw well-directed passion to 
be the result of all human achievement.27 
Usually writers named at least eleven passions, oc-
casionally more. 28 Descarte,s .. listed the customary 11 primitive 
passions 11 : love, hate, delight, revulsion, desire, joy, 
sadness, and divided them into innumerable complex passions. 
Hobbes, following classical philosophers, listed seven simple 
26Thomas Wright, The Passions of ~ Minde in Gener-
all (1601) (London, 1630), p. 31. 
27 6 Leviathan, p. 2. 
2Bwe need not consider here the early divisions of 
passions into irascible and concupiscible, since in Dennis 
these distinctions are not made. 
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passions--love, desire, appetite, aversion, hate, joy, and 
grief--and permitted many subdivisions. Dennis' list is in-
complete. He calls love, joy, and desire the natural pas-
sions with which man was first created in a state of happiness. 
Anger, envy, indignation, and desire of revenge, all includ-
ing misery, are accidental passions occasioned by the Fall 
and bring woe to the race of man. 29 There was apparently no 
limit to the possible classifications into which the pas-
sions listed by Aristotle and the academics could be divided 
by seventeenth-century philosophers. 
Operation 
Before we consider the origin, cause, and effect of 
passions, we need to see how they operate in the organism. 
The process outlined by Descartes in~ Passions de 1 1!me 
is representative of the fragmentary systems found in Hobbes 
and many succeeding writers and was the basis for the sys-
tem implied in Dennis' work. 
Descartes says passions are perceptions of the soul: 
thoughts in the soul which are not actions or desires.30 
They are special kinds of thoughts "qui l'agitent et 1 1ebran-
lent," and are "causees ••• par quelque mouvement des 
esprits" in the brain, which usually proceed directly from 
29Leviathan, III, 43 et passim. 
3°Les Passions, I, 428. 
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the organs of sensation, or from the soul's action in nor-
mal thought.31 
When the spirits are excited by impulses which the 
sense organs send through the nerves to the brain cavity, 
they impinge upon the soul, and according to the intensity 
of their motion, excite in it feelings of joy, apprehension, 
grief, and so on. According to Descartes, the soul receiv-
ing these impulses causes the gland in which it is lodged 
to vibrate so that the animal spirits surrounding it are 
sent down the tubes of the nerves to activate muscles of or-
gans required to effect its wishes.32 In other words, pas-
sions are caused by sensation sending its impulses directly 
to the brain, but they are perpetuated and augmented there 
by an increased flow of vital spirits heated in the heart by 
the motions of spirits. 
Passions, however, can be incited by "la representa-
tion des choses qui ont coutume d'~tre jointes avec lea 
passions que nous voulons avoir, et qui sont contraires a 
celles que nous voulons rejecter."33 This is the kind of 
self-invoked passion the aestheticians described when they 
said that before a poet attempted to incite passion in an au-
dience, he must first experience, emotionally, those things 
3libid., I, 427. 
32Ibid., I, 432. 
33Ibid., I, 436. 
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that he would depict in his work. Representation to the 
soul of things which will excite passion will thrust the ani-
mal spirits towards different parts of the brain until they 
encounter traces left there of earlier experience with the 
objects one desires to recollect . 34 Finding openings in the 
pores, enlarged by entry there at the time of an earlier ex-
perience , the spirits will easily enter these areas and ex-
cite the same reactions within the object present that had 
been excited when the presence of a sense object caused the 
original motion . As a result, images from earlier experience 
will be presented to the soul and a passion created as though 
the original object of sense were present . This phase of the 
doctrine is important to Dennis' concept of passion in the 
aesthetic process . In Dennis, to compose under the effect of 
passion, a poet must represent to himself, so that he actu-
ally feels their effect, objects and experiences which, in 
his poem, will reflect the same emotional quality that he 
wishes to arouse in his reader . 
The Causes of Passion 
Passions may be caused by sensations and their re-
sulting perceptions, by imagination working with memory, or 
34Ibid. , I , 434-35 . Locke suggested a vaguely simi-
lar processwnen he described memory to consist of "pictures 
drawn in our minds" and "laid in fading colora," but he was 
not sure of the part played in memory by the animal spirits 
(Human Understanding, p . 81). Hobbes, using a vegetable 
image, described memory as decaying sense, sense that is 
"fading and past" (Leviathan, III, 6). 
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by bodily causes activating the spirits through the heat of 
the heart. The cause with which we are primarily concerned 
in studying Dennis' aesthetic is that attributed to percep-
tions produced in the soul from imagination.35 
Mid-seventeenth-century and Augustan writers, stres-
sing the importance of sense in the creation of passion, saw 
its immediate effects in the brain. They thought, as did 
Descartes, that movements started in the sense organs by ma-
terial objects were conv~ed inward by the nerves and created 
similar motions in the brain. Dennis' most immediate author-
ities all emphasized the dependence of passion upon sense. 
Hobbes declared that all "pleasure or delights 
• • 
• arise 
from the sense of an object present," or from "the expecta-
tion, that proceeds from foresight of the end, or consequence 
of things."36 The motions exerted by the various passions in 
the spirits, the blood, and the sensitive faculty are noth-
ing more than 11 contractions, and Effusions" of the soul upon 
the effects of sensation.37 Similarly, the spiritual pas-
sions of which Reynolds spoke arise from conclusions, "either 
delightful or disquieting," which the soul draws from the 
35Descartes thought our perceptions of two kinds: 
those which have the soul as cause and those which have the 
body as cause. "Celles qui ont 1 1 ~me pour cause sont lea 
perceptions, de nos volontes et de toutes lea imaginations 
ou autres pensees qui en dependent" (Les Passions, I, 424). 
36Leviathan, III, 42. 
37charleton, p. 83. 
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considerati on of "all Practical Truths" received in the con-
science, where they create "motions of Joy, Love, Peace, 
Fear, Horror, or Despaire."38 
Though sensation was thought to be the main cause of 
passion, all authorities from Aristotle to our period were 
agreed that imagination functioned both with sense and in 
its absence to excite the feelings. The passions with which 
Dennis was concerned in poesis are those excited in the mind 
of a poet when the objects of sense are absent, and much as 
in Wordsworth, were considered stronger emotions than those 
produced at the time of actual sensation. Dennis' enthusias-
tic passions are caused by "ideas occuring to us in Medita-
tion, and Producing the same Passions that the Objects of 
those Ideas would raise in us, if they were set before us. 11 39 
The term "imagination" used in late seventeenth-cen-
tury psychology did not refer usually to the act of creation, 
but designated a faculty of mind capable of receiving im-
pressions from sensation, or of drawing impressions of past 
sensations from memory and presenting them to the mind, or 
soul, for its consideration. Imagination is usually consid-
ered "sense at second hand." Locke had little to say about 
imagination, but Addison's definition of it as an agent of 
38..-.T_r_ea_t_i_se_ of the .;;..P.;;;.a.;;..s.;;..s.;;..io.;;.;n;;;:.;s;;;.., p. 40. 
39John Dennis, The Grounds of Criticism in Poetry 
(1704), in Critical Works, I, 365. 
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sensation , 40 and Watts' description of it as "the various 
appearances of our sensible ideas in the brain"41 gave the 
true Lockean emphasis to sensation as the only source for 
our ideas. It was a mirroring faculty capable of reflect-
ing sense images, and with the aid of memory, presenting 
them to the mind long after an original sensation had been 
dissipated . 
This faculty was thought to operate in close cooper-
ation with sense and memory . Somehow the impressions of 
original sense , presented to the mind by the imagination as 
well as affecting the soul at the time of sensation, were 
recorded in the memory . Later , in the absence of sensation, 
imagination collects pictures of past experiences and pre-
sents them to the mind for contemplation. Occasionally, 
imagination was described like memory, with the ability to 
retain impressions of sense and later use them to produce sit-
uattons which had never really existed. 42 Hobbes described 
thought as nothing more than mind acting upon and reacting 
40Joseph Addison, Spectator, No . 411 (1712), in The 
Complete Works of Joseph Addison (New York, 1845), II, 137. 
41cited by Kenneth MacLean, John Locke and En,lish 
Literature of the Eighteenth Century-rNew Haven:-T936 , pp. 
55-56 . 
42Hobbes spoke of imagination and memory as the same 
thing: "this decaying sense, when we would express the thing 
itself, I mean fancy itself, we call imagination ••• but 
when we would express the decay, and signify that the sense 
is fading, old, and past, it is called memort. So that im-
agination and memory are but one thing, whic for divers 
considerations hath divers names." (Leviathan, III, 6). 
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to the materials presented to it by imagination. 43 
Psychosomatic Effects 
As we have seen, the passions were considered inter-
mediaries between body and soul . Through passions the soul 
experienced its material and intellectual environment and 
expressed in conduct its reactions to both thought and phys-
ical phenomena . They were spoken of as "looking-glasses, 
wherein" one could see all the motions that animated the 
soul of an individual . 44 Being the effects of sense upon 
the soul, passions disturb it, deceive it, create intestine 
war between its rational and sensitive parts, cause it to 
feel pleasure and pain, 45 or enlist its aid in the body's 
constant rebellion against reason . 46 Philosophers said that 
the main danger of passion was that when it overcame reason 
it often rendered the soul incapable of making logical judg-
ments . Nevertheless, passion was considered a necessary and 
beneficial concomitant to all kinds of action. Dennis was 
not outside the ethical and psychological canons of his day 
when he asserted that passion was necessary to happiness and 
to all human achievement . Aristotle had explained that the 
43~. 1 III, 45. 
44wright, p. 63. 
45charleton, p . 82 . 
46 Senault, p. 124 . 
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soul was moved to action only through the affections, which, 
through sense images, brought it into relationship with the 
physical world . He even defined thought as a "representa-
tion in terms of a sense image" and declared it unable to 
exist without the physical influence furnished by the pas-
sions.47 Seeing passions as giving focus to man's life, 
Hobbes wrote that without passion our lives would languish 
between action and inaction and our thoughts wander in a 
meaningless chain of associations . 48 
Passions , then , had both beneficial and adverse ef-
fects upon the soul. The understanding, located in the 
rational soul, had no relation to the body except through 
the sensitive faculty . By Dennis' time, philosophers thought 
that before reason could judge of objects presented to the 
soul, it must be related to them by the passions . Aristotle 
had professed the view that reason was not the principal 
guide to virtue, but that the first impulse towards good 
came from the irrational motions of the passions, reason ex-
erting an influence in conduct only after it has been acti-
vated by the sensitive faculties . 49 A desired mental condi ~ 
tion was not one devoid of passion, but one in which reason 
47Aristotle, De Anima, tr. T. A. Smith, in Works, 
III, 403a. 
48 Leviathan, III, p . 3. 
49Magna Moralia, IX, 1206b. 
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and passion cooperating harmonized the disparate aspects of 
man 1 s nature. 
A solution to the warfare between passion and reason 
was found by the seventeenth-century avant-garde in Epicu-
rus, who said that some of our desires are necessary for 
happiness and repose of the body, even for life itself. We 
experience passions of pleasure when we feel the pain of its 
absence, but do not feel pain when the needed pleasure is 
present. The ideal state is one where pleasure is obtained 
so that the soul rests in repose and freedom from adverse 
passions. When such a condition is secured "all the tempest 
of the soul is dispersed, since the living creature has not 
to wander ••• in search of something that is missing."5° 
Dennis had something like this in mind when he spoke of po-
etry restoring harmony in the mind by exciting the natural 
passions that would exalt and strengthen the reason and with 
it desire a common goal. 
Passions as a Cause of Action 
Most late seventeenth-century philosophers valued 
passion as man's impetus to action, but they deplored uncon-
trolled passio~which resulted in evil conduct. Hobbes 
defined passions as appetite and aversion in relationship to 
5~picurus, Letter to Memoeceus, in Stoick and Epi-
curean Philosophers, ed. Whitney Oates {New York, 1940), 
p. 10. 
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pleasure and pain, except such as arise directly from sense. 
He declared that a man could not live whose desires were at 
an end and that the first "general inclination of all man-
kind" was restlessness and perpetual motion, "that ceaseth 
only in Death," leading him to seek power.51 This is the 
position Dennis takes when he makes passion a prerequisite 
to poetic composition and to all creative activity. Further-
more, passions could be used to fortify the soul by creating 
and perpetuating thoughts which it should preserve. Hence 
one could deliberately invoke passions to bring about de-
sired conduct.52 In addition, certain beneficial passions 
could be used to correct adverse passions, just as pity and 
terror are used in tragedy to purge destructive emotions.53 
Yet recognizing the value of passion in creating an 
impulse to good, Augustans generally feared all passions be-
cause of their tendency to become excessive. A passion could 
produce habits and, as such, become a ruling force dominat-
ing one's life. They thought that, if man were to achieve 
happiness, his reason and will must be uncontaminated by 
feelings. Locke declared that man's liberty lay in having a 
mind unimpaired by the crippling forces of passions,54 and 
51Leviathan, III, 42. 
52Les Passions, I, 436. 
53 Senault, p. 117. 
54Human Understandigg, p. 47. 
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Shaftesbury could see only madness resulting from their in-
f ,luence, especially in religion where they usually caused 
enthusiasm.55 Artists and poets were especially vulnerable 
to emotion, since they "have the liveliest sense, and are 
the easiest affected with pain or pleasure" and the numerous 
tempests that sweep through the soul.56 
But aside from affecting behavior, often adversely, 
passions were usually thought important in creative activity. 
A passion properly controlled could assist and contribute to 
an intellectual act. Hobbes considered the pleasures pro-
duced by imagination and the pleasures of the mind character-
ized by emotional excitement, heightened awareness, and 
appetite to act, conducive to a curiosity for knowledge and 
discovery. "Felicity," he said, 11 is a continuall progress 
of the desire from one object to another," a curiosity excit-
ing movement and intellectual activity.57 Passion was con-
sidered the "generous Fire that animates great and enter-
prizing Spirits, governs their Actions, and pushes them on 
to worthy and heroick Undertakings"; it was the "impulsive 
Spring that sets the writer's Pen in Motion, and stirs him 
55Anthony Earl of Shaftesbury,"A Letter Concerning 
Enthusiasm" (1708), in Characteristics, of Men, Manners, 
Opinions, Times, etc., ed. J. M. Robertson \London, 1900), 
I, 31-32. 
56Anthony Earl of Shaftesbury, "An Inquiry Concern-
ing Virtue or Merit" (1799), in Characteristics, I, 291. 
57Leviathan, III, 85. 
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up to be a Benefactor to Mankind. 11 58 
As we shall see in Chapter III, early literary theory 
had, occasionally, recognized such a relationship between 
man's feelings and creative activity, and by Dennis' time 
Augustan critics had begun to seek an explanation for inspi-
ration within the personality of the artist. But, using the 
psychology explained in this chapter, Dennis was one of the 
earliest to perceive the importance of emotion in poetic 
composition, and the first critic to attempt to build an 
aesthetic system that would explain art in terms of their 
psychology. 
58sir Richard Blackmore, "An Essay upon Writing," 
in Essays, I, 258. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CONCEPT OF PASSION IN 
LITERARY CRITICISM 
John Dennis defined poetry as "an Imitation of Na-
ture, by a pathetick and numerous Speech," 1 or "an Art, by 
which a Poet excites Passion ••• and entertains Sense 
• • • 
in order to satisfy and improve ••• the Mind." 2 He 
thought the main characteristic of the poet was an ability 
to incite passion and that genius was "the expression of a 
Furious Joy, or Pride, or Astonishment."3 Rejecting con-
cepts of poetic inspiration which explained genius in super-
natural terms, Dennis described the creative impulse and the 
poet's mental state during composition in terms of late 
seventeenth-century psychology. A poet, though "form'd by 
Art, ••• prevails by the force of Nature" and is so consti-
tuted psychologically that he is capable of being excited 
by all that is powerful in humanity. 4 His definition makes 
1Advancement of Poetry, I, 215. 
2John Dennis, To H. C. Ehq. Of Simplicity in Poeti-
cal Compositions in RemarkS on t e 7oth Spectator \I7ll), 
rn-critical Works, II, 34. ---------
3Remarks on Prince Arthur, I, 47. 
4John Dennis, The Usefulness of the Stage, to the 
Ha~~iness of Mankind, to Government and to Religion-. :-:-(1 8), inCritical Works, I, 62. --
passion a vital part of poesis. 
Since emotion is an essential part of Dennis' aes-
thetic, in this chapter we shall examine the attitudes to 
passion in poesis in the critical background against which 
his criticism appeared in the beginning of the eighteenth 
century and consider some of the classical precedents for 
the portion of his aesthetic that was virtually a critical 
innovation at the time. His own theory will be discussed 
afterwards. 
Passion in the Creative Process 
Passion and the Poet 
Since Aristotle, attempts had been made to explain 
the mystery of the creative process. Early thought was in-
clined to attribute artistic ability to divine influence, 
innate ability, or inexplicable causes rather than to de-
scribe it in psychological terms. With a few noteworthy 
exceptions, this attitude runs through classical and Renais-
sance aesthetic to the mid-seventeenth century. When emo-
tion was discussed as necessary to art, it was usually 
considered important in the affective rather than in the 
creative phase. Much thought was devoted to how a poem might 
be formed so as to create passion in its readers. But few 
critics defined a poem, as did Dennis, as a means of convey-
ing to an audience the emotions of the poet or stimulating 
in them emotional conditions similar to those he had experi-
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enced at the time of creation. The idea that in some way the 
personal character of the artist informs his work appears 
frequently in early criticism, but only occasionally was 
this influence, even vaguely, described in psychological 
terms. 
General Characteristics 
In the Phaedrus Plato declared that the poet's power 
to move was given by nature.5 A poet does not impart his 
own emotions to his work, but being an intermediary between 
the gqds and his readers, only expresses divinely revealed 
truths.6 Aristotle suggested that in some way a speaker 
moves his audience through the force of his own personal 
character by imparting to an effectual oration the quality 
of his own emotional reactions to his subject.7 But most 
writers who spoke of art reflecting the soul of the artist 
did not mean that a poem reflected the poet's emotional re-
action to the material with which he worked, but meant, as 
did Plotinus, that the shaping soul of the artist becomes a 
part of his work and that some intimation of beauty, imparted 
to it by divine gift, passes through him into the work he 
executes.8 Only in Dionysius of Halicarnassus and in 
5John Dewar Denniston, ed., Greek Literary Criticism 
(London, 1924), p. 52. 
6 Ibid., p. 41. 
7Rhetorica, II, 1356a. 
8Thorpe, Robbe's Aesthetic, p. 33. 
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Longinus do we have a strong expression of the idea that art 
which "moves" must proceed from the soul of a writer experi-
encing the emotions he wishes to arouse in his audience . 9 
Though nearly all critics of the Augustan period 
recognized a need for rules and craftsmanship in poetry, 
t here was a growing feeling at the time that, somehow, the 
essential qualities of poetry came from within the poet him-
self and that a poet must be a man with deep insights into 
the minds and actions of men. Some critics thought that, 
as well as having a knowledge of the material world, a poet 
needed the power to experience emotionally the things of 
which he wrote . Davenant seems to have had such ability in 
mind when he made wit the creative agent in poetry and de-
fined it as "a Webb consisting of the subtl'st threds; and 
like that of the Spider • • • considerably woven out of our-
selves . "lO Similarly, Hobbes thought that a poet must be 
able "to make both Body and Soul color and shadow b.f his 
9Dionysius of Halicarnassus, De Compositione Verbor-
~, selections in Denniston, p. 159 . ;Dionysius said that he 
was moved by the work of Demosthenes because the author was 
"expressing the emotions , nay , the transport of his own 
soul," at every point and coloring it with the appropriate 
style . In Peri Hupsos Longinus declared that the most im-
portant source-or the sublime was the power of forming great 
conceptions and the possession of vehement and inspired 
passion (Dionysius Longinus, On the Sublime, tr . W. Rhys 
Roberts , in J. H. Smith and E. W. Parks, eds . , The Great 
Critics [New York, 1939] , p. 71) . -
10sir William Davenant, "Preface" to Gondibert , An 
Heroick ~ (1650) , in Spingarn, II, 20 . 
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Poem out of his own Store . " 11 He meant that a poet's person-
ality , emotions , and memories ("his own store") would find 
expression in what he wrote . 
After 1674, we find Dryden advocating poetic fury 
and writing that the 11 perpetual torrent" of Homer's verse 
and the loftiness of his expression derived from a 11 fiery 
temper . 11 12 He said the ability to write 11 pathetically" pro-
ceeded from lofty genius, an innate , not an acquired quality . 
He thought Homer more "violent , impetuous, and full of fire" 
than Virgil; and when he said that one could read the "man-
ners and natural inclinations" of the two authors in their 
verses , l3 he implied that poetry reflects the psychological 
qualities of its author . 
These few prescriptions for fury and fire in the soul 
of the poet should not suggest that the age was ready to 
abandon the rules and deliberate craftsmanship for spontane-
ous expression, nor that it had achieved a psychological 
aesthetic . Far from it . Countless warnings against poetic 
madness, excessive passion in a work, such as Boileau's 
dicta in L'Art Poetique indicate the tone of conventional 
llThomas Hobbes, The Answer of Mr . Hobbes to Sir . 
Will . D'Avenant ' s Preface Before Gondibert (1650), in Spin-
garn, II, 60 . 
12John Dryden, "Preface" to Sylvae (1685), in W. P. 
Ker , ed . , Essays of John Dryden (Oxford, 1900), I, 260. 
l3John Dryden, "Preface" to Fables, Ancient and 
Modern (1700), in Smith and Parks , p . 265 . 
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criticism in the period.l4 
Psychological Condition of the Poet 
Of the qualities considered necessary to the poet in 
neo-classical aesthetic, the one with which we are mainly 
concerned is that expressed in the often repeated remark from 
Horace, 11 si vis me flere dolendum est primum ipsi tibi." 
This statement expanded comprises much of Dennis' aesthetic 
of passion: a poet's own emotional state must, at the t i me 
of composition, have been like that he wishes to raise in an 
audience, and it becomes so because he experiences emotionally 
the events which he describes in the poem. 
Socrates explained the creative process to Ion as a 
situation whereby a poet is carried out of himself so that 
his soul "in ecsatsy seem(s] to be among the persons or 
places" of which he is speaking.l5 Though the effect upon 
the poet here is similar to that in Dennis' description of 
the poet working under the influence of passion, Plato was 
explaining the creative process as the result of spiritual 
influence, not as the expression of a psychological condition. 
A theory of creativity more like that held by the Augustans 
was explained by Aristotle in De Poetics. A poet construct-
ing his plots should put the actual scenes before his eyes 
14Nicholas-Despreaux Boileau, The Art of Poetry, 
tr. John Dryden and Sir William Soames-rf68QT, in Smith and 
Parks, pp. 291 and 296. 
15nenniston, p. 40. 
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as far as possible. He should even act out his story with 
the very gestures of his characters in order to establish 
an emotional identity with them, because the artist who "feels 
the emotions to be described will be the most convincing. 11 16 
Longinus, whom Dennis followed in the emotional 
phase of his aesthetic, thought that to achieve the sublime, 
a poet must have first the power of forming great concep-
tions, and second, vehement and inspired passion, both quali-
ties of greater importance than technical skill . Quintilian 
and Cicero, both popular with neo-classicists, affirmed the 
same need for a speaker (or poet) to first experience the 
passions he attempted to stimulate in a listener . 17 Accord-
ing to these theories, to arouse emotion in an audience, a 
poet must be deeply moved emotionally by the scenes he wishes 
to portray, must feel the events he depicts as though they 
were real , and must actually experience the emotions which 
he depicts in the characters . 
By the mid-seventeenth century, most critics agreed 
that aesthetic creation was accompanied by some extraordinary 
psychological experience . They differed, however, in ex-
plaining this condition. Some still described it as a di-
vine madness; some saw it arising from intense concentration 
1PAristotle, De Poetics, tr . Ingram Bywater, in 
Works, II, 1454b. --
l7M. Fabii Quintillani, Institutio Oratoria tr . H.E. 
Butler, Loeb Classical Library (London, 1921), II, 437, 
thought that when desiring to invoke pity, we "must actually 
believe that the ills of which we complain have befallen our 
own selves." 
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upon the object to be imitated; and others considered it a 
necessary psychological condition that enabled a poet to 
transmit to a poem the tone and feeling required to move an 
audience. Hobbes said that expression was imparted to po-
etry "by the Poet out of his own provision." 18 In the Apol-
~ for Heroic Poet!}: Dryden declared that "the poet must 
put on"the passion he endeavours to represent.l9 Gildon, in 
his aesthetic often much like Dennis, thought that at the 
time of composition a poet's imagination must be "rais 1 d with 
a sort of fierce Enthusiasm."20 
In varying degrees critics began to believe that if 
a poet were to move his audience by the events he depicted 
in his work, he must first be, himself, affected strongly by 
them. 21 Dryden expressed the view that art was an external 
manifestation of the artist's inner vision and feeling. A 
sculptor does not contemplate an external object from which 
he takes a likeness, but considers "in his own mind a great 
and admirable form of beauty; and according to that image in 
18Answer to Davenant, II, 62. 
l9John Dryden, The Author's Apolo~ for Heroic Poet-
~ and Poetic License (1677), in Ker, I, ~5:--
20Gildon, ~ of Poetry, p. 258. 
21Francis Hutcheson in An Inqui~ into ~ Original 
of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue; in Two Treatises ••• 
\t'ondon, 1725}, p. 25, declared thatiTS poet 1 s whole soul 
is ravished by emotional transport when he describes his ex-
periences, it ravishes his readers with the same emotional 
intensity. 
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his soul" directs the operation of his hand. 22 As in Gildon, 
later, here art takes its form from the artist's contempla-
tion of ideas within, rather than from a slavish imitation 
of external appearances. 23 In addition, a few writers, such 
as Hobbes, held the opinion later expressed by Dennis that 
the quality of the creative agent proceeds partly from the 
different constitution of the body and partly from different 
education, but obtains its real tone and quality from the 
intensity of a poet's passions. 24 
Most critics who thought passion essential to the cre-
ative act were concerned with producing the sublime and con-
veying to art qualities that would activate the feelings of 
its audience. From experience with contemporary art, they 
were aware that the neo-classical apparatus of rules alone 
would not impart to poetry the quality which they desired to 
attain and which they saw expressed in Shakespeare, Milton, 
and Homer. Recognizing, but not being able to explain the 
presence of this quality in such poets, they began to realize 
that it was a reflection of some intangible condition in the 
soul of the artist. Hence, under the influence of Longinus 
22John Dryden, A Parallel of Poetry and Painting 
(1675), in Ker, I, 145. 
23charles Gildon, "An Afolo~ for Poetry in an Essay 
Directed to Walter Moil, Esq." 1694), in Miscellaneous Let-
ters and Essays, ~Several Subjects ••• Directed to John 
Dryden, Esq., ••• Mr. Dennis, ••• and Other Eminent Men 
orth1 Age (London, 1094), pp. 26-27. -
24Leviathan, III, 61. 
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and a few critics from antiquity, as well as the "new psy-
chology," they saw that what they labelled "fire," "spirit," 
"fee ling," 11 passion," and the like in great poetry was rna inly 
an outward expression of strong inner emotion during compo-
sition as a result of the poet's identification with the 
characters and events which he created. 
Passion in Inspiration and Genius 
Plato's description of inspiration as a divine mad-
ness which seizes the poet and "taking hold of a delicate 
and virgin soul • 
• • 
(and] there inspiring frenzy, awakens 
lyrical and all other numbers" 25 dominated descriptions of 
the creative process in one way or another down to Dennis' 
time. Yet there was, occasionally, a vague tendency to ex-
plain creativity in physical rather than supernatural terms. 
Vida, for instance, though calling inspiration a sacred fire, 
described the creative impulse as a "warm desire," with the 
implication that a poet's passions {desire) enter into the 
process of composition. 26 Later, Puttenham declared that a 
poet's "perfection" could not grow except by some instinct 
deriving from the "excellencie of nature and complexion; or 
by great subtilitie of the spirits."27 His ability grows, 
25 Denniston, p. 48. 
26Marco G. Vida, L'~ Poetics (1566), tr. Christo-
pher Pitt, in A. S. Cook, ed., The Art of Poetry (Boston, 
1925)' p. 344. 
27George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie (1589) 
in Gregory Smith, ed., Elizabethan Critical Essays (Oxford, 
1904) I I I 3. ~ 
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as explained in Dennis, according to his degree of passion. 
By the middle of the seventeenth century, critics dis-
cussing the nature of inspiration linked it in one way or 
another to psychosomatic conditions . Hobbes thought it a mat-
ter of agitations in the soul and declared that a man without 
passion could not possibly have either a great fancy or much 
judgment . 28 Later, Welstead defined inspiration in Dennis' 
terms as the result of an imagination warmed by the passions 
and the activity of animal spir1ts . 29 But rather than trying 
to define inspiration, most Augustan critics described the 
creative process by attempting to explain how imagination and 
fancy worked in the mind of genius to produce poetry. 
To see the poet as an inspired seer was the typical 
explanation of genius in classical aesthetic.30 Plotinus' 
description of the artist as one in whom "the principle of 
All-Being has a dwelling," placing the poet midway between 
the material world and the ideal world from which he draws 
his loftier phantasies, furnished an acceptable explanation 
for the higher insights of truth that art was supposed to pre-
sent . In the Renaissance , every author was thought to have 
28Leviathan, I, 61-62 . 
29Leonard Welstead, A Dissertation Concerning the ~­
faction of the Enslish Lansuage , Tlie State of Poetri, &c. 
(1724), in Durham, p. 365 . 
3°In the Ion Plato attributed all poetic imitation to 
a divine madness when the poet 11 has been inspired and is out 
of his senses and the mind is no longer in him11 (Denniston, 
p . 381). 
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"his own Genius, directing him by secret Inspiration."31 
But in the psychological criticism after Hobbes, both critics 
and philsophers sought a more naturalistic explanation of 
genius. 
Hobbes, who did not use the word "genius," declared 
in the Answer to Davenant that a poet {or genius} thinks, 
compares, and forms his ideas rationally and deliberately, 
not under divine influence.32 But even Dryden was not sure 
whether genius was a gift of nature, an influence of the 
stars, or a blessing from Heaven.33 At the time he wrote, 
genius was variously considered an instinct, an innate qual-
ity, a result of the interplay between psychic and physical 
faculties, and occasionally, a divine gift. Sir William 
Temple saw it as a natural instinct, not unlike the urge of 
bees to make honey--libertine, native, and too delicate to be 
restrained by rules.34 Blackmore thought it a natural endow-
ment arising from the poet's particular blend of humors and 
passions,35 but as late as Gildon, critics could speak of 
genius as a gift from Heaven.36 
3lsir William Alexander, Earl of Stirling, Anacrisis, 
or A Censure of Some Poets Ancient and Modern (1634}, in 
Spingarn, I, IB"5:-- --
32Answer ~ Davenant, II, 58. 
33poetry and Painting, II, 138. 
34sir William Temple, Of Poetry (1690), in Spingarn, 
III, 83. 
3~ssay ~the Spleen, II, 218. 
36In the Essay to Moyle, II, 14, he wrote, "Poeta 
nascitur non fit," and declared that he derives his ability 
from genius, given to "none but the Darlings of Heav'n." 
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The quality of mind possessed by a genius, or the 
creative artist, was also variously described. Rapin thought 
"serenity of spirit" one of the most effectual conditions of 
genius. But most English writers thought one of the main 
distinguishing characteristics of genius was something "nobly 
wild and extravagant"37 like the "raging fire" which had im-
parted "spirit, Fancy, and Life" to Homer's work.38 A man 
of genius was thought one endowed with a "noble and Vital 
Heat of Temper,"39 and "inborn Fire, that impels and agitates 
the Soul" to frenzy.40 But, above all, he was described as 
having an extraordinary fancy, exact judgment, experience, 
full memory, and lively appetites (passions) that directed 
the activities of his mind. 
Imagination and Passion 
We saw in Chapter II that late seventeenth-century 
writers defined imagination as an intermediary between sense 
and intellect receiving pictures from sensation and pre-
senting them to the mind for contemplation. The only purely 
creative function of imagination described in late seven-
teenth-century aesthetic is the process that Locke and others 
37Temple, Of Poetr~, III, 82. 
38Addison, Spectator, No. 160 (1711), I, 238. 
39Temple, Of Poetry, III, 80. 
40sir Richard Blackmore, An Essay Upon Wit (1716), 
in Essays, I, 38. 
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called the complex, or compound, imagination, an activity 
of mind whereby images of sense are combined to produce an 
idea of an object or an event not before experienced.41 
Mainly, imagination was thought to function as an agile serv-
ant of mind, gathering images, or ideas, from memory and pre-
senting them to the rational faculties. 
By the latter part of the century little distinction 
was made between imagination and fancy, but earlier differ-
entiations between them account for the qualities associated 
with imagination in Dennis' period. Plato had described the 
phantasy as forming pictures related to material objects 
rather than to ideas, and presenting the world subjectively 
through a man's own peculiar point of view rather than pic-
turing reality.42 Imagination, as opposed to phantasy, was 
thought to be an intermediary between the world of ideas and 
that of material objects, presenting to mind the results of 
sensation and enabling an artist, or philosopher, or archi-
tect to invest the material form with his sense of the ideal. 43 
Aristotle's concept of imagination as an inner faculty whereby 
impressions from the external world were transmuted into 
images, or phantasms, gave imagination a prominent function 
in the mental process.44 These images (he refers to them as 
41Leviathan, III, 6. 
42Murray Wright Bundy, The Theory of Imagination in 
Classical and Mediaeval Thought, University of Illinois Stud-
ies in Language and Literature,XII (Urbana, 1927), p. 30. 
43Ibid., p. 43. 
44ne Anima, III, 428b. 
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"phantasms") are vital to thought and to all sorts of idea-
tion such as the formation of universal conceptions that 
make poetry more philosophical than history.45 Between them, 
Aristotle and Plato formulated ideas upon which virtually 
all future theories of imagination were to be built. 
Later philosophers and critics, such as Longinus, at-
tributed to imagination the power of bringing pictures before 
the mind and enabling an artist to project himself into fan-
ciful experiences, as though they were actual,so that he 
could represent in his work situations with which an audience 
might establish empathy. More important, the Plotinian con-
cept of imagination, popular with Augustans, endowed it with 
a power capable of awakening the mind so that it might grasp 
ideas not immediately present. In Plotinus, phantasying, or 
imaging, permits the mind to seize the adventitious object 
and to understand and know what it has experienced so that an 
artist, creating through phantasy, not merely transmits form 
to his material, but commutes to it his intellectual and 
emotional reactions to the subject inspiring a work.46 
Toward the end of the seventeenth century, imagina-
tion becomes both a selecting and an idealizing agent. Dry-
den called it the faculty that enabled painters to draw upon 
45Dryden reflected this idea in his famous descrip-
tion of fancy as "a high-ranging spaniel," that "must have 
clogs tied to it, lest it outrun the judgment" ("Epistle 
Dedicatory" of the Rival Ladies [ 1664J, in Ker, I, 8). 
46 Bundy, XII, 129. 
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impressions of their past experiences and "perfectionate 
the idea, and advance their art even above nature itself."47 
In Plotinian terms, it becomes a power enabling the poet to 
heighten the beauty of life so that the results of the cre-
ative act are even more vivid and meaningful than are the 
facts of experience from which they were drawn.48 
Though in Dennis' time critics often mistrusted 
rather than valued passion in aesthetic creation, they gen-
erally considered it the principal force activating the 
imagination. What they feared was the effect of excessive 
passion upon imagination. Passion was thought to be rela-
ted to wit much as it was to imagination. Hobbes said "Wit 
is not only the luck and labour, but also the dexterity of 
thought, rounding the world like the Sun ••• and bringing 
home to the memory universal surveys." 49 A necessary agent 
in composition, wit resembles imagination, or fancy, in 
that it is activated by passion and is a product of rapid 
motion in the mind. Both wit and imagination, essential in 
the creation of art, were generally thought to acquire their 
quality from the poet's psychological condition. Blackmore 
explained that 
Wit owes its Production to an extraordinary peculiar 
Temperament in the Constitution of the Possessors of it, 
in which is found a Concurrence of regular and exalted 
47Parallel of Poetry~ Painting, II, 122. 
48Addison, Spectator, No. 148, II, 146. 
49navenant, "Preface," II, 20-21. 
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Ferments, and an Affluence of Animal Spirits refin'd 
and rectify'd to a great degree of Purity; whence be-
ing endow'd with Vivacity, Brightness and Celerity • 
• • they become proper Instruments for the Sprightly 
Operations of the Mind : by which means the Imagina-
tion cau0with great Facility range the wide Field of Nature . ~ 
Enthusiasm and Passion 
Heat and passion were considered necessary to the 
proper functioning of wit and imagination, but in too great 
a quantity passions were thought to produce merely enthusi-
asm. Most critics of the age explained enthusiasm as the 
result of excess passion which carried a poet's fancy beyond 
the bounds of reason. The term does not appear often in 
classical or early criticism, but even among early critics, 
qualities of mind similar to enthusiasm were thought to be 
awakened by uncontrolled phantasy distorting truth and cloud-
ing the judgment . However , Longinus had given enthusiasm a 
place of prime importance in the creative process and had 
declared that there was no tone so lofty as that of genuine 
passion "when it bursts out in a wild gust of mad enthusi-
asm and 
• • • 
fills the speaker's words with frenzy."51 
Most Augustans, as did Shaftesbury, considered "in-
spiration • •• a real feeling of the divine presence, and 
enthusiasm ••• a false one . 11 But in another sense, "noble 
Enthusiasm" was described as "whatever is greatly performed 
5°Essay Upon Wit , I , 194 . 
51on ~Sublime, p. 72 . 
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by heroes, statesmen, poets, orators, musicians, and even 
philosophers.52 It was called an 11 ecstasy and rapture11 felt 
by an artist in the presence of the sublime works of the 
Creator.53 This was clearly the kind of enthusiasm Dennis 
described when he made 11 enthusiastick Passion" a necessary 
element of poetry. 
The line of division between truly creative enthusi-
asm and the enthusiasm of madness was close. Shaftesbury 
thought 11 composing and raving must necessarily ••• bear a 
resemblance," but realized that too much restraint upon the 
feelings impaired the "fervency of imagination."54 Hobbes, 
too, recognized the need for a vigorous fancy in the creation 
of art or any other contribution to society, but said it must 
be directed by passion {desire) or it would dissipate itself. 
The poet who would achieve sublimity in his work must main-
tain a precarious balance between madness and inspiration. 
If he was inspired by too much passion, his work would become 
the ravings of a madman, but if passion, necessary to channel 
his thoughts and move him to great conceptions, cooperated 
with his rational faculties, the results would be an inspired 
and balanced work of art. Augustans feared passion in com-
position because they believed that it could too easily lead 
52Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, I, 38-39. 
53shaftesbury, Concerning Virtue~ Merit, I, 338. 
54Anthony Earl of Shaftesbury, Soliloquy, Advice to 
an Author (1710), in Characteristics, I, 108. 
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poets to violate good judgment and logical form in art . 
Manifestations of Passion in the Poem 
In a certain sense, when neo-classical critics spoke 
of pa s s±on in poetry, they were describing what was popularly 
known as the pathetic style. The demand that poetry be pa-
thetic was based on three precepts: Aristotle's conception 
of poetry as a cathartic; the Longinian precept that poetry 
reflect the soul of a writer experiencing violent passion; 
and the concept of the ruling passion, a seventeenth-century 
refinement of the doctrine of humors . 
Longinus ' attitude towards passion in poetry was a 
late influence . Earlier moralists and critics, alike, con-
demned the passionate quality of poetry because it appealed 
to man's lower nature instead of to his rational faculties . 
In the Augustan age moderate passion was generally approved, 
but exorbitant passion was considered a manifestation of ex-
travagant fancy and uncontrolled art . Even Pope, whose work 
is, in Dennis' sense, the least impassioned of the period, 
admired the Iliad for the "wild Paradise" of "infinite beau-
ties" and for its "amazing Invention • •• and Rapture" by 
which a reader loses mastery of himself.55 Critics realized 
that poetry must make some kind of emotional appeal if it 
were to accomplish its purpose of instruction. The general 
opinion was that such an appeal could be obtained by passion 
55Alexander Pope, "Preface" to the Iliad (1715), in 
Durham, p. 324 . 
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imparted to a poem through the tone and style, prosodic de-
vices , metaphor , and subject matter. 
Style as Expression of Passion 
After Boileau 1 s influential translation of Longinus, 
English writers became exceedingly conscious of attaining a 
style characterized by transport , exaltation, and fire . A 
passionate style was one pervaded by an elevated expression 
in which flashes of irregular grandeur and brilliance made a 
strong appeal to a reader 1 s feelings . It was the kind of 
style Pope discovered in Homer that ''strikes before we are 
aware , like an accidental Fire from Heaven , " or like that in 
Milton which "glows like a Furna ce kept up to an uncommon 
Fierceness . "56 
Certain classical rhetoricians had recognized that a 
style exalting feeling and emotion was far more effective in 
poetry than an urbane regularity reducing any strong emotion 
to a respectable dullness . Dionysius of Halicarnassus had de-
fined a moving style as one with "swiftness, concentration, 
intensity , acrid pungency , " and the force that arouses emo-
tion. 57 In much the same terms , many neo-classical critics 
called for a style in poetry that would reflect the heated 
passions of the conceiving soul of the artist with "a heat 
that glows in every word that 1 s writ . "58 But, at the same 
56"Preface" to the Iliad, p . 324 . 
57nenniston, p . 157 . 
58John Sheffield , Earl of Mulgrave, An Essay Upon Po-
etry (1682), in Spingarn, II, 286 . 
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time, they deplored excess passion. Granville criticized 
Dryden for letting "his judgment stoop to Rage ,"59 and Dry-
den thought the passions "suffer violence" in a poem when 
they are perpetually maintained at the same height like the 
strings of an instrument "screwed up ••• to their utmost 
stretch."60 
Among the frequently mentioned devices to impart pas-
sion to style were prosody, language, dialogue, and novelty 
and variety in execution of subject. Boileau advised the 
poet to diversify his style frequently because "too equal and 
too uniform a manner, shines to no purpose, and incli nes us 
to sleep. n61 As for language, Aristotle had cautioned the 
orator that his language be appropriate to express the feel-
ings and that he vary it with the particular emotions he de-
sired to incite.62 Through a judicious use of words an orator 
would be able to touch "all the stops of human thought and 
feeling." 63 Generally, seventeenth-century critics believed 
that the diction of poetry should be above the ordinary lan-
guage of prose so that it would possess sufficient elevation 
59George Granville, An Essay ¥Eon Unnatural Flishts 
in Poetry (1701), in Spingarn, III, 2 • 
60John Dryden, "Preface" to Troilus and Cressida 
( 1679) , in Ker, II, 122. -
61Translated by Dennis in Remarks on Prince Arthur, 
I, 148-149. 
62Rhetorica, III, 1408. 
63cicero, De Oratore, "Book I," tr. E. N. P. Moor, 
in Moses Hadas, ed., The Basic Works of Cicero {New York, 
1951), VII, 241. --- --
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to excite the passions. 
Many early critics such as Dionysius of Halic~rnas­
sus advised writers to approximate in the movement of their 
lines the motions of the passions by eschewing the periodic 
metre with a regularity and similarity of cadence and making 
the line brilliant and free with a movement suggesting "na-
ture instead of art. 11 64 English critics who discussed prosody 
defended rhyme and regular metrical patterns as a means, like 
music, of stimulating emotions in an audience. Samuel Daniel 
declared that rhyme and meter work upon the hearts and 11 hath 
a power in nature on all" men. 65 Sir Philip Sidney and oth-
ers felt that in modern languages rhyme and rhythm "striketh 
a certaine musick to the eare"66 that excites the passions. 
The Sublime Style 
Longinus said the sublime was a "certain distinction 
and excellence in expression" that causes "persuasion and 
transport." Sublimity "flashing forth at the right moment 
scatters everything before it like a thunderbolt" and at once 
displays the power of the orator in all its plenitude. 67 
Glossing~ Hupsos, Boileau defined sublimity as a quality 
64Denniston, p. 146. 
65samuel Daniel, A Defense££ Ryme (1603), in Greg-
ory Smith, II, 360. -
66sir Philip Sidney, An Apologie for Poetrie (1595), 
in Smith and Parks, p. 230. 
67~ ~Sublime, pp. 65-66. 
"qui fait qu'un ouvrage enleve, ravit, transporte,"68 not 
necessarily found in the big or picturesque, but often ex-
pressed in such simple statements as, 11 Dieu dit: Que la 
lumiere se fasse, et la lumiere se fit." 69 But usually, as 
it was defined by Augustans, the sublime was a style ele-
vated above common languages as much as possible, and expres-
sing the feelings of a soul transported by a view 0f the 
most magnificent objects. Taking Longinus at his word, Den-
nis and many English critics defined sublimity in terms of 
transport and passion,7° and took as their models for it 
Shakespeare and Milton. When critics spoke of the sublime, 
they meant a quality that should pervade all the action and 
dialogue of a poem, a quality that Blackmore described when 
he spoke of the "majestick and terrible Threats" of the 
"prophetick Parts," and the "passionate Expostulations" of 
the Scriptures.71 
Stressing the passionate and the elevated in the sub-
lime, it was easy for writers to fall into the false sublime, 
a combination of enthusiasm and bombast. For this reason, 
neo-classical critics often feared the sublime and the pas-
sions which produced it. They commended a lofty style, but 
6~icholas Boileau-Despreaux, "Preface Du Traduc-
teur," Le Traite Du Sublime (1674)~ in Boileau, Oeuvres De 
Boileau:-ed., M. Amar (Paris, 1864,, p. 63. --
69Ibid., p. 363. 
7°on the Sublime, p. 79. 
7~ssay ~Epic Poetry, I, 73. 
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said no writing was sublime that was not just and proper.72 
Shaftesbury felt that the "pompous, or what we generally call 
the sublime," was formed by "quitting as much as possible 
the natural and easy way of expression for that which is 
most unlike to humanity or ordinary use . "73 
According to Longinus, sublimity could be derived 
from five sources: the first two, greatness of soul arising 
from lofty enterprise in the thought, and vehement and in-
spired passion, are qualities inherent in the poet himself. 
The other three are technical : due formation of figures, 
noble diction, and dignified and elevated composition. 74 
Most critics of our period did not emphasize "strong and in-
spired passions" in the poet as necessary to sublimity, but 
sought to achieve it through choice of subject matter and 
rhetorical practices . But few of them were able to satis-
factorily identify the sublime in poetry or to analyze its 
components because they looked for its origin in rhetorical 
skill more often than in the poet ' s temperament and identifi-
cation with his subject . 
Passion and Imagery 
Critics said that "imaging" was what made poetry a 
more effective medium of instruction than philosophy or his-
( 1681), 
72John Dryden "Dedication, 11 of The Spanish Friar 
in Ker, I, 24~ . 
73Advice to An Author , I, 158. 
74on the Sublime, p . 91. 
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tory and had always felt that the ability to produce vivid 
and moving images was the peculiar mark of a poet. They con-
sidered imagery the most effective means of imparting passion 
to poetry. According to seventeenth-century psychology, it 
was, indeed, inseparable from passion, since its generation 
was dependent upon the degree and quality of a poet's emo-
tions. Yet imagery was not always explained as a product of 
the poet's temperament. But when Dryden explained that 
"imaging," the very life of poetry, is "a discourse, which 
by a kind of enthusiasm, or extraordinary emotion of the 
soul, makes it seem to us that we behold those things which 
the poet paints,"75 he saw it as a reflection of the poet's 
emotional reaction to his subject. 
Most seventeenth-century critics thought of imagery 
as projecting only mechanical similitudes rather than as ex-
pressing vital truths perceived through the multiple rela-
tionships between the differing aspects of man 's experience; 
and few, indeed, were the critics before and during Dennis' 
period who considered imagery to be a linguistic expression 
reflecting a poet~ emotional reactions to experience.76 
75Apology for Heroic Poetry, I, 186. 
76By imagery we shall mean, not just the oonventioa-
al figures--metaphors, similes, tropes, etc.--but, in a 
broader sense, all devices used by a poet to represent things 
or ideas absent as though they were present. The term will 
include all "lively and apt description, dressed in such 
colours of speech, that i t sets before your eyes the absent 
object, as perfectly, and more delightfully than nature" 
(John Dryden, "Preface" to Annus Mirabilis [1664], in Ker, 
I I 14). 
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Dryden, Hobbes, and some others, do express the idea that 
because of the emotional identity it is able to stimulate 
between the reader and the poem, imagery does make a reader 
seem to really experience the things metaphorically presented 
in the poem, and at the same time precipitates him into a 
more complete life experience than would factual exposition 
because of the chain of associations it sets in motion.77 
The source of imagery was usually thought to be a 
combination of the poet's experience, his peculiar tempera-
ment, and his emotional condition. But the psychology of 
metaphorical expression was hardly noticed by most of the 
critics before Dennis. The majority discussed imagery as a 
department of rhetoric rather than as a form of expression 
vitally related to a poet's emotions and arising from his 
sensitivity to experience. Yet some did recognize the need 
for emotion in the discovery of metaphorical relationships. 
Quintilian and Cicero, as well as Dionysius of Halicarnassus 
and Longinus, recognized the passionate nature of imagery. 
Longinus thought of it as a spontaneous expression of per-
ceived relationships transmuted and fused by passion into an 
integral truth.78 In England, Puttenham acknowledged the 
77rn The Whole Art of Rhetoric (1681), in Works, VI, 
496, Hobbes recognized that~he similitudes through which a 
poet speaks 11 beget in us, by the genus or by some common 
thing to that with another, a kind of science. As when an 
old man is called stubble; a man suddenly learns that he 
grows up, flourisheth, and withers like grass being put in 
mind of it by the qualities common to stubble and to old 
~·It 
78on the Sublime, p. 88. 
-- ;,;,_~--
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element of passion in metaphorical expression when he said 
that "without any arte at all • • • according to the disposi-
tion of ••• our nature, constitution of the heart, & facil-
itie of each man 1 s utterance" a poet would speak in metaphor.79 
And Rapin, whom Dennis cites often, declared that figures 
spring from "fancy and Judgment, Heat of Imagination, and 
Sobriety of Reason, Precipitation of Spirit, and Solidity of 
Mind. 11 80 
Imagination (or fancy) was considered the faculty 
responsible for the generation of imagery and was generally 
thought to function according to the degree of passion in the 
poet•s soul. In Dryden, imagination is like a hunter search-
ing among the images stored from experience for materials 
through which to express complicated and intangible truths.81 
Hobbes called fancy responsible for perceiving similitudes 
and inventing ways to express ideas in terms of some commonly 
shared experience.82 If we recall that in Hobbes• psychology 
an active fancy depends upon a mind activated by passions, 
then the ultimate source of imagery in his aesthetic is psy-
chological, and the more passionate soul will be the apter 
to reduce vaguely perceived truths to concrete expression 
79Arte of English Poesie, I, 182. 
8~ene Rapin, Reflections on Aristotle 1 s Treatise of 
Poesie ••• ~ EASlish ~Mr. Rymer (London, 1694), p. 75. 
81John Dryden, "Preface" to The Mock Astrologer 
(1671), in Ker, I, 46. -------
82Thomas Hobbes, To the Reader Concerning the Vertue 
of!!!'! Heroique Poem (1675), in Spingarn, II, 70. 
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through images • 
Aristotle had attached great importance to imagery 
as a means to please and to excite the affections . Most of 
the critics we are examining thought imagery involved audi-
ences emotionally in a situation so that they would experi-
ence verbal scenes as though they actually participated in 
them. But, primarily, it was explained as a means of stir-
ring passion in an audience . It was not often considered in 
the Augustan age as a way of giving tangible expression to 
the artist ' s vision of experience . Critics usually spoke of 
imagery as raising "a secret ferment in the mind"83 of 
readers and elevating the soul "with Transport,"84 so as to 
cause a "generous Rapture • 
f l amed for great Things . "85 
• • whereby the mind may be in-
In Hobbes and Dryden, and one or 
two others, there is a suggestion that imagery is somehow a 
tangible manifestation of the poet's emotions, but this prin-
ciple was not greatly developed in the period . 
Subject Matter and Passions 
Critics had always discussed the subject matter most 
appropriate to poetry from the standpoint of vraisemblance, 
purpose, achievement of the sublime, and type of imitation. 
83Addison, Spectator, No . 418 (1712), II, 148. 
84Leonard Welstead, The Works of Dionysius Longinus, 
~the Sublime: ~' ~Treatise Concerning the Sovereign Per-
fection of writing ••• (London, 1712), p . iv . 
85Alexander, I, 182. 
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But we are interested here only in their attitudes towards 
subject, character, action, and thoughts and sentiments as a 
means of imparting to poetry the necessary emotional tone to 
effect audience response. When subject matter was discussed 
in terms of emotion, critics usually argued about the kinds 
most effective in moving an audience or imparting to a poem 
qualities necessary to elevate the minds of readers. After 
1674, interest in the sublime stimulated further discussion 
of the subject, but here again, emphasis was upon it as an 
affective not as an efficient cause. 
Neo-classical critics debated about whether religious 
material or temporal material--purely fictional and histori-
cal topics--was most appropriate for epic and tragic poetry, 
and many believed that the materials of the Christian reli-
gion could not be handled with a freedom necessary to allow 
poetry to accomplish its ends. As we shall see in Chapters 
IV and V, Dennis disagreed. 
Whether religious or secular material was used, 
novelty, variety, and surprise in subject matter and its ex-
ecution were considered by all useful in moving the passions 
of an audience. In the Poetics Aristotle had emphasized the 
importance of the surprising and new in the effect of poetry, 
and in Peri Hupsos, Longinus also had pointed to these qual-
ities of subject as effective in creating sublimity. With 
such classical precedents, many neo-classicists tended to 
over-emphasize the importance of novelty and variety, justi-
f ying it in terms of its psychological effect as imparting 
81 
to a work a restless motion that satisfied man's psychic de-
sire for change.86 Hobbes explained that the new and sur-
prising satisfy because a man of active passions, having a 
desire to know why and how, is in a constant search for 
knowledge,87 and Addison said that pleasure in the novel 
satisfies man's desire for knowledge by filling his "soul 
with an Agreeable Surprise11 and by creating the agitation 
necessary for a healthy mind.88 
Many neo-classicists also emphasized the use of the 
spectacular, the big, and awe-inspiring to arouse passion and 
excite the soul of the beholder. The sun and other vast phe-
nomena of nature were considered proper objects for creating 
sublimity in poetry.89 As did Dennis, Addison believed that 
celestial bodies, tempests, and mountain landscapes excite a 
passionate response in an audience because in the presence of 
natural grandeur the imagination is filled with the object so 
that "we are flung into a pleasing astonishment" and feel 11a 
delightful stillness and amazement in the sou1. 11 9° Dennis' 
contemporaries tended to value highly extravagant and unusual 
subject matter as a means to 11 agitate the Spirits" and "move 
g6Pierre Corneille, "Discours de la Tragedie" (1660), 
Oeuvres de P. Corneille (Paris, 1862), I, 88-89. 
87Leviathan, III, 39 
88spectator, No. 412 (1712), II, 139. 
89Addison, Guardian, No. 103 (1712), III, 115-116. 
9°spectator, No. 413 (1712), II, 141. 
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the Imagination with great Force."91 
In the aesthetic of the period, much is written about 
the relationship between characters and passions, but discus-
sion of characters did not often present the idea that they 
reflect the emotions of the poet creating them. Remarks on 
passion, as it is related to character, are found in two 
ways. First, a poet must depict emotions in his characters 
with vraisamblance by giving to each personality its appro-
priate passions. Secondly, passions must be drawn strongly 
in characters so that an audience will partially identify 
with the feelings of the persons of a poem. Yet to represent 
passion in the characters of an epic or dramatic work required 
that the poet be partially able to identify emotionally with 
the persons he created. 
When Dryden said it was important for an artist to 
have the genius to depict the passions and humors of the per-
sons he represents,92 and declared that a play should be a 
just and lively image of the passions and humors of human na-
ture,93 he implied, what Dennis explicitly stated, that a 
poet must be enabled by his genius to enter into the emotions 
of the characters he depicts. Most seventeenth-century crit-
ics believed that a poet must represent 11 to the very life the 
91Blackmore, Essay Upon Epic Poetry, I, 36. 
92Poetry ~Painting, II, 123. 
93John Dryden, An Essay of Dramatic Poesy (1668), in 
Ker, I, 36. 
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unbridled passions. n94 Some believed, as did Dryden, that a 
poet must reflect in the fictions of his subject the pas-
sions of his own mind so that an audience viewing characters 
whose passions were elevated above nature would, itself, ex-
perience elevating emotions.95 But really very little was 
said in the period about the poet's emotional participation 
in the passions which he depicted in his characters. 
All critics were agreed that greatness in thoughts 
and sentiments was necessary both to exhibit passion and to 
excite the soul of readers, but they were not always agreed 
on the nature of the thoughts or on how they should be pre-
sented in a work. Dryden defined great thoughts as pictures 
of passions such as arise naturally from the disorderly mo-
tions of the spirits.96 Thoughts are sublime and moving, 
Blackmore said, "when they are conceiv'd in an extraordinary 
Manner," and are elevated so as to impart "internal Heat, 
Vigour and majesty to the Narration."97 
Critics also discussed action in relation to the pas-
sions and argued about the types that would most effectively 
manifest passion in poems and arouse it in an audience. They 
thought that surprises, fictions, and supernatural events 
94Edward Philips, "Preface" to Theatarum Poetarum, 
or A Compleat Collection of the Poets (1675}, in Spingarn, 
II,-269. --
95poetry and Paintipg, II, 137-138. 
96John Dryden, "Preface11 to Ovid's Epistles (1680), in 
Ker, I, 233. 
97Blackmore, Essay Upon Epic Poetry, I, 94. 
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were capable of inciting passion. Hobbes declared that pas-
sions were excited by marvelous and surprising fictions and 
"the Images of Shipwrecks, Battles, Single Combats, Beauty, 
Passions of the mind, Sacrifices, Entertainments, and other 
things, 11 which abound in Homer . 98 D'Aubignac prescribed ac-
tions that 11 faisant toujours sur leur [the spectators'] ~me 
quelque nouvelle impression. "99 Most critics felt that in 
the epic and in tragedy action should be elevated and that, 
as well as being vraisemblable , it should contain marvelous 
and wonderful situations in order to strike terror and admira-
tion into an audience . 
In the seventeenth century, subject matter was usu-
ally discussed, apart from the poet, as material which con-
tained within itself emotional qualities. The artist was not 
frequently thought of as seriously affecting the passionate 
nature of the material with which he worked. Critics who de-
manded that a poet present action, thoughts, character, and 
subject matter that would display the feelings of the persons 
he represented so as to create emotions in his audience were 
more concerned with the rhetorical aspects of poesis than 
with the psychological. 
Passion ~ the Effect of Poetry 
Critics before and during Dennis' age were interested 
98virtues of~ Heroique Poem, II, 75 . 
99L ' Abbe D'Aubignac, La Prati~ue du Theatre (1657), 
Nouvelle Edition (Paris , 1927}7 pp . 7 -11:-
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in passion mainly as an aid in accomplishing the ae sthetic 
effect, to delight and instruct . Traditionally they had 
said that the role played by passion in achieving instruc-
tion was to delight by creating pleasure and admiration, or 
to purge the soul of evil passions by exciting fear and pity 
for the events of tragedy. Dryden declared that a poet's 
primary concern was not so much to instruct as to "affect the 
soul, and excite the passions, and above all, to move admi-
ration.'1100 But exciting admiration for the deeds of virtuous 
characters is a means towards inculcating moral precepts in 
an audience . When seventeenth-century writers spoke of po-
etry as presenting a moral lesson "which undertakes to regu-
late the Motions of the Heart by its Precepts," 101 or as a 
"physick of the mind," 102 they explained the delight of 
poetry in terms of the psychology of the passions. 
Audience Relationship to the Poem 
That poetry conveys its message to an audience by in-
clining auditors to react to its fictions in a way the poet 
desires is a commonplace of criticism. But through the cen-
turies this theory was given differing explanations by philos-
100John Dryden, A Defense of ~Essay of Dramatic 
Poesy (1668), in Ker, II~ 114 . 
101Rapin, Reflections, p. 12. 
102Thomas Rymer, "The Tragedies of the Last Age Con-
sider1d by the Practice of the Ancients and by the Common 
Sense of all Ages," in Kurt Zimansky, ed., The Critical Works 
of Thomas Rymer (New Haven, 1956), p. 12. ---
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ophers and critics. Aristotle explained how persuasion and 
instruction are effected in an audience only by a speech that 
stirs their emotions. 103 A feeling existed that, somehow, 
through the passions raised by art, a rapport was estab-
lished between the art object and the observer which leads 
him to perceive the truths the artist has expressed. Poetry 
activates the passions in such a way through prosodic de-
vices that appeal with the force of music, and through met-
aphor, which, expressing truths vividly, enables listeners 
to participate emotionally in the events of a poem.l04 Com-
paring the effect of poetry to that of music, critics 
seemed to imply that before, and perhaps beyond the intel-
lectual appeal of poetry, the emotional response it elicited 
was most important. They realized, or thought they did, 
the emotional value of prosody that made poetry more force-
ful than prose. 
But the power to raise the passions was considered 
by many moralists and critics a bad effect of poetry. 
Plato, not always antagonistic to poets, banned poetry from 
the ideal commonwealth because it "waters and fosters the 
feelings"l05; and seventeenth-century critics, such as 
Thomas Sprat, deplored modern poetry, which by its 11 specious 
Tropes and Figures" subjected the mind to bewitching and 
l03Rhetorica, II, 1356a. 
l04Temple, Of Poetry, II, 20. 
105Plato, The Republic, tr. Paul Shorey, The Loeb 
Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass., 1953), II, 463. 
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changeable motions.l06 
Few neo-classicists explained the effect of art as 
phi l osophically as had St. Thomas Acquinas. Yet, his expla-
nation of how art instructs through the passions is the 
theory most critics of the period were trying to express 
when they explained Horace's "delectare et docere." Acqui-
nas said the aesthetic experience was neither strictly 
sensual nor wholly intellectual. The initial contact with 
beauty, or art, is through the senses which, being stimulated, 
conduct the external motions from the art object inward 
where they activate the "internal senses," especially the 
imagination. Then intellect, acting upon the sense data pre-
sented by imagination, "abstracts its proper object," the 
form of the beautiful thing-- the essentially instructive 
part . l07 But before mind is activated, it must be stimulated 
by imagination operating under the influence of the material 
form of the art object . Hobbes ' explanation of the pleasures 
of the mind as those pleasures in which a response to a par-
ticular stimulus is raised by imagination from a physical to 
a mental plane, is much like the Thomist doctrine of ef-
fects . 108 The important thing for us in these desnriptions 
106Thomas Sprat, An Account of the Life and Writings 
of Mr . Abraham Cowley: written to Mr . r.r:--c!If'for<r-{1667), 
In Spingarn, II, 116 . ---------
l07 John Leonard Callahan, "The Aesthetic Doctrine of 
The Summa," in Saint Thomas Acquinas, Summa Theologies, tr. 
Fathers of the English Dominican Province (New York, 1948), 
III, 3341 . 
l08Thorpe, Hobbes' Aesthetic, p. 26. 
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of the aesthetic experience is that before the mind can ex-
tract the truths presented by a work of art, its faculties 
must be set in motion by the passions. Passions are neces-
sary intermediaries between the art object and the intellect; 
only when they have been involved in the experience, does an 
encounter with art become vital and personal. 
In An Inquiry into Beauty and Virtue, Hutcheson sug-
gested another important effect of art mentioned indirectly 
by Dennis, and barely implicit in early Augustan aesthetic. 
He said there were "resemblances between the air of a Tune 
••• and the sound of the human voice in ••• Passion."l09 
Discerning such resemblances when we listen to music, we re-
act to a musical air according to our previous relationships 
to the human sound with which we associate. In other words, 
the passions aroused by art will vary according to the indi-
vidual associations it creates. Art achieves its purpose by 
affecting the imagination of a reader so that ideas received 
from it are "the same that were once actually in our view." 
One need not have previously experienced a particular object 
carved or described, but merely to have encountered things 
that "bear a resemblance ••• or some remote analogy" with 
what is represented in a particular work.llO 
With varying modifications, seventeenth-century and 
Augustan critics believed that because of qualities it 
l09Hutcheson, p. 32. 
llOspectator, No. 416 (1712), II, 145. 
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possessed, an art object, affected sense and stirred the im-
agination, which through associations, caused emotional 
reactions. In one way or another, these responses were be-
lieved to stimulate intellectual activity that would enable 
an audience to discern the essential truths embodied in a 
work. 
Pity and Fear 
Aristotle said tragedy was the imitation of an ac-
tion arousing pity and fear and that such actions had the 
greatest effect when they seemed to occur unexpectedly and 
yet in consequence of one another. 111 The best way to arouse 
pity was to establish an identity between the audience and 
the object of pity. 112 Essentially, he was saying that be-
fore emotion can be aroused in auditors, empathy must exist 
between them and the persons and events of tragedy. 
Aristotle's theory of catharsis underwent varying 
interpretations and changes in mid-seventeenth-century crit-
icism. Hobbes, for instance, rejecting the theory of puri-
fication through catharsis, considered pity, fear, grief, and 
the like passions of aversion, from which no pleasure could 
be received.113 Felicity, for him, consisted not in the re-
pose of a mind satisfied, but in the action of a mind in 
111~ Poetics, II, 1452a. 
ll2Rhetorica, II, 1366a. 
113Rhetorica, VI, 461. 
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motion. Dryden declared that our pleasure in tragic events 
is in our "concernment" for the suffering of one character, 
or in our hope for anotherll4; that is, the motions created 
by passions cause mental activity, which is itself pleasur-
able. Corneille and st. ~vremond, too, questioned the ca-
thartic effect of tragedy. Rather than purgation of passion, 
tragedy creates within us pity and fear for our own probable 
misfortunes.ll5 St. tvremond thought that admiration, not 
pity, should be the passion incited by viewing the greatness 
of a soul well expressed.ll6 
Still, in terms of seventeenth-century medicine, Gil-
don, as did many others, said poetry's end was to rectify 
the passions and by the passions, themselves, to calm the 
troubled motions that excite the heart. 117 Tragedy should 
not eradicate pity and fear; instead, it should cause the 
passions to expend their violence on feigned misfortunes so 
that they would not have the power of prevailing over rea-
son.ll8 Purgation of pity and fear was usually described as 
primarily an emotional experience, but most explanations of 
catharsis imply that judgment, or reason, when activated by 
114Dryden, "Preface" to Troilus and Cressida, I, 211. 
115corneille, 11 Discours de la Tragedie," II, 51. 
116saint-Evremond, De la tragedie ancienne et moderne 
(1672), in Critiques Litterarires, Collection des Chef-
D'Oeuvres Meconnu, ed., Maurice w. Wilmette (Paris:-1921), 
pp. ll2-ll3. 
117charles Gildon, "An Essay at a Vindication of 
Love in Tragedies, Against Rapin and Mr. Rymer" (1694), in 
Miscellaneous Letters, p. 165. 
118Art of Poetry, p. 197. 
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these passions, operates more astutely to apply to life the 
lessons drawn from the disastrous events of tragedy. 
Poet-Audience Relationship 
Sir Philip Sidney wrote that the poet leads readers 
by a "sweete prospect" into the ways of virtue by yielding 
to "the powers of the minde, an image of that whereof the 
Philosopher bestoweth" in mere "wordish descriptions."ll9 
He has the power "to allay the perturbations of the mind, 
and set the affections in proper tune."l20 To achieve this 
end, a poet must establish through the poem a relationship 
with his audience. 
Before an audience will react in the way desired, it 
must feel the emotions that the characters of a poem exhibit. 
When an audience should be frightened, Aristotle wrote, the 
poet must make them feel that they really are in danger.l21 
In the seventeenth century, critics thought that a poet must 
command all the affections so as to move the same passions 
in his audience that he represented in others.l22 Dryden be-
lieved that a poet should "endeavour an absolute dominion 
over the minds of his spectators." 123 Yet neo-classicists 
ll9Apologie for Poetrie, p. 201. 
120John Milton, The SecoFd Book of the Reason of 
Church Government Urg'd Ag8inst PreiBt;Y Tl64IT, in Spingarn, 
I, 197. 
121Rhetorica, II, 1383a. 
122Temple, Of Poetrie, III, 85. 
123Apology for Heroic Poetry, I, 154. 
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realized that though using all the devices of rhetoric, a 
poem would still be without emotion unless its conception 
had been accompanied by a certain heat in the conceiving 
soul of the artist. 
Certain early critics explained that to write poetry 
that would inspire a strong emotional reaction in an audi-
ence, a poet must place before his eyes the things he wished 
to portray. 124 Critics during Dennis' day were becoming 
aware, but not so much as he, that a poet must establish a 
relationship with his audience before he could create in 
them the emotion he desired to effect, and they were begin-
ning to realize that this relationship, established through 
the poem, was dependent upon the artist's emotional condi-
tion at the time of composition. 125 Unless he were inspired 
by passion, the incidents and characters of his work would 
lack the force to elicit empathy from an audience. They did 
not say so, but when a rapport is established through the 
poem between the audience and the poet, listeners are receiv-
ing an expression of the artist's psychological reactions to 
his world, and from it acquiring his interpretations of life. 
124Quintilian, II, 433-435; also, Cicero and Longinus 
expressed the same idea. 
125Blackmore echoed Dennis' position when he said 
that a poet must 11 forme • • • ideas" and present them in 
"well-rang'd words in so strong a manner, that the absent Ob-ject seems in some sort present to the ordinary Reader" and 
reveals the usentiments and the Scope ••• of his [own] 
imagination" (Essay ~Writing, I, 164. 
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Summary 
The psychology of the aesthetic experience is only 
fragmentarily expressed in seventeenth-century criticism. 
Yet evidence indicates that theorists were interested not 
merely in establishing fool-proof rules that could be mas-
tered by men of intelligence to insure the composition of 
good poetry, but also in explaining the "je ne sais quoi" 
which evaded the principles of rules and allowed poets such 
as Shakespeare, despite ignorance of classical practice, to 
"snatch a grace beyond the reach of art." They all realized 
that the unknown factor in aesthetic composition, whether 
heaven-sent, psychosomatically generated, or inborn, was the 
really important element in an aesthetic experience. But 
few gave satisfactory psychological explanations of the aes-
thetic unknown, which resides ultimately in the artist. 
Some did attempt to explain it as an effect of emotion, but 
most of the explanations are naive and crude, as they must 
necessarily have been expressed in the psychology of the day. 
Though critics were beginning to realize that the 
artist's feelings were important in the conception of the 
art object and in the way a poet handled the techniques of 
his art, John Dennis, whose theory of passion in the aes-
thetic process we shall examine in detail in the following 
chapters, was really the first English critic to build a 
philosophy of art upon emotion. He called the "je ne sais 
94 
quoi 11 of artistic composition passion and explained the cre-
ative process and the effect of art in terms of the psycho-
logical condition of the artist at the time of composition 
and of the audience at the time of reading. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE CONCEPT OF PASSION IN DENNIS' AESTHETIC 
In The Advancement of Modern Poetry, Dennis wrote 
that "passion is the chief Thing in the Body of poetry."l 
In his system, the entire creative process is dependent upon 
passion, which he associated with nature and called "the 
Foundation and Basis of all." Passion i n a poem is genius, 
and the power of exciting passion is genius in a poet. 2 In 
other words, Dennis makes the creative urge (the artist's 
impulse to compose) the creative act, and the effect of the 
art object dependent upon the passions of the artist. Since 
passion is ultimately equated with nature, he is implying 
that creative ability is an innate gift, and that artistic 
expression, partially a reflection of the artist's innate 
self, is dependent upon the artist's ability to react with 
feeling to his experience. 
Dennis believed that the inspiration for poetic com-
position was generated by the passions withi n the soul of 
the artist, and that, at the moment of execution, passion, 
the idea to be communicated, and the poet's medium inter-
acted upon each other in such a way as to produce the work 
1Advancement of Poetry, I, 216. 
2 Ibid., 245-246. 
of art. The resulting expression of thi s inner experience 
would possess the qualities capable of arousing in a reader 
emotions similar to those experienced by the poet at the 
time of writing. 
The basis upon which Dennis established his aesthetic 
~s the seventeenth-century doctrine of the passions as we 
have explained it in Chapter II. Professor Hooker and sub-
sequent scholars who have considered Dennis' criticism recog-
nize that he was the first English critic to attempt to 
explain the creative process, the nature of poetic genius, 
that peculiar quality of poetry described as the sublime, and 
the effect of a work primarily in terms of the artist's emo-
tional complex. For this reason, it is necessary to examine, 
here, his concept of the doctrine of the passions in order 
to reconstruct from his allusions to it the psychological 
framework within which he worked and to see how he applied 
this psychology to explain the creative act, the nature of 
poetry, and its effect upon an audience. 
The Doctrine of the Passions 
In various places Dennis discusses the effect of pas-
sion on mental activity, inspiration, and the like; the pur-
pose of passion in the creative process, and its transference 
to a poem; the way a poem arouses passion in readers, and 
its effect upon their behavior. But there is no systematic 
outline in his work of the doctrine of the passions. Many of 
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his explanations of the relationship between the passions 
and mental activity remind one of Descartes, Hobbes, and 
Augustan writers on the topic. His numerous remarks on the 
faculties of the mind, his allusions to associationism, and 
his theory of ideas indicate that he was familiar with Locke. 
From references to writers of his day and the seventeenth 
century, we know that he had read most of the authorities al-
ready cited in this study.3 But Dennis does not discuss the 
psychology of the mind sufficiently to justify asserting his 
dependence upon Hobbes or any other particular philosopher 
of the seventeenth century. He took what he needed from com-
mon psychological knowledge to support his aesthetic and 
assumed that his readers were familiar with it. 
Description of the Passions 
Before we examine the application of Dennis' theory 
of passion to his aesthetic, we need to determine what he 
considered the source of passion, how it arose in the human 
mind, and how he thought it affected mental activity and con-
duct. In the Advancement of Poetry, he classifies the pas-
sions as either "natural and congenial to the Soul, or acci-
dental." The natural passions are love, joy, desire, and 
others "which are pleasing to it." These motivated the soul 
3Hooker says Dennis based his explanation of genius 
on the workings of the mind as he conceived them from his 
reading of Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, Aristotle, and Longinus, 
and the fragmentary psychological speculation of the day 
found in such writers as La Rochefoucauld and Pascal (Criti-
cal Works, II, civ). 
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of man before the Fall. The accidental, such as anger, envy, 
indignation, and desire of revenge, were not felt by man 
originally, but, all bringing misery, were a result of the 
Fall and are responsible for the constant struggle between 
the rational and the lower faculties. He says that since the 
dominant passion in men is the desire for happiness, it is 
possible for the congenial passions to triumph over the lower 
and restore the equilibrium in the soul that man enjoyed in 
his state of bliss.4 
Following the moralists and theologians of his day, 
Dennis thought that 11 fatal original Sin ••• consisted in 
his [man's] horribly diverting his Affections from his God to 
the Creatures," and disturbing the harmonious balance between 
his intellectual and animal faculties. Reason having been 
overcome by the passions, man was free to direct his motions 
towards other objects than the good so that a continual con-
flict raged wit~in his soul.5 Though man had passions before 
the Fall, he could be subject to none which were inconsis-
tent with the good, or with his "state of perfect Felicity." 
The natural passions were directed towards admiring, loving, 
desiring, and adoring God, and the result was "a Joy unspeak-
able . " The more they were exalted, the more reason approved 
of them and aided in their perpetuation so that man was al-
ways in a state of "lofty ravishing Transports."6 In 
4Advancement of Poetr~, I, 258. 
5 Ibid., 257 . 
6 [Qlc!., 256. 
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Dennis' explanation, passions in their natural state are not 
in conflict with reason; as in Hobbes, they are requisite 
to happiness and to a vigorous and healthy mind.7 This idea 
is the keystone of Dennis' aesthetic. 
He thought the purpose of poetry was to restore the 
equilibrium between reason and passion which had been dis-
turbed at the Fall by providing satisfaction for all the fac-
ulties: reason, passions, and sense."8 Poetry does this by 
presenting to the soul the "highest Ideas," which move it 
with joy at its own excellence, and which produce constructive 
passions that incline the soul to its primitive object "so 
that Reason and Passion are of the same side."9 
Dennis believed that passions might be used to quiet 
the conflict between men's lower and higher faculties. All 
men, he says, are moved by one passion or another either to 
action or to contemplation; 10 action and contemplation will 
also produce passion. He explained that all instruction, or 
7Refuting the Stoics' denial of passions, he said: 
"they knew very well, that the Combat between the Reason and 
Passions caus'd the Misery of M8n, but they never dream'd of 
reconciling the Difference, because, alas~ they never thought 
that the Parties had once been Friends. All that they aim'd 
at was to put an end to the Conflict, by destroying one of 
the Parties" (~., I, 258). 
8 
.f..E.!£., 262. 
9Grounds of Criticism, I, 360. 
10very much like Hobbes, he declared: "the General-
ity of Mankind are apparently sway'd by their Passions •••• 
And 'tis for this reason that not only the Devil ••• cor-
rupts Mankind by their Passions ••• but God himself, who 
made the Soul ••• converts it by its Passions" (Ibid., 
337). -
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motivation to action, results from first exciting the pas-
sions, and that poetry, which is capable of stirring the pas-
sions more than any other form of communication, employs the 
passions of man by directing them towards objects of which 
reason may approve.ll 
He thought passions might be excited by sense exper-
ience, or by ideas, mental activity about images of past 
sense. Indeed, his explanation of the creative process de-
pends upon the excitement of passion by contemplation of im-
ages produced from former sense rather than from reactions 
to emotions from immediate sense experience. Most of our 
thoughts, he said, are "attended with some sort, and some 
degree of Passion." Both ordinary and enthusiastic passion 
proceed from thoughts that "latently, and unobserved by us, 
carry Passion" with them.l2 He did not mean that thoughts 
possess passion, but that, because of their nature, certain 
ideas affect the mind more strongly than others and, as a re-
sult, create strong emotional reactions. The important re-
sult of this mental phenomenon is that certain passions are 
stimulated from latent rather than from direct sense experi-
ence. For such to happen, the imaginative faculty draws 
images of former sense from memory and presents them to the 
mind as objects upon which to reflect. 
In The Grounds 2f Criticism, he explained the process 
11 Ibid., 337-338. 
12Advancement of Poetry, I, 217. 
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whereby passion was generated from thought. When the mind 
considers such ideas or thoughts as those described above, 
sudden agitation of the spirits surprises the soul and causes 
the impressions that are made to be so deep, and their 
traces so profound that the experiences of which they are 
images seem present to us. The brain, being deeply pene-
trated by such impressions, "we are sensible of the same pas-
sions that we should feel were the objects themselves pres-
ent."13 In an ordinary sense experience, motions, translated 
through the sense organs from a sense object, activate the 
animal spirits so that they impinge upon the soul and cause 
it to react to the external object with a feeling of aversion 
or desire. Thus a passion is created. When the imagination 
is 11 fir'd" by the motions from a sense experience, impres-
sions of it are deeply embedded in the folds of the brain 
where the animal spirits have entered so that traces remain 
there as memories. These are later used by imagination to 
reconstruct an image of the original experience. 
As far as Dennis was concerned, a contemplated event 
generates stronger and more violent passions in the soul than 
does an immediate life experience. It does so for two rea-
sons. First, in contemplation the mind can dwell at length 
upon an image presented so as to perceive an experience in 
its totality and thus realize its complete significance. 
Secondly, when presenting images of past experience, because 
the impressions of them left on the mind are strong, the 
l3Grounds of Criticism, I, 363. 
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imagination magnifies and intensifies them until the ration-
al soul (or judgment) is greatly moved by their effect. 
Since these images of past experience are drawn from memory, 
where only the stronger sense impressions remain, any single 
image of former sense presented to the mind will contain 
only the most significant details of an experience. These 
will affect the mental faculties with their whole force with-
out the dissipating influence of the unessential details 
that attract the mind in a direct sense experience. 
As a result of the Fall, which disturbed the harmony 
that existed between the sensitive and rational faculties, 
Dennis says, there exists now a continual warfare between 
passion and reason; but he did not believe that felicity 
could be effected by curbing the passions. Rather, it was 
gained by intensifying the action of the congenial passions, 
which augment the force of reason, so as to reduce the force 
of the accidental passions and thus secure harmony between 
the drives of passion and reason. He thought the object of 
true religion was to achieve such psychic equilibrium by 
maintaining the passions and directing them towards the 
achievement of good. Deism, a religion of reason, he de-
clared, attempts to exalt reason at the expense of the emo-
tions, but the Christian religion, appealing to the passion 
of love, delights and pleases the soul, and increases all 
the congenial passions.l4 
Dennis believed that when the passions were properly 
14Advancement of Poetry, I, 261. 
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directed, inspired by the proper ideas, they provided the 
urge for all valuable achievement. The main effect of passion 
is to keep the soul in motion and prevent it from "mortifying 
Reflections," which it naturally has when it is not shaken. 
Passions cause this motion and give the soul force, and the 
consciousness of its own force delights it.l5 He thought 
that man's behavior is basically determined by passions and 
that strong passions provide the agitation necessary to a 
highly active mind. As did Hobbes, and even earlier philos-
ophers, he saw no need for conflict between passion and rea-
son; rather, as he explained mental activity, a mutual 
dependence existed between passions and the rational proces-
ses. The "passion, which disturbs the Soul ••• produces 
Harmony;" and "harmony, which is Concord, augments and propa-
gates Passion, which is Discord.nl6 The more healthy, 
strong, and active the reason, he declared, "the stronger 
will be the Passions."l7 
l5Ibid., 107. If anything, he would exalt passion 
at the expense of reason. He wrote in The Usefulness of the 
Stage: "reason may often afflict us, and make us miserabre-;--
by setting our Impotence or our Guilt before us; but that 
which it generally does, is the maintaining us in a languish-
ing State of Indifference, which, perhaps is more remov 1 d 
from Pleasure, than that is from Affliction, and which may be 
said to be the ordinary State of Men. • • • Since nothing 
but Pleasure can make us happy, it follows, that to be very 
happy, we must be much pleas 1d; and since nothing but Passion 
can please us, it follows that to be very much pleas 1d we 
must be very much mov'd" (Ibid., 149-150). . 
16Grounds of Criticism, I, 365. Dennis' attempt to 
resolve the confliCt between passion and reason, so far as it 
affects the poetic process, will be fully explained in Chap-
ter v. 
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1 
These statements need to be examined closely. 
Though most writers recognized the value of passion, Augus-
tans generally thought of reason and of passion as antagon-
istic faculties, each striving for different ends and 
creating conflict within the mind. As I have shown in Chap-
ter II, Locke thought mental astuteness lay in having a mind 
unimpaired by passions, and Shaftesbury associated them with 
madness in religion and with moral and ~ational weaknesses 
in poets. Even Pope, who certainly recognized the need for 
"fire" in aesthetic composition, described Dennis as a mad-
man because of his emphasis upon the passions in aesthetics 
and because of the emotional excesses in his poetry. Others 
such as Senault, Hobbes, Walter Charleton, and Blackmore 
emphasized the value of passion as the impetus to all human 
achievement and an essential part of intellectual activity. 
But for Dennis, perhaps more than for other writers of the 
day, passion was thought to restore harmony in the soul by 
strengthening the reason rather than impairing it. When 
passion is inspired by the proper ideas, he said, it becomes 
a quickening and exalting force imparting to the rational 
faculties a power of perception and energy that enables them 
to rise to a vision of higher truths than those generally 
gained from the consideration of sense stimuli. Contemplat-
ing the images presented by imaglnation, the mind, stimu-
lated by passion, transforms them into knowledge vaster and 
more significant than that contained in the objects of exper-
ience from which they were originally produced. Reason is 
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exalted by passion when the pleasing passions are raised 
above the disturbing passions and pursue the same ends as it. 
No longer undermined in its function by the lower affections, 
reason 11 is free to discern and distinguish Divine truth," 
and in turn employs its efforts to augment the force of the 
natural passions from which it receives its strength.l8 
Vulgar and Enthusiastic Passions 
Natural and accidental passions, discussed earlier, 
referred to man's primitive and his acquired passions. But 
to describe passion in man as it affected his mental activ-
ity, Dennis discussed the passions according to their origin 
and their degree of intensity as either enthusiastic or vul-
gar. Vulgar passion, or "that which we commonly call Pas-
sion,11 he defined as emotion moved by the objects themselves, 
11 or by the Ideas in the ordinary course of life. 1119 
1~dward Reynolds had described the same effect of 
passions, which he called 11 the passions of the mind11 and as-
sociated with unspeakable joy and the ~ower of mind to reach 
beyond purely factual knowledge (p. 36). More important, 
Dennis' concept here is not unlike Wordsworth's description 
of the benefits of passion. He regarded emotion as our 
chief guide and as the source of much of our joy in life, 
and thought that passions profoundly affect man's thought 
~Havens, The Mind of a Poet, p. 31J. He called passion 
I highest reasonTna soul sublime, I and said 11 the array/ Of 
act and circumstance, and visible form11 is mainly to the 
mind 11 what passion makes them"; 
The discerning intellect of Man 
When wedded to this goodly universe 
In love and holy passion, shall find these [marvels] 
A simple produce of the common day. 
(From The Recluse, cited by Havens, p. 24.) 
l9Grounds of Criticism, I, 338. 
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These are the passions usually discussed by moralists and 
philosophers. Unlike most of the writers of his day, Dennis 
makes a distinction between the passions of pure sense and 
those of the mind, which inspire the perception of intellec-
tual truths. For example, anger is moved by an affront of-
fered in our presence, pity by the sight of a "mournful 
object," admiration or wonder by the sight or the relation of 
something strange. These are ordinary (vulgar) passions. 
The same passions when rising from consideration of 
past sense experience, reconstructed from memory by the imag-
ination, make more intense impressions on the soul and pro-
duce a higher form of mental activity than results from the 
vulgar passions. These are enthusiastic passions.20 Vulgar 
passions occur in all men, but enthusiastic passion, a more 
intense form of emotion, is experienced only by men capable 
of vigorous mental life and endowed with a warm imagination 
that can convert the traces of past sense into strong and 
vivid images. Dennis explained that ordinary passions are 
those whose cause is clearly comprehended; the enthusiastic 
20wordsworth spoke of two kinds of poetic passions, 
imaginative and enthusiastic passion, and ordinary passion, 
and considered enthusiastic passion essential to the proper 
functioning of the imagination (Letter of December 1814, 
cited by Havens, The Mind of a Poet, pp. 33-34). He described 
passion as the li~wEICh connects the sensible world and 1m-, 
agination and makes possible their reciprocal action. Veron 
made a similar observation as that of Dennis when he spoke of 
poetry deriving from "echoes of passion." A man confronted 
with an object which arouses emotions feels "compelled to ex-
press his feelings in action, but in contemplation, a poet is 
able to detach himself from an experience in such a way as 
to observe it and derive from it a kind of "moral introspec-
tion" (Eugene Veron, Aesthetics, tr. w. H. Armstrong [London, 
1879] ' p. 344. 
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are the same passions, the cause of which is not clearly com-
prehended . 21 Enthusiastic passion is caused by an object or 
idea that creates in the mind a feeling of mystery, or incom-
prehension. Hence religious ideas are more apt to generate 
stronger enthusiastic passion than are temporal ideas . 
Religious enthusiasm is greater than enthusiasm devel-
oped from temporal ideas because the passions that accompany 
religious ideas are stronger than those that develop from 
physical objects . For example, the terror of which Aristotle 
speaks in the Rhetoric and the Poetics is an ordinary passion 
aroused by material objects or events, but enthusiastic ter-
ror is generated by the ideas arising from causes unknown to 
him who feels it . In Book I , of the Aeneid , Virgil's descrip-
tion of a tempest creates "double Terror," ordinary terror 
"which springs from the Concern which we have for the Hero; 
and the Enthusiastick one , which the Ideas would carry along 
with them, tho ' they were separated from the Concern which we 
feel for the Hero . "22 The immediate experience of a tempest 
does not arouse enthusiastic terror because the human mind, 
confronted with so vast a natural phenomenon, can perceive 
it only in isolated and partially related details, not in en-
tirety . But in contemplation, such ideas can be encompassed 
by the mind so that a tempest can be perceived in its entirety 
as something terrible . Yet the mind, not able to comprehend 
fully its cause, complete development , and effect, is left 
21Advancement of Poetry , I , 216 . 
22Ibid . , 231 . 
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with a sense of awe and mystery. 
Dennis described six enthusiastic passions: admira-
tion, terror, honor, joy, sadness, and desire. These are 
caused by "ideas occurring to us in Meditation, and Producing 
the same Passions that the Object of those Ideas would raise 
in us, if they were set before us in the same light that 
those Ideas give us of them." 23 One reason contemplation 
can produce such intense passions is that our ideas of an ob-
ject in meditation are different from the ideas of the same 
object in a sense experience or in common conversation. He 
cites as an example of this difference the idea produced by 
the sight of the sun, and the different, more intense and 
significant idea of the sun resulting when one contemplates 
an image of it drawn from memory: 
The Sun mention'd in ordinary Conversation, gives the 
Idea of a round flat shining Body, of about two foot 
diameter. But the Sun occurring to us in Meditation, 
gives the Idea of a Vast and glorious Body, and the top 
of all the visible Cre~~ion, and the brightest material 
Image of the Divinity. 
The difference between the two ideas is obvious. Den-
nis claims that the idea we have of the sun in contemplation 
is not only vaster and more mysterious than the idea we have 
of it in a direct sense experience, but that in contempla-
tion we apply meaning to the object represented by the image 
we have contemplated. Here, Dennis was expressing a view 
23Grounds 2f Criticism, I, 339. 
24Ibid. 
25For instance, see Curt John Ducasse, The Philoso-
~ of Art (New York, 1929), pp. 143-144, who described the 
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that coincides in some ways with those of Wordsworth and 
other later theorists who explain art as an expression of emo-
tion. In such views, aesthetic contemplation results only 
when the poet has been able to achieve detachment, or dis-
tance, from his experience and in the absence of the physical 
facts of an object or event feel the full strength of his 
emotional reaction and see the broader implications of mean-
ing in a sense encounter. 
The mental activity Dennis is explaining here is not 
dependent upon the sense objects from which the image de-
rived. The ideas such an image produces result from associ-
ating the object comprehended with "ideas," and "images" 
from other sense experiences as well, so that the total idea 
developed from contemplation of an image of the sun reflects 
not only a man's previous experience with the sun, but the 
whole complex pattern of his former mental and sense experi-
ence. It is, in Lockean terms, a complex idea compounded 
from the numerous results of previous sense. An idea formed 
from such an image leads out in all directions seeking for 
an explanation in other facets of the thinker's experience 
and investing its total significance with all of the associa-
tions it is able to establish. Such an emotional reaction 
is naturally more intense than a common passion produced by 
a simple idea resulting from direct sensation. 
The difference between an enthusiastic passion and an 
artist in an ideal state for creativity as "listening" for the 
feeling of an experience or event. 
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ordinary passion is mainly one of intensity and scope. Ordi-
nary passions usually produce action, whereas enthusiastic 
passion produces mental activity. When ordinary passions be-
come strong, they are "enthusiastick Motions," and the 
stronger they are, the greater the enthusiasm will be. En-
thusiastic passion has a stronger effect upon mental activity 
than does ordinary passion because it produces in the mind 
conceiving the idea of great objects "a certain Pride and 
Joy, and Admiration ••• at the conscious View of its own 
Excellence." 26 Enthusiastic passion "delights, illuminates, 
and exalts the soul, at the very same time it disturbs it."27 
It activates mental life and enables the mind to perceive 
great ideas and to penetrate to the significances of its ex-
periences. 
An example of what Dennis meant by enthusiastic pas-
sion may be seen in his description of terror and admiration. 
Since everything that is terrible is great, "enthusiastic 
Terror" is usually accompanied with admiration. He says 
that religious matter, such as the idea of an angry God, cre-
ates the most intense enthusiastic terror and admiration, 28 
both fear and wonder. Such terror expressed in poetry 
causes "that Spirit, that Passion, and that Fire, which so 
wonderfully pleases." The passion resulting f'rom contempla-
( 1692)' 
26Advancement of Poetry, I, 217. 
27John Dennis, "Preface" to The Passion of Byblis 
in Critical Works, I, 3. 
28Grounds of Criticism, I, 356. 
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tion of the idea of thunder is an example of this kind of 
terror. He said: 
Thunder mention'd in common Conversation, gives an Idea 
of a black Cloud, and a great Noise, which makes no 
great Impression upon us. But the Idea of it occurr i ng 
in Meditation, sets before us the most forcible, most 
resistless, and consequently the most dreadful Phaenom-
enon in Nature: So that this Idea must move a great 
deal of Terror in ~a, and 'tis this sort of Terror that 
I call Enthusiasm. ~ 
Enthusiastic admiration is produced by ideas of things that 
are "in their nature truly admirable." Such thoughts are of 
two sorts: ideas of sound and ideas of things. Ideas of 
sound are ideas arising from the contemplation of terrible 
and awe-inspiring noise such as thunder. Ideas of things 
that excite enthusiastic admiration are thoughts that arise 
from reflecting upon objects or events that suggest power 
and mysterious force, such as unusual natural phenomena or 
religious material. He thought that as Milton considered 
ideas derived from things divine, they "rais'd his Soul, and 
fill'd it with Admiration, and with a noble Greatness."30 
In his demand for enthusiastic passion in the crea-
tive process, Dennis was not as far from the thought of his 
day as might at first appear. Even Shaftesbury, as we have 
29Ibid., 339. Hooker and Monk thought Dennis' de-
scription of enthusiastic terror was one of his most signifi-
cant contributions to eighteenth-century criticism, because 
of the emphasis he placed upon the overpowering emotions pro-
duced from contemplation of vast objects of nature. Accord-
ing to Hooker, eighteenth-century theories of the sublime 
value the use of natural objects with a terrible and awe-in-
spiring aspect. In his own poetry, Dennis relied heavily 
upon the vast, unusual, and terrible to achieve what he con-
sidered sublimity. 
30 Ibid., 342. 
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seen in Chapter III, recognized the value of enthusiasm in 
the creation of art and thought that no poet could do any-
thing great without "imagination or supposition of a divine 
presence, which may raise him to some degree of thi s passion."3l 
But Shaftesbury used poetic inspiration and divine enthusiasm 
almost synonymously and considered inspiration a divinely 
instigated power.32 What he described as the divine element 
in human passions is almost the same thing that Dennis called 
the enthusiastic passions. The difference is that in Dennis 
it is purely human, and the creative act is dependent, 
solely, upon the poet's psychological condition. 
Passion in the Creative Process 
The Poet's Mental Qualities 
Dennis believed that a man must have an exalted and 
inflamed spirit to undertake the creation of poetry and that 
the heat for creativity could be generated only under cer-
tain circumstances. First, a poet must have a "large and Com-
prehensive Soul" capable of receiving great ideas which will 
stimulate the emotion necessary to accompany the creative 
31Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, I, 37. 
32Ibid. Shaftesbury thought it difficult to distin-
guish between true and false enthusiasm since the passions 
they raise are much alike. "For when the mind is taken up 
in vision, and fixes its view either on any real object, or 
mere spectre of divinity; when it sees, or thinks it sees, 
anything prodigious, and more than human; its horror, de-
light, confusion, fear, admiration, or whatever passion be-
longs to it, or is uppermost on this occasion, will have 
something vast ••• and (as painters say) beyond life." 
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act . 33 He believed that when a poet reflects upon them, the 
ideas in his mind create emotions, which, in some way, de-
termine the choice he makes of words and metaphor for poeti-
cal expression. Secondly, a poet must be capable of great 
and violent passion. 34 Mastery of his medium is necessary, 
but not sufficient to make a man a poet; he prevails by the 
"force of Nature." Closely paralleling Longinus 1 first two 
prerequisites for sublimity, Dennis thought a poet was a man 
with an inborn capacity, not to be acquired by art, of en-
tertaining great ideas , and of "being excited by all that's 
powerful in Humanity . "35 
But innate qualities are not alone responsible for 
the ability to create; Dennis made the creative urge depen-
dent upon the subject with which a poet worked and thought 
that the kinds of ideas he entertained would determine the 
quality of his response to experience . Only certain ideas 
would excite the enthusiastic passion necessary to inspire 
the creative impulse . Yet, only men with a certain sensitiv-
ity of soul, he said, are capable of experiencing great 
ideas so as to discover their full significance . Religious 
ideas, for instance, do not make the same impression on any 
33Advancement of Poet~, I, 219 . He said, "the 
Spirit of the Poet rises with is Thoughts," and that the 
rise of his spirit was nothing but the passion that attended 
upon his ideas . "As Thoughts produce the Spirit the S-pir-
it [passion] produces and makes the Expression" (I, 222). 
34usefulness of the Stage, I, 162. 
35Ibid. 
I 
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two men. A poet must experience ideas in such a way that he 
becomes transported into the midst of the things he con-
ceives so that when he writes of them he does so as if he 
had participated in them himself.36 Dennis explained that 
the greater the passion aroused by the ideas a poet consid-
ers, the more effectively he would express them in his 
work.37 The capacity for such reaction to experience is 
what Dennis called genius. 
Genius 
As we have shown, for a man to have great ideas, he 
must have a "largeness of soul" capable of comprehending them; 
to express such ideas, he must be capable of realizing their 
magnitude ana reacting to them with strong feeling. For 
Dennis, this is the basis of genius. Rather than classify-
ing it, as did most of his contemporaries, as a faculty of 
the soul, he defined genius as an unusual psychological con-
dition which caused acute and intense mental activity. 
Hooker has pointed out that Dennis' definition of genius in 
1696 was the first attempt to analyze the psychological qual-
ities of the artist's mind and preceded Addison's Spectators 
on the subject by several years. 38 Furthermore, Addison dis-
cussed the effects of genius, but never attempted to describe 
36Advancement of Poetry, I, 222. 
37Grounds £[Criticism, I, 340. 
38critical Works, II, xciv. 
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it as a special psychological condition. 
First of all, Dennis rejected the notion that there 
was anything supernatural in genius. He described it as a 
purely human phenomenon,39 "nothing but a very common Pas-
sion, or a complication of common Passions" that develop 
when the mind conceives an "extraordinary hint." Having con-
ceived such a hint, "the Soul is transported upon it by the 
consciousness of its own excellence, and is exalted" with a 
certain pride at its ability. Should the hint be "very ex-
traordinary," "the Soul is amazed by the unexpected view of 
its own surpassing power," or is joyful over its greatness.40 
Dennis' terminology needs to be examined. Genius is 
a complication of passions resulting from an "extraordinary 
hint." Aside from the innate quality of mind capable of re-
ceiving such a hint, the basic quality of genius is the 
ability to react to experience with strong emotion. Emotion 
is, itself, a part of what he calls genius. A "hint" is 
necessary to incite the emotions, but is not really a part of 
genius. I take a hint in Dennis' usage to be synonymous 
39Advancement of Poetry, I, 222. This is his form-
ally stated definition-or tlie term. He nowhere relates it 
to divinity. Later in the same essay, when he equates it 
with nature, he definitely separates it from any superna-
tural source (I, 245-246), and in the Remarks on Prince Ar-
thur (I, 135) he takes issue with the interpreters of --
Aristotle, who had written that "a figurative expression is 
exceeding pro~er for poetry, because there is something 
Divine in it. Rephrasing, he made the sentence read, 11 all 
~oetry is extreamly Pathetick," and adds that he could 
make it appear" that "Genius is nothing but Passion." 
40Remarks 2a Prince Arthur, I, 46-47. 
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with an idea~ or a conception~ and such an idea to be the 
result of mind acting upon an image presented to it either 
from direct sense or from memory. 
From Dennis' description~ an extraordinary hint is 
the kind of idea that can be perceived only by a highly sensi-
tive mind; he says one endowed with a great deal of 11 fire. 11 
Usually by 11 fire 11 Dennis means passion. An extraordinary 
hint would be an acute perception or insight~ beyond the 
reach of the average mind~ inspired by the mental activity 
started by an image either from sense or from thought. Else-
where~ his usage of the word suggests that such a hint is an 
idea of things so vast and exalted that they can be compre-
hended only vaguely~ and even then only by highly sensitive 
men. 42 In his age Dennis was satirized by people who spoke 
of his 11 supernatural emotions" and associated his extraordi-
nary hints with insights that led beyond the realm of purely 
physical experience. 
41Ibid. The thoughts from which such hints spring~ 
and which 'Ca'U'Se '.~these motions of Spirits" are of three 
kinds: "such as discover a greatness of Mind~ or a reach of 
Soul~ or an extent of Capacity." 
42In the analogy he made between genius and happi -
ness in common life~ Dennis said~ 11 When anything lucky ar-
rives to us ••• we have a transport of Joy~ which is 
immediately followed by an exaltation of mind~" and that if 
the event happening "be fortunate beyond expectation~ 11 we 
express astonishment at our happiness (Remarks on Prince Ar-
thur~ I~ 47}. A lucky occurrence is compared to-a hint~ --
and is an event which~ not fully comprehended~ involves a 
certain sense of mystery. Thus a hint~ a happy occurrence 
to the soul~ is an idea~ not fully capable of comprehension 
and surrounded with a sense of mystery. It is not an image~ 
but is derived from one. Beyond this~ Dennis does not de-
fine the term more specifically. 
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A mind sensitive to hints is exalted by them and en-
joys a certain pride in its ability; he says it is moved by 
the "view of its own surpassing excellence." When the soul 
perceives its hints, the mind is activated by the passions 
they generate so that it is exalted or transported to a 
point where it may perceive cosmic truths and relationships 
and, as a result, achieve more penetrating insights about 
the experiences by which it was ultimately moved. In The 
-
Usefulness of the Stage he said the soul "is exalted to Di-
vinity" by passion.43 Dennis is, of course, using "divinity" 
figuratively. A soul in a state of transport is able to 
stand off from its temporal investiture and look with objec-
tivity upon the functioning of its own powers. In Plotin-
ian terms, unhindered by its sensuous qualities, it is able 
to establish some sort of identity with the original creative 
principle. This is not to say it acts under divine influ-
ence. Dennis said that aided by passion, the rational parts 
of the mind were restored to their primitive strength so 
that they could reach out to a clearer understanding of the 
divine plan and its significance.44 
In this explanation, the creative urge is not supplied 
43usefulness ££the Stage, I, 150. 
44Advancement of Poetrt, I, 261. He wrote that the 
"pleasing Affections .--;. exa t the very Reason" so that 
it is "free to discern Divine Truth." "Passion," he de-
clared, "as it were, in a fiery Vehicle, transports the Rea-
son above Mortality." 11 As it were," and the figurative 
quality of this passage, undoubtedly indicate that Dennis 
was not speaking literally when he said genius enables the 
poet to rise to divinity, or to receive divine influence. 
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by divine influence, as in Plato and many Renaissance crit-
ics discussed earlier. Yet, it is similar to them in that a 
poet composing under the influence of passion is in much the 
same mental state as one composing under the power of a di-
vine madness. Dennis was expressing the old inspirational 
theory of creativity, but in different terms. Most writers 
who explain the emotionalist theory of art consider that the 
artist composes, not while he is under the influence of pas-
sion, but after the emotion has passed; then, in a state of 
tranquility, he is able to order and rearrange and interpret 
the experience that had aroused his feelings. Dennis does, 
however, suggest a condition similar to tranquility when he 
explains the effect of passion upon the rational faculties 
that, he constantly asserts, must always be active in the 
creative act. 
Actually, rather than defining the thing "genius," 
Dennis described the activity occurring 1n the mind of a man 
of genius when it had been stimulated by a hint. In the Re-
marks .2!! Prine_! Arthur, he called genius "the expression of 
a Furious Joy, or Pride, or Astonishment, or all of them 
caused by the conception of an extraordinary hint."45 A 
great many men have extraordinary hints, he said, "without 
the foremention'd motions, because they want a degree of Fire 
sufficient to give their animal spirits a sudden and swift 
agitation." The difference between a man of genius and one 
without it is "fire," increased activity in the mind created 
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by the motion of animal spirits. Genius, then, is an innate 
sensitivity of mind that enables the artist to experience 
life more acutely than other men and to react to it with the 
strong feeling necessary to intensify the activity of all 
his mental faculties. 
When Dennis makes fire a quality of genius, he is 
attributing it to innate mental qualities. Fire, however, is 
not the only requisite of genius. Some men, he says, have a 
great deal of fire, but are incapable of artistic expression 
because they 11have not excellent Organs." They do not feel 
the motions of joy or pride in thinking. Genius is caused 
by a combination of "fire," and the quality of the mental 
faculties (organs). Hence, genius is dependent upon the ca-
pacity for experiencing passions and arises from the peculiar 
combination of man's mental and physical qualities. 
Later, in The Advancement of Poetry Dennis crystal-
lized his definition, saying "everything that is great in 
Poetry, must be great by the Genius that is felt in it," and 
"all Genius is Passion, because it moves." 46 Genius is pas-
sion, or rather, a capacity of the soul, or mind, to experi-
ence great passion. 11 Poetical Genius 11 in a poem is "the 
true Expression of Ordinary or Enthusiastick Passions," and 
"Poetical Genius," in a poet "is the Power of expressing such 
Passion worthily."47 To say 11 poetical Genius" is the abil-
46Advancement £[Poetry, I, 229. 
47 Ibid., 222. 
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ity to express passion means only that genius is the poet's 
power of expressing his reactions to the subject with which 
he works, the ability to find the words, harmony, and fig-
ures that will present his ideas in such a way as to stimu-
late in his audience a feeling similar to that with which 
he reacted to it. Thus, an artist is not merely more sensi-
tive to the implications of ideas than other men, but he 
must be able to express his ideas in a way that will inspire 
less sensitive individuals with their deeper significance. 
Dennis believed that genius endows the man who has 
it with largeness of soul, ability to comprehend great ideas, 
and sensitivity to feel and be elevated by them. It im-
parts to the mind a warmth and force which enable it to ex-
press itself. Its possessor has the ability to penetrate 
to the significance of things and to distinguish the super-
ficial from the real, the 11 gawdy Trimmings" and "pompous 
richness" from 11 true Magnificence." It enables the soul to 
feel "happy Enthusiasms, ••• violent Emotions," and "super-
natural transports." It strikes and ravishes a "poet's Soul 
with insupportable pleasure/ enabling him to perceive the 
"prodigious Grandeur and amazing Glory 11 of existence, which 
ordinary men discern vaguely as the rays of a fixed star 
shining through the gloom of their surroundings.48 
48John Dennis 11 Epistle Dedicatory" to Miscellanies 
in Verse and Prose (1693), in Critical Works, II, 379. Here 
Dennis is~scribing a condition somewhat like that Ducasse 
says is experienced by a person in "aesthetic contempla-
tion." The difference is, however, that for Dennis, aes-
thetic feeling is not to be experienced for its own sake, 
but is a condition ancillary to knowledge and to judgment. 
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The really important effect of genius for his theory 
of art is that it enables the artist to express his reac-
tions to the ideas that he entertains. Dennis said in The 
Advancement .2f. Poetry that "thoughts produce the Spirit" 
(the emotional quality of the soul), and 11 the Spirit produces 
••• the Expression. 11 A soul agitated by passion is capable 
of searching out the appropriate forms of its medium to ex-
press itself. Further, poetry is not simply a matter of 
rules and techniques, but is an expression of the artist's 
perception of his experience; and the way he perceives ex-
perience will depend upon the sensitivity and the quickness 
of his mind, which, for Dennis, is determined by his capacity 
for passion. He declared that poetical genius in a poem is 
11 the true Expression of ••• Enthusiastic Passions."49 It 
would be hard in Augustan writers to find a more emphatic 
declaration than this that the form which a work of art 
takes depends primarily (though not solely) upon the poet's 
emotional reactions to his subject. Rules, technical skill, 
and judgment are necessary, but the effect with which these 
formal influences operate will be determined by the quality 
of the poet's genius.SO 
Imagination 
Professor Hooker wrote that "Dennis clearly did not 
conceive of the imagination as merely a picture-making 
49Remarks on Prince Arthur, I, 96-97. 
SOAdvancement of Poetry, I, 222. 
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faculty; it had a creative force as well. 11 51 He thought 
that when Dennis spoke of images, colored by reflection and 
raised in significance until they become a source of enthu-
siastic passion, he was describing a form of the creative 
imagination much as we consider it today and that when he 
attributed to reason and passion, combined, the power of 
transcending physical experience, he was describing a power 
which later aestheticians attribute to imagination.52 Since 
such a concept of imagination did not exist in the Augustan 
age, Professor Hooker's statement needs to be qualified.53 
Dennis speaks of imagination as primarily a picture-making 
agent, necessary to the creative process, but not the main 
c~eative faculty; imagination, passion, and reason function 
51critical Works, II, xcvii. 
52 
·Ibid., xcviii. 
53see John M. Aden( "D17den and the Imagination: The 
First Phase, 11 PMLA, LXXIV 1959), 36-37. Professor Aden has 
shown that, occasionally, in his numerous rather traditional 
descriptions of imagination, Dryden vaguely suggested a the-
ory of creative imagination similar to that prevailing in 
nineteenth-century aesthetic, but that it was an isolated 
concept of creativity and never became important in Augustan 
theory. Even Addison did not really consider imagination a 
creative element in the formation of art. He did, in Spec-
tator No. 279, speak of it as having something like a cre-
ative quality in being able to present to the reader's view 
objects that have no existence in nature, but this is not 
really a concept of imagination as creative so much as it is 
the traditional compounding quality found expressed in Dry-
den, Hobbes, and even Aristotle. In the papers on imagina-
tion, he reiterated the idea that imagination is mainly a 
picturing faculty. After describing, in Cartesian terms, 
how imagination affects memory, he said a poet needs a 
strong imagination "so as to be able to receive lively ideas 
from outward objects, to retain them long, and to range them 
together, upon occasion, in such figures and representations, 
as are most likely to hit the fancy of the reader" (Specta-
~ No. 417, 1712, II, 147.) 
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together to transform subject-material into an art object . 
Actually, Dennis had little to say about imagination 
and nowhere described it as fully as did Addison. Usually , 
when Dennis spoke of the agent operative in all stages of 
the creation of art , passion was the faculty he mentioned . 
Cooperating with reason , it is the really active agent in 
artistic expression. Imagination is necessary to present im-
ages to the mind . 54 But , in Dennis, the creative urge does 
not result directly from the presentation of images; it fol-
lows after the soul (or mind) , exalted by its perception of 
the ideas generated from images , experiences strong emotions . 
The element initiating creativity and sustaining it, is en-
thusiastic passion, which Dennis said finds the words and 
figures and the harmony through which to express them. 55 
In an early mention of imagination in the "Preface" 
to the Passion of Byblis, he speaks of it as an agent neces-
sary to the formation of similes . To form a simile "the soul 
must be susceptible of a great many Idea's [sic], and the 
Imagination capacious of a great many Objects, before it can 
start a hint from them. "56 Fancy and imagination are almost 
synonymous for Dennis as they were for some other Augus-
54In The Grounds of Criticism he expressed the tra-
ditional Augustan concept-or imagination as a picturing 
faculty : " ' tis ••• plain too , that the Soul never takes 
the Alarm from anything so soon as it does from the Senses, 
especially those noble ones of the Eye and the Ear, by rea -
son of the strict Affinity which they have with the Imagi-
nation" (I , 362 ) . 
55Advancement £[Poetry , I, 222 and 247 . 
56"Preface" to The Passion of Byblis, I, 2 . 
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tans, among them Addison.57 Here imagination, including the 
function of fancy, is clearly a picturing faculty combing 
through a memory stocked with knowledge and selecting images 
to present to the mind. He said in the Remarks upon the Dun-
ciad that imagination, like a falcon in hunting, "clips upm" 
the images it finds in the memory, but that judgment selects 
and controls the whole process of invention.58 Imagination's 
creative function is the discovery and presentation of images 
that will start a hint. And as Dennis uses the term, a hint 
is no more than the germ of the creative object, the percep-
tion of a relationship between things or, sometimes, a sug-
gestion from which the mind develops an idea. The important 
57very often in the period the two terms were used 
synonymously as in Dryden's Apolo~ for Heroic Poetry and in 
Hobbes' famous description of imag nation as decaying sense 
in the Leviathan. Locke's use of the term "imagination" also 
includes its traditional function of both fancy and imagina-
tion, and in the "Pleasures of the Imagination," Addison uses 
the term interchangeably. Yet distinctions were made between 
fancy and imagination, even by writers who generally used 
one term to describe the function of both faculties, as John 
Bullitt and Walter Jackson Bate have shown in "Distinctions 
Between Fancy and Imagination in Eighteenth-Century Criti-
cism," MLN, LX (1945), 8-15. 'Where such distinctions were 
made, a~they appear increasingly as the eighteenth century 
advanced, imagination was at first accorded the function of 
reflecting the results of sensation. Fancy was made the 
agent responsible for comprehending and creating new beings, 
such as chimeras and hippocentaurs, from the images of sense 
stored in the mind. Sometimes, however, this "creative" 
function was assigned to imagination, and fancy wa s spoken 
of as a mechanical agent which searched out material for met-
aphors and similes by discovering the possible relationships 
between materials left in the mind from sensation. 
58John Dennis, Remarks upon Several Passages in the 
Preliminaries to the Dunciad ••• and upon Several Pas-
~ in Pope's-Prerace to his TranS!Stion of Homer's-lliad 
{ 1729)-;-in Critical WorkS: II, 362. -
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thing is what the mind does with such hints. Creativity re-
sults, not so much from the image (madmen have vivid images), 
but from how the mind reacts to an image once it is presented. 
To develop such an image into an aesthetic object, passions 
must be stirred that will give greater celerity and force to 
the reason, which thus quickened, will use the image of 
tangible things as a stepping stone to more spiritual truths. 
In The Advancement of Poetry, Dennis described the 
reciprocal relationship between passion and imagination. 
"Passions that attend upon our Thoughts" are stronger "in 
those kinds of Thoughts which we call Images," lively pictures 
of the things which they represent. He said, 
the Mind can never imagine violent Motion, without first 
being in a violent Agitation itself; and the Imagination 
being fir'd with that Agitation, sets the very Things 
before our Eyes; and ••• makes us have the same Pas-
sions that we should have from the Things themselves.59 
The warmer the imagination, the more present the things are 
to us of which we draw the images. Consequently, when the 
imagination is "so inflam'd, as to get the better of the Un-
derstanding, there is no Difference between the Images and 
the things themselves.u60 Imagination presents pictures of 
sense experience to the mind, and the more violent the pas-
sion stimulated by an idea or thought, the more vividly the 
imagination functions. Imagination, itself, helps to create 
passions by the images it presents, but it does not even 
59Advancement of Poetry, I, 218. 
60 Ibid., 222. 
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function unless it is stimulated to activity by passions. 
Dennis is ambiguous about the place of imagination in the 
creative process, but there is always the qualification that 
it functions only in the presence of emotional excitement. 
And he declared very definitely that a soul capable of re-
ceiving great ideas must be capable of being moved by strong 
emotions; he also believed that for vivid images to be pre-
sented to the mind the imagination must be fired by passion. 
Clearly, then, Dennis considered imagination neces-
sary to the creative process, but believed that sensitivity 
to life was prerequisite to any aesthetic creativity. Imagi-
nation could not function effectively, and could not present 
the required images unless it existed as a faculty of mind 
in a man who was capable of strong feelings (violent agita-
tion). Passion, call it creative urge, or what you will, in 
Dennis' psychology is motion in the brain cavity resulting 
from the agitation of animal spirits there as a result of a 
sense experience or a mental experience. We would not say 
much less today: emotion is a non-volitional state of con-
sciousness resulting from a man's mental and physical reac-
tions to experience. Dennis simply means that, in men who 
react to experience with sensitivity, the imagination is more 
active and more productive of images than it is in a mind in-
capable of "feeling" its experiences. 
Imagination, dependent upon passion for its activity, 
also stimulates the mind. When the soul is set in violent 
motion by the stimulus of images from sense objects, the 
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resulting impressions make such deep traces on the mind that 
the objects seem, in a manner, present to us, even when the 
sense object is removed. This happens because the "spirits 
being set in violent Emotion, and the Imagination fir 1 d by 
the Agitation; and the Brain ••• deeply penetrated by those 
Impressions," the objects themselves are set before us so 
that we feel the pain we should feel if they were actually 
present.61 Dennis said that when the poet becomes involved 
like this with his subject, he is ready to compose.62 
I have no intention of implying that Dennis did not 
consider the imagination necessary to the creative process. 
It is very important because of the images it presents to 
the mind, but in his aesthetic it cannot even do this unless 
it is first moved by passion. In a letter to Steele (4 Sep-
tember 1719) he said "the Generality of Poets, Painters and 
Musicians, are such by the meer Power of a warm Imagination. u63 
61Preparing to describe the battle at Blenheim, Den-
nis experienced this kind of identification with his subject: 
But Hark! The Goddess gives the dreadful Charge, 
I hear th' enchaunting Sound, I feel its magick 
pow'r, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I feel, I feel ev'n now, that I am rapt 
O'er Lands and Seas to Blenheim's wondr's Fieldt 
Do you see how th1 tempestuous Squadrons move 
Like Clouds with Thunder oharg'd along the Plain! (John Dennis Britannia Triumphans: or a Poem on the Battel 
of Blenheim {17641 in The Selected works or-Mr:-John Dennis, 
:-•• [London, 1728], r;-198-199). ---
62Grounds of Criticism, I, 363. 
63John Dennis, To Sir Richard Steele, Declaring the 
Reasons for which I PubirsETd the two Volumes of Select ---
Works (4 September-1719), in CrftiC8r Works, II, 174. 
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A warm imagination is one activated by passion so that it can 
present vivid images to the mind. He explained that certain 
qualities meet in the poet which rarely occur in the same sub-
ject--"a bright, warm, a strong Imagination," "a penetrating 
••• Judgment," and a memory, "vast, comprehensive, Tena-
scious."64 Imagination is a wayward element tending to de-
ceive the soul; judgment is the censor of the material presen-
ted by imagination; and memory is the storehouse in which 
imagination works. A "bright," and "warm" imagination is one 
activated by the passions.65 
What he says about wit elucidates his concept of 
imagination.66 He described wit as a quality of mind, and as 
a quality of expression. In 1711, he accepted Bouhours' def-
inition of wit as "un solide qui brille," and this is the 
description of it that runs through his criticism.67 Wit is 
64John Dennis, The Causes of the Decay and Defects 
of Dramatick Poetry, and of the Degeneracy of Publick Tast 
\1"725), in Critical w'Orks:-II;-298. - -
65In 1711, he said "Blockheads" must be good for busi-
ness, for "as their Brains are a great deal colder, then [sic] 
those are of Men of Wit, they must have but very strait Im-
aginations~" The implication is that men of wit (and poets) 
must have very active imaginations, warmth of mind. An ac-
tive imagination searches out the material of wit, and in-
tense passion gives it the impetus to motion (John Dennis An Essay~ Public Spirit (1711], in Critical Works, II, 397J.--
66r shall not attempt a definition of wit, or con-
sider its meanings in Augustan criticism. I am only inter-
ested in using Dennis' remarks on wit to further clarify his 
concept of the relationship between passion and imagination 
in the creative process. 
67John Dennis, Reflections Critical and Satyrical, 
¥pon A Late Rha~sody, Call'd, An Essay Upon crfticism (1711), 
Cr'ftiCSI Wor s, I, 405. 
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"a just mixture of Reason and Extravagance," but extravagance 
must always be there "to give Reason the more lustre . "68 By 
extravagance Dennis meant expression resulting from an in-
flamed imagination. Passion furnishes heat and exaltation, 
and the heated imagination searches for elements from which 
mind can form similitudes . 
In a letter to Wycherley (30 October 1695) , he called 
wit a just mixture of fancy and judgment. 11 Fancy and Judg-
ment are like a well-match 1d Pair; the first like an extraor-
dinary Wife; ••• the Second like a prudent and well-bred 
Husband, whose very Sway shows his Complaisance, and whose 
very Indulgence shews his Authority."69 In this remark fancy 
{or imagination) seems to preserve the same quality we have 
described above . When not controlled by judgment, it is a 
wayward influence tending to deceive through the vividness 
and copiousness of the images it presents. As a component of 
wit, judgment occupies the place of importance, always direct-
ing and controlling the restless fancy . What Dennis means by 
extravagance is obvious from his remarks in the "Epistle Dedi-
catory" to the Miscellanies. He said that some poems in the 
collection demanded 11 the Enthusiastick Spirit" and were the 
best when this enthusiasm was controlled by judgment. "Mere 
Enthusiasm, 11 he added, "is but Madness" unless it is regu-
68John Dennis, "Preface" to Miscellanies in Verse 
and Prose (1693), in Critical Works, I, 7. 
69John Dennis, "A Letter to Wycherley" (30 October 
1695), Letters Upon Several Occasions {London, 1696), selec-
tions in Critical Works, II, 383 . 
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lated; nothing can come nearer wit than "a just mixture of 
Reason and Extravagance."7° A man of wit, he wrote to Wycher-
ley, finds pleasure in "the sublime Speculations of exalted 
Reason." That is, he has a reasoning faculty exalted by the 
force of passions. When he speaks of exalted reason, Dennis 
is talking of reason strengthened and extended by the enthu-
siastic passions as he considered it to have been in man's 
primitive state.71 
Dennis seems to have accepted the traditional con-
cept of imagination {or fancy) as an active mental faculty 
combing through the memory to bring forth and present images 
to the mind, but he thought it could not function at all with-
out the impetus of passion. Looking back at his definition 
of genius, we find no mention of imagination as one of its 
components. Genius results from a largeness of soul, capable 
of entertaining great ideas that stimulate enthusiastic pas-
sions. In the production of wit and figure, passion incites 
7°"Epistle Dedicatory" to Miscellanies, I, 379. 
71In the notes to the Critical Works (I, 490), Hooker 
pointed out that many Augustans began to describe reason's 
role in the creative process in this way, ascribing to it 
qualities that are today associated with the creative imagi-
nation. Henry Pemberton spoke of reason partaking of the 
sublime and warming and elevating the soul (View of Sir 
Isaac Newton's Philosothy [1728], pp. 2-4), ~Welstead 
said the reason of poe ry was not the reason of logic and 
mathematics, but was blended with imagination (Epistles, Odes, 
etc. [1724], p. xxii). Dennis denied that in creativity rm=-
agination was a part of reason, but often spoke of thoughts 
"which were able to pass the Bonds that circumscribe the Uni-
verse" (Advancement of PoetrY:, I, 202), and of reason, freed 
from the conflict caused bft the accidental passions, enabled 
to "stretch" its power in 'confirming and augmenting the 
Force" of the "aspiring Passions" (Ibid., 261). 
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imagination to find the images of past experience from which 
the mind develops its ideas. Imagination and passion are 
both necessary to the creation of art, but passion must 
first be present to furnish the motions which are necessary 
to all of its phases--origin of the image, reflection upon 
it, and the expression of it in the artist 1 s medium. 
Passion in the Poem 
Aside from instigating the creative urge, and gener-
ating the conditions under which the creative process may 
develop, the most important function of passion in Dennis 1 
aesthetic is that it provides the expression for poetry by 
forming a mental environment in which craftsmanship may func-
tion to enable the artist to verbalize his ideas in a way 
that will affect an audience emotionally. To be art at all, 
Dennis thought, a work must first reflect the emotions of 
the mind that created it. Hence in his aesthetic, passion 
is an essential quality without which a verbal communication 
is not poetry at all. Our purpose in this section is to de-
termine the nature of poetical passion and the manner in 
which he thought emotions experienced by the artist about his 
subject become an essential part of the art object. When we 
analyze the details of Dennis 1 aesthetics in Chapter v, we 
shall discuss the specific ways he thought passion could be 
imparted to poetry, and how he thought emotion and the tech-
niques of craftsmanship cooperatively give moving and signif-
icant form to the poet 1 s medium. 
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In Dennis' criticism emotion is considered an essen-
tial part of a poem. He said in The Advancement of Poetry 
that "poetry ••• is an Imitation of Nature, by a pathetick 
and numerous Speech," and that passion is more necessary to 
it than harmony. "Harmony only distinguishes its instrument 
from that -of Prose," but passion distinguishes its very na-
ture and character."72 By passion in poetry he meant that a 
work must have an emotional tone which would touch the hearts 
of readers.73 He did not express his theory thus, but im-
plied, not only in these statements, but in his remarks upon 
Shakespeare, especially, that a work must reflect the "per-
sonal exaltations" and the personal attitudes of the artist 
about his subject.74 As an active principle in the creative 
process, the passions of the artist impart to a particular 
work its unique tone and, because of its effect upon reason, 
influence its particular form. 
In the "Preface" to Britannia Triumphans, he declared 
that "the Sentiments in Poetry create the Spirit or the Pas-
sion." Spirit and passion mean the same thing. The spirit, 
or passion, he says, produces the expression and the harmony; 
72Advancement of Poetry, I, 215. 
73In Remarks on Prince Arthur he said: 11 A Poet ought 
always to speak to the Heart. And the greatest Wit in the 
World, when he ceases to do that, is a Rhimer and not a Poet" 
(I, 127). 
74veron stated this idea much as Dennis had when he 
wrote, "it is certain that every work in which it is found 
[personal exaltation] ••• gives evidence of true poetry or 
art, in exact pro~ortion to the amount of personal element 
which it contains (p. 341). 
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the expression, itself, shows the spirit . 75 The first part 
of his explanation, that "the Sentiments • • • create the 
Spirit," means that the thoughts and ideas in the mind of 
the poet create passion there. In the next step, "the Spir-
it or Passion produces the expression," the poet's emotion 
becomes active in creation. Determining the mental environ-
ment in which imagination and reason work, passion affects 
the selection of materials through which the ideas enter-
tained in the poet's mind will be presented. Then, working 
with reason, it presents the materials in figures and the 
other embellishments of art which will most appropriately 
convey his own unique perception of these ideas to an audi-
ence . The "spirit" is transfused throughout a poem by fig-
ures and words ("the Expression") which are chosen when the 
artist experiences a particular emotional condition. 
Hence the style and form of a poem are directly de-
pendent upon the emotional condition whi ch has been created 
by the idea the poet is attempting to record. Dennis said 
"'tis the Expression which shews the Spirit in a Poem." The 
style, imagery, and language determine its emoti onal quali-
ty, which, ideally, will be nearly the same as the poet's 
at the time of composition. Indirectly, "spirit" also deter-
mines the harmony, the prosodic form, whi ch is the means 
whereby a poem makes "its utmost Impression."76 In other 
75John Dennis, "Preface" to Britannia Triumphans 
(1704), in Critical Works, I, 375. 
76ill.£. 
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words, Passion, inspired by the images imagination presents, 
will condition the activity of all the mental faculties that 
participate in the communication of an idea and will, as a 
result, become transmitted into the work of art . 
Passion is reflected in poetry by the harmony as well 
as by the expression. By harmony Dennis means prosody in its 
broadest sense : techniques of style, metrics, and form. He 
says the emotion of the artist causes the mode of expression 
and the harmony; actually , harmony and passion enjoy a re-
ciprocal relationship. "Harmony may be said to be both the 
Father and Child of Passion; ' tis produced by it, and begets 
it . u77 The more pathetic a discourse, the more harmonious 
it will be . Dennis is recognizing here that , first of all, 
the emotional qualities of a poet, in cooperation with his 
intellectual faculties at the time of composition, will de-
termine the prosodic form by which his thoughts are to be 
expressed, as well as it will the language and rhetorical 
forms . Secondly, he asserts that one of the devices by which 
passion is made manifest in a poem is prosody used appropri -
ately . He said that when the "fire, or the Flame" is very 
great it tends to produce perfect harmony. 78 
He wrote in The Advancement of Poetry that "as Pas-
sion in a Poem must be everywhere, so Harmony is usually dif-
fuse1d throughout it . " But of the two , he considered passion 
77rbid. , 376 . 
78rbid. 
the most important: "passion can please without Harmony," 
but harmony never without passion.79 He considered harmony, 
not altogether necessary to poetry, as an auxiliary means by 
which passion might be infused throughout a work. Yet, it 
is inconceivable that poetry could exist without some kind 
of prosodic form. Foreshadowing the romantic critics, Dennis 
meant that the emotional tone of poetry was more important 
than the prosodic regularity demanded in his day, and that so 
long as a verbal communication aroused an intense emotional 
response, it was poetry whether its prosodic form was smooth 
or uneven, regular or irregular. 
Dennis asserted that when the expression, comprising 
the language, rhetorical forms, and prosodic devices, conveys 
passion to a work, a poem will possess a potential emotional 
quality similar to the poet's at the time of composition. 
As a result, a reader will be moved by the subject of the 
poem much as the poet was when "his inflem'd Imagination set 
it before his very Eyes, so that he participated in the 
Danger which he describ 1 d. 11 8o In a poem enthusiasm takes 
the form of "elevation, and Vehemence, and Fury" manifest in 
the images, the harmony, and the action. It creates in po-
etry what the Augustans called the sublime, which Dennis says 
is nothing else but 11 a great Thought, or great Thoughts mov-
ing the Soul from its ordinary Situation by the Enthusiasm 
79Advancement of Poetry, I, 215. 
80 Ibid., I, 222. 
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which naturally attends them. 11 This quality creates in the 
poem a tone that "ravishes and transports," and produces ad-
miration, astonishment, and surprise in the soul of a reader. 
He felt that a poem should possess a definite emo-
tional quality. We cannot really consider an object of art 
as possessing emotion independent of the artist who produced 
it or of its audience. All we can do is say that, because 
of its form and content, an art object possesses a potential 
for emotion which has been imparted to it by the manner in 
which an artist has used his medium to present a subject. 
This potential becomes active when an audience experiences 
the art object. If the artist's personality has strongly in-
formed his medium, Dennis said that a poem, composed under 
such conditions, would communicate to readers an emotional 
quality approximating that which a poet's subject had aroused 
in him. He thought that a poem becomes passionate because of 
its subject, which of course, in no way reflects a poet's 
feelings, and by the figures and prosody, which do reflect 
the poet's emotional attitude and which produce the "pathet-
ick11 style. He cited an example of such a balanced relation-
ship between ideas and expression from Book VI of Paradise 
Lost where God speaks to the Son about himself: 
Go then thou mightiest, in thy Father's Might, 
Ascend my Chariot guide the rapid Wheels, 
That shake Heavenis Basis, bring forth all my War, 
My Bow and Thunder, my Almighty Arms. 81 
The passage does not convey what we, today, consider an emo-
81Grounds of Criticism, I, 353. He thought Milton 
had made God "speakwith a great Spirit" in this passage. 
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tlonal quality. But to Dennis, such phrases as "shake Heav-
en's Basis," bring forth "my Bow and Thunder, my Almighty 
Arms" were expressions proportionate to the idea of divine 
might; and just because they stated the idea of God's power, 
he thought, they conveyed strong feeling. 
As an example of "Elevation," "severity," "vehe-
mence," and the "terrible and Astonishing" in poetry, he cited 
a passage from the third ode in the third book of Horace: 
Justum, & tenacem propositi virum, 
Non civium ardoe prava jubentium, 
Non cultus instantis tyranni 
Menti quatit solida; neque Auster, 
Dux inquiete turbidus Adriae; 
Nex fulminantis magna Jovis manus: 
Si fractus illabatur orbi~~ 
Impavidum ferient runiae.~ 
Dennis said the passions we feel here "naturally attend" tl:e 
thoughts expressed in the lines. Admiration comes from the 
great conception, terror from ideas of the powerful and likely 
to hurt. He probably meant the ideas expressed in "fulmina-
tis magna Jovis manus," 11 fractus illabatur orbis," and 11 cul-
tus instantia tyranni." The admirable is expressed in the 
phrase "justum, & tenacem propositi virum." Since he does 
not, here, discuss the effect of Virgil's language and pro-
sodic form upon a reader, what passion he found in these lines 
resides in the ideas suggested by the figures. 
Dennis reiterated the idea that "there must be Pas-
sion everywhere, in Poetry," and that the subject and the 
emotional tone of the expression must be proportionate. To 
82Advancement of Poetry, I, 218. 
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aid in achieving so high a degree of emotion in a work "the 
Sentiments ought to be disorder'd in the violent Passions," 
and the "language ought to be bold and figurative." 83 He 
thought that, at times, because of the violence of emotion 
in a poem there should be an effusion of ideas breaking 
through the restraints imposed by form and art. Such effu-
sion occurs frequently in Dennis' own work. In the follow-
ing passage from The Passion of Byblis, when spurned by her 
brother, Byblis bursts into a wild and passionate utterance 
dependent for its "force" upon the elemental turmoil pictured 
by the figurative language. 
REPELL'D! disdain 1 d! nay, loath1 d! 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Foolt thus presumptuously to leave the Shore, 
And not the Winds, nor the new Seas explore. 
Those Winds now roar, and the mad Seas run high, 
And all things round look hideous to my Eye, 
A raging Main, and black tempestuous Sky! 
To Death I thro surrounding Horrors go, 
Now, now the Billows on the Rocks the Bounding 
Vessel throw!e4 
If a poem is to be effectively passionate, Dennis 
thought the poet must introduce, through novelty and variety, 
striking episodes that would suddenly inflame a reader's 
feelings. In practice Dennis used violent and strange ac-
tions, and language and figures that suggested the power of 
the Deity and the magnitude and splendor of the physical uni-
verse. He said novel material of this kind not only pro-
83Remarks ££Prince Arthur, I, 135. 
84John Dennis,~ Passion of Byblis• made Epglish 
from the Ninth Book of Ovid 1s Metamorphosis (1092), in Selec-
ted w'()'rks, I, 75-76.-
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vides momentary pleasure to a reader, but stimulating emo-
tions, carries him through the course of the poem, exciting 
his feelings and curiosity when they begin to lag under the 
influence of material emotionally less active. Because of 
the emotions they excite, such episodes give emphasis to im-
portant ideas or events in a work and imprint important con-
cepts upon the minds of readers. 
Because this discussion has focused only upon Dennis' 
concept of the place of emotion in poetry, it may give the 
impression that he felt poetry to be solely an utterance of 
the poet's feeling about his subject with little regard to 
form. This is not the case. He did believe that no verbal 
communication could be poetry unless the medium through which 
it was uttered was informed with passion so that the result-
ing art object would possess a high degree of potential emo-
tion, but he thought that just because poetry was conceived 
and developed in the presence of emotional fury, a poet must 
be an accomplished craftsman in order to control and direct 
the force of the creative urge. He saw no conflict between 
reason and the rules and emotional intensity in poetry. As 
a restraining agent, imposing a regular form on the subject 
matter, reason intensifies the emotional potential of an ut-
terance by maintaining a delicate balance between unlicensed 
effusion and orderly and significant design. We shall see 
in Chapter V how Dennis believed such balance between emotion 
and form might be achieved. 
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Passion in the Effect of Poetry 
As observed earlier, Dennis thought the great aim of 
all art was "to restore the Decay that happen'd to human Na-
ture by the Fall" by reconciling reason, passion, and sense. 
To a great extent Dennis 1 entire concept of passion in poetry 
can be thought to have been develoPed to explain the affective 
phase of a work. His definition of poetry, in terms of the 
passions, makes it an "art by which a Poet excites Passions," 
and entertains sense, "in order to satisfy and improve, to 
delight and reform the Mind" and make mankind happier and bet-
ter.85 As an art form, poetry has no existence aside from 
its effect. He uses the traditional delectare et docere with 
a different slant. Poetry delights by exciting sense and in-
structs by inciting the mind to seek knowledge because of the 
emotional activity created by its sensual appeal.86 Its ef-
fect should be to exalt the soul of a reader to a point where 
he may perceive insights of cosmic harmony and purpose. Den-
nis declared that poetry was 11 a noble Attempt of Nature, by 
which it endeavours to exalt itself to its happy primitive 
State11 and that a man entertained with "an accomplish 1 d Poem" 
is for a time "restored to Paradise • • • and every passion, 
in its turn, is charm1 d while his Reason is surprisingly 
Satisfied. 1187 
85Grounds of Criticism, I, 336. 
86Ibid. 
87Advancement of Poetry, I, 264. 
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He explained that the imbalance between emotion and 
reason that resulted from the Fall was caused by man's di-
recting his passions towards evil rather than towards good, 
their original goal, so that afterwards, a conflict raged in 
the soul between reason and desire. But, he said, that the 
passions engendered by poetry using a proper subject matter, 
decrease the accidental passions so that the congenial ones 
regain strength and activate all parts of the soul to seek 
the good. 
In The Advancement of Poetry he wrote: 
as the Misery of Man proceeds from the Discord, and those 
Civil Jars that are maintain 1d within him, it follows, 
that nothing can make him Happy but what can remove that 
Discord, and restore the Harmony of the Human Faculties. 
So that that must be the best Provision and noblest Art, 
which makes the best Provision at the same Time for the 
Satisfaction of a118the Faculties, the Reason, the Pas-sions, the Senses.8 
Elegant oratory and mathematics stimulate reason at the ex-
pense of the passions; music raises the passions instead of 
reason; but poetry restores harmony between the faculties by 
satisfying the "whole Man together." He thought that the 
material of religion would effect this purpose in poetry bet-
ter than any other because it provided ideas that in contem-
plation would move the soul to a state in which the motions 
of passion and reason augment and complement each other.89 
For Dennis the aesthetic object is not just an objec-
tification of feeling to be enjoyed merely for the emotion it 
BBibid., 263. 
89Ibid., I, 263-264. 
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arouses in an observer. It is, rather, as in Tolstoi and 
other emotionalist critics who claim that art must fulfill a 
moral purpose, an instrument of moral instruction, and the 
feeling it inspires in an observer is important only because 
it is an aid towards instruction. In a purely emotionalis-
tic aesthetic, such a work is not aesthetic art at all, but, 
lectical or ectotelic, is merely a form of communication.9° 
Dennis thought that poetry must be passionate so that it 
could create harmony and exaltation within the soul. This 
achievement is accomplished by a work in which the emotional 
element is controlled by art and ethic so that only the de-
sired emotions may be created in the soul of a reader. Poet-
ry should excite emotions that will arouse the soul's de-
sires, but only such as will, at the same time, exalt the 
reason towards the contemplation of cosmic ends.91 
He repeatedly states that mere passion does not ac-
complish the purpose of poetry, but only passion manifesting 
9°Ducasse, pp. 24-25. 
9~e explained the emotional effect of poetry on rea-
son thus: 11 in a sublime and accomplish'd Poem, the Reason, 
and Passions, and Senses are pleas'd at the same Time super-
latively. The Reason in the Soundness and Importance of the 
Moral, and the Greatness and Justness of an Harmonious De-
sign, whose Parts, so beautiful when they are considered 
separately, become transporting upon a View of the whole, 
while we are never weary of contemplating their exact Propor-
tion, and beautiful Symmetry, and their Secret Wonderful De-
pendence, while they are all animated by the same Spirit, in 
order to the same End. The reason further finds its Account, 
in the exact perpetual Obser vance of Decorums, and in behold-
ing itself exalted, by the Exaltation of the Passions, in 
seeing those Passions, in their fiercest Transports, confin'd 
to those Bounds, which that has severely prescrib 1 d them" 
(Advancement of Poetry, I, 263-264). 
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itself within a significant and unified design imposed upon 
the art medium. The resulting art object should be a micro-
cosm in which all the parts combine in an organic relation-
ship to create unity and order out of the diversity of 
emotions and subject material struggling against reason. As 
the divine principle at the time of cosmic creation imposed 
order and design upon universal chaos, so the poet, using art, 
is an informing agent who transmits symmetry and harmony to 
the materials from which his work is fashioned. Thus, when 
art is experienced by an audience, it should inspire the same 
harmonious relationship among the conflicting faculties of 
the soul as would be created if the harmony and unity of the 
cosmos were contemplated. 
Dennis followed the Horatia•n dictum that poetry must 
both delight and instruct, and explained that it did so by 
precepts and by examples.92 It ~roused the passions by de-
lighting a reader with its sensuous appeal (figure, subject, 
ideas, and harmony), and by doing so "infuse[d] generous Sen-
timents into the Soul, to exalt and confirm the Reason."93 
The reason finds further delight in the 11 observance of Decor-
ums, and in beholding itself exalted, by ••• the Passions, 
and in seeing those Passions • • • confined11 to the bounds 
which are prescribed for them. Delight arises from the 
92Remarks upon Prince Arthur, I, 57. 
93John Dennis, An Essay on the Opera's After the Ital-
ian Manner, Which are abOut to beES'tablish 1 d on the EiiSli'Sll 
Stage: with some Refrections on the Damafe Whicn the:;[_ ? 
Bring to theP'Ubtick" (l706),1n Critics Works, II, 33 • 
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sense of order imposed upon the material of poetry, and in-
struction develops because, from the mental harmony thus cre-
ated, reason is able to discover the precepts and examples 
set forth in a work and apply them to conduct. Dennis' con-
cept of delight and instruction is not new, of course, but 
his theory that instruction is accomplished by the emotion 
aroused in an audience, and his explanation of how intense 
emotion, normally in conflict with reason, reconciles the 
rational and sensitive faculties to the contemplation of a 
common good, gives the traditional purpose of poetry a differ-
ent focus by increasing the importance of the artist's per-
sonality in all phases of a work. 
His theory that reason is reinstated as the ruling 
faculty of the soul by the passions aroused by a poem is re-
lated, in some ways, to the Aristotelian concept of catharsis. 
Through the empathy he establishes with the characters of a 
play, an observer is able, not only to experience vicarious-
ly the feelings of the tragic characters, but from this 
feeling to intuit wisdom or knowledge. According to Dennis' 
theory of the effect of poetry, an observer encounters a 
poem, not merely to experience aesthetic pleasure, but also 
to broaden his knowledge and his experience and to discover 
morally acceptable patterns of conduct. 
Dennis explained Aristotle's concept of tragedy's 
purgative effect according to the medical theory of his day. 
As the Humors 1n some distemper'd Body are rais 1 d in 
order to the evacuating that which is redundant or pec-
cant in them; so Tragedy excites Compassion and Terror 
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to the same end: For the Play being over, an Audience 
becomes serene again, and is less apt to be moved at 
the common Accidents of Life after it has seen the de-
plorable9~alamities of Hero's [sic] and Sovereign 
Princes. 
He wrote in The Usefulness of the Stage that tragedy checks 
any motions of the soul that conspire to rebel against rea-
son by "stopping the very Sources of them." For instance, 
it checks excess ambition by showing an audience how the 
great of the earth are humbled by "setting before their Eyes 
• • • the Uncertainty of Human Greatness."95 He meant that, 
through the passions, tragedy stimulates an auditor's reason 
so that he may rationally evaluate the events of a poem and 
discover the qualities of personality that caused them. 
In The ImEartial Critic he has Freeman say that the 
theatre 11 removes the greatest Obstructions to Vertue, by re-
ducing the Passions to a just mediocrity, from their vio-
lence and irregularity."96 What Dennis really meant was that 
the passions, though stirred by tragedy, are ultimately re-
duced because their force is expended upon the feigned suffer-
ing of the characters of a play with whom an audience 
identifies. Also, in terms of his explanation, above, the 
accidental passions, excess ambition, and the like, which 
bring misery to mankind, exhaust themselves when an audience 
94usefulness of the Stage, I, 170. 
95 6 Ibid., 1 5. 
96John Dennis, The ImEartial Critick: ~~ Some Obser-
vations UEOn A Late Book:Entituled, A Short View of Tras-
edy, Written by Mr. R;Ymer (1693), in-Critical1WOrk:S, I, 35. 
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identifies with the suffering of the characters in a play, 
so that at the end of a tragic action an observer's congenial 
passions have been able to regain their rightful state as 
aides to reason.97 
If poetry is to elevate the soul, redirect the pas-
sions towards worthy objects, and restore harmony between 
reason and passion, he asserts that a poem must first of all 
be passionate. This condition, we have seen, can be achieved 
only if the artist, at the time of composition, has been 
moved by the passions which he wished to infuse into his work, 
and which it should create in an audience. Hence when an 
audience is excited to a passionate state by the actions and 
events of a poem, it not only establishes a relationship with 
the poem, but experiences a reaction to life, which alone it 
is often incapable of experiencing, similar to that formerly 
experienced by the poet. In this respect, it is seeing and 
reacting to life through the personality of the artist. Den-
nis does not develop a theory of the poet-audience relation-
ship or carry his suggestions of it to the conclusions stated 
here. Yet he does imply that before a reader receives the 
97Part of the pleasure derived from tragedy is from 
the realization that the sufferi~ we witness on the stage 
is an illusion. He explained: "for, tho sometimes a vigor-
ous lively Imitation of Creatures that are in their Natures 
noxious, may be capable of giving us Terror, yet Nature by 
giving us a secret Intelligence that the Object is not real, 
can turn even that Tormenting Passion to pleasure," and "no 
Passion is attended with greater Joy than Enthusiastick 
Terror, which proceeds from our reflecting that we are out 
of Danger at the very time that we see it before us" (Ad-
vancement of Poetry, I, 230). --
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full effect of a poem, he rises to a point where, momentarily, 
he is capable of viewing and experiencing life from the po-
sition at which the poet perceived it.98 Excitation of pas-
sion in the audience is dependent upon the poet's emotional 
identity with his subject, and readers will experience 
passion from a poem only in the proportion to which the poet 
felt it at the time of writing. In A Large Account of 
Taste, Dennis said a poet must "put on the Passions and Hu-
mors of his different Characters," so as to experience them 
himself, and that a spectator "must enter into those Passions 
and Humors in some proportionable degree. 11 99 
Summary 
Dennis followed much the same psychology as that ex-
plained by men of his day, but in his aesthetic emphasized 
one aspect of the doctrine of the passions not always fully 
treated in the psychological works of his predecessors. He 
believed that passion was not in conflict with reason, and 
that only through passion could the imbalance between the 
mental faculties resulting from the Fall be restored. 
Rejecting the idea of divine inspiration, he consid-
98Advancement f2K Poetry, I, 166. He explained that 
a poet with a strong imagination is capable of entering 
"into the Grecian Religion, when he sets himself to writerf 
and transport himself to the Age and scene of his Action. 
If the poet, himself, is extremely moved, "they who read 
him must be mov'd in some measure too." 
99John Dennis, A Large Account of the Taste in Po-
etry, and The Causes of-the Dee;eneracy of it (London-:;-1702), 
in Critica~orks, I,:29~ 
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ered enthusiastic passion one of the main agents in the cre-
ative process. The formation of the material aspects of the 
art medium, what he called the expression, is dependent upon 
the artist's emotional quality. Emotional sensitivity af-
fects the functioning of the imagination, and determines the 
way in which reason combines images, thoughts, words, and 
subject matter into a meaningful design. Imagination is in-
spired to activity by the poet's emotions and at the same 
time creates passion in the soul by the magnitude and quality 
of the images it presents for contemplation. Genius is 
dependent upon the quality of the imagination, and upon the 
ability of mind to entertain ideas that will stimulate enthu-
siastic passion. But, for Dennis, the most important quality 
of genius is the capability of mind to react with strong 
emotion to the facts of experience which it considers in con-
templation. Poetical genius is the ability to develop ideas 
from the isolated materials of past sense and to express 
them in significant and moving design. 
Dennis thought passion the most important element in 
the affective phase of poetry. Through passion a relation-
ship can be established between the poet and his audience so 
that the audience will be able to experience life with reac-
tions similar to those of the artist with a more sensitive 
mind, and gain deeper meanings from experience. Tragedy 
achieves catharsis by causing a reader's emotions to be ex-
pended in his concern for the characters with whom he iden-
tifies so that reason may regain its rightful place. 
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Dennis never denied the efficacy of the rules. He 
believed that the excellence of poetry lay in the harmony a 
poet was able to impose upon his materials by reconciling 
the irrational and rational elements of art. For him, be-
cause the way a poet handles the techniques of his medium is 
subject to his peculiar psychological conditions, rules and 
passion are not contradictory. Though Dennis' theory of 
passion in the creative process was developed partially to 
justify his dictum that poetry use for subject matter the 
materials of the Christian religion, wittingly or unwitting~ 
ly, he advanced the idea, not encountere.d in his day, that 
a work owes its excellence primarily to the artist's innate 
capacity to receive experience with sensitivity. Even after 
a poet applies the impersonalizing rules of his medium to 
shape his material into a controlled and rational design, a 
poem is still basically a reflection of his personal reac-
tions to life. 
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CHAPTER V 
PASSION IN THE CRITICAL THEORY 
We have seen in Chapter IV that Dennis thought for a 
verbal discourse to be poetry it must possess the ability to 
arouse passion in an audience. Though, basically, he was a 
rationalist critic and seldom relaxed his demand for adher-
ence to the rules, regularity, and control in the composition 
of poetry, he believed that passion in the author and in the 
poem was just as important as reason to the composition and 
the effect of poetry. Much of his specific critical theory 
is an attempt to reconcile these, seemingly, opposite quali-
ties and to show how each is necessary to art and how, to-
gether, they will enable a poem to achieve its purpose. Since 
this study is an examination of Dennis' concept of passion 
and its place in his aesthetic, in this chapter we shall ex-
amine the details of his critical theory to determine how his 
theory informed his concept of technique and modified his 
acceptance of the neo-classical rules. 
Passion and the Techniques of the Medium 
The Genres 
As a neo-classicist, Dennis held to the doctrine of 
genres. In the criticism he is mainly interested in the 
greater poetry: epic, tragedy, and the greater ode. Satire, 
the lesser ode, the elegy, and the pastoral receive little 
attention . He has some interesting and original remarks on 
comedy in A Defense of Sir Fopling Flutter (1722), Remarks 
~~Play, Call'd The Conscious Lovers (1723), and The Stage 
Defended (1726), and wrote three comedies in the Jonsonian 
manner which are entertaining. We shall not discuss his the-
ory of comedy here, however, since it has been treated suffi-
ciently in Hardy's "John Dennis as a Dramatist" and Graham's 
"The Jonsonian Tradition in the Comedies of John Dennis." 
In the epic Dennis followed the theory of Le Bossu. 
The chief rules are set forth in the Remarks ~Prince Arthur, 
the Remarks ~ the Rape of the Lock, and a letter to Sir 
Richard Blackmore in 1721. 1 His only serious departure from 
neo-classical tradition is his belief that enthusiastic pas-
sion should be infused throughout the epic, that Christian 
machines should be used to exalt the action, and that in addi-
tion to arousing admiration, the epic should also incite com-
passion and terror. 2 He thought that passion was necessary 
to the epic purpose and that an epic poet was so obliged to 
speak to the heart that admiration must dominate his work.3 
In The Battle of Ramillia (1706), designed in epic form, he 
attempted to impart a quality of boldness and elevation and 
1John Dennis, To Sir Richard Blackmore on the Moral 
and Conclusion of an EPfc~oem (1721), in CritiCal Works, 
II, 109-111. - - -
2Remarks on Prince Arthur, I, 142. 
3Ibid., 127. 
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to elicit admiration for the events of Marlborough's victory 
at Ramilles by using celestial machines to determine the fate 
of the English and French armies. 
But he thought admiration not sufficient to give de-
light in an epic . Compassion and terror are necessary also; 
"compassion charms us ••• Terror shakes us, 11 and both very 
much please us . 4 In other words, he thought the epic should 
affect a reader somewhat as did tragedy. He wrote that Virgil 
could not make his incidents tragical, but contrived to bring 
them as near as possible to the nature of tragical incidents 
by involving his main characters in 11 pathetick11 situations.5 
However, in 1726, Dennis explained that when compassion and 
terror are aroused by the epic, they should appear throughout 
the action, but never, as in tragedy, at the end, which 
should be devoted solely to stirring admiration.6 
His remarks on tragedy are scattered throughout the 
critical works . He followed Aristotelian theory as it was ex-
plained by the neo-classical interpreters, but advocated de-
partures from it at times, and justified it in terms of the 
purpose of tragedy rather than on the basis of authority. He 
believed that more than a strict application of rules was 
necessary to make a good tragedy. In the 11 Preface 11 to Iphi-
genia (1700), he boasted that he had made his play 11 more 
4Ibid. 
5 Ibid. , I, 131. 
6Moral and Conclusion of ~Epic Poem, II, 113. 
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Regular than most of our Tragedies," but observed that wheth-
er there was in it "what is requir'd on the account of Genius" 
must be determined by the audience.7 He explained that the 
test of a good tragedy was whether the passions are touched; 
and, in Racine's words, whether there reigns throughout it 
"that majestick Sadness which makes the pleasure of Tragedy."8 
Much of his discussion of tragedy is devoted to the means of 
infusing passion and sublimity throughout a work in order 
that it might incite emotion in an audience. 
In the face of much opposition, Dennis maintained 
that tragedy should always show poetic justice, and he criti-
cized Shakespeare for violating this rule. He believed that 
tragedy achieves its purpose by "firing the Mind" and rais-
ing it to a consideration of worthy objects.9 It checks ex-
cess passion in an audience, such as ambition, by showing them 
how the proud are humbled, and melts and terrifies them with 
"the Sufferings of the Great, which are set before their 
Eyes."l0 If such an effect is to be achieved by tragedy, he 
thought that characters ruled by excessive and destructive 
passions should "be infallibly punish'd by infinite Justice." 11 
7John Dennis, "Preface" to Iphigenia (1700), in Crit-
ical Works, II, 389. 
8Ibid. He did not acknowledge indebtedness to Ra-
cine's "Preface" to Berenice (1670) for this phrase. 
9usefulness of the Stage, I, 164. 
10 ~., 165. 
11John Dennis, To the Spectator, Upon his Paper on 
the 16th of April (1711T; in Critical Works, II, 19-21. 
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His theory of poetic justice is related to the cathar-
tic effect of tragedy. Dennis said that in a well written 
tragedy the passions should be raised "'till they come to as 
great a Height as Reason can • 
• • 
well bear," because the 
very motions occasioned by tragedy have a tendency to subject 
the passions to reason, and because the "raising purges and 
modulates" the adverse passions.l2 Tragedy satisfies because 
the passions it engenders purge our souls of evil desires 
and quicken our reason. In this way, it removes the "ob-
structions to Vertue," by reducing the accidental passions 
to a "just mediocrity" so that they will not obstruct the 
function of reason.l3 But most of all, it terrifies by set-
ting before our eyes "the unhappy Conclusion • • • of Vio-
lence or Injustice." 14 
Perhaps more than in any of the other genres, Dennis 
considered that the ode acquired life chiefly from the 
strength of passion manifest in bold figures, harmonious ex-
pression, and an exalted subject. His description of the 
genre is almost wholly in terms of these qualities. In the 
"Preface" to the Miscellanies, describing his ode, Upon Our 
Victorx at Sea (1692), he said the principal character of the 
ode is a disorder and wildness imposed, not by accident, but 
by design, and that "the Transitions which appear[ed] so 
wild and so foreign" in his own poem were carefully planned."l5 
12Ibid., I, 150. 
l3Impartial Critic, I, 35. 
14Advancement of Poetrx, I, 163-166. 
15
"Preface" to Miscellanies, I, 16. 
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He thought the genre required "precipitation and Address, 
Boldness and Decency, Sublimeness and Cleanness, Fury and 
Sense. ul6 
The prevailing tone of the ode must be passionate; if 
it wants passion it will become insipid.l7 In the 11 Preface" 
to The Court of Death he translated a passage from Horace to 
describe the Pindaric quality he had tried to impart to his 
own work: 
As a stream that is lifted above its usual banks by the 
influx of celestial waters, comes rowling headlong from 
some Mountains Top, so Pindar rais'd by influence divine, 
ev'n above his own exalted Genius; grows vehement, 
swells, and ferments with fury, then precipitately flows 
with a mighr~ sound, and knows no bounds to his impetu-
ous course. ~ 
Dennis thought that the ode should express the sublime through 
ideas which were dreadful and which ••terribly shake" at the 
very same time that they transport us. He admired the qual-
ity in the poetry of Pindar and Milton which would arouse 
feeling in an audience and inspire it with a sense of the won-
der and mystery of life--in his terminology, the sublime. 
When Dennis wrote such passages as the above, he was antici-
pating later descriptions of the sublime and, still later, 
romantic ideals for poetry. Unfortunately, he always quali-
fied this attitude with demands that a poe.t maintain the neo-
classical ideals of rationalism and restraint. 
16Ibid. 
l7Advancement of Poetry, I, 43. 
18 John Dennis, 11 Preface" to The Court of Death ( 1695), 
in Critical Works, I, 43. 
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Though his remarks in the "Preface" to The Court of 
Death might seem to allow the poet license in using the Pin-
daric form, characteristically, Dennis called for restraint. 
He believed that the English language would not permit the 
violent figures of Pindar and that an excess of figures in a 
poem obscured the emotion in the lines and dulled a reader's 
reaction to the work . A poet must be frugal of expression 
to avoid fustian and excessive epithets, which only clog the 
movement of the verse . Dennis took Cowley to task for ex-
cessive wit, which he thought little, cold, and weak; neglect 
of pomp and dignity in style; and roughness of versification. 
He declared that he had tried in his own poem to maintain 
the Pindaric manner and to follow the "vehemence, elevation, 
and • • • terrible majesty" of Milton. Yet, reading The 
Court of Death, today, one feels that Dennis fell into many 
of the faults about which he warned others. He did not use 
extravagant metaphorical conceits he deplored so much in 
Cowley, but he over-qualified his nouns with epithets and im-
peded the action of the poem with fantastic and often absurd 
similes . 
Prosody 
Dennis had little new to say about prosody. He dis-
cussed it at some length in the essay Of Prosody in 1722. 
Other remarks about it appear in the "Preface" to The Passion 
of Byblis, the "Preface11 to Britannia Triumphans, the 11 Pref-
ace11 to The Monument (1702), and the 11 Preface" to The Court 
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of Death; and there are occasional remarks in The Advancement 
of Poetry and The Grounds of Criticism. 
His general theory of prosody may be seen in a pas-
sage from the "Preface" to Britannia Triumphans: 
every Sentiment has but one particular Expression which 
of Right belongs to it, so that Expression has but one 
particular Harmony which is adapted to that peculiar De-
gree of Spirit which naturally attends on the Sentiment.l9 
He believed that at the time of the creative act, genius, 
subject, and passion organically combine to form the expres-
sion and that for each particular emotional mood that a poet 
might wish to impart to his work there would be a correspond-
ing rhythmic movement and tonal quality which, alone, would 
coincide with the expression to produce the kind of feeling 
with which he had reacted to his subject. Here, and espe-
cially when he insists upon blank verse, Dennis is closer to 
romantic prosodic theory than to neo-classical doctrine, 
which, though recognizing a correspondence between feeling 
and prosody, insisted, nevertheless, primarily upon a basic 
regularity in the movement of the lines of a poem. He did 
not give technical rules for achieving this kind of coinci-
dence between harmony and expression, but said that a poet 
properly inspired by his subject would find an appropriate 
expression and harmony for it. Dennis did not mean that a 
poet should forego the study of numbers, rhythm, and other 
prosodic techniques, but that the emotional condition he ex-
perienced because of the subject he treated would condition 
l9 11 Preface 11 to Britannia Triumphans, I, 376. 
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the way in w~ich he applied these devices to express his sub-
ject. Actually, he did not think a poet should be predomi-
nantly concerned with prosodic skill. He admitted that 
poetry gained part of its appeal from the music of its lines, 
but thought its chief excellence lay, not in versification, 
but in the degree of emotion it incited because of its sub-
ject, images, and dictj.on: 11 a Discourse that is every where 
extremely pathetick, and,consequently, every where bold and 
figurative, is certainly Poetry without Numbers." 20 
Much of what Dennis said about prosody was to defend 
the use of blank verse against the neo-classical practice of 
counting syllables and rhyming couplets. In his own poetry 
he occasionally used rhyme, but in the later odes, and in the 
tragedies, he used blarik verse. He thought rhyme was an af-
fected appearance of harmony, contrary to the expression of 
true passion. 21 It was an "admirable Invention to conceal 
the want of Spirit, and the want of Harmony. 1122 Besides, con-
stant application to rhyme, he thought, diverts a poet from 
his subject and, unnecessarily restraining his emotions, de-
tracts from the impassioned quality of the expression: it is 
"utterly unfit for the greater poetry0 because it "impairs 
the Beauty and the natural Force of the Expression" with its 
effeminate jingling. 23 To express the passion required for 
20Advancement of Poetry, I, 215. 
2111 Preface11 to Britannia Triumphans, I, 376. 
22lli.9:_., 377. 
23Ibid. 
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the greater poetry, he preferred Miltonic blank verse . Den-
nis' attitude to blank verse, and his dislike for the rhymed 
couplet because he thought it an inadequate instrument through 
which a poet might reflect his emotional attitude to his 
subject, is just one other indication of his break with neo-
classicism and of his conviction that the essence of poetry 
was a quality that evaded rigid form and technique. 
In the "Preface" to The Monument, he explained that 
he had used "the Language not of the Head but the Heart" and 
had written in blank verse because it gave him "more liberty" 
in expressing his subject . 24 Rhyme forces a poet to alter 
the natural flow of language so that "a Word or two are 
chang'd, which destroys its Beauty , and the greater part of 
its Force; makes it less strong, less sounding, less signifi-
cant, and weakens the Spirit . " Blank verse permits a poet to 
use the "expression, which Nature dictates at first, and 
which is powerful, sounding, significant, and, •• • the true 
one . "25 He declared that "without the assistance of Rhime " , 
Milton was "one of the most sublime of our English Poets." 
Freed from the need to hunt rhymes , and invert the natural 
flow of an idea, he had achieved an exalted and passionate 
expression in Paradise Lost . 26 Whether Dennis realized it or 
24
.rohn Dennis, "Preface" to The Monument: A Poem Sac-
red to the •• • Memory of the Best and Greatest of Kin~s, 
wTI:tram the Third ••• 11702) ,iilCrftical Works:-I, 2 7 . 
25"Preface" to Britannia Triumphans, I, 377. 
26
"Preface" to The Passion of Byblis, I, 4. The fol-
lowing lines from Britannia Triumphans might suggest the kind 
of harmony Dennis thought necessary to express passion in 
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not, he failed to notice that Milton's prosody is far from 
"one which Nature dictates at first," and that his blank 
verse lines are as skillfully contrived as the most polished 
neo-classical couplet . 
Dennis thought the expression in poetry must be what 
he called natural, a language dictated by the poet's feel-
ings towards his subject rather than by the necessities of 
rhyme . 27 To him, poetry was more a matter of lofty subject 
matter and intense feeling expressed figuratively than it was 
a neatly arranged pattern of sound. The formal elements of 
his criticism are not concerned with prosodic details but 
with the broader aspects of poetry--plot, character, fable, 
subject . He said in The Advancement of Poetr~ , and echoed it 
throughout his criticism, that a man was a poet by his abil-
ity to impart an emotional quality to a discourse, not by his 
ability to compose impeccable couplets . In his discussion 
poetry: 
Is there a Climate so remote on Earth, 
Where distress 1 d Virtue is beyond the Reach 
Of thy extensive Charity? Thy Aid 
Thro all his rapid Course old Danube owns, 
And Proudly curling his Imperial Waves, 
To distant barbarous Climes transports thy Fame; 
Thy wond 1 rous Virtue to his gladsome Shores, 
Transported Tagus wasta o'er Golden Sand( 
(A thousand Echoes from his Shores reply) 
Thy Praise his Nymphs in tuneful Notes rehearse, 
The Darling Theme of Lusitanian Song (I, 156). 
27This idea was not foreign to Augustan criticism. 
Pope advises the poet to vary the movement of his lines ac-
cording to the emotions he wishes to depict or to stir in an 
audience. But, unlike Dennis, in his own work Pope gave 
much attention to perfectly balanced, though subtly modula-
ted, couplets . In placing spirit and figure above numbers, 
Dennis was justifying blank verse , which he felt a more 
flexible line for depicting passion. 
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of prosody, Dennis called for lack of restraint upon the 
poet's urge to express his subject more than he does anywhere 
else in his criticism. And when he says that a discourse is 
poetry without numbers so long as it is passionate, he an-
ticipates theories of the next century that defined poetry 
as the language of feeling. 
In The Advancement of Poetry he said that the things 
which contributed to the perfection of poetry are nature, 
art, and language. The language of poetry ought to be 11 clear, 
easie, strong, noble, poetick, harmonious.n28 Sometimes, in 
his effort to make a point about the appropriate language for 
an idea, Dennis resorts to tedious quibbling. Criticizing 
Pope's translation of a line from Virgil to read "murmuring 
they move, as when old Ocean rowls, 11 he questioned "murmur" 
as an appropriate translation of "murmure" to signify a loud 
and roaring sound. Of interest for us here is his idea that 
the sound of words must agree with the sense to convey emo-
tional content. "Murmur," he said, ending in a consonant, 
cannot express a great and dreadful idea; he explained that 
when it ends in a vowel in the Latin, Virgil employed it to 
express a 11 great and terrible" sound. He claimed that when 
"murmur" ends in a consonant, the liquids and vowels "so fet-
ter and confine one another, that they cannot expand them-
selves" and exert their proper sound; but that when it ends 
in a vowel, the combination of liquids and vowels "exert them-
28Advancement of Poetry, I, 47. 
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selves, 11 to express strong feeling.29 Hence a poet should 
choose words with sounds that will convey the quality of pas-
sion demanded by the ideas he treats. 
Calling for passion to inform his verses in Upon Our 
Victory at ~, he used a combination of liquids and vowels 
to express strong emotional feeling towards his subject: 
Would that Fury animate my Verse, 
That God-like Rage, which is both wise and fierce; 
That Rage which in the Fight inspir'd thy Breast! 
Then might they Praise be gloriously exprest.30 
"Fury," "rage," 11 verse," "fierce," "praise," "gloriously," 
agree with his idea that words with internal liquids, and 
ending in vowels, give an expansive quality to the movement 
of a line. Imitating Milton in The Battle of Ramillia, he 
expressed Satan's flight through the empyrean with a series 
of open vowels, which he thought imparted to the lines the 
fluid effect of soaring: 
Upon the Steerage of his dusky Wings, 
Up thro the Ocean of the Air he sails; 
In the midway he stopt between the Moon's 
Resplendent Globe, and Earth's refulgent Ba11.31 
Paraphrasing Rapin, in Of Simplicity in Poetical Com-
position, Dennis listed the qualities for poetic diction 
that he thought would lead to sublime expression. Diction 
should be natural, without affectation. It should be exalted 
29John Dennis, Remarks upon Mr. Pope's Homer, with 
Two Letters Concerning Windsor Forest, and the Temple of Fame 
TI717), in Critical Works, II, 156. -- --
3°Jobn Dennis, Upon Our Victory at Sea ~ Burning 
the French Fleet at La Hogue in 1692, in Se!eCted Works, I, 6. 
3lof Simplicity in Poetical Composition, II, 37. 
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and sonorous. Throughout a work there should reign a "fine, 
a graceful, and a delicate Air, which ought to appear its 
principal Ornament."32 His practice follows his theory in 
Rinaldo and Armida, where Rinaldo speaks of his reason as 
"that Guide of action," "a Lamp set up in ev 1ry Breast/ 
that "towering Faculty/Which mounting Soar's above Humanity."33 
And in Iphigenia, when the Queen of Scythia orders Iphigenia 
to kill the two captives as a sacrifice to the goddess of 
the island, she repliea "my request is that I may ne'er per-
form this cruel Function," "do a Deed which most my Soul 
Abhors," and speaks of "the Slaves destin 1 d for the Altar/ 
rather than the slaves condemned to die.34 Though he wrote 
that the passion a poet feels about his subject would find 
the form of expression, Dennis did not really believe this 
or else he would not have set down some of his overly de-
tailed remarks upon the choice of poetic language. 
Much that he said about prosody is purely technical, 
but his concept of its place in poetry was influenced by his 
theory that a work must reflect its author's emotional atti-
tude to his subject. Theme, measure, type of line, and 
language must be chosen so as to create a harmony that aids 
in the passionate expression of an idea. Rightfully, harmony 
32of Simplicity in Poetical Composition, II, 37. 
33John Dennis, Rinaldo and Armida A Tragedy, as it 
is Acted at the Theatre in Litt!e=Lincolnfs-Inn-Fields~Lon-
don, 1698), pp. 19-20. - -
34John Dennis, Iphigenia: A Tragedy, Acted at the 
Theatre in Little-Lincoln1s-Inn-Fields ••• (1699):-Ir;-4o, 
in Selected Works, I, 17. ---
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should be conditioned by the passions an idea generates in 
the poet,and the movement and sound of a line should convey 
the emotional tone that the poet wishes to arouse in his 
reader. Only in emphasis does this concept differ from typ-
ical Augustan theory. But his disapproval of rhyme and his 
defense of blank verse take him further towards romanticism 
than most Augustans were willing to go. He needed no further 
justification for this position than the success of Paradise 
Lost, and he was "satisfied that something of its Excellence 
is owing to the Blank Verse."35 
Imagery 
Throughout the criticism Dennis asserts that poetry 
differs from prose mainly because it uses bold and figura-
tive language with sensuous and emotional appeal. A poet 
conveys passion to his work through imagery tha.t stimulates 
the senses of sight and sound. In Of Simplicity in Composi-
tion he said a poet excites passion by the figures, for a 
discourse "every where bold and figurative," is poetry even 
without numbers.36 He repeated the same idea often. He 
thought imagery the soul of poetry because it creates the 
sense of immediacy necessary to involve a reader in the events 
of a poem, and because the "vehicle" of a metaphor or simile 
permits a poet to transform the object he presents, the 
"tenor" of the figure, into things more vast than life. By 
35 11 Preface 11 to Britannia Triumphans, I, 377. 
36of Simplicity in Poetical Composition, II, 34. 
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this latter reason, he meant that through the associations 
it generates in a reader, imagery extends the prose meaning 
of a statement so that, expressed in figurative language, 
experiences become more intense in quality and assume greater 
and more extensive significance than they would expressed 
factually. His idea that poetry should stimulate emotion is 
more dependent upon the figurative quality of the expression 
by which an experience is depicted than it is upon any of 
the other techniques of poetry. Harmony is an aid to arous-
ing emotion, but even it creates a kind of metaphor of sound. 
And subject-matter, which he thought fundamental in excit-
ing passion, is not only part of imagery, but cannot really 
be communicated to a reader in all of its nuances of meaning 
except by subtle and far-reaching meanings suggested by the 
relationships between the two parts of a metaphor or simile. 
In The Advancement of Poetry Dennis explained the 
effect of imagery. The "passions that attend upon our 
Thoughts," he declared, "are seldom so strong, as they are in 
those kind of Thoughts, which we call Images."37 These 
images being the "lively Pictures" of the things which they 
represent, bring the objects before our eyes so that we are 
able to identify with the circumstances of the poetic action. 
The images not only create a tangible picture of events, but 
because of their ability to give the illusion of immediacy 
36of Simplicity~ Poetical Composition, II, 34 . 
37Advancement of Poetry, I, 218. 
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involve an audience in the emotional quality of a poetic 
situation. This is especially true with images that convey 
motion. Also, because of the associations that are aroused 
in a reader by the "vehicle" of a figure, he will invest its 
"tenor" with richer and more subtle meaning, moving outward 
from the bare statement of fact so as to relate the poetical 
statement with many phases of life . Dennis thought all fig-
ures should be active rather than static if they were to im-
part passion to a work . Since the mind cannot imagine violent 
motion without becoming in motion itself, the imagination of 
a reader "becomes fir'd with that Agitation" it perceives in 
an image and "makes us have the same Passions that we should 
have from the things themselves . "38 He was applying a neo-
classical rule that descriptions should be of things in mo-
tion, but was expressing it psychologically as a means 
whereby emotion might be reflected in a work . 
Dennis believed that the source of imagery is emotion, 
38Ibid . An example of this can be seen in his use of 
an epic simile to describe the howling of the subjects of 
Death: 
Thus ended the tempestuous King, and now 
He rolls his formidable Brow 
Into a dreadful Scowl, 
While thrice Revenge his restless Subjects howl . 
As when the Northern Tyrant of the Waves 
Upon the Polar Main in black September raves, 
The Billows, vex'd to madness, roar, 
And foaming scourage the gloomy dismal Shore; 
While frantick Seas , with frightful Fury roll'd, 
As they run madder, grow.n by Frenzy Wild; 
Till to prodigious Rocks congeal'd they stand, 
And render hideous , Zembla's horrid Strand: 
So the dire Subjects of the Tyrant Death, 
By the bleak Fury of his stormy Breath 
Troubled, and into frantick Motions cast. 
John Dennis, The Court of Death: ~ Pindarick Poem, dedicated 
to the Memory-of her most Sacred Majesty Queen Mary (1695) in 
selected Works:-1~8--:-- -
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that "figurative Language is but a Consequence of the Enthu-
siasm, that being the natural Language of the Passions," and 
that never anyone "while he was wrapt with Enthusiasm or 
ordinary Passion wanted either Words or Harmony."39 Fortu-
nately, he did not stop with this statement, which carried 
to its logical end would make a madman a better poet than one 
capable of using his intellectual powers . Yet, the isolated 
statement certainly anticipated some expressions of romantic 
theory . 
Two conditions of mind are necessary for making sim-
ilitudes: a mind serene and capable of exact judgment, and 
one transported with "enthusiasm, which delights, illumin-
ates, and exalts the soul," at the same time that it disturbs 
it . 40 For the mind to be aware of the possibilities for 
figurative expression, it must be alert and highly sensitive 
to the relationships between things, a situation created by 
enthusiastic passion. But to make "just Similitudes," a 
state of equilibrium must prevail where judgment and reason 
also function efficiently. Dennis does not seem to have re-
alized that there was a theoretical difficulty in such a 
39Grounds of Criticism, I, 359. 
4011 Preface 11 to The Passion of Btblis, I, 3. Dennis 
describes the poet, here;-composing-whi e under the influ-
ence of passion. Using his theory of passion, reconciled 
to reason, cooperating with the rational faculties to cre-
ate a more alert mental state, he fails to see the diffi -
culty of a mind swayed by emotion at the same time being 
serene and capable of exact judgment . Later critics speak 
of creativity taking place when passion is recollected in 
tranquility or when the poet is able to achieve distance or 
detachment from the emotions that an experience has gener-
ated. 
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paradoxical ideal as a soul rapt with enthusiasm and at the 
same time capable of exact judgment.4l 
In addition, the soul must be "susceptible of a great 
many Idea's [sic]," and the imagination "capricious of a 
great many Images" so that the fancy (imagination) might "run 
thro', and compare a great many Objects, before it can start 
a hint from them." After a hint is "started," judgment is 
required to improve those images into an "exact resemblance" 
between the objects being compared.42 To form images re-
quires, first, a highly sensitive mind capable of being 
stirred emotionally by its experience. Given this condition, 
reason and imagination, both made more alert by the poet's 
emotional state, must work together to find and to select the 
material from which images are made. Poetry, then, is more 
than an expression of feeling. It is a rational discourse 
reflecting through its figurative expression the emotions of 
its author and, because of its figures, possessing the power 
both to move its audience and to project them into a world 
of vaster significance than their own. When Dennis says po-
etry is passionate expression, he does not mean that it is a 
spontaneous utterance of emotion, but that it is a statement 
41of course he tried to solve this paradox by ex-
plaining how the accidental passions cooperate with reason 
and help restore the primitive equilibrium to the soul. The 
explanation, altogether mythical, is psychologically unjus-
tified. A further explanation that enthusiastic passion 
increase the force of reason has more psychological basis. 
Some romantics, especially Wordsworth, who, in The Recluse, 
called passion "highest reason," saw the same beneficial ef-
fect of passion upon reason as did Dennis. 
42 Ibid., I, 2. 
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of fact or experience capable of arousing emotion in an audi-
ence because of the emotional tone imparted to it by the 
figures through which the poet chose to present his material. 
Following Longinus, he said the figures convey the 
images and support the pathetic and the sublime, and quoted 
a passage from the hymn to creation in Book V of Paradise 
Lost as an example of what he meant by bold and figurative 
expression.43 Some of the images in the passage that satis-
fied Dennis' demand for metaphor would be: air and elements 
as "the eldest Birth of Nature's Womb 11 ; "till the Sun Paint 
your [the mists] fleecy Skirts with Gold"; 11 whether to deck 
with Clouds th' uncolor'd Skie 11 ; "his Praise ye winds that 
from your Quarters blow/Breath soft or loud"; and 11 fountains 
••• that warble as ye flow." All use personification to 
depict the majesty of physical nature, and all express ac-
tion. He characterized them as "lofty 11 "sublime 11 "fiery , , , 
and changing," "swift and stirring" as the objects they de-
43of Simplicity in Poetical Composition, II, 39-40: 
Air and ye Elements, the eldest Birth 
Of Nature's Womb, that in Quaternion run 
Perpetual circle multiform, and mix 
And nourish all things, let your ceaseless Change 
Vary to our great Maker still new Praise: 
Ye Mists and Exhalations, that now rise 
From Hill or steaming Lake, duskie or grey, 
Till the Sun paint your fleecy Skirts with Gold 
In Honour to the World's great Author rise! 
Whether to deck with Clouds th' uncolour'd Skie, 
Or wet the thirsty Earth with falling Showers, 
Rising and falling still advance his praise: 
His Praise ye Winds that from four Quarters blow 
Breath soft or loud, and wave your Tops ye Pines 
With ev'ry Plant, in sign of Worship wave: 
Fountains and ye that warble tune his Praise: 
Melodious Murmurs, warbling tune his Praise: 
That singing up to Heav'ns Gates ascend. 
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scribe are in reality. In Britannia Triumphans he used such 
an image to convey the idea of brilliance and splendor as 
Marlborough appeared on the field of battle at Blenheim: 
And their illustrious Chief on Danube's Shore, 
No less astonishes the various Powers, 
Whose Squadrons the Confederate Force compose, 
Than a bright Star, that all at once appears 
With new Effulgence in the Hemisphere, 
Amazes all the Planetary Worlds: 
Who gazing cry, 'Tis sent express from4Heav'n, To change the Fortune of the Universe. 4 
This is not an extravagant image or an illogical one, and its 
effect to arouse passion and to expand a reader's concept of 
the effect of Marlborough's appearance, I think, is evident. 
Dennis declared in the Remarks on Prince Arthur that 
to show violent passion in characters, the language ought to 
be bold and figurative, but that a poet should not use formal 
metaphor and similes; only when he speaks himself, should he 
use formal figures. Whatever passion the dialogue conveys in 
such scenes should be depicted by metaphorical language. An 
example of how he thought language should be used metaphori-
cally to create emotion may be seen in his own practice in 
Appius and Virginia (1709). When Claudius tries to persuade 
Appius to desist from forcing his love upon Virginia, he warns 
that if the tyrant insists upon contemning the "dying Coun-
try's Groans," that shoUld have power to "melt a Heart of 
Marble," or move his own "savage Soul," the helpless condition 
of "the young blooming Daughter of Virginius" ought to be 
sufficient to make him relinquish his design. But if he robs 
44Britannia Triumphans, I, 175. 
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the "sweetness" from this "workmanship of Heaven," a "master-
piece of Nature," 11 form'd by the Gods," he will be "plunging" 
to his ruin. 45 There is nothing new about Dennis' demand for 
metaphorical language except his belief that words should be 
chosen for their ability to incite passion and that whenever 
possible, words that point to great conceptions, such as 
"workmanship of Heaven," should be used. The only thing un-
usual about the passage referred to is that, as elsewhere in 
his work, Dennis uses metaphorical language to excess in his 
attempt to enlist a reader's emotions in the pathetic quality 
of the situation. But Dennis believed that a poet should 
never say anything in plain language; the art of poetry con-
sists in saying almost everything that is said figuratively 
so as to give "force to the Passions." 
As did most neo-classical critics, he believed that 
straight descriptions should be few, and brief. The tone of 
a scene or event should be conveyed through the diction and 
by the figures expressing action. Characters should not be 
portrayed by descriptive passages, but through action; action, 
itself, could be described, but only in moving images.46 De-
scriptions of persons, if static, break the flow of the ac-
tion, hence, calming the agitations of passion that have been 
started in the soul , of a reader. Whatever form they take, 
descriptions, he declared, were always "languishing, unless 
45John Dennis, Appius and Virginia. A Tragedy, ~it 
is Acted at the Theatre-Royaf in Drury-Lane, ~Her Majesty's 
••• Servan~(l709), in se ected Work;:-II,~6-247. 
46"Preface" to The Court.£!: Death, I, 45. 
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they touch a Passion." 47 In Libert-:t Asserted Beaufort de-
scribes Irene's charm with images depicting motion when he 
says "the Accents die" upon her tongue, and speaks of her 
"over-flowing Eyes," that "pour out" the abundance of her 
sou1. 48 In the Ode~ the King, true to his theory that meta-
phorical language should suggest great ideas and create pas-
sion, Dennis described war as an "inundation" with "deluges" 
that sweep whole kingdoms,49 and King William as a "glitter-
ing Star," determining the fates of men "like the refulgent 
moon" prevailing over "raging tides . "5° He thought that de-
scription in the epic, mainly the type with which he was con-
cerned, should be used for only two reasons : to give a 
remarkable account of some part of the action in order to make 
it probable, and to "imprint some Circumstances upon our Minds 
more strongly" in order to inspire passion. 51 
In his own work, he liked to use images of terror 
and magnitude to create vivid descriptions that would arouse 
passion and through the startling and great conceptions in 
the "vehicle" of his figures, and the associations it sug-
47Remarks ~Prince Arthur, I, 106 . 
48John Dennis , Liberty Asserted: A Trased-:t, As it is 
Acted at the New Theatre in tittl e Lincoln' s -Inn-Fielas-----
(1704):-in seieeted Works:-I , 38. ---
49John Dennis, A Pindarick Ode on the Kingh Written 
in the besinning of Au@st , 1691. OC'CaSfonrd ~ U Victory 
at AgErim, in Selected Works , I , 23 . 
50 Ibid . , 25 . 
51Remarks on Prince Arthur, I, 142. 
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gested, impress his reader with the magnitude of the idea be-
ing described and expand his conception of it in all of its 
possible ramifications . In the translation of the Tenth Ode 
of the Second Book of Horace (1693), he described the envy 
and contempt that assail public men to be like tempests, 
which "the lofty Cedar rend," or like Jove's "impetuous Thun-
der/' that "raving mad" hurls "confusion on the Alps" while 
the "hillocks" are unharmed,52 and in B:nitannia Triumphans 
he spoke of war as a tempest 11 threatning the World with uni-
versal Wreck. "53 But in the Battle of Ramillia, a descrip-
tion of Adultery, which Dennis undoubtedly thought passionate, 
seems more absurd than sublime: 
His Chin a Fabrick with two Storries built, 
His wanton Eye-balls sparkled as they roll 1d 
His pamper 1 d Side was, with a sevenfold Shield, 
Defended, of impenetrable Brawn: 
His Paunch was prominent above the rest, 
And like a goodly Promontory hung . 54 
This passage may suggest one reason why the theory that poetry 
be passionate, as Dennis conceived it, did not work in prac-
tice . It shows that, in his own work at least, he had a mis-
taken sense of sublimity and that by passionate and sublime 
poetry he usually meant poetry that, through its language and 
imagery, attempts to arouse a reader's emotions by confront-
ing him with exaggerated pictures of the vast, strange, and 
52John Dennis, The Tenth Ode of the Second Book of 
Horace (1693), in Miscei!Bnies in-virse and Prose (Landon, 
1727), p. 21 . 
53Britannia Triumphans, I, 73. 
54The Battle of Ramillia, I, 258. 
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unusual in existence. 
Of course, he was trying to imitate Milton here . Wish-
ing to describe Adultery as a monstrous and repulsive being, 
he chose material for the description that would shock a 
reader into recognition. The fault is not so much that the 
"vehicle" of the metaphors in the first and last lines of the 
passage attract attention to themselves, a desirable quality 
if metaphor is to achieve its purpose emotionally and intel-
lectually , but that the incongruity between the two parts of 
these figures places so great a strain upon a reader's judg-
ment that the poet's effort to arouse an emotional and intel-
lectual conception of the ugly and formidable character of 
adultery is lost . It is easy enough to see what Dennis 
wanted to achieve with imagery . He believed that the "vehi-
cle" of a figure should arouse a reader's emotions in order 
to alert and to expand his intellectual conception of its 
"tenor . " He always insisted that an intellectual awareness 
of the subtle relationships between the two parts of a figure 
was primarily dependent upon the emotional impact of its 've-
hicle . " His theory is sound. The trouble is that often in 
practice , I think , he did not diaplay good judgment in the 
choice of materials he used for the second part of a figure. 
This and the fact that the "vehicle" of his figures express 
so much magnitude that they overshadow the idea he is trying 
to describe are qualities that readers of his day considered 
ext1•avagant and irrational in his poetry . 
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Rules and Reason 
Dennis has usually been called a rules critic and was 
by early historians identified with the late neo-classicists, 
Rymer, Gildon, Oldmixon, and Blackmore. There is justifica-
tion for this grouping, for rules criticism certainly has a 
large place in his critical opinions. But to make the pic-
ture clearer, we might say three major attitudes are present 
in his criticism. He demanded that poetry express strong 
feeling and that it use a religious subject matter; both are 
departures from strict neo-classicism. Third, he insisted 
that a poet should be well-versed in the techniques of his 
art as they had been handed down by his successors, particu-
larly the poets and critics of Greece and Rome. Though Den-
nis thought poetry must reflect the poet's emotional a~titude 
to his subject, he always advocated that the rules of Aris-
totle be observed, and that before he practices his art, a 
poet should be thoroughly familiar with the techniques of the 
ancients, particularly Virgil. His modern authorities for 
the rules of poetry were Rapin, Dacier, Le Bossu, and Boileau, 
all of whom he invoked frequently to support his opinions.55 
But we cannot call Dennis a rules critic without 
qualification. He thought a poet should employ the neo-clas-
sical rules, but he was equally certain that innate qualities 
55rn this chaRter, and throughout this study, I am 
using the term "rules to mean the entire canon of neo-
classical prescriptions for poetic composition, not in the 
narrow sense in which it is occasionally used to mean the un-
ities only. 
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of the poet's personalit y were important to produce a good 
poem and that the need to make poetry passionate was justi-
fication for violating the rules . He did not consider it 
consistent to say that art should be rational and symmetri-
cal and at the same time passionate because it reflected an 
artist's emotional reactions to his subject in such a way as 
to be capable of arousing the emotions, as well as engaging 
the judgment , of a reader . He vacillated between strictly 
regular art and art highly informed with emotion as did manw 
of his contemporaries, but unlike them, he tried to reconcile 
the two extremes by a psychological explanation of their re-
ciprocal relationship in the creative process and in the ef-
fect of poetry . 
Dennis was convinced that the physical universe was 
beautiful because its multiple aspects were held in a mean-
ingful and useful pattern by a system of physical laws . He 
found "order and Rule, and Harmony in the visible world . "56 
but thought a portion of this harmony and order had been 
destroyed in the physical universe at the time of man's Fall, 
and that it had been completely up- set in man so that his 
accidental passions caused continual warfare between the pas-
sions and reason. 57 He saw passion as the agent whereby 
harmony might be restored between the sensuous and the ration-
al faculties . In The Grounds of Criticism he explained that 
56Advancement of Poetry, I , 202 
57 Ibid . , 255 . 
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passion, which disturbs it, enables the soul also to produce 
the harmony that orders and composes it and that when a man 
is in health, his senses vigorous and his reason "piercing," 
the passions will be strong,58"and the more powerful the Rea-
son, • • • the stronger will be the Passions."59 With this 
natural condition existing in the soul , passion and reason 
become mutual aids to each other . 
Since poetry must always be an imitation of nature, 
he thought it must reflect the order and harmony of the macro-
cosm. For Dennis, art is first of all design--purposeful 
form imposed upon the diverse materials of which a poem is 
made . The faculty responsible for form in art is reason 
{sometimes called judgment), which controls and directs the 
imagination and provides the structure through which meaning 
and emotion are conveyed. 60 The rules of art are simply tech-
niques by which the principle of reason is employed in the 
details of a work. With the true neo-classical attitude, he 
wrote to Walter Moyle that "nothing can please in a Play but 
Nature • •• and the more there is of Nature in any Play, 
the more that Play must Delight , " and he declared that the 
rules of art were "nothing but an observation of Nature"--the 
means of achieving rule and order . 6l 
298. 
58Grounds of Criticism, I, 365 . 
59Advancement of Poetry, I, 259 . 
60The Decay~ Defects of Dramatick Poetry, II, 297-
6lJohn Dennis, "To Walter Moyle, Esq; at Bake in Corn-
wall" (London, 26 October 1695), in Critical Works, II, 386. 
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Dennis thought the purpose of poetry, and of all art, 
was to make man happy by "reconciling him to himself," by 
making all the faculties "find their Satisfaction together." 
The best poetry was that which satisfied reason, the pas-
sions, and the senses at the same time. And he believed that 
such satisfaction occurs only when a work appeals to both the 
passions and the reason. 
Thus the rules are necessary, not because the author-
ity of Aristotle and Horace is sacred, but because they offer 
sure guides by which an artist may copy nature, and reflect 
in his work the order observable in the physical universe.62 
Dennis repeats constantly that the design of art is to re-
store to human nature the harmony that was destroyed by the 
Fall. 11 How " he asks 11 should these Arts re-establish Order" , , 
unless they, themselves, are regular. He said that some 
arts make the senses instrumental to the pleasures of the 
mind, but that poetry, comprehending all of them could 
achieve this restoration better than the others.63 Dennis 
thought that for man to return to the state of happiness he 
had enjoyed before the Fall, the same conditions of order 
which exist in the physical universe must be created among 
the warring faculties of his soul and that poetry, appealing 
to the intellect through the senses, was the instrument by 
which this might best be achieved. 
62Remarks ~Prince Arthur, I, 96. 
63arounds of Criticism, I, 336. 
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But he described poetry as more than a mere picture 
of physical harmony which man could study and apply to his 
own life. Because it contains potential passion, which stim-
ulates all the faculties and motivates man to action, art 
sets in motion similar forces in the soul that in nature had 
imposed symmetry upon chaos; according to Dennis, these are 
passion, which is the impetus to action, and reason, which 
directs and controls this urge towards an end. It may seem 
paradoxical that passion should be considered the faculty ul-
timately responsible for producing harmony in art and in the 
soul. Yet, Dennis' theory is psychologically plausible and 
not unlike that expressed by Hobbes, who viewed passion as an 
urge, without which achievement was impossible. Similarly, 
most modern critics who express an emotionalist theory of art 
speak of creative passion moulded into design by technique. 
Dennis did not believe all passions capable of working with 
reason to produce harmony; only those arising from religious 
ideas would do so . These, he said, strengthen the reason, 
and all the faculties of the mind, which in turn directs the 
creative urge towards a desired goa1. 64 Following the rules 
1n composition, the artist creates a little world just as the 
harmonizing principle in nature did at Creation. Because 
of his emotional reaction to it, and the resulting empathy, 
when an observer experiences an art object so created, he be-
64He defined passion as nature, and considered na-
ture the shaping and ordering principle in the universe. 
See the discussion in The Advancement of Poetry, I, 246-247. 
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comes a part of this miniature world and the principles which 
inform it become effective in his own life. 
Dennis saw no contradiction between the need for 
great genius, which he defined as passion, and the applica-
tion of rules in the creation of art . Both were necessary . 
Genius, "a Soul that has the power of expressing great Pas-
sions," was required to treat a subject with dignity equal to 
its gr eatness . But , he declared , "'tis Art that makes a 
Subject very g·r eat, and, consequently, gives Occasion for a 
great Genius to shew itself . 11 65 Rules could not be applied 
by just anyone . To follow them required genius, and the suc-
cess with which they are applied will depend upon the nature 
of a poet ' s genius . If we recall his definition of genius, 
the ability to be inspired by great emotion, then the effec-
tive application of rules and reason to the materials to be 
formed into an art object is dependent upon the artist's emo -
tional condition. 
Dennis believed that under the influence of great 
passion, not only man's lower nature is quickened, but reason, 
as well, is exalted so that he is able to grasp truths be-
yond the limits of sense, and to achieve some sort of compre-
hension of the divine plan. 66 This knowledge is imparted to 
65Advancement of Poetry, I, 229 . 
66Ibid. , 261 . He said that reason, acting under the 
influence of enthusiastic passion, 11 is free to discern and 
distinguish Divine Truth," and to employ "the Extent and 
Stretch of its Power . " "As the Reason rouzes and excites the 
Passions, the Passions, as it were, in a fiery Vehicle, 
transport the Reason above Mortality." Dennis did not mean 
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the art object where the poet creates the same pattern of 
order and harmony that he discovered in contemplation. Den-
nis did not express the relationship between genius and the 
rules in just the terms I have used here, but when one exam-
ines his numerous remarks about the relationship between 
genius , reason, passion, and art, and synthesizes them, th~ 
is the conclusion to which they lead. Passion is fundamen-
tal to the creative process . Without passion, reason lacks 
the celerity and strength to function effectively in order-
ing and relating the parts of a work of art . Without passion, 
reason is not even activated to perceive the order and mean-
ing in nature that a work of art must reflect . 
To conclude , Dennis thought genius was necessary to 
the creation of art . but that it should be free to exert it-
self only within the limits prescribed by reason; otherwise, 
there would be no direction towards an artistic end . The 
rules were of value because they enabled an artist to accom-
plish the ends of his art by directing his emotional drives 
towards the meaningful expression of an idea . In The Grounds 
-
of Criticism he wrote that the end of poetry was "to in-
struct and reform the World, • • • to bring Mankind from Ir-
regularity, Extravagance, and Confusion, to Rule and Order," 
and that it could not do this by the use of "a thing that is 
that the artist is a seer or a prophet in the Platonic sense, 
but that he is able to approach nearer an understanding of 
the Divine plan than most men. He was speaking figuratively 
here. An artist perceives more penetrating relationships 
and meanings in the materials with which he works than do 
less sensitive men. 
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in itself irregular and extravagant."67 
Though Dennis constantly demanded that the rules be 
observed, he did not believe that they should be slavishly 
followed, since, ultimately, genius was more important in 
composition than they. In the "Preface" to Iphigenia he de-
clared that he had "endeavoured to reconcile Variety to Reg-
ularity"; but was "far from thinking that any observation 
of Rules can make amends for want of Genius." Both are nec-
essary.68 Nothing can be accomplished without genius, but 
genius without art produces only confusion. Dennis tried 
hard to reconcile his concept of enthusiasm in composition 
and the traditional systems of the rules. Yet, as Professor 
Hooker says, one cannot help feeling when reading the crit-
ical works where Dennis is treating purely aesthetic topics, 
and not engaging in stubborn arguments with his contempora-
ries, that he thought the real essence of art lay in expres-
sing the wonder of life and that this was conveyed to a poem 
only by enthusiastic passion, which he always associated 
with the sublime.69 
67Grounds of Criticism, I, 335. 
68"Preface;-to Iphigenia, II, 389. 
69For instance, such a view is expressed in The 
Grounds of Criticism when, describing the ode, he mentions 
Milton's break with the rules (I, 339); in an essay on Pope 
when he describes the purpose of hyperboles (Remarks on Mr. 
Pope's Rape of the Lock. In Several Letters to ~ Friend-.-
With a Preface, Occasion'd ~ the Late Treatise on the Pro-
f"OUild-; and the Dunciad [I714-2BT; Ii:lCritical Works-:;II-;---
339)· and in one of the papers to Steele where he speaks of 
the ?.beauties" that can be shown without rules (The Charac-
ters and Conduct of Sir John Edgar, Call'd ~Himself Sole 
Monarcn-or the Stage in DrUry Lane; and his Three Depu~ 
Governors in Two Letters to Sir John ~gar,- Letter II l719 1 , 
in Critical Works, II, l9ET. 
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He believed that if poetry fully expressed nature, 
it must sometimes seem irregular; sometimes for the sake of 
variety, nature, herself, appears irregular; "and therefore 
when a Poet copies such an Origins 1," he may depart from the 
rules providing for regularity, but must draw the object 
11 everywhere equally unequal and irregular. n70 In nature, and 
in art, he admired irregularity when it could elicit power-
ful emotion. His remarks on Shakespeare indicate this, and 
a letter describing his reaction to the Alps attests to his 
love of wild natural beauty. But even here, he insisted 
that he saw reflected in the extravagance of the scene a 
pattern and form 11 receiv 1 d from Ruine. 11 He wrote that 
the frightful view of the Precipices, and the foaming 
Waters that threw themselves headlong down them, made 
all such a Consort up for the Eye, as that sort of Mu-
sick does for
7
rhe Ear in which Horrour can be joyn'd 
with Harmony. 
11 The Alps," he said, 11 appear to be Nature's extravagancies," 
and excused himself for the hyperboles in the letter as the 
only appropriate way to express his reaction to the scene he 
had witnessed.72 Even as early as The Impartial Critic, we 
find him expressing an independence of classical rules and 
taking issue with Rymer on the inferiority of the Greek 
Alps"] 
7°Remarks ~Prince Arthur, I, 74. 
71John Dennis, ["Letter describing his crossing the 
(Turin, 25 October 1688), in Critical Works, II, 381. 
72Much later, he declared: "The Sight of a Mountain 
is to me more agreeable than that of the most pompous Edi-
fice; and Meadows and natural Streams, please me before the 
most beautiful Gardens • • • so much does Art appear to me to 
be surpass'd by Nature11 (John Dennis, "To Thos. Sergeant, 
Esq; Upon the Prospect from Leith-Hill in Surrey" [Hampstead, 
27 August 1717], in Critical Works, II, 401). 
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method in tragedy.73 We cannot place him with Rymer as an 
uncompromising rules critic. 
Despite Dennis' effort to be loyal to the rules, his 
statements reveal a fundamental belief that a full and 
natural expression of one's reaction to experience, though 
irregular at times, is like natural scenery, more beautiful 
than the formal garden where no flaws of nature are allowed 
to intrude. In the Reflections upon ~ Essay ~ Criticism 
he declared that the basic rules of art are eternal and ir-
revocable and 11 never to be dispens'd with but by Nature that 
made them."74 He meant that an artist should not violate 
the specific rules, such as the unities, except where the de-
mands of prooability and vraisemblance make it wise to do so. 
Yet, he realized that much which is valuable and moving in 
art, and in nature, lay outside the conventional code of 
regularity and that it is sometimes necessary to appear il-
logical and improbable to be completely logical and "natural." 
Actually, Dennis considered the rules subservient to 
the main end of poetry and thought "a less Rule" might be 
violated to avoid "the Infringment of a greater," or the 
"great End of all the Rules neglected."75 The great law of 
poetry was that it reflect nature, and its end was to please 
and instruct by moving the passions. To do so it must, 
above all, manifest passion. He wrote to Steele: 
73Impartial Critick, I, 30. 
74Reflections upon~ Essay~ Criticism, II, 406. 
75Ibid. 
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Yet, after all, Sir John, to shew you that I am neither 
a Bigot, nor a Slave-ro-the Rules, my Opinion is, That 
whereas the Rules are only Directions • • • for the At-
tainment of Sovereign Beauty; when ever it may happen 
••• that Sovereign Beauty can be better attain'd by 
suspending one of them for that Time, ••• then, by 
consequence, the grand Rule is, resolutely to suspend it. 
And such a masterly Neglect of it rgr the Time shews a 
Poet to be both discreet and bold.7 
He believed that "when the Beauties, which by that masterly 
and noble Neglect, adorn a particular Part, are powerful 
enough to make more than Compensation for the Defect 11 which 
occurs to the whole because of the irregularity, the poet is 
justified in departing from the rules.77 
Dennis' love of Milton and Shakespeare, and his be-
lief that art must reflect the artist's emotional attitude 
toward his subject made him aware that more than rules was 
needed to produce good poetry. And he goes to all manner of 
extremes, as we have shown, to reconcile the two opposing 
elements of his aesthetic. He declared that irregularities 
are proper in poetry because they are natural. Among the 
multiple parts which comprised the universal whole, he thought 
the 11 appearing Irregularities" contributed to the harmony and 
design of nature. In just such a way a poet, who in composi-
tion is performing a miniature of the larger act of creation, 
may admit 11 things [which] may at first Sight be seemingly 
against Reason, which yet, at the Bottom, are ••• indispen-
76The Character and Conduct of Sir John Edgar, II, 
198. He added, " 1 tis the prerogativeof a Poet, to set aside 
a Rule ••• whenever 'tis necessary for the Ennobling of 
his Art, and the Enriching the Commonwealth of Learning." 
77Ibid., II, 189. 
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sably necessary to the admirable Conduct of a great and just 
Design."78 
In summary, one may say that though much of his criti-
cism is petty quibbling about detailed applications of the 
rules, Dennis demanded primarily that poetry be a unified and 
harmonious design. If the omission of rules better enabled 
a poet to achieve the sense of wonder and depth that make 
poetry sublime, and did not destroy the overall unity, Den-
nis would not reject his work because it did not follow the 
specific rules of art. He thought genius fundamental to the 
creation of art, but the importance he assigned to rules goes 
far to invalidate his statements that passion is fundamental 
to poetic composition. Yet, he had a vision that some innate 
quality of the artist was more important to composition than 
craftsmanship. Shakespeare, he declared, had a penetrating 
judgment, a just and bold imagination, and a "natural Dis-
cretion which never cou 1d have been taught him,"79 and Milton 
had excelled mainly because he had broken the rules in Para-
dise Lost, the "most lofty, but most irregular Poem" of all 
time.80 That Dennis could rise, in his day, to such an ap-
preciation of Paradise Lost, and of Milton's originality, is 
sufficient proof that he felt genius to be of first importance 
in the composition of poetry. The rules being unable to ac-
78Advancement £[ Poetr~, I, 202-203. 
79John Dennis, An Essay on the Genius and Writings 
of Shakespeare ( 1712), in Cri tic8T works, II, 4.'" 
80arounds of Criticism, I, 33. 
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count for the presence of the indefinable quality he admired 
in these poets, Dennis attributed it to genius, itself inde-
finable , which he tried to explain in terms of the psychol-
ogy of his day as an innate sensitivity for man to be deeply 
moved by his experience of the world in which he lived, and 
the ability to express his reaction verbally . The rules 
were merely effective techniques by which he might give his 
experiences concrete expression. 
Nature 
In the foregoing section we have shown Dennis often 
speaking of nature as a norm by which poetry should be tested 
and a source from which a poet might impart passion to his 
work. He described nature as the major element in creative 
ability, as the storehouse from which poetic material is 
drawn, and as a system of rules which should constrain the 
artist's emotions in composition. He used the term "nature" 
at different times to mean, the physical scene, the regular-
ity and system reflected in a mechanical universe, the in-
forming principle at Creation, the unified whole composed of 
the multiple objects in the physical universe, and the man-
ners and passions of men . His only departure from normal 
Augustan usage of the term is his assertion that nature is 
passion, and conversely passion is nature . In this usage, 
genius, itself elsewhere equated with passion, is nature . 
Since he uses the term "nature" so often i n defining genius, 
passion, and the creative process, we must examine his mean-
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ings of the word to see what light they throw upon his aes-
thetic theory . 
Ideas that appear often in his work are the concepts 
of nature as motion , and the belief that poetry, as an imi-
tation of nature , must depict action. He thought passion, 
itself, was action, resulting from motions of animal spirits 
that agitate the soul and create in it desires . In the Re-
marks .2!!. Prince Arthur , he said "motion is Matter in Nature . "81 
Her e nature seems to be a configuration of material forms in 
movement . Hence , poetry which imitates nature must present 
its materials in movement . It does so by depicting the pas-
tiona of human beings and the resulting conduct . Only in 
this way can it achieve its end , to animate the soul of an au-
dience . 
Adopting a neo- classical concept , he defined nature 
as reason and order in the physical universe and asserted 
that art which imitates nature must reproduce in the micro-
cosm the same order and regularity observable in the macro-
cosm; the rules of Aristotle will produce a pleasing imitation 
of nature, a work of art reflecting cosmic harmony. Dennis 
recognized irregularity in the physical universe, but thought 
8~emarks on Prince Arthur, I, 39 . In The Advance-
ment of Poet~t ' I ,:202 , he said nature in its s trictest 
sense~is not ing but the Rule and Order , and Harmony, which 
we find in the visible Creation. " The universe owes its 
"Beautr,, to the Proportion" Situation, and Dependence of its 
parts . ' And man owes his health and Ease, and Pleasure" 
to "the Regularity of the Mechanical Motion ••• and the 
piercing Force of those aspiring Thoughts, which are able to 
pass the Bounds" of the physical universe . 
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that in the over-all picture it contributed to the harmony 
of the whole. Similarly, poetry imitated nature so long as 
minor irregularities were subordinate to a unified design.82 
Actually, if minor irregularities are subordinate, then a 
work is still, in the over-all design, regular and unified. 
Apparently, Dennis has not relinquished his neo-classicism. 
But by irregularities he meant accident and the use of the 
marvelous, which seemingly violate vraisemblance; unforeseen 
expression of character traits; and infringement of the rules 
of diction and numbers. He found all of these in Shakes-
peare and Milton, but admired them nevertheless. Yet, he 
was so convinced of the efficacy of the rules that he could 
not see that such irregularities, not the rules, gave the 
works of these poets the passionate quality he demanded in 
poetry and that they were of prime importance rather than of 
subordinate. 
In Dennis, "nature" is occasionally used to mean a 
scene in the physical universe. Such was his usage of the 
term when he described the Alps. Dennis obtained great pleas-
ure from observing natural scenery. He declared that he pre-
ferred the irregularities of mountains and streams in their 
natural pattern "before the most beautiful Gardens, and the 
most costly Canals: So much does Art appear to • • • be 
surpass 1d by Nature."83 In the letter from the continent 
quoted earlier, he showed really extravagant feelings about 
82Advancement of Poetry, I, 203. 
83Letter to Thomas Sergeant, II, 401. 
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the "ruines of the old World" he saw in the Alps. They ere-
ated in him "different motions • 
• • 
a delightful Horrour, 
a terrible Joy," and at the same time pleasure and tremb-
ling,84 the same reactions he experienced from Shakespearean 
tragedy. 
He described the Alps in the same terms he might 
have used to describe a work of art exhibiting strong pas-
sion and strokes of natural genius: 
If these Hills were first made with the World, as has 
been a long time thought, and Nature Design'd them only 
as a Mound to inclose her Garden Italy: Then we may 
well say of her what some affirm of great Wits, that her 
careless, irregular and boldest Strokes are most admir-
able. For the Alpes are works which she seems to have 
design'd and executed too in Fury. Yet sh§4moves us less, where she studies to please us more. 
Here the word "nature" is not used as an appellation for the 
scene, but designates the informing principle creating the 
scene he had viewed. The aspect of the scene that moved him 
was nature's bold strokes, executed in fury, not a harmony 
consistent with reason. On the same basis, he could justify 
extravagant touches of genius when they created in a work 
of art a sense of the sublime and caused terror and admira-
tion in an audience. 
Professor Thorpe observed that for an Augustan and 
an avowed rationalist, Dennis showed unusual feeling for the 
vagaries of nature and a keen sensitivity to the possibili-
ties for the sublime in the terrible aspects of the physical 
84Letter describing the Alps, II, 380. 
85!£!£. 
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universe . This is true. If we consider the passages he ad-
mired in poetry, we shall see that those depicting the 
extraordinary in nature, the marvelous, the supernatural, 
and the strong emotions of genius were the ones he thought 
imparted the greatest enthusiastic passion to a work and 
caused the strongest response in an audience . 
In his ow.n work he shows a remarkable partiality for 
such superlatives, and yet his poems maintain a compact and 
coherent design. The opening scene of Rinaldo and Armida, 
where Carlo and Ubaldo describe the mountain setting, sounds 
almost like his description of the Alps: 
Carl . But, 0 Amazing Height! 
At what Remote, and what Stupendous Distance, 
Yon Tyrannizing Main below, 
Insults the foaming Shore! 
Ubaldo . See how very far beneath us 
With flagging Wings the Painted Meteors fly 
Thro all th 1 Infernal Regions of the Air ! 
How far below, Illustrious in its flight, 
The nimble Lightning scowres along the Skye! 
And hark how far , how very far beneath us, 
Th 1 exasperated Thunder roa~~ ! 
To plague the guilty World !bb 
The objects in the scene satisfy Dennis' formula for the sub-
lime . The "tyrannizing Main , " "painted Meteors" soaring 
below the speakers, "the nimble Lightning , " and "exasperated 
Thunder" are aspects of physical nature Dennis thought would 
create passion in a reader . When Carlo explains the effect 
of the scene, he is expressing Dennis' theory of the sublime: 
Carl . The very Place assists us in the Action, 
~very place inspires magnanimous Thoughts, 
As by the help of so sublime a Station 
86Rinaldo ~Armida , pp . 1-2 . 
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Here on the Frontiers of the rowling Skies, 
We stand and breath, the Borderers of Heaven; 
So it exalts our very Souls, and lifts them 
As far above the Level of Mankind 
As here we walk above th' Inferior World.87 
Also in depicting character, he liked to exhibit the passion-
ate extremes to which men are susceptible, and most of his 
leading characters are subject to such violent outbursts of 
emotion as those exhibited by Rinaldo, Armida, or the 
Queen of Scythia in Iphigenia. 
From The Advancement ££ Poetry on we find another 
definition of nature. Nature is "the same thing with Genius," 
and since genius and passions are one, nature is, as well, 
passion.88 This is true because nature is motion. Since 
passion is merely a form of motion in the human psyche, when 
Dennis speaks of nature as passion, he means human nature--
the emotions that determine conduct in human beings. He de-
clared passion is nature, and to attempt to alter it is to 
tamper with nature,89 an error which the Stoics and many 
moralists made. The microcosm must be in motion if it is to 
reflect the macrocosm. The original state of human nature 
was one in which passions (motions} exalted reason. Genius 
is equated with nature because, being enthusiastic passion, 
it is the most intense form of motion inman--the informing 
principle of art. 
Finally, however, in Reflections~~ Essay Upon 
87~., p. 3. 
88Advancement of Poetry, I, 246-247. 
89~., 254. 
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Criticism, he declared nature is "human life and the manners 
of Men."90 But the manners of men are simply outward mani-
festations of their inner motions . In this usage, which ap-
pears frequently, when Dennis says poetry must imitate 
nature, he means that it must depict human conduct and its 
causes by representing the passions and their results upon 
man's life . Epic poetry should imitate human nature exalted, 
as nearly the way it was before man's Fall as possible; co~ 
edy must imitate nature depraved91; and tragedy, exalted 
nature seared by passion . To know human nature requires more 
than books, or art, and Dennis cautioned Steele in The Char-
acters and Conduct of ~ John Edgar that a poet must know 
the hearts of men. This, he declared, requires the genius 
for a penetrating observation of human personalities and the 
perception and understanding of the passions of men. 92 
Dennis repeats with little alteration in meaning the 
neo-classical dictum that poetry is an imitation of nature. 
Since his main concept of nature was that it is order, or 
reason, if poetry is to imitate nature, it must conform to 
reason . Such a high purpose does Dennis conceive of the cre-
ative artist that he implies that, when a poet employs art 
(laws of reason) and passion in creating a poem, he is per-
forming an act like that executed by the creative principle 
when it imposed harmony and design upon chaos . Mechanical 
210. 
9°Reflections ~~Essay Upon Criticism, I, 418 . 
91QL simplicity!£ Poetical Composit!on, II, 29 . 
92The Characters and Conduct of Sir John Edgar, II, 
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craftsmanship applied to the materials with which the artisan 
works destroys their relationship to physical nature , but in 
the creative arts , where the shaping principles, passion and 
reason , are nature, the stronger these principles inform a 
work of art , the more it imitates nature . 93 
In the "Preface" to Britannia TriumEhans he asserted 
the interesting idea that natur e begets the form of expres -
sion through which an idea will be presented . The ideas cre-
ate the passion , and the passion produces the harmony and 
expression which will cause a poem to make the strongest 
effect upon a reader . He asserted that 
nature whose Sagacity is most admirable, and her Opera-
tions ••• almost infinite ••• very often dictates 
the Expression at first , especially in the greater Poe-
try , where the Imagination i~4always warm, and the Thoughts are always flowing . ~ 
By nature here , Dennis can mean only one thing: the peculiar 
and innate quality of the poet's mind which causes him to be 
highly sensitive emotionally to ideas . Hence the expression 
is dictated by passion , which is the same thing as nature . 
In some way, not made quite clear, a poet's emotional reac-
tion to ideas expresses itself in a particular manner when 
he attempts to verbalize his experience . This is almost the 
romantic concept that poetry is the spontaneous utterance of 
natural genius . Had Dennis held to this position consis-
tently , he could not have given art the important place that 
93Letter to Thos . Sergeant, II, 401 . 
9411 Preface11 to Britannia TriumEhans, I, 375. 
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he does in composition. 
But again we see him vacillating . He is consistent 
when he calls nature the informing principle imparting order, 
when he equates it with reason and calls the rules means of 
harmonizing the materials of art , and when he sees nature 
as the unity and order in the physical universe . But when 
he equates nature with passion , he contradicts his conven-
tional definition of the term. Nature as passion, he says, 
is motion and creative urge 9 the impulse towards generation, 
but to consider it such is not to associate it with any 
necessary sense of shaping , regularity, or order . Nature 
as creative urge and nature as informing principle are two 
quite different things . When he defines nature as passion 
and equates it with genius , saying nature , or genius, gives 
form to the materials with which the artist works, he seems 
to have had in mind a concept of creativity vaguely analogous 
to that explained by Plotinus where the artist, out of his 
own conceiving soul, activated by the creative urge, seeks 
to impart to the materials with which he works his vision of 
ideal beauty . Dennis was unconsciously groping towards a 
theory of creativity not to be fully explained until Coler-
idge ' s concept of genius performing acts of creation similar 
to vegetative generation in the physical world and working 
under its own impulses, yet , adhering instinctively to form. 
Passion in Expression 
Since his concept of passion in poetry is a plea for 
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expression that will arouse emotions in an audience, a great 
part of Dennis' criticism was concerned with style. He 
thought passion could be manifest in a poem through the sub-
ject , sentiments, expression, and harmony . He used expres-
sion and harmony to designate the manner in which a poet 
handled the materials of his medium to present his subject, 
and thought the passionate quality of a poem would depend ul-
timately upon the manner in which the subject was presented, 
whether or not it was expressed in a sublime and pathetic 
style . 
Style 
Dennis thought style (expression) derived from the 
following sources, singly or in combination: nature, the 
poet ' s emotional state, and the subject he treated. Discus-
sing the appropriate style of the epic in the Remarks ~ 
Prince Arthur, he affirmed that violent passion, necessary to 
poetry, demands a bold and strong eloquence.95 He described 
style as primarily dependent upon the poet's emotions: 11 as 
the Thoughts produce the Spirit , or the Passion, the Spirit 
produces and makes the Expression. "96 The way a poet uses 
figurative language and all the other devices of style is 
conditioned by the enthusiasm he experiences because of the 
moving power of his subject . But in style, as well as in 
the other aspects of poetry , Dennis vacillates, even contra-
95Remarks on Prince Arthur,I, 135 . 
96arounds of Criticism, I, 359 . 
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diets himself. Style is, as well, a matter of art and . judg-
ment. Art and judgment furnish the design within which ex-
pression, dictated by nature, must be fitted; and certain 
rules must be adhered to in diction, figure, and harmony if 
a work is to be sublime. 
Passion determining the style of a poem, he said in 
the "Preface" to Britannia Triumphans, that "perfection or 
t he Truth of Nature 11 exists when the harmony and the expres-
sion are adapted "to the particular kind and Degree of Spirit 
or Passion" generated by a subject being treated.97 A good 
style is one in which the expression conveys the poet's emo-
tional reaction to the subject he is presenting, manifests 
a degree of passion appropriate to the subject, and will in-
spire in a reader an emotional reaction similar to that which 
the poet had experienced. Generally, the expression of a 
poem should be bold and figurative because the passion in-
spired by a subject proper for poetry could not be expressed 
otherwise. For this reason, he was interested in the most 
effective way of making the expression sublime and gave little 
thought to any other manner of style. 
When Dennis speaks of passion determining the style 
of the expression, he does not really mean spontaneous ex-
pression; he means that the emotions generated by an experi-
ence contemplated will cooperate with judgment to select and 
arrange the material of the poet's medium in the most effec-
tive way for presenting the subject. He suggests, but does 
97"Preface" to Britannia TriumEhans, I, 375. 
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not say explicitly, as do Ducasse and other modern critics, 
that a poet inspired by emotion will handle the techni ques 
of his medium in such a way as to objectify his feeling most 
successfully. To Dennis subject was important, and he 
thought that a style must be chosen that would best display 
the tone of greatness involved in a particular subject. 
Emotion is important, not merely to present the poet's feel-
ings, but to infuse through a work a quality that will en-
gender in an audience a feeling of awe and respect for the 
magnitude of the subject presented. It is an agent in the 
effect of poetry, not an end in itself. 
Involved at times in the controversy over the simple 
and the grand style, Dennis believed that the style of po-
etry should be simple, but not naive as in Chevy Chase, which 
Addison praised extravagantly. By simplicity Dennis did not 
mean unadorned or commonplace expression as did Addison or 
Wordsworth later. He said simplicity "is nothing but such 
Thought and such Expression, as Nature voluntarily suggests 
and dictates to us."98 It is freedom from point, conceit, 
and wit which does not grow naturally from the passions 
raised by a subject. But he thought simplicity must be "sus-
tain1d by Nobility and by Greatness," and that any expression 
that is base and common was beneath poetry. Poetry requires 
a style that is strong "with Colors that are lively, and 
daring and audacious."99 The expression in Sternhold's psalm 
98of Simplicity in Poetical Composition, II, 36. 
99Ibid. 
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was simple, but he thought it in bad taste 11 without Spirit, 
or Life, or Soul, or Thought, or Motion."lOO 
In a letter to Steele (1719), he praised Shakes-
peare's tragic style for having "a Simplicity, wherever the 
occasion requires it, attended with a Force, and Dignity, 
and Pomp, and Solmnity." 101 He believed that a good style 
was one agreeing in dignity and feeling with its subject, 
neither naive, as in Sternhold, nor ornate as he found it in 
modern tragedies. The only place he approved of a naive 
style was in comedy, and perhaps in the lesser poetry, of 
which he speaks little . 102 He constantly asserted that the 
style of poetry must be bold and lofty and that the art of 
poetry consisted in saying almost everything that is said 
figuratively. He declared that a poet "ought to be possessed 
of all that Art and that Method in which Eloquence is de-
100Ibid. , 40 . He was criticizing Sternhold's version 
of Psalm l5~n example of which follows: 
Extol and praise God's Name 
On Earth, he Dragons fell . 
All Deeps do ye the same, 
For it becomes ye well . 
Him magnify, 
Fire, Hail, Ice, Snow, 
And Storms that blow 
At his Decree . 
The Hills and Mountains all 
And Trees that fruitful are, 
The Cedars great and tall 
His worthy Praise declare (II, 38). 
101John Dennis , "To Judas Iscariot, Esq . , On the De-
generacy of the Public Taste" (1719), in Critical Works, II, 
161. 
102John Dennis , "To Henry Cromwell, Esq; on the Vis 
Comica" (1717), in Critical Works , II , 161 . He thought the 
charm of Moliere's comedies lay in their naive style, "a 
charming Simplicity dictated by pure Nature . " 
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sign ' d to instruct us with regard to the Figures . " 103 The 
language ought to be "exalted and sonorous/ so as to give 
the "great and Majestick Air" of poetry; there should be 
"ardor, and Vehemence , and there ought especially to reign 
throughout the Discourse, a fine , a graceful , and a delicate 
air . "l04 But a style developed by a careful use of "art" 
and method is not one dictated by nature or by passion . The 
only way to reconcile what seem to be contradictory atti-
tudes here is to say that Dennis thought the way a poet's 
judgment worked in finding figures , and the way he used his 
art , was determined by his emotional reaction to his sub-
ject--whether or not it had stimulated him to the degree re-
quired for its expression in poetry . 
Dennis ' concept of style as an expression appropri -
ate to the passion inspired by the subject is just another 
indication that he thought poetry should reflect a poet's 
emotional reaction to his experience . Professor Hooker 
pointed out that Dennis ' idea of an organic unity between 
subject , spirit , and expression is an anticipation of Coler-
idge ' s concept of the organic relationship between the poet 
and his work , and that despite frequent admonitions that a 
103of Simplicity in Poetical Composition, II, 35. 
104rbid ., 36 - 37 . Such an air he found in the hymn 
to creation in Book V of Paradise Lost where Milton's genius 
"animating the several Figures , appears to give Life, and 
Soul , and Motion to their several Objects; and seems to equal 
these several mighty Objects in their distinguishing Quali-
ties , to be lofty , as the Heav'n and solid as the Earth, 
firey as the Sun, and changing as the Moon, swift as the 
Winds , and strong, and terrible, and sonorous as the Arms and 
Mouths of the great Deep" (II, ttO) . 
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poet use all the art at his command, Dennis thought style re-
sulted to a great extent from the poet ' s emotional reaction 
to the materials with which he worked . 105 
Looking at his ow.n poetry, we must conclude that Den-
nis thought passion could be imparted to a line of verse by 
qualifying nearly every noun with adjectives suggesting the 
large, unusual, and powerful . Yet , he can be subdued when 
he wishes to impart a sense of serenity , and majesty, as in 
the following passage from the Te Deum : 
For Thou art permanent and fix ' d, 
Uncreated and unmix ' d . 
The Radient Heav ' ns and rolling Earth, 
Owe to Thee their wond ' rous Birth: 
Thou of ten thousand Worlds art Lord , 
And art by every World ador ' d; 
They all confess thy pow ' r Divine, 
For Thee they move, for Thee they shine , 
And every World ' s for ever thine.l06 
The language here is simple and without figure, but the im-
ages suggested in the diction, and the subject conveyed, are 
majestic and moving. This lack of obvious "fire" is unusual 
in Dennis . Usually he is quick to rise to more passionate 
strains as in the opening stanza of Upon~ Victory at Sea, 
where he begins on a diminished note , 
I Sing the Naval Fight, whose Triumph, Fame 
More loudly than our Cannon , shall proclaim, 
but fired by the greatness of the ideas , crowds the lines with 
high-sounding adjectives in an effort to convey an emotional 
quality that will suggest the power of his subject: 
l05The Critical Works of John Dennis, II , cv . 
106John Dennis , The Te Deum Paraphras'd, in Pindar-
ick Verse (1696) , in Selected Works, I, 23. 
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0 Britain's mighty Genius, who wer't by, 
Who with new Warmth didst thy brave Sons supply, 
And drive the Gallic Daemon trembling thro 1 the Sky'. 
My Breast with that immortal Fury fire, 
Which thy Godlike Combatants inspire. 
Bold as their Fight, and happy be my Song, 
As fierce, as great, as sounding, and as strong.l07 
One cannot deny the appropriateness of Dennis' expres-
sion to his subject matter; but one can question whether or 
not such expression is the best to inspire the kind of emo-
tional reaction he desired . Every one of his adjectives is 
abstract or hackneyed or exaggerated. One of Dennis' main 
faults is that he used extravagant materials in subject and 
in metaphor throughout a poem and, as a result, dulls his 
reader with continuous emphasis and exaggerated qualification. 
The Sublime 
After the 1674 translation of Peri Hupsos, late Res-
toration critics, especially Dryden, became interested in 
ascertaining what constituted the sublime in poetry, a quali -
ty which few of them could account for because of purely 
rhetorical techniques . Most critics looked for the sublime 
in the materials of the poem. Dennis was the first English 
critic to try to explain it on the basis of its psychological 
effect . l08 Aside from some of the more pedantic essays up-
holding the rules, and those attacking his contemporaries, 
beginning with The Advancement of Poetry and The Grounds of 
107John Dennis , Upon our Victory at Sea, and Burning 
of the French Fleet at La Hogue in 1692, in Selected Works, 
I, 11 . 
p. 44. 
108Thi s point has been made by Monk in The Sublime, 
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Criticism, most of his criticism is an attempt to explain 
the nature of the sublime in terms of the poet, poem, and po-
etic effect. He does this by showing that it is a reflection 
of the poet ' s emotional reaction to his subject in such a way 
that his work will inspire a similar emotional response in 
a reader . Much that we have discussed already in this study 
has , actually, been an analysis of Dennis' theory of the 
sublime . Here we shall examine some specific remarks about 
it in order to determine his definition of the sublime, the 
sources from which he thought it could be generated, the par-
ticular quality of expression that he called sublime, and 
what he thought the effects of sublimity were upon an audience . 
In ~Grounds of Criticism , asserting that Lo.nginus 
had described its effect , but had not sufficiently defined 
the sublime , Dennis stated his own definition. "The Sub-
lime," he explained, "is nothing else but a great Thought, or 
great Thoughts moving the Soul from its ordinary Situation 
by the Enthusiasm which naturally attends them. "l09 It is a 
quality in the ideas or objects a poet considers that cre-
ates within him enthusiastic passion (moves "the Soul from 
its ordinary Situations") , astonishment and surprise, and a 
sense of wonder at the incomprehensib ility of the things he 
observes . As such, it is the cause of the aesthetic attitude 
in the poet , llO but in the poem it is a quality achieved 
l09Grounds of Criticism, I , 359 . 
110I use the term here as does Ducasse, Philosphy of 
Art , p . 136 . 
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through style and subject that will stimulate the emotions 
of an audience. It is "a great Thought, express'd with the 
Enthusiasm that belongs to it 11 lll in such a way as to ravish 
and transport an audience with 11 a certain Admiration, 
mingled with Astonishment and Surprise . "ll2 
Dennis considered the following passages from Book 
IV of Paradise Lost sublime: 
.............. 
Th ' Arch-Angle ' s Trumpet through the vast of Heav'n 
Resounded , and the faithful Armies rung 
Hosanna to the Highest : nor stood at gaze 
The adverse Legions , nor less hideous join'd 
The Horrid Shock : now storming Fury rose 
And Clamour , such as heard in Heav'n till now 
was never , Arms on Armour clashing bray'd 
Horrible Discord , and the madding Wheels 
ef brazen Chariots rag ' d; Dire was the Noise 
Of Conflict ! ll3 
He thought the passage sublime because it presented a picture 
of divine power through a series of images that vividly por-
trayed the scene conceived in the poet ' s mind and reflected 
his conception of it in a way that would create feeling in 
an audience . Such images , conceived in emotion, he thought, 
would convey to a reader the essential tone of the scene and 
cause him to react to its presentation in the poem with a 
feeling similar to that which the poet had experienced . For 
Dennis , the test of the sublime was whether or not a poem 
would enable a reader to react to its subject with the same 
emotional and intellectual depth as the poet had experienced 
111Advancement of Poetry , I , 222 . 
112Grounds of Criticism, I , 359 . 
113observations on Paradise Lost , II , 225 . 
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from it . 
Dennis believed that the source of the sublime in 
poetry was in the poet's emotions . He thought that unless a 
poet were capable of reacting to his materials with strong 
passions, regardless of its subject matter or technical per-
fection, his poetry would not be sublime . The first cause 
of the sublime is the poet ' s ability to perceive great ideas; 
the second , his ability to react strongly and vigorously to 
these experiences . According to his theory of composition, a 
poet capable of reacting aesthetically to an i dea will almost 
naturally find the appropriate expression for the subject 
that has stimulated his passions . If the ideas are great, 
the reaction passionate , and the mind receiving and reacting 
to them that of a genius , the expression produced will be 
sublime . This is exactly what he says , but if we recall his 
position on rules and reason , we will realize that Dennis 
does not leave all to passion in poetic expression . 
In The Grounds of Criticism he explained the four 
kinds of ideas Longinus thought would make poetry sublime . 
The first, he says , and principal one of all, is "thoughts or 
Ideas of God . "ll4 Religion is a subject from which the sub-
lime is chiefly to be derived because it is the one most cap-
able of _exalting the soul, a primary effect of the sublime . ll5 
He proceeded to show how all of the examples Longinus gave 
of the sublime are passages which gain their effect through 
ll4Grounds of Criticism, I , 341 . 
ll5Ibid. , 350- 361 . 
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the use of religious material. In his own work, he uses this 
same technique. Describing the turn of fortune for the Eng-
lish armies at Aghrim, Dennis attempted to achieve sublimity 
by giving the incident cosmic significance, 
Now at great Jove's supream command 
Fortune, his Slave, with threatning hand, 
Furiously whirls about her wheel, 
Which turning like a vast machine, 
Changes the Worlds great stage, unseen, 
Whilst with the motion giddy Nations ree1,ll6 
by asserting the power of the Deity over world events. 
After purely religious ideas, Dennis thought all 
ideas indicating the magnitude and splendor of the universe 
and its Creator were capable of exciting the passion that 
would inspire a poet to express himself sublimely. He meant 
ideas about the cosmos and natural phenomena, objects from 
nature, and qualities which reveal the piety in man. Such a 
passage he found in Adam's wonder at the magnitude of the 
heavens in Book VIII of Paradise Lost: 
-
When I behold this goodly Frame, this World, 
Of Heaven and Earth consisting, and compute 
Their Magnitudes, this Earth a Spot, a Grain, 
An Atom with the Firmament compar'd 
And all her numbered Stars, that seem to roll 
Spaces incomprehensible {for such 
Their Di~tgnce ii~ues, and their swift Return 
Diurnal. - . · •• ) 
He thought natural philosophy was absolutely necessary for a 
poet, because the more he lal.ew of the "immense Phaenomena of 
the Universe," and of t'things that are never to be compre-
ll6John Dennis, On The Accession of King George to 
the British Throne (1714}7 in Selected Works, I, 22. 
ll7Grounds of Criticism, I, 350. 
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hended by us," the more they appear wonderful, and worthy of 
admiration, terror, and awe.ll8 
In the Te Deum Dennis celebrates the Deity's power 
in many passages that describe the splendor of the celestial 
bodies. He was fascinated by space and the stars that move 
through it. In a passage not far from sublime, he expressed 
his conception of the earth's motions through space: 
And this great Planet Earth, which rolls 
Incessantly around its Poles; 
And till the end of Time must run 
Its Giant Race about the Sun; 
And moving round the Lamp of Day, 
O'er take the Seasons in its way; 
While slanting in its oblique Flight, 
It shortens or prolongs the Night: 
Thee, Motions' Fountain and its Source, 
It worships in its endless Course: 
Thee, while it turns about the S~here, 
Accomplishing the mighty Year.ll~ 
The lines ending "rolls," and "run," and depicting the motion 
of the earth give a sense of scope and movement to the verses, 
which is supplemented by such words as "slanting," "flight," 
"turns," and "accomplishing. 11 Images of universal magnitude 
are expressed by such terms as 11 rolls, 11 "end of Time," "o'er 
take the Seasons," "endless Course," and "mighty Year. 11 "Mo-
tions Fountain," Dennis would have thought the most sublime 
image in the stanza. 
Materials in man's physical environment that inspire 
the sublime would be mountain~, elemental disturbances, the 
sea, and strange and powerful animals, all of which Dennis 
llBibid. 
ll9Te Deum, I, 11. 
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thought show the variety and wonder of the creation. In 
Iphegenia, in a narrative passage reminiscent of Alonzo's 
description of Shakespeare's tempest, he has Euphrosne de-
scribe, in glowing images, a storm that drive Orestes' ships 
upon the Scythian rocks. The tempest was composed of "all 
the Winds," "avenging Gods ••• from Heav'n," "thunder" 
roaring from "different quarters," 11 blue Lightning11 in a 
"slanting Flight," "liquid Mountains" "and horrid Vales," 
and "screaming Monsters," 120 all of which, he believed, 
should have stricken terror in a reader. Dennis had an alert 
eye for the awful in physical nature and some success in de-
picting it.l21 
Qualities in man that are appropriate for the sub-
lime are "such Emanations of Divinity" as justice, temper-
ance, fortitude, nature, law, and the like. 122 He had in 
mind the description of human qualities such as one in Britan-
nia Triumphans where he described Marlborough's bravery. 
The great general's breast was supplied with "the glorious 
l20Iphigenia, II, 15. 
121In a study of Addison's and Dennis' reaction to 
the Alps, Professor Thorpe concluded that Dennis had experi-
enced a sublimity of the Addison-Kantian type depending upon 
the vast and majestic rather than upon the purely terrify-
ing. He thought Dennis reacted to the mountains in an al-
most romantic way ("Two Augustans," XXII, 465). Thorpe is 
right, as an examination of sublime passages in Dennis' 
work will show, but it will also reveal that he gave consid-
erable attention to the terrifying both in nature and in 
the supernatural world. And he does make terror one of the 
main passions to be stirred by poetry. 
122Grounds of Criticism, I, 341. 
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Fire , " that burns with an "inextinguishable Flame 11 ; yet he 
had within "a transcendent force of Mind, 11 entirely 11 master 
of that tow'ring Fire . 11 His brow was 11 majestick, 11 composed, 
and serene . l23 
Dennis did not really describe the sublime in terms 
of technique . He was mainly concerned with its sources in 
the poet ' s emotions and with the objects of nature that 
would create the effect of the sublime when they were de,scribed 
in a poem. Most Dennis scholars agree that he added little 
to Longinus ' description except to make the sublime in a work 
primarily dependent upon the poet ' s ability to react with 
strong passion to great conceptions, and to expand greatly 
the importance of the first two qualities Longinus had 
stated , the need for great conceptions and strong emotion. 
He thought a discourse was sublime when it suggested 
more than it says . This quality , Dennis used to justify reli-
gious topics , which he thought , never exhaust themselves; 
the more a reader considers them, the more they improve and 
exalt him. But he also implied in this quality of the sub-
lime the power of suggestion in silence . l 24 He declared in 
the Remarks on Prince Arthur that a poet who exhausts his sub-
ject deprives the reader of the pleasure of following up the 
train of thoughts suggested by the statements ("thinking 
through our thoughts 11 ) , 125 and that one of the chief diver-
123Britannia Triumphans , II , 171. 
124Remarks on Prince Arthur , I, 105. 
l25lli£. , 110. 
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sions a reader gains from poetry is in the "springing of new 
Ideas, and the starting of new Notions, upon the Hints" 
which he has from the poet.l26 Here the sublime does not 
depend primarily upon reproducing in readers an emotional 
state similar to that experienced by the poet, but upon giv-
ing him the opportunity to experience aesthetic contempla-
tion of his own because of the associations, and their result-
ing emotional reactions, certain things in the poem generate. 
Dennis praised Virgil for the power of suggestion in his 
subtle description of supernatural beings,l27 but in his 
own work he did not use the sublime of silence or calmness. 
Since he thought the sublime depended upon 11 fire 11 and passion, 
which is motion, he could not fully appreciate a style that 
was calm and serene. 
Further, he thought a poem sublime when it "leaves 
in a Reader an Idea above its Expression." 128 This always 
happens with religious ideas. Dennis meant here that the 
sublime will lead a reader outward from the poem to the con-
templation of more infinite truths than are to be found in 
nature by the average man and to truths merely hinted at by 
the purely verbal statements of a work. In Dennis' terms, 
it will do this because the emotions created in a reader by 
such material will exalt and intensify his reason so that it 
may build beyond the material of the poem to larger and more 
126Ibid. 
127Ibid., 105-106. 
128Grounds £!Criticism, I, 360. 
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universal conceptions. He found this quality in Pindar, who 
with "vehemence" and "impetuousness, and the magnificent 
sounds of his numbers" creates "something dreadful, some-
thing which terribly shakes us, at the very same time it 
transports us."l29 
A fourth mark of the sublime was that it makes an im-
pression upon us which we cannot resist. Dennis meant that 
the sublime will incite passions that will exalt and trans-
port a reader involuntarily because of the subject it repre-
sents and because of the power of the poet's feeling that is 
infused through the work . This reaction is particularly 
strong with religious material . A fifth mark is that the sub-
lime creates a lasting impression. He explained that because 
of the strong passions inspired by poetry with this quality, 
the mind is greatly agitated by violent motions of the 
spirits, which leave deep impressions upon the tissues of 
the brain and implant their ideas in the memory. In more 
practical terms, he is saying that the sublime creates im-
pulses which alter a reader's own mental or physical experi-
ence. Finally, to be sublime, a poem must please universal-
ly. It does this when it uses subject matter that will have 
strong appeal for readers of all time . Ideas of the Deity, 
the works of the physical universe, and emanations from 
divinity in man, he thought, would have such an appeal. 
Dennis considered terror to be always associated 
with the sublime both in the poet's contemplation of the ideas 
12911 Preface" to The Court of Death, I, 43. 
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that produced it and in its effect upon readers. He did not 
mean fear, but the kind of terror that stimulates awe and is 
composed of admiration and astonishment. He said terror was 
produced by ideas that will ravish and transport and create 
"a certain Admiration, mingled with Astonishment and with 
Surprize"l30 so as to impress traces upon the soul that can-
not be erased. At the same time, it exalts the soul to a 
contemplation of cosmic mysteries. He thought nothing gave 
more force or more vehemence to a discourse than terror, 
which creates in a work the "spirit ••• Passion, and • • • 
Fire" that are the effects of the sublime, and should be of 
all poetry.l3l Terror is produced by ideas of God, Heaven, 
and Hell, angels and demons, miracles and prodigies of nature, 
tempests and other elemental disturbances. 
He followed this principle in his own work. In a 
passage in Iphigenia that reads like the report of prodigies 
in Hamlet, a priest of Diana tells of recent natural and su-
pernatural forebodings of peril to the island: 
The Prodigies so lately seen, confirm it. 
Scarce had the Night upon her Carr ascending, 
Thrown her black Influence round the mournful Hemi-
sphere, 
When a mad Whirlwind's subterranean Blast 
Made the Dome tremble from its deep Foundation, 
And shook the dreadful Glories of its Spires. 
The yawning Vault disclos'd its gloomy Entrals, 
And labouring from its inmost Caverns groan'd; 
And then a Troop of Ghosts bloody and baleful, 
And wonderfully pale, sprung glaring up. 
Then vanishing, so ruefully they shrieked, 
13~emarks ~The Dunciad, II, 361. 
131Grounds 2[ Criticism, I, 339. 
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That all the ghastful Hollow of the Dome 
Multiplying Horrour, dismally resounded.132 
The passage has almost an Elizabethan sense of horror; it 
might inspire supernatural horror, as well as earthly fear, 
much like that created by the later gothic novel . Since it 
is only one of hundreds of such passages in Dennis' work , we 
must disagree with Thorpe and say that Dennis' concept of 
the sublime not only emphasized the use of objects that 
would inspire a reader with the wonder and mystery of crea -
tion , but also relied heavily upon the purely terrifying . 
Though his own attempts at sublimity using material 
that would inspire admiration and terror seem extravagant, 
Dennis did recognize true sublimity when he encountered it 
in such passages as the following from the Scriptures: 
The Channels of the Waters were seen, and the 
Foundations of the World were discovered; at thy 
Rebuke , 0 Lord , at the Blast of the Breath of thy 
Nostrils . l33 
The sentence "he bowed the Heavens and came down and Darkness 
was under his Feet , 11134 contains the same metaphorical rich-
ness and simplicity of diction . Dennis said these passages 
were sublime because of the subject , but subject alone does 
not make them so . Part of their sublimity is due to the bare 
simplicity of the diction , the connotative quality of the 
imagery , and the movement of the lines . In the Impartial 
Critic he thought the following passage from Waller sublime 
l32Iphigenia , I , 78 . 
l33cited in The Advancement of Poetry, I, 269. 
l34Ibid. 
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primarily , also, because of subject : 
Should Nature ' s Self invade the World again, 
And o ' er the Center spread the Liquid Main , 
Thy Power were safe , and her destructive hand~ 
Would but enlarge the Bounds of thy Command,l~5 
but again , here the imagery extends the meaning of the purely 
verbal statements . 
The concept of terror as a necessary quality of the 
sublime became increasingly important in the eighteenth 
century, and it is possible Dennis ' early studies of terror 
had something to do with its importance in the later criti -
cism. We have shown in Chapter I , that Dennis had numerous 
followers , among them Tho~on, who themselves, had a large 
following and through their works did circulate some of his 
critical opinions . But to demonstrate his impact upon the 
eighteenth century concept of sublimity is impossible; there 
is little evidence that he was widely read by succeeding 
critics . 
Dennis believed that great ideas {subject matter) de-
picted in an appropriately passionate expression would make 
a poem sublime, but that the best test for sublimity was a 
reader ' s reaction to a work . If a poem inspired emotion in 
a reader and thus extended his conception beyond the objects 
there , it was sublime . Unlike later critics and psycholo-
gists , Dennis failed to recognize that a poem which will 
l35From "To The King, on His Navy , " cited in The Im-
partial Critick . Dennis said this was "truly sublime in--
deed ,11 but thought the figure "o ' er the Center spread the 
Liquid Main" illogical . 
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cause such a reaction in one reader may not do so for others . 
Reactions to his own poetry are evidence that the aesthetic 
effect is partially relative to the audience. Yet, from the 
examples he exhibits, it is evident that Dennis recognized 
the sublime and could very capably tell good poetry from 
bad even though he was unable to make this differentiation 
in his own work or to achieve the quality of sublimity he was 
able to perceive in other poets . 
Novelty and Variety 
Two effects of the sublime are astonishment and ad-
miration , motions in the soul of a reader which cause pleas-
ure , and Dennis thought that two qualities in poetry which 
would enable it to create these passions were novelty and 
variety. He associated novelty and variety with the wonder-
ful or marvelous , which he thought ought to reign everywhere, 
especially in epic poetry. Describing his own performance 
in The Court of Death , he explained that he meant by novelty 
and variety : 
the Scene is Extraordinary . All the Objects that ap-
pear to the Agents, are almost intirely new; ev'ry Thing 
they see in Nature, being wonderful and surprising; 
every Thing that they see in Art , being terrible and as-
tonishing . • • • I desi~~6d in this Poem, to make Terror 
the prevailing Passion. j 
The novel in the poem is in the surprising and extraordinary 
action, and in the variety of thought and expression. 
Dennis thought these two qualities necessary to 
13611 Preface" to The Court of Death, I, 45 . 
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poetry because they "excite our Curiosities," and cause "ea-
ger Longings •• • which by their pleasing Agitations • •• 
disturb and delight the Mind . "l37 The use of novelty and 
variety in poetry is intimately related to his theory of 
passion, for if poetry is to please and instruct with its 
materials, it must agitate the animal spirits which excite 
passion in the soul . Novelty and variety of incident in 
poetry keep the mind in a state of constant surprise and 
change because of the occurrence of unexpected and changing 
events . l38 Also , variety and difference in character is 
necessary both to effect the desired motions in a reader, and 
to provide for the differences in manner of appearance and 
expression that characters will exhibit . l39 Dennis thought 
~ Plain-Dealer superior to Terentian comedy because in its 
variety it achieved a greater vraisemblance of character . 
In his own work , he often relied upon the accidental 
and unforeseen to gain surprise and novelty . He did this in 
Liberty Asserted , where the outcome of events depends upon 
accident and turns of action too numerous to list here. Like-
wise , in Iphigenia a series of surprises and conversions 
rescues Orestes and Pilades . [sic] from death by sacrificial 
rites and ultimately reconciles the two friends. Because of 
mistaken identity Orestes and Pi1ades think they are both 
l37 John Dennis, Remarks upon Cato, !!_ Tragedy ( 1713), 
in Critical Works, II, 49 . 
138Remarks ~Prince Arthur, I, 110. 
l39Advancement of Poetry, I , 255. 
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in love with Iphigenia, but when Iphigenia's identity is re-
vealed, Orestes finds he is really in love with Euphrosne. 
Later the Queen of Scythia revokes her order for the death 
of the pairs of lovers and becomes their friend. These un-
expected events have all been provided for earlier in the 
play, but come as surprises at the time of their occurrence. 
Even the Queen's conversion from an enemy into a friend was 
prepared for in Act I, when a priestess of the goddess inter-
preted disturbances in nature as forebodings of destruction 
and change to the customs of the island. 
He thought one way to provide for novel and surpris-
ing turns of the action was by the use of machines, which 
were, themselves, surprising, varied, and pleasing when man-
aged properly. In Rinaldo and Armida he gains novelty and 
surprise by numerous supernatural devices. The mountain top 
where the scene is set is "out of nature " an enchanted , 
place. Mountains appear frequently as the scene before which 
a Dennis piece is played. Spirits and other supernatural 
figures, in the role of musicians and a chorus, never really 
materializing as characters, control the fates of the main 
persons; and spectres of Rinaldo's parents, called up by Ar-
mida, appear to exhort him to leave off his career as a 
warrior and remain with her. Armida, herself, is an enchant-
ress with power over infernal spirits, that at her bidding 
control the elements and charm the senses of the human fig-
ures of the play. In this play, Dennis exhibits an unusual 
love of the marvelous and romantic for a man who has been 
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traditionally called a rationalist critic . 
The expression, too , must be varied and novel . We 
have shown in our discussion of metaphor and diction how Den-
nis thought this quality necessary to exhibit passion. Ex-
pression must be varied in characters , also , so that the 
dialogue will indicate their different passions . For in-
stance , when Ubaldo , with obvious admiration , describes Armi-
da's charm, he uses numerous expressions to expand and vary 
the idea that she is a paragon of beauty . She is "in the 
prime of her perfection," of "twenty blooming Eastern springs," 
"the Loveliest of our Sex," a "vast Species in one single 
Person , " "the most accomplished Work of the Creator," and a 
"Master-piece of Heaven . " 140 Similar variety of expression 
could be exhibited from Dennis' other work and from passages 
in Virgil that he admired for their variety . l41 To be 
vraisemblable, a poem must not show a character always the 
same and have him speak always the same . To register all the 
varying emotions to which human beings are subject in the 
different adventures through which they pass, a poet must 
employ variety in the language , the figures , and the numbers 
used in the situations that produce changes of passion. l42 
Though tragedy must use novelty and variety, Dennis 
140Rinaldo and Armida , p . 5. 
141see Remarks on Prince Arthur , I , 166 , for a pas-
sage from Book IX of the Aeneid , which he admired for its 
novelty and variety of expression. 
142
"Preface" to The Passion of Byblis , I, 3. 
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believed that a main beauty of poetry was in the unity and 
regularity imposed upon its varied materials . In the "Pref-
ace" to Iphigenia he declared that to make the play more 
agreeable he had "endeavoured to reconcile Variety to Regu-
larity" to avoid downright extravagance . l43 In some respects 
the play is much like Rinaldo . It is set upon a strange and 
rugged island where barbaric religious rites are practiced. 
It is filled with accidents , supernatural occurrences, and 
natural discord, conta ining a shipwreck; the narration of a 
sea battle, in which the gods intervene; a battle between 
the Scythian guards and Orestes' followers, accompanied by 
supernatural disturbances of the elements; and a confused 
love situation in which mistaken identity endangers the rela-
tionship between friends . As if this were not enough, Iphi-
genia is ordered to sacrifice her own brother and her lover 
to Diana . The tragedy , however , turgid with emotional ten-
sion brought on by surprises , passionate situations, and an 
ominous sense of supernatural influences , is structurally neo-
classical . 
Dennis was not the only English critic of the period 
who insisted upon novelty and surprise . Dryden, before him, 
had considered these qualities necessary to create the mar-
velous and wonderful in poetry . The important thing for this 
study is that Dennis desired these qualities in poetry be-
cause he thought they were effective means of imparting to a 
discourse the quality that would elicit a passionate re-
143"Preface" to Iphigenia, II , 389 . 
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sponse from readers . 
Subject Matter 
In the earlier sections of this chapter we have anti-
cipated Dennis' remarks on the subject matter of poetry . 
Yet, since his concept of the subject matter appropriate for 
poetry occupies a large place in his critical opinions and 
is fundamental to his theory that poetry should reflect the 
passions of its author , it deserves discussion here . Some 
scholars , Saintsbury especially, have erroneously considered 
his theory of emotion in poetry as a means of justifying his 
belief that religion was the most appropriate subject for 
poetry . Fully justified by Dennis ' remarks, we prefer to 
consider his position on the subject matter from a different 
point of view . In this section we shall examine his attitude 
towards the subject matter most likely to produce poetry 
that is passionate by considering his remarks on the subject -
proper , the characters , and the machines . 
Subject - Proper 
It is a commonplace with neo- classicists that John 
Dennis believed the most proper subject for poetry was reli-
gious material . He was certainly not original in making thi s 
claim, though he defended it more vehemently , and for differ -
ent reasons , than did most of his contemporaries . Dryden, 
Cowley , Blackmore , and others had used materials from the 
Christian religion in poetry , and Milton had demonstrated be-
yond a doubt that religious material could be used to ere-
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ate an epic that would rival those of the ancients. Dennis' 
originality on this topic lies chiefly in the principles 
upon which he justified the use of religious material and in 
the way he thought it should be used. 
He first declared his position on religion as the 
proper subject of poetry in The Advancement of Poetry. Later 
in The Grounds of Criticism, he explained in detail how it 
should be used, and from there on the idea became a basic 
principle in his critical doctrine. He thought religious ma-
terial more capable of inspiring the creative act, giving a 
passionate quality to the poem, and creating passion in an 
audience than any other. He believed that poetry was great 
when it showed "the Excellence of the Author's Discernment, 
and the Largeness of his Soul," and that the larger the soul 
of the poet, and the more capable of receiving ideas of the 
Deity, the more it would experience the degree of enthusias-
tic passion necessary to the creative act.144 In The Ad-
vancement of Poetry he declared that the ancient poets had 
excelled the moderns because 11 they incorporated Poetry with 
Religion," and that by "joining the Christian Religion with 
Poetry 11 the moderns would have an advantage over the an-
cients.145 One of the reasons why he admired Milton, though 
certainly not the chief one, was that Paradise Lost treated 
a religious subject. 
In his demand that poetry use religious subject mat-
144Grounds of Criticism, I, 345. 
145Advancement of Poetry, I, 298. 
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ter, Dennis did not mean that all poetry should treat, as 
did Paradise Lost, Biblical history or the story of reli-
gious figures . None of his ow.n works does so. He believed 
that poetry should imitate nature and that to do so it must 
exhibit the manners of men through the actions and situa-
tions of their lives. Hence, tragic poetry must show the 
struggles of characters in the world of physical affairs . 
But since he believed men's actions were subject to other 
than physical influence, he thought poetry, which should 
lead readers to comprehend the forces that underlie and di-
rect human life, should show man surrounded by a supernatur-
al existence. Religious material should be used in the 
imagery and figures; and supernatural characters, such as 
angels and demons, should be used as machines in epic and 
tragedy, much as the ancients had used their religious be-
ings, as a framework for the human action. 
He thought that religious ideas should be used in 
tragedy as well as in the epic to heighten terror and compas-
sion. With Aristotle, he declared that "the Wonderful in 
Tragedy, as well as in Epick Poetry, is heightened by Reli-
gion," because tragical incidents, appearing to have most 
of Providence in them, are always most moving and terrible .l46 
In The Usefulness of the Stage he said a tragic poet's duty 
was to assert the being of a God, the existence of Provi-
144Grounds of Criticism, I , 345 . 
145Advancement of Poetry, I, 298 . 
146rbid . , 230 . 
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dence, and the immortality of the soul, principles which are 
the very foundations of his art . Tragedy should show man 
brought to punishment because of faults occasioned by great 
passions by showing "that the Power which governs the World, 
should make sometimes very severe Examples of those who in-
dulge their Passions . 11147 Believing in poetic justice, he 
professed an Aristotelianism which he tried to reconcile to 
Christian doctrine . A basically good man should be made to 
suffer to the extent that his passions overpowered him; only 
evil characters should be shown totally unhappy in tragedy . 
If the protagonist repents , he should not be punished in the 
denouement . 148 Dennis' own plays are not really tragedies 
since his chief characters are not driven relentlessly to 
catastrophe by fate or human weaknesses . Ruled by their pas-
sions throughout the play , his protagonists are usually con-
verted to good; villainous types who do not repent are 
punished . 
In The Grounds of Criticism Dennis declared that the 
- -
excellence of the 11 greater ode" is derived from religion and 
proposed to demonstrate this from Homer and Pindar in the 
full critical work he contemplated . l49 In his most ambitious 
odes, The Court of Death, Britannia Triumphans, and The Mon-
ument , the action develops within a religious framework . In 
147usefulness of the Stage, I, 183 . 
148on Poetical Justice, II, 21 . 
149Grounds of Criticism, I , 332 . 
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Britannia Triumphans and The Monument, supernatural powers 
preside over the action of the poems, and in The Court of 
Death the entire action is supernatural, a debate between 
the followers of Death residing in a location between Heaven 
and Hell. In other poems not using a supernatural frame-
work, the imagery and sentiments draw heavily upon religious 
material to impart a mystical atmosphere to purely temporal 
subjects . 
In The Grounds £[ Criticism Dennis gave specific di-
rections for the kind of religious material that a poet 
should use . He listed four kinds of ideas which Hermogenes 
thought would give elevation and majesty to oratory, and 
which he adapted to poetry . They are all ultimately religi-
ous except for the fourth , "things that indeed are Human, 
but are reputed Great and Illustrious . 11 150 Dennis rejected 
things merely human, such as conquests , riches, and nobility . 
Yet in most of his own work he celebrates human achieve-
menta such as victories, public services, and political 
events . Of the types of ideas which he accepted , the first 
was "thoughts or Ideas of God . " These not only move an audi -
ence, but exalting the soul of a poet, aid in the creative 
process . l5l Dennis begins The Ode to The King using such an 
idea in the fiction of Jove turning fortune's wheel to change 
the world's stage and nature reeling giddily from the move-
15°Grounds of Criticism, I , 341 . 
151 Ibid. , 345 . 
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ment , l52 and in Upon ~Victory at Sea he likens the Brit-
ish fire to 11 huge Bolts with Fury" more fierce than "mighty 
Jove 1 s . "l53 
The second types of ideas are those concerning the 
works of God, and the third "emanations of Divinity" such as 
appear in the virtues of human beings--justice, temperance, 
power, might , and fortitude . Ideas of the works of God would 
be material that presents thoughts about the physical or 
supernatural creation , preferably the latter . Invocations 
to angels appear frequently in his own work, at the beginning 
of a poem, and as in Milton , later in a work when he wishes 
to increase flagging emotion or to muster additional heat to 
express some important event . 
Next to angels and the like, in descending order of 
ability to arouse enthusiastic admiration, come other crea-
tures of the immaterial world , "demons, Apparitions • • • 
the Spirits of Men departed ••• Prophecies, Visions, Mir-
acles, Enchantments , Prodigies , and all the things that have 
an immediate Relation to the Wonders of another World . 11 154 
He thought these might be used effectively as machines to 
create the marvelous in epic or tragedy. In Rinaldo and Ar-
--
mida , for instance , ghosts of Rinaldo ' s parents are called 
up to appear to him in a dream , and infernal spirits are 
152John Dennis , A Pindarick Ode on the Kin~: Written 
in ~beginning of August, 1691. OccasiOn1"'Ciby t e Victory 
at Aghrim, in Selected Works, I, 22 . 
l53upon ~Victory at Sea, I, 5. 
154Grounds of Criticism, I, 347 . 
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used by Armida to hold Rinaldo on the enchanted mountain top. 
But ideas of prodigies and semi-supernatural occur-
rences may appear in purely temporal settings either as ac-
tual happenings or, figuratively, as material intended to 
give force to the dialogue or narrative passages . Virginius 
just having killed Fluvius in Appius and Virginia, shouts at 
him as he is dying: 
Then Villain die to Hell, and tell the Damn'd 
Here's one on Earth that has outdone them all; 
And now the amazing Vengeance is begun, 
And now the Regions of pale Ghosts are mov'd: 
I hear, I hear th' infernal Thunder roar, 
And dire Revenge the dreadful Larum fakes; 
And with a baleful Equipage ascends. ?5 
Reference to ghosts and supernatural figures is supposed to 
impart enthusiastic terror to the passage. In On the Acces-
sion of King George (1714), he used copious references to 
creatures of the immaterial world to flatter the new King. 
As George prepares to take the throne of England, 
Britannia seems to see, with ravish'd Eyes, 
Her Godlike Edward, and his conqu'ring Son, 
After three Centuries, return from H~ag'n, 
To execute the vast Designs of Fate. ? 
Phenomena of the material world are appropriate for 
poetry "because they too lead the Soul to its Maker . " Such 
things as the stars, sun , moon, and "the Immensity of the 
Universe 11 impart to poetry a quality of wonder and mystery 
necessary to generate enthusiastic passion and involve the 
soul of a reader in the events of a work. In his version of 
155Appius and Virginia, II, 277 . 
l56John Dennis , On the Accession of~ George To 
~British Throne {1714T; in Selected Works, I, 334 . 
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the Te Deum of St. Ambronse, Dennis used the stars to express 
the infinitude and splendor of the physical creation and 
lead to a contemplation of God's power: 
Where'er at utmost Stretch we cast our Eyes, 
Thro the vast frightful Spaces of the Skies, 
Ev'n there we find thy Glory, there we ge~~ 
On thy bright Majesty's unbounded Blaze.l~·r 
The stars, sun, and moon appear frequently in the imagery when 
he wants to impart to an object an aura of splendor and mag-
nitude. 
Demanding religion in poetry, Dennis did not even 
mean that the figures and imagery should always be composed 
of purely religious material. Natural phenomena, themselve~ 
terrible and astonishing, lead a reader to think of the Deity 
and move him with wonder at "the Secret Cause of things."l58 
By religious material, he meant any subject matter that 
would exhibit the power of the Deity by leading a reader to 
consider the wonders of his creation in the physical or super-
natural universe . An example of temporal material used in 
imagery to impart religious overtones to poetry can be seen 
in his praise of Dryden's translation of the Georgicks, which 
he likened to the first "orbs" that 
in their high Rounds, 
With shining Pomp advance, 
And to their ow.n Celestial Sounds 
Majestically dance: 
On with eternal Symphony they roll, 
l57Quoted in The Grounds of Criticism, I, 347. 
l5SAdvancement of Poetry, I, 250-254. 
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Each turn'd in its harmonious Course, 
And each inform'd by the prodigious Force 
Of an Empyreal Soul.l59 
A further example of temporal material used in this way may 
be seen in Appius and Virginia when Virginius appeals to 
the sun 11 to hide the World in universal Darkness" because of 
Virginia's death, and invokes "th' avenging Angry Thunder-
bolt of Jove" to destroy Appius.l60 Later, Appius confront-
ing L. Icilus in a final encounter, exclaims, 11 may Lightning 
Blast thee," and L. Icilus replying tells him the rebelling 
masses are "raging like the stormy Main" and will "like an 
Inundation pour upon" him with destruction.l61 
Dennis thought that any discourse worthy the name of 
poetry must have potential passion in order to involve a 
reader's emotions in its events to a similar degree that they 
had stirred the emotions of the poet. He believed that by 
contemplating the universe surrounding him, both natural and 
immaterial, man would be made aware of his own insignificance 
in the presence of a higher and more incomprehensible power, 
and that through poetry which showed this power effective in 
the outcome of human affairs, he would be given a wiser per-
spective of the proportion between the human and universal 
purpose. From Dennis' traditional view of the cosmos, it is 
as logical to say that poetry should use religious material 
l59John Dennis, To Mr. Dryden, ufo6 his Translation 
of the Third Book of VirgflTS Georgicks 1 97); in Selected 
works, I, 21-~ 
l60Appius and Virginia, II, 276. 
161Ibid., 142. 
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as from the modern point of view to say that it should use 
scientific material to extend man's knowledge. After all, 
both the religious and the scientific views may be only 
mythical ways of explaining the incomprehensible forces that 
inform our lives . He felt that experiencing art, particu-
larly poetry, should extend man's experience, certainly his 
insights, beyond the limits of the merely physical world. 
Poetry does this because of the passion it creates, and he 
thought only poets sensitive to the religious aspects of 
man's existence could create poetry of this quality . With 
his insistence upon the use of religious subject matter, Den-
nis makes poetry more than an aesthetic object to be contem-
plated and enjoyed for its own sake . It is, most importantly, 
a highly controlled form of communication skillfully con-
trived to effect a particular end . 
Characters 
Because he thought poetry should portray the actions 
of men, Dennis had a great deal to say about characters in 
the epic, tragedy, and comedy . Unlike most Aristotelians, he 
tended to consider character more fundamental to poetry than 
plot, but most of his advice for character development re-
peats the doctrines of Aristotle and Horace and the purely 
neo-classical opinions of Le Bossu and Dacier. We are not 
concerned with such material, but are interested in the modi-
fi ca tions he made to neo-classical theories of character 
development as a result of his concept of passion in poetry. 
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Yet, there is less influence of this concept upon his attitude 
to characters than one would expect. 
His main addition to neo-classical doctrine is the 
way he emphasizes the rule that the characters of epic, trag-
edy, and comedy must indicate the passions that govern their 
lives by their actions and sentiments. Here passion does 
not mean the same thing that it does when Dennis speaks of it 
as a necessary quality of the sublime . It refers to the domi-
nant qualities of personality that motivate the behavior of 
characters . A second modification to the rules for character 
development is his opinion that characters must be created so 
that an audience may establish identity with them in order 
to experience terror and admiration for the events they undergo . 
Dennis ' most original material on character is in his 
remarks on the characters of comedy . Since a comic poet 
should make his pers ons act in their own character, and not 
speak in his , he should develop them by depicting humours 
rather than by using repartee . The proper end of the comic 
poet , as for the poet in any genre , is to depict passion 
through action. He said "humor is Passion ••• and nothing 
but Action is able to express Passion, as nothing but Passion 
can give occasion for Action . "l62 The comic poet should de-
pict the little passions of particular men in his own age . 
He wrote in a letter to the Spectator that poetry should show 
men unfortunate for not restraining their passions . We can 
always know men's crimes , but seldom their passions; yet more 
162A Large Account of Taste, I , 282 . 
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disorder occurs in the world because of passion than because 
of malice . The purpose of poetry, he explained, is to re-
veal men's passions, and it does so because the characters 
in poetry have no dissimulation and no reserve. "We see 
their Passions in all their Height, and in all their Deform-
ity; and when they are unfortunate, we are never to seek for 
the Cause . "l63 
Believing that tragedy was primarily an instrument 
for affecting a moral change in an audience, Dennis thought 
that the tragic poet should create characters with whom an 
observer might establish empathy . They must exhibit the vio-
lent passions that motivate the race universally, but must 
do so in a way that would permit an audience to identify 
with them. In the Remarks on Prince Arthur, he said that 
such a rapport can be produced only "by a Resemblance of Hu-
mors and Qualities in the Person who suffers ••• and in 
him who is terrified . " A poet who forms a character with 
whose sufferings he desires to "melt or terrifie his Audi-
ence or his readers" ought to make that character resemble 
them as much as possible . l64 He does not insist that char-
acters of tragedy be exhibited as models of conduct as they 
were in the heroic drama, but says that an audience must suf-
fer vicariously through the misfortunes of the characters 
of a play so that their reason may be exalted by the result-
ing passions . 
163To the Spectator on Poetical Justice, II, 20. 
164Remarks on Prince Arthur, I, 28. 
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The leading characters in his ow.n tragedies, all 
highly passionate individuals, usually exhibit two or three 
conflicting passions. L. Icilus is brave, loyal, and cour-
ageous, but shows an equal strength of passion in his love 
for Virginia . She is capable of this weaker passion, but 
with a "roman spirit" chooses death rather than disloyalty 
to Icilus. Rinaldo's passion of love can hardly be called 
real, since it is brought on and maintained by Armida's en-
chantments; duty is his prevailing passion and is so strong 
that it overcomes even the supernatural forces that attempt 
to bind him to Armida . The Queen of Scythia's passions are 
pride, lust, and cruelty, and are maintained with force 
throughout the play until they are overcome by her respect 
for the love between Pilades and Iphigenia. In Liberty As-
serted, love honor, and loyalty combine to make Ulamar a 
paragon of bravery and virtue. Friendship is exhibited in 
the relationship between Beaufort and Ulamar; loyalty between 
Ulamar and Sakia, his mother; and love in his passion for 
Irene. A reader could not possibly mistake the passions Den-
nis intended his characters to show; they are all voluble to 
excess in proclaiming their feelings and are more heroic 
than lifelike. 
He believed that characters should be drawn so as to 
arouse human sympathies; the protagonist should arouse admi-
ration, and secondary characters should create compassion 
and terror, or the tenderer passions . To achieve this, the 
poet must establish an empathic relationship between his char-
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acters and the audience . l65 It is interesting to find him 
saying that unless an epic hero exhibits emotions , the gener -
ality of readers will not be affected by his fate . Here is 
a strong suggestion , as elsewhere in Dennis , that poetry first 
makes its appeal to an audience through aesthetic feelings, 
which in turn become impulses that activate the intellect and 
cause conduct . This explanation of the appeal of art to rea-
son indirectly through the feelings was not customarily em-
phasized in neo-classical theory . Dennis tried to put his 
theory into practice and make an audience suffer with the 
characters of the play . But though revealing passions, his 
characters lack the human qualities found in the persons of 
Shakespeare's tragedies , because the beneficial passions have 
been made so strong in them that the accidental ones are neg-
ligible in determining their conduct . 
However , his opinions on character in the Remarks on 
Prince Arthur are not so modern , nor so romantic as the fore-
going statements might imply . Setting down neo-classical 
rules for character in this essay , he warned that an epic poet 
should not write of a particular character , but should "write 
for Mankind , and not only to the Age wherein he lives . "l66 
He was asking that epic characters have the qualities of 
l65In On the Moral and Conclusion of an Epic Poem, 
II , 113 , he insisted upon such empat hy : "thatgreat Spirit 
which Heroick Poetry requires , flows from great Passions 
and from great Actions . If the suffering Hero remains in-
sensible , the generality of Readers will not be much con-
cern ' d for one , who is so little concern ' d for himself . " 
166Ibid . 
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Virgilian or Homeric characters, but as most critics of his 
age, he saw only the super-human qualities of the characters 
in these authors. Though the persons of epic and tragedy 
should be presented as passionate and should have universal 
human qualities, Dennis really believed they ought to be 
exalted types of human beings without the commonplace quali-
ties of ordinary men . In his remarks on character, as else-
where, we see him suggesting a vaguely romantic concept of 
character development, but being unable to break through neo-
classical convention because of an ~ priori dedication to the 
ancients. 
He said the main way to express passion in characters 
was through action, not words. Dialogue should express char-
acters' emotional reactions to events, not their philosophic 
attitudes. He preferred low comedy to high because it de-
pended upon action which portrayed passion and humor more 
effectively than did the verbal repartee in comedy of man-
ners . l67 One of his objections to Falstaff in The Merry 
Wives of Windsor was that his dialogue was philosophical ra-
ther than expressive of action . This attitude is consistent 
with his theory of motion: "action alone ••• is able to 
excite in any extraordinary manner the curiosity of mankind" 
or to arouse its passions.l68 
In the controversy over whether love was a proper 
passion for epic and tragedy, Dennis believed that if used 
167A Large Account of Taste, I, 282-283. 
168Ibid., 281. 
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with other passions it was most effective in achieving the 
purpose of poetry. Of all the passions, love was the most 
universal and a poet's 11 surest Means of going to the Heart 
of an Audience. 11 169 In~ Usefulness of the Stage he said 
that if the love depicted in tragedy was lawful, it brought 
great pleasure, one of the first requisites in moving an audi-
ence. If the love depicted was unlawful, but shown unfortu-
nate in the denouement, this would make an audience 11 averse 
from engaging in the Excess of that passion." If 11 lawful 
and regular , 11 he thought 11 nothing makes a man happier 11 than 
love . l70 The main characters in his own tragedies suffer 
frequently from a conflict between love and duty. Love i s 
never the cause of catastrophe in a Dennis tragedy; it either 
effects a happy ending or causes the characters under its 
influence to rise above the suffering from pressures that op-
pose his love . When it is in opposition with duty or loy-
alty, these more manly passions prevail. 
Essentially, Dennis' view of character in epic and in 
tragedy, is Aristotelian. But modifying Aristotle's theory, 
especially in practice, Dennis thought that ultimately the 
nobler passions should prevail in a tragic protagonist. In 
his own tragedies when the passions which motivate a protag-
onist become so excessive that they blind him to acceptable 
modes of conduct, he suffers . Dennis did not say a chief 
169The Usefulness of~ Stage, I, 153. 
17°Remarks on Prince Arthur, I, 129. 
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character should be good or bad, but that basically good, he 
should have both good and bad in his personality, and that 
when he suffers a catastrophe , it should be because of a pas-
sion that, likely to all men, is good when present in a just 
degree, but in excess destructive . Since he did not consider 
passion, in itself, evil , passion does not make a character 
bad unless it becomes so excessive that it blinds reason or 
the nobler passions . When it does so, Dennis believed a 
catastrophe should ensue . There is no contradiction here . 
He simply says characters should have the passions that are 
found in all human beings , beneficial and adverse, excessive 
and well balanced, and that when any one leads him into ir-
rational behavior , disaster should follow. 
The Marvelous 
Emphasizing reason , common sense , and the imitation 
of nature, some neo-classical critics tended to reject the 
marvelous and the wonderful in poetry . Yet much of neo-clas-
sical criticism is an attempt to provide rules whereby these 
so- called illogical elements of poetry might be reconciled 
to reason. Though many critics thought these devices strained 
credulity and violated vraisemblance , they realized marvel-
ous elements were necessary to give poetry the tone of dig-
nity and mystery required for the sublime and permitted them 
so long as they did not offend reason . 
Generally, in neo- classical usage the marvelous is 
Aristotle's probable-impossibility , an event that seems 1m-
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possible to happen, but can still be made to appear probable . 
He calls it an irrational occurrence that does not violate 
reason . Marvelous events would be unforeseen turns that 
seem not logically provided for in actions that precede 
them. 171 According to Chapelain, the marvelous is an acciden-
tal occurrence out of the course of foreseen events and sug-
gests the intervention of fate , "un accident tout-a-fait 
etrange," within the scope of vraisemblance, yet at the same 
time outside it , that can be made to seem plausible . l72 It 
also includes the machines , other supernatural appearances , 
and often the miraculous , which many critics considered inad-
missible in poetry . 173 Dryden included in the marvelous such 
events as the appearance of Gods, to "give colour and proba-
bility to things otherwise incredible , "174 and the use of 
characters "out of nature" such as Caliban , and such "imma-
terial substances ••• authorized by Scriptures . " 175 Dennis 
supported the marvelous unconditionally and thought that 
such events and appearances make the action of a poem seem 
l7lne Poetica , II , 145la and 146lb . For instance, 
he says it is impossible that there should be such men as 
Zeuxis painted , but still it is pr obable that they could ex-
ist . 
172Jean Chapelain, Les Sentiments De L'Academie Fran-
gaise Sur Le Cid , ed . Colbert Searles (Minneapolis, 1916), 
p . 131:---~ 
l73Hobbes , especially, thought a poet might go beyond 
the reach of nature, but would admit nothing miraculous or 
supernatural in the epic (Virtues of~ Heroique ~, II, 9) . 
174John Dryden, "Dedication11 of the Aeneis (1697), 
in Ker, II , 210. 
l75Apology for Heroic Poetry , I, 187 . 
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wonderful and surprising, excite enthusiastic passion in an 
audience, and give to poetry the quality of "mysterious Sadd-
ness" and high purpose that differentiated it from prose. 
Believing, as he did, that poetry should use religious 
material, Dennis felt that the machines make a poem more 
moving and more capable of instruction by showing human af-
fairs influenced by Providence; just because of the machines, 
passions are aroused in an audience . l76 He thought that the 
passages in the ancient poets which conveyed the greatest 
enthusiastic passion were those which "were most Religious, 
••• their Invocations, Apostrophes, and the like; or those 
which contain'd the miraculous part of their Religion,nl77 
and that if Christian machines were used in contemporary po-
etry, they would heighten the wonderful even more than pagan 
machines had in ancient poetry. Declaring for Christian ma-
chines in The Advancement of Poetry, he said that where we 
find Providence interfering in the affairs of men, we are 
moved to a higher degree of terror than if the catastrophe 
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of a piece were brought on by temporal faults or mere chance.l78 
Dennis' earliest attitude to Christian machines was 
negative . In the Remarks on Prince Arthur he disapproved of 
them because they were "out of nature" and could not delight 
in poetry, which should be the imitation of nature. Besides, 
they violated Anglican doctrine, which did not teach a belief 
176Remarks .2!!. ~Rape of the Lock, II, 335-336. 
l77Advancement of Poetry, I, 231. 
l7Bibid., 230. 
in present-day miracles. Though themselves unnatural, he 
thought pagan machines were more in nature than Christian 
since they could be depicted with human forms and human pas-
sions.l79 He said that it was impossible to distinguish well 
between the angels since they were all marked by the same 
passions, "love and zeal. 11 Besides, with Christian machines 
there was less opportunity for the surprises of fate than 
with pagan machines because events decreed by them were cer-
tain to happen. This was not true in Virgil where pagan 
gods, with human inclinations, acted upon whim and experi-
enced changes of mind, and where the protagonist's fate was 
often left to fortune. 180 Evan as late as 1721, after he had 
approved Christian machines, Dennis wrote that Milton's ma-
chines often seemed inconsistent and contradictory, confound-
ing 11 body and Mind, Spirit and Matter" in their execution.l81 
In 1692, he considered that a poet could not effec-
tively use infernal machines in a poem with a contemporary 
setting. For this reason, he explained, he had set the scene 
of The Court of Death between the surface of the earth and 
- - ;;;;..;;..-..,;.,~ 
Hell {"commonly believ'd to be at the Center11 ) and had tried 
to make what difference he could between those who composed 
it, and mere infernal spirits. 182 The only human action in 
l79Remarks on Prince Arthur, I, 105. 
lSOibid., 124-127. 
181John Dennis, Observations on~ Paradise Lost 2f 
Milton (24 January 1721/2}, in CriticaiWorks, II, 228-229. 
18211Preface 11 to The Court of Death, I, 43. 
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the poem is in the opening stanzas where the persona is pre-
sented sleeping and at the end when he awakens . The remain-
der of the poem is a dream in which an unnamed goddess leads 
the speaker to the nether world where Death holds court . 
Most of the spirits he encounters are passions or the deadly 
sins personified . 
After the Remarks on Prince Arthur, Dennis ' general 
attitude towards Christian machines changed . By the time of 
The Grounds of Criticism he gave explicit directions for how 
they should be used so as to arouse passion and at the same 
time conform to reason and good judgment . Generally , the 
machines should be contrived so as to exhibit distinct incli -
nations and affections . He believed Milton had admirably 
distinguished his infernal persons one from another . 183 They 
should be drawn from the reigning religion of the poet's 
country and age , and should conform to its doctrines . In the 
"Pr efa ce" to The Battle of Ramillia , he justified his own 
machines by saying that though things did not actually happen 
before and in the ba t tle as he had related them, "he who be-
lieves in the Christian Religion • • • and Reflects upon a 
hundred Passages of the Old and New Testament, must allow, 
that there past something not unlike it . nl84 
The marvelous element in this poem is Miltonic . l85 
l83Grounds of Criticism, I , 369 . 
l84John Dennis , "Preface" to The Battle of Ramillia 
(1706) , in Critical Works , I , 394 . ---
lB5He patterned Satan's opening harangue after that 
of Milton ' s Satan , but with little success: 
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The first two books present Satan and the Devils considering 
ways to extend the Kingdom of Hell and conclude with Discord, 
Satan's daughter, going to the French court to incite Louis 
XIV to war . Book three depicts God and his angels preparing 
to strengthen the English defence . The battle, itself, occu-
pies only two books . When the English cause is flagging, 
the spirit of King William , 
A glorious Spirit ••• on gorgeous Wings, 
Wings with bright Purple , and with Gold array ' d , 
descends with "Lightning round his radiant temples" to aug-
ment Marlborough ' s courage . l86 In practice, attempting to 
follow Milton , and , perhaps , Shakespeare at times, Dennis was 
more baroque than classical. All of his work relies heavily 
upon the supernatural , either in the machines or in the im-
agery and description , to obtain the quality of the marvelous 
which he thought poetry should achieve in order to be sublime . 
In the Remarks ~ Prince Arthur Dennis engaged in 
an extensive discussion on hm·r the machines should be used . 
To be effective in delighting and instructing, he thought 
they should be depicted with passions that differentiated 
them from the human persons . They must be exhibited with 
By Hell I thought ye durst t ' have disobey ' d, 
So light , so despi cable i n ~our Ears, 
Has ben of late the Tempest of my Voice . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Yes , yes, ye have the looks and Meins of Fiends; 
But 0 dire Shame , to Hell, to me to all ! 
Your Deeds are so unworthy the great Name , 
So poor , so mean , so almost dully good , 
That one would swear ye were grow.n Friends to Men. 
The Battle of Ramillia , I , 235 - 236 . 
l86The Battle of Ramillia , I, 303 . 
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passions because readers are moved only by characters with 
whom they can establish empathy, and being of an indetermin-
ate nature, they should be described very little . He thought 
this especially true with Christian machines, about the nature 
of which we have only vague ideas . 
In order to provide for the surprises and turns of 
fate that create the wonderful in poetry, he said, the ma-
chines should not predestine action, but in their foreknowl-
edge of events leave the way open for chance, accident, and 
the influence of human passion. In the Aeneid Virgil's ma-
chines decree that Aeneas will eventually settle in Italy, 
but do not foretell the time or manner; or the numerous 
hardships he must pas s through before the event transpires.l87 
Dennis considered that if they were to create pas-
sion in an audience, the machines should be used so as to 
impart dignity and awe to the events of a poem. Even Virgil 
and Homer, he felt, had failed in this, and he declared that 
Pope's machines in The Rape of the Lock aroused no passion 
in a reader because they 11 contradict the Doctrines of the 
Christian Religion11 and "all sound Morality. 11188 Failing to 
appreciate the burlesque quality of Pope's poem, Dennis was 
judging it, in all seriousness, by rules for the classical 
epic . He preferred Christian machines and thought that when 
used they should be presented with the dignity Milton had 
given them. In his two epic-like poems containing machines, 
l87Remarks ~Prince Arthur, I , 124-127. 
l88Remarks ~the Rape of the Lock, II, 335-336. 
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he used Christian supernatural beings with contemporary sub-
jects and undoubtedly believed that he had convincingly de-
picted their passions as he found them portrayed in Milton. 
His rules for religion in poetry explain the way he 
thought machines should be used. Just as in Homer and Virgil, 
they should be "incorporated with the Action of the Poem," 
but not so as to "frustrate the Violence of the Enthusiastick 
Passions." They should be depicted with passions and affec-
tions, and should be all of the same religion so as to move 
a reader's passions rather than shock his reason. Primarily, 
machines should be used to impart a tone of high religious 
seriousness to poetry and to provide for the variety and 
novelty necessary to create emotion and sublimity. Dennis 
considered the machines one of the main devices for stimu-
lating enthusiastic passion, in the poet during composition, 
and in the audience while reading. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CRITICAL JUDGMENTS 
Dennis made liberal judgments on the works of the 
ancients, the early English writers, and his contemporaries. 
Usually he judged them by the two main points of his aes-
thetic--whether a work conformed to the rules of its genre, 
and whether or not it contained a degree of sublimity suf-
ficient to create a passionate response in its audience. 
Since he occasionally let personal quarrels and friendships 
influence his literary opinions, his best remarks are on 
English writers of the seventeenth century. He had much to 
say about the ancients, but one feels that in his determina-
tion to defend the rules, his remarks on Homer and Virgil are 
more biased than are those on Shakespeare and Milton. 
In this chapter we shall examine his judgments of 
ancient, early English, and Augustan poets to determine how 
much the aesthetic of passion influenced his practical crit-
icism. Though he judged them all by the rules, we shall 
find that neo-classical doctrine was not as important in his 
judgments as might be expected. In all of his judgments, 
the final test of a poet's work was whether or not it had 
been informed by strong feeling and contained subject and 
rhetorical material that would profoundly affect the emo-
tions of an audience. 
The Ancients 
Dennis proclaimed that among the Greeks he admired 
only Homer, Sophocles, Pindar, and Euripi des; among the Ro-
mans, only Virgil and Horace, and some parts of Lucretius. 
He declared that he preferred Milton's Paradise Lost to the 
works of all the other ancient poets and even to parts of 
Homer and Virgil.l 
He revered Sophocles as the master of the tragic 
stage and took the Oedipus as the standard by which all tra-
gedies should be measured after allowances were made for 
differences of religion and national customs. Euripides 
excelled in the tenderer passions, love and compassion. 2 
Horace, of course, he respected as his master in criticism 
and cited him often to support his own critical opinions. 
Terence, he said, was limited as a comic poet because his 
characters did not sufficiently exhibit their passions and 
humors.3 He admired Pindar for the odes, but, among classi-
cal poets, he commented extensively on only Homer and Virgil. 
Homer 
Most neo-classicists praised Homer's power of inven-
tion and the imaginative quality of the Odyssey and the 
1Reflections upon~ Essay upon Criticism, I, 400. 
2Remarks upon Pope's Translation of Homer, II, 121. 
3John Dennis, Remarks on a Play Call 1 d The Conscious 
Lovers (1723), in Critical WorkS,-II, 273. ---
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Iliad. Dennis was no exception. His opi nions on Homer are 
mainly in the Remarks upon Pope's Translation££ Homer and 
the Observations~ Milton's Paradise~. In addition, he 
used passages from Homer in The Advancement of Poetry and 
in The Grounds of Criticism to illustrate his theories of the 
sublime and compared selections from Homer with lines from 
Milton to show that Milton often excelled the Greek poet in 
sublimity because of his Christian machines. 
Dennis considered Homer a master at creating terror 
through the objects he portrayed. He quoted Homer in The 
Grounds of Criticism to show how he had achieved terror by 
portraying the idea of an angry God, 
Jove flung his dreadful Thunder from on high, 
Mean while Majestick NeStune from below, 
The reeling Globe withis huge Trident strook, 
Shook its vast Plains, and made its Mountains smoke. 
Mount Ida trembled from his hoary Top, 
And from his nethermost Foundations shook, 
Troubling a thousand Springs that from him flow. 
Pluto from lowest Hell, both heard and felt, 4 And shivering, started from his burning Throne, 
and how he had expressed the infinitude of God's power through 
an allegorical representation of natural phenomena, 
His golden Chariot Neptune now ascends; 
And as he drives along the watry Plain, 
Huge Whsles, and all the Monsters of the Main, 
Wallowing around him with unwieldly Gate 
Tempest the Ocean to salute their King; 
Ocean rejoicing, yawns before his March, 
And lets him through a dreadful Chasm.5 
The first of these passages, Dennis thought, created terror 
4Grounds £!Criticism, I, 367. 
5Ibid., 366. Though thinking the two passages here 
passionate, Dennis placed beside them two from the Psalms, 
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and respect for the deity's power; the second inspired awe 
for the magnitude of the force of the elements. Both pas-
sages are sublime because of their religious subject matter, 
but they are sublime, in Dennis' opinion, also because of 
the imagery which calls attention to the mysteries of crea-
tion as well as to the religious influences in man's life. 
Because of a great and passionate genius and a warm 
imagination, Homer had possessed the ability to impart en-
thusiastic passion to the situations of his narrative. He 
was a genius by nature and "the more warm" any one was by 
nature, the more inventive he would be as a poet.6 Though 
Dennis said the passions were admirably satisfied in Homer, 
he maintained that they had been produced more satisfactor-
ily in Virgil, who did not shock the reason as Homer often 
did because of his indecorous treatment of the gods and ex-
travagant, often improbable, episodes.7 Yet he affirmed 
that, as well as depending upon a mastery of craftsmanship, 
a large part of Homer's genius lay in his ability to con-
trol the vigor of his inventive imagination with art and 
judgment. a 
Most Augustans admired Homer for the way he had pro-
duced terror through the marvelous. Dennis was not unique 
which he thought more sublime because they treated a Chris-
tian subject. 
6 Ibid., 365. 
7Advancement of Poetry, I, 265. 
8Remarks upon~ Dunciad, II, 366. 
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in admiring Homer's machines, but he explained their success 
in terms of his own aesthetic. He thought Homer one of the 
few classical poets who had succeeded with pagan machines 
because he had written when the religion they represented 
was believed, and because he had made them probable,9 and he 
affirmed that though the Greek gods in the Odyssey often 
shocked religion and verged upon the incredible,10 being 
above nature they imparted a quality of sublimity to the 
work.ll Dennis said that, having represented especially 
well the passions and inclinations of his machines, Homer 
had made his poems highly delightful, though less sublime 
than poems using Christian machines.l2 
In addition, he thought that Homer's poetry achieved 
sublimity because of forceful diction, various harmony, and 
moving images, which could not be captured in translation. 
Simplicity of diction, language appropriate to its subject, 
was the master work of only such poets as Homer and Virgil.l3 
Homer's language, Dennis exclaimed, was always pure, clear, 
bright, lofty, and graceful.l4 He admired the images in 
Homer because they were numerous and vivid and, as the follow-
9Ibid., 369. 
10Advancement of Poetry, I, 11. 
11Remarks upon Pope's Translation of Homer, II, 140. 
12Grounds of Criticism, I, 369. 
13of Simplicity in Poetical Composition, II, 36. 
14Remarks ~Pope's Homer, II, 123. 
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ing, expressed the limitlessness of the cosmos: 
As far as one, who tow'rd the Ocean looks, 
Can from some lofty Promontory spy 
Through the vast Desarts of a cloudless Sky; 
So far th' immortal Gods aonorous Steeds 
Can at one Leap advance.l~ 
He liked the figure, itself, because of the mot i on i t por-
trayed and because of the ideas it suggested. Such a line 
as "Through the vast Desarts of a cloudless Sky 11 would have 
especially appealed to Dennis. In the Remarks upon Pope's 
Homer, he quoted the following passage as one that effec-
tively related a reader to an experience by portraying a 
sense of its motion through the language, rhythm, and fig-
urea. 
Murmuring they move, as when old Ocean roars, 
And heaves huge Surges to the trembling Shores: 
The groaning Banks are burst with bellowin~6sound And Rocks remurmur, and the Deeps rebound. 
That Dennis devoted most of his remarks on Homer to 
demonstrating the elevation and sublimity achieved through 
harmonious and metaphorical expression instead of focusing 
upon the regularity and symmetry of the Iliad is important 
to our portrayal of him as a psychological critic who consid-
ered the emotional appeal of poetry more important than its 
regularity of design. 
Pindar 
Most of Dennis' remarks on Pindar are in the "Pref-
ace" to The Court of Death and the parts of The Advancement 
15orounds ~Criticism, I, 357. 
l6Remarks ~Pope's Homer, II, 157. 
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of Poetry that argue for religion in poetry. Considering 
Pindar the greatest of lyric writers, 17 Dennis declared 
that he excelled all succeeding poets who had used the ode.18 
Horace had imitated Pindar,19 but had fallen short of his 
sublimity. 20 Only Cowley among the moderns approached Pin-
dar's force, but Cowley had failed to achieve sublimity 
because of affected wit and extravagant conceits. 
Dennis discovered in Pindar an exalted genius expres-
sing itself with vehemence and impetuosity in magnificent 
sounds and numbers that produced "something which terribly 
shocks" at the same time that it transports. Citing Horace, 
he declared that Pindar "raised by influence Divine" was 
like a stream overflowing with "celestial waters." "Raised 
by his own exalted genius" during composition, he "grows 
vehement, swells, and ferments with fury ••• and knows no 
bounds." 21 Pindar had achieved sublimity through a great 
design and vast thoughts set forth in figurative and elegant 
expression. Dennis admitted that Pindar had written on pro-
fane subjects, but the parts of the Greek poet that he ad-
mired were the digressions using religious material, which he 
thought gave his work an elevated quality. 22 Unfortunately 
17Advancement of Poetry, I, 211. 
18 Ibid., 213. 
-
19usefulness of~ Stage, II, 187. 
20Advancement of Poetry, I, 242. 
21
"Preface11 to The Court 2[ Death, I, 43. 
22Grounds £!Criticism, I, 332. 
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Dennis does not quote from Pindar to demonstrate what he 
considered his passionate quality. He does, however, cite 
two passages from Horace whom, he says, more nearly than 
any other of the ancients, imitated Pinder's style. One 
from the sixteenth ode, Book II, which he called fine and 
poetical, equalling the best in antiquity, 
Scandit, oeratas vitiosa naves 
Cura; nee turmas equitum relinquit, 
Ocyor cervi~-t & agente nimbos 
Ocyor Euro, ~ 
he paralleled to Job 14:I. Neither these lines nor the oth-
ers, quoted from the first ode, Book III,24 display the 
"transporting" quality he described in Pindar. But they do 
have the high moral seriousness that he demanded in great 
poetry. 
Formulating his theory of the ode after Pinder's ex-
ample, Dennis maintained that the genre ought to use all the 
11 boldness, elevation and majesty" at the poet's command and 
that a writer using the genre should "fly into transport at 
first, and • • • make use immediately of all its Fury" so as 
to start his poem on a sublime note. 25 But the ode required 
judgment. Pindar had brought to it "precipitation and Ad-
23The Usefulness of the Stage, I, 149. 
24Ibid.: Timor, & minoe 
Scandunt eodem, quo dominus: neque 
Decedit oerata triremi, & 
Post equitem sedet atva cura. 
25"Preface" to The Court of Death, I, 44. 
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dress, Boldness and Decency, Sublimeness and Clearness, Fury 
and Sense," and a facile and vigorous imagination coupled 
with skill to judge of his art.26 
Virgil 
With little qualification, Dennis admired Virgil 
more than any other poet. The one qualification would be his 
admiration for Milton.27 Dennis extolled Virgil's regularity 
and order, his sublimity and power of genius, and his mas-
tery in depicting the passions of men. Certainly, not all of 
his admiration for Virgil was inspired by rules. He declared 
in the essay on Shakespeare that art contrived the incompar-
able design of the Aeneid, but nature and genius executed it. 28 
Though Dennis praised Virgil's form and symmetry, in The 
Court of Death he imitated one of the more marvelous episodes 
in the Aeneid, Book VI, and in the criticism quoted hundreds 
of passages from Virgil to illustrate his theory of the sub-
lime, not to defend the rules. 
There is no separate criticism of Virgil. Dennis 
referred to him in nearly every critical letter or treatise, 
but discussed him at length in his statements about the rules, 
the passions, and the sublime in the Remarks ££Prince Ar-
thur, The Grounds of Criticism, The Advancement of Poetry, 
26"Preface11 to Miscellanies, I, 6. 
27Remarks on Prince Arthur, I , 112. 
28on the Genius of Shakespeare, II, 7 . 
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The Moral and Conclusion of ~ Epic ~, and his various de-
nunciations of Pope's Essa~ ~Criticism and Dunciad. Here 
we shall consider only his references to Virgil as a poet of 
passion and sublimity. 
In the Remarks on Prince Arthur Dennis declared that 
Virgil always spoke to the heart through a narrative moving, 
varied, and novel.29 He particularly admired the way Virgil 
stirred pity and compassion through his descriptions of 
Dido's grief and the tenderness of Aeneas' meeting with An-
dromache in Book III.30 Virgil, he declared, could never 
have written the fourth book of the Aeneid without a power-
ful insight into the nature of love and all the "raging 
passions" which accompany it . 31 Another mark of Virgil's 
greatness, Dennis thought, was an ability to impart enthusi-
astic terror to his scenes by the terrible majesty of the 
ideas he introduced and through images representing violent 
motion.32 He quoted the following simile from Book II of 
the Aeneid comparing the fall of Troy to that of a mountain 
ash, as an example of how Virgil's poetic skill achieved ter-
ror through his images: 
Ac veluti summis antiquam in montibus ornum, 
Cum ferro accisam, crebrisq; bipennibus instant 
Eruere agricolae certatim; illa usq; minatur, 
29Remarks ~Prince Arthur, I, 112 
30 Ibid. , I, 122. 
31The Decay of Dramatic Poetry, II, 297. 
32Grounds of Criticism, I, 362. 
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Et tremefacta comam concusso vertice nutat; 
Vulneribus donee paulatim evicts, suprem~ 
Congemuit, traxitq; jugis avulse ruinam.jj 
The passage has motion, a necessary quality for imagery in 
Dennis' aesthetic, and, as well, depicts an important action 
in the terms of equally great destruction in nature. Also, 
it suggests to a reader the helplessness of the great city, 
beseiged and slowly undermined by the Greek armies. 
To show how enthusiastic passion might be imparted 
to poetry through religious ideas and machines, Denni s point-
ed to Virgil frequently. He observed that Virgil had raised 
passion in passages revealing prophesies and the mysteries 
of the gods such as the revelation of the Cumaean Sybil in 
Book VI of the Aeneid and the narration of the apotheosis of 
Daphnis in the Fifth Eclogue. Specifically, he quoted Men-
alcas' description of Daphnis' exaltation as an example of 
Virgil's sublimity: 
33Advancement of Poetry, I, 220-221. At the same 
time he quoted another-passage from Book II describing Laoco-
on's sacrifice and the loss of his two sons, who were devoured 
by serpents, as an example of how Virgil was able to inspire 
horror by the images he set before the reader's eyes in de-
scribing an action: 
Laocoon, ductus Neptuno sorte sacredos, 
Solemnes taurum ingentem mactabat ad aras. 
Ecce autem gemini a Tenedo tranquilla per alta, 
Horresco referens, immensis orbibus angues 
Incumbunt pelago, pariterq; ad litora tendunt: 
Pectora quorum inter fluctus arrecta, juboeque 
Sanguineoe exsuperant undas: pars coetera pontum 
Pone legi, sinuatq; immense volumine terga, 
Fit sonitus, spumante salo: jamq; arva tenebant, 
Ardentesq; oculos suffecti sanguine, & igni, 
Sibila lambebant linguis vibrantibus ora. 
Diffugimus visu exangues, illi agmine certo 
Laocoonta petunt: & primum parva duorum 
Corpora natorum serpens amplexus uterq; 
Implicat, & miseros morsu depascitur artus. 
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Candidus insuetum miratur limen Olympi, 
Sub pedibusq; videt nubes, & sidera Daphnia. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ipsi loetitia voces ad sidera jactant 
Intonsi montes: ipsoe jam carmina rupes, 
Ipsa sonant arbusta: Deus ! Deus ille! Menalca. 
Sis bonus a foelixque tuis!34 
The lines, he said, were sublime because the poet's enthusi-
asm at the time of composition had infused them with passion. 
The sublimity Dennis found here would have been conveyed 
through the subject and the references to the wonders of the 
cosmos: Daphnia' looking down from heaven through the stars 
and moving clouds and the mountains singing, and the rocks 
intoning mysterious tunes . He particularly admired Virgil's 
machines which were portrayed with passions and inclinations 
and sketched with light touches that would stimulate a sensi-
tive reader to fill out the form with inventions from his 
own imagination.35 Dennis criticized Milton at times for de-
scribing his machines too literally . 
In the Remarks on Prince Arthur, he approved of the 
way Virgil had drawn the passions of his characters, showing 
them with composite affections, as well as with a ruling 
passion, so that readers might establish empathy with them. 
34Ibid. , 234 . 
35Remarks on Prince Arthur, I , 105. When he spoke 
of Venus ' dress, presenting her in mortal terms, Virgil had 
used explicit description, but when he described her as a 
Goddess he had been deliber ately vague and suggestive so that 
a reader might form his own conception of her appearance: 
"Dixit & avertens Rosea cervice refulsit/ Ambrosioeq; comoe 
divinum vertice odorem/ Spiravere." 
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The ruling passions had not only been well drawn in all of 
Virgil's characters, but more important, had been maintained 
throughout the poem, even where the action called forth 
other passions. Aeneas' fundamental quality, he asserted, 
is "good-naturedness," and even when he is killing Lausus 
and demonstrating heroic rage, a reader is aware of "the 
same Sweetness of Temper."36 Especially, he admired the way 
Virgil had revealed the passions of his charact ers through 
action. Much that Dennis says in the Remarks ££ Prince Ar-
thur, where he devotes considerable space to character devel-
opment, is pure neo-classicism from Le Bossu, but the import-
ant thing for this study is that even at his most classical, 
Dennis concentrates upon a point of "romantic" criticism. 
Dennis used Virgil copiously to illustrate his vari-
ous concepts of sublimity, and thought the Roman had achieved 
it primarily by religious material, varied metaphors, and 
simplicity and elegance of expression. Simplicity, he de-
clared, was the master accomplishment of Virgil and Homer. 
He thought that Virgil had achieved sublimity by images in 
motion, which in contemplation stimulated the passion neces-
sary for composition, and in reading caused the desired au-
dience response. Images depicting the power and magni tude 
of physical elements, such as the apostrophe to the sun in 
Book IV, "Sol, qui Terrarum Flammia Opera omnia lustras,"37 
36 6 I bid., 9. 
37Grounds of Criticism, I, 349. 
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were the kind that Dennis found sublime i n the Aeneid. Such 
images were especially sublime when the physical phenomena 
they described reflected the powers of the gods as in a pas-
sage from the first Georgie: 
Saepe ego, cum flavis messorem induceret ar~is 
Agricola, & fragili jam stringeret h~de& culmo, 
Omnia ventorum concurrere proelia vidi; 
Quoe gravidam late segetem ab radicibus imis 
Sublime expulsam eruerant: Ita turbine nigro 
Ferret hiems culmumq; levem, stipulasq; volantes. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ipse Pater, medi8 nimborum in nocte, corusc8 
Fulmina moli tur dextr8 : quo maxima motu 
Terra tremit: fug8re feroe, & morgalia cords 
Per gentes humilis stravit pavor.j 
We do not mean to imply that Dennis admired Vi rgil 
only for his sublimity and passion. He also admired the Ro-
man poet's regularity and order, but except for the Remarks 
~Prince Arthur and the pedantic treatises on Pope, Dennis' 
remarks on Virgil were mainly expressions of admiration for 
the passionate and sublime quality he discovered in the 
Aeneid. He believed that one could find more poetic art in 
the Aeneid than in all the Roman poets together, but he 
added that only an inspired genius could use craftsmanship 
as effectively as Virgil had to create both design and sub-
limity.39 In agreement with his position on the rules, he 
believed that Virgil had achieved a high degree of sublimity 
only because both judgment and passion had COQperated in 
the composition of his work. 
38Advancement of Poetry, I, 211. 
39on the Genius of Shakespeare, II, 1, and Remarks 
on Prince Artnur, I, 96.---
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The Bible 
Dennis was one of few English critics to recognize 
the poetic quality of the Bible and to point to Scriptural 
passages that were sublime. In the proposals for The 
Grounds of Criticism he promised to illustrate his theories 
of sublimity with passages from the ancients and moderns, 
and from the King James Bible, but as the work stands, only 
a few Biblical passages were used. These were chosen with 
penetration and feeling. He thought the idea of God's power 
as expressed in Psalm XVIII excelled anything in Virgil or 
Homer and considered the lines, "the Hills also moved, and 
were shaken, because He [God] was wroth," far more sublime 
and passionate than Virgil's statement of the same idea, 
Ille flagranti 
Aut Atho40aut Rhodopen, aut alta Ceraunia telo Dejicit. 
He considered that Buchanan's poetic version of Psalm XVIII 
excelled a similar topic treated in Virgil's first Georgie 
because the subject exalted and sustained the poet's passions 
while Virgil, with a less inspiring subject, had sometimes 
relaxed his enthusiasm.41 The poetry of the Scriptures, he 
explained, was more sublime than that of the Aeneid because 
the Christian subject had generated a stronger creative urge 
in the writer than that inspired by Virgil's pagan machines.42 
Still, he thought the Scriptures ought to be trans-
40Advancement £[Poetry, I, 269. 
41Ibid., 270. 
42 Grounds of Criticism, I, 371. 
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lated into poetic form so that they would make a stronger 
and more lasting impression upon readers. This, he consid-
ered particularly necessary for the New Testament, which had 
not been inspired by the passion and enthusiasm of the Old 
Testament prophets, men highly sensitive to the wonder of 
Gdd's physical and spiritual works.43 Milton had achieved 
such results in the hymn to creation. In calling for a po-
etic version of the Bible, Dennis did not really contradict 
his belief that much of the Scriptures was poetry. Since he 
felt that the appeal of religion was primarily emotional, 
Dennis thought figurative expression and harmonious numbers 
would render the unadorned factual passages of the Scrip-
tures more capable of moving the generality of readers to 
religious devotion. 
His recognition of the poetry in Biblical writings 
speaks well for his sensitivity as a critic; though failure 
to find poetry in the New Testament indicates his insensitiv-
ity to simple and unadorned expression. One might protest 
that Dennis considered the Scriptures poetry only because 
they dealt with the Christian religion, but such is not al-
together true. He found sublimity in the expression of the 
Scriptures as well as in their subject. The following verses 
from Psalm XVIII, he thought, rivalled Virgil and Homer in 
imagery and harmony because the subject had fired the poet 
to express himself in moving language and figures. 
43Advancement ££Poetry, I, 269. 
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7. Then the Earth shook and trembled, the Foundations 
of the Hills also moved and were shaken, because 
he was wroth. 
8. There went up a Smoak out of his Nostrils, and 
Fire out of his Mouth devoured; Coals were kindled 
by it •••• 
10. And he rode upon a Cherub, and did fly: He came 
flying upon the Wings of the Winds •••• 
12. At the Brightness that was before him, 4his Clouds remov'd Hail-stones and Coals of Fire. 4 
In Dennis' aesthetic, subject not only gave sublimity to po-
etry through its content, but also determined the kind of 
expression through which the content could be displayed. 
Early English Poets 
Dennis had relatively little to say about English 
poets before Shakespeare and Milton. He admired Spenser's 
"fine painting," but thought the Faerie Queene a rich, ir-
regular romance rather than an epic. He made somewhat more 
lengthy and more favorable remarks on Jonson's comedy and 
said that in depicting the humors he had fulfilled the pur-
pose of poetry--to paint the passions of man. Chaucer he 
considered obsolete because of the language and expression, 
but observed that he had improved the force as well as the 
grace and harmony of English.45 Sidney is hardly noticed. 
As Dennis' favorite lyric poet, Waller received more specif-
ic comment. He admired the grace and charm of Waller's verse 
and quoted him to illustrate how natural phenomena create 
44Ibid., 268. 
45Remarks upon~ Essay upon Criticism, I, 410. 
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sublimity, but Waller found little place in Dennis' aesthet-
ics of passion, which was designed for the greater, rather 
than for the lesser, poetry. He considered Cowley the most 
successful writer of the ode before the Augustan period, but 
thought his work ineffective because the expression, cold 
and flat and trivial, failed to provoke a passionate response 
that would involve a reader in the events of a poem.46 Den-
nis recognized Cowley's genius in adapting the Pindaric form 
to English poetry, but thought he had failed to capture the 
"warm, and grave, and ••• exalted" tone of Pindar.47 His 
moat important remarks on the early poets are those on 
Shakespeare and Milton. 
Shakespeare 
Dennis declared in 1721 that ever since he had been 
capable of reading he had expressed veneration for Shakea-
peare.48 From his first critical remarks on Shakespeare in 
The Impartial Critic, throughout his career, Dennis showed 
an appreciation of Shakespeare that equalled, or perhaps ex-
ceeded, that of his contemporaries. He discussed Shakespeare 
at some length in "The Advertisement" to A Plot and No Plot 
(1697); in A Large Account of Taste, a defense of his adap-
4611 Preface11 to Miscellanies, I, 6. 
47"Preface" to The Court of Death, I, 44. 
48John Dennis, "To Sir Richard steele, Patentee of 
the Theatre in Drury Lane," in Critical Works, II, 164. 
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tation of The Merry Wives; in the "Preface" to The Invader 
of~ Country (1710), an apology for his adaptation of Cor-
iolanus; and in On the Genius and Writings of Shakespeare. 
In many of the other critical essays he briefly discussed 
Shakespeare's expression, his portrayal of character, his 
lack of design and symmetry, and his natural genius, but he 
did not once quote from the plays to illustrate the passion-
ate quality of Shakespeare's poetry . 
Dennis admired Shakespeare for three qualities: a 
vivid portrayal of the passions in lifelike characters, the 
pas sionate and sublime expression that pervaded the trage-
dies, and a volatile and penetrating "natural" genius. Most 
Augustans admired Shakespeare's ability to draw characters 
true to life and praised his powerful, innate genius, though, 
I think, no critics of the time discussed his genius so en-
thusiastically as Dennis . To appreciate the tragedies for 
their sublime and pathetic quality was not the usual Augustan 
approach to Shakespeare, and even Dennis makes no attempt to 
analyze them for this quality . On the negative side, Dennis 
criticized Shakespeare for not constructing simple and uni-
fied plots, for failing to observe the decorum of types, and 
for mixing the genres . Yet recognizing all of Shakespeare's 
faults, he thought him the greatest genius for tragedy since 
Sophocles and Euripides . 49 He proclaimed that Shakespeare 
was justly celebrated for "moving the Passions powerfully by 
49Remarks upon the Essay upon Criticism, I, 400. 
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the meer force of Nature," and regretted that modern audi-
ences preferred the superficial dramas of Steele and Cibber 
to Shakespeare's great tragedies.50 
As did most Augustans, Dennis discussed the tragedies 
more than the comedies. He thought Shakespeare "one of the 
greatest Genius's the world e'er saw" and declared that 
though he had faults, he had more "genuine Beauties than the 
greatest" of his successors.51 Yet, in his own work Dennis 
tried to emulate the sublime and pathetic air of Sophocles,52 
not the practice of Shakespeare, and in demonstrating his 
theory of sublime poetry he drew examples from Virgil and 
Milton rather than from the Elizabethan. Worse yet, he al-
tered Coriolanus, which he thought "truly great and truly 
Roman, 11 by introducing poetic justice, purifying the genre 
by removing the rabble scenes, and restoring historical ac-
curacy.53 
Other tragedies upon which Dennis commented were 
Julius Caesar, Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet, and Othello, all of 
which he thought failed to instruct because they lacked po-
etic justice. Ltke Johnson a half-century later, he could 
not tolerate Cordelia's death, and he thought that the good 
and bad had perished alike in Hamlet.54 He mentioned Troilus 
50Q£ ~Degeneracy of Public Taste, II, 168 & 169. 
5lon ~Genius of Shakespeare, II, 4. 
52Remarks upon~ Essay upon Criticism, I, 400. 
53on the Genius of Shakespeare, II, 5-7. 
54~. 
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~ Cressida only to illustrate that Shakespeare had violated 
chronology by having Hector speak of Aristotle,55 and to 
show he had misrepresented history by making Achilles a 
"lazy ••• Coxcomb. "56 He blamed Shakespeare for mixing 
the types in Othello by creating Iago both a fop and a vil-
lain.57 Dennis said that Shakespeare had "offended ••• 
against the Dignity of Tragedy" by introducing a rabble scene 
into Julius Caesar, and still worse, had failed to portray 
Caesar as the great man history had reported him.58 In The 
Decay and Defects of Dramatick Poetry, he declared that 
there was nothing like a fable in Shakespeare's most celebra-
ted tragedies and that lack of poetic justice obviated their 
force.59 
Dennis did not appreciate Shakespeare's romantic 
comedies, but preferred Jonson's comedy of humors. He ex-
pressed opinions on only ~ Merry Wives of Windsor and The 
Comedy of Errors. He excused the "forced" style and multiple 
action of The Merry Wives by saying no one else could have 
done half so well in the short time Shakespeare had been given 
to write the play. In his own adaptation, he unified the ac-
tion, purified the dialogue, and "heightened" the characters 
55 8 Ibid., • 
56 ill!!·, 13. 
197. 
57 characters and Conduct of Sir~ Edgar, Letter II, 
58on ~Genius of Shakespeare, II, 5 & 9. 
59The Decay and Defects of Dramatick Poetr~, II, 286. 
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by transforming the play into a Jonsonian comedy of humors 
as bawdy as any Restoration play.60 Yet with regard for 
Shakespeare's genius, he "thought it just" to change only a 
few of the "master touches."61 
Dennis did not consider Shakespeare's history plays 
tragedies; in fact, he thought that because they mixed the 
genres they were bad poetry. Only three are mentioned: 
Richard II, and Henry IV, Part I, and Part II, in which he 
thought Falstaf~ being too talkativ~ obstructed the action 
and failed to arouse an emotional response.62 Yet he de-
clared that Falstaff would always fill the stage better than 
many other characters.63 He said historical plays were inef-
fective because they failed to create passion in an audience, 
and explained that when we read history (usually through 
pride or ambition) we bring our own passions to our reading. 
These passions oppose those the play might arouse and hence 
prevent our receiving its full impact. Also, since a writer 
must pass "without due Preparation" from one action to an-
other in an historical play, he must of necessity "stifle and 
confound one passion by another"; the differing events, being 
unrelated to a unified action, create varying emotions which 
( 1702), 
60A Large Account of Taste in Poetr¥, I, 279-281. 
61John Dennis, "Prologue" to The Comical Gallant 
in Critical Works, II, 392. 
62A Large Account of Taste in Poetr¥, I, 279-280. 
63 Ibid., 285. 
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tend to offset or block each other.64 
Aside from evaluating Shakespeare's achievement ac-
cording to the rules, Dennis measured the plays by his con-
cept of passion and sublimity. He examined the tragedies to 
determine whether or not they were informed with a lofty and 
sublime expression and presented characters that displayed 
their passions sufficiently to arouse feeling in an audience. 
He proclaimed that Shakespeare was great because, even with-
out the rules, he excited the feelings of his audience and 
gave them a significant view of man's place in the cosmos. 
He constantly asserted that Shakespeare's greatness lay in 
the pathetic quality of his expression and in his ability to 
portray passion in characters, but he does not demonstrate 
these qualities by specific reference to the plays. In most 
of his explicit remarks about the plays, he points to faults 
in character portrayal or action rather than to "beauties." 
He valued most in Shakespeare the ability to arouse 
passion through vividly portrayed characters acting in highly 
emotional scenes and thought that Shakespeare had been able 
to write in this way because of a natural genius that tran-
scended the rules. Dennis was not original in attributing 
Shakespeare's ability to natural genius. Understandably, he 
admired this in Shakespeare above all else since his expla-
nation of the creative process was based upon the concept of 
innate genius, guided, but certainly not increased by art. 
64~ the Genius £t Shakespeare, II, 5. 
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He constantly asserted that Shakespeare was one of the great-
est geniuses ever known, but often believed that "the Geni-
us of Shakespeare himself would ••• have appear'd brighter 
and more glorious," if he had written r{3gularly . 65 Though 
much of his specific criticism of the pla~s points out where 
Shakespeare violated the rules and where his work might 
have been yet greater had he fo·11owed them, Dennis was will-
ing to look at Shakespeare outside the limitations of neo• 
classicism. 
He said the tragedies were lofty and sublime because 
of Shakespeare ' s expression and his penetrating characteri-
zation. These qualities depend greatly upon natural abil-
ity : a poet's capacity to participate emotionally in the 
experience through which his characters pass so that he can 
reveal their passions vigorously . He believed Shakespeare ' s 
"paintings often so beautiful and so lively, so graceful 
and so powerful , ••• that there is nothing ••• more ac-
complish ' d in ••• English poetry . "66 His expression was 
"good and pure , after a hundred Years ; simple • • • eleva-
ted , graceful, ••• bold , ••• and strong . "67 These are 
the qualities Dennis associated with passion and thought 
the gifts of natural genius, not to be acquired by art. 
An element of pre-romanticism in Dennis' criticism of 
65characters and Conduct 2[ Sir John Edgar, Letter 
II , II, 197 . 
66on the Genius of Shakespeare, II, 4. 
67of Simplicity in Poetical Compositton, II, 41. 
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Shakespeare is seen in the attention he gave to the charac-
ters of the tragedies . He was willing to overlook the 
weakness of plot and design in the plays and to judge them 
for their subtle and penetrating portrayal of character. 
Most neo-classicists thought plot and fable the really impor-
tant parts of tragedy , but Dennis admired Shakespeare's 
profound understanding of human personality and his vivid 
portrayal of the passions . 68 He found in Coriolanus and 
Julius Caesar "something of the Invincible Spirit of the Ro-
mans , " and thought the protagonist s of these plays far sur-
passed those of the love and honor tragedies . 69 But though 
he thought Shakespeare a master in depicting the passions of 
men, he considered that sometimes he had weakened the force 
of his portrayal by excessive repartee and wit . 7° 
Many of Dennis ' comments on Shakespeare were aimed 
at his faults, but such practice was normal among Shakespear-
ean critics of the period . The defects he considers were 
t hose that violated neo- classical canons , from which Dennis 
could not wholly escape . He disapproved of Shakespeare's 
loose plots , his failure to observe the unities, and his use 
of comic figures in tragedy . In the petty "analyses" of 
certain plays, Dennis mentioned other minor faults, none of 
them serious defects . Despite the faults he revealed, his 
68on the Genius of Shakespeare , II, 4. 
69 Ibid. , II , 10 & 12 . 
7°Advancement of Poetry, I , 289. 
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criticisms are minor compared to his outspoken love of 
Shakespeare. The things he admired most in Shakespeare were 
the things Dennis valued most in poetry. He held Shakes-
peare in the highest esteem, but thought that a judicious 
evaluation of the plays based upon a frank recognition of 
their faults, as well as "beauties," did more justice to him 
than a blind idolatry. He asked Granville: who shows more 
veneration for Shakespeare, 
he who loves and admires his Charms and makes them one 
of his Chief Delights, who sees him and reads him over 
and over and still remains unsatiated, and who men-
tions his Faults for no other Reason but to make his 
Excellency the more conspicuous, or he who pretending 
to be his blind Admirer, shews in Effect the utmost 
Contempt for him, preferring empty effeminate Sound to 
his solid Beauties and manly Graces?71 
Jonson 
Dennis 1 remarks on Jonson are primarily in two le.t-
ters to Congreve, which later furnished the impulse for Con-
grave's essay on humor in comedy; his Remarks ~the Con-
scious Lovers; A Defense of Sir Fopling Flutter; the prefatory 
material to A Plot and ~ Plot; and A Large Account of 
Taste, where he outlined his ow.n theory of comedy. Dennis 
thought Jonson the worst writer in the world for tragedy, 
but declared that he had written comedies surpassing those 
of the ancients. He asserted that as a tragic poet Jonson 
had failed completely to create compassion or terror for his 
7lon the Genius of Shakespeare, II, 17. 
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principal characters because they were persons like Cato, 
with whom no audience could possibly identify. 
He admired Jonson in comedy for the same reason he 
admired Shakespeare in tragedy. Jonson had portrayed the 
humors (secondary possions) so that his characters would 
move an audience to a sense of ridicule when they saw their 
own follies upon the stage. He believed that the "little 
ridicul 6us passions" could be better portrayed in the dia-
logue of low characters than in witty speeches. Wit 
destroyed the particular shades of personality in low char-
acters, but humor preserved them distinctly and clearly 
distinguished one from another.72 Jonson, he declared in 
the Essax .2!!. the Genius of Shakespeare, had "born away the 
Prize of Comedy both from the Ancients and Moderns • • • 
without any Rules to guide him, except what his own incompar-
able Talent dictated."73 
He even placed Jonson above Moliere because he 
thought Moliere too often descended from the high purpose of 
comedy to mere Buffoonery.74 Comedy, he said, should in-
struct through the ridicule produced by actions that devel-
oped from humorous characters, and Jonson's comedies, he 
declared, achieved this function well. Yet, he thought Jonson 
had not always succeeded with the humors. He wvote to Con-
greve that Jonson had been driven to absurdity and the lack 
72A Large Account of the Taste in Poetrx, II, 282. 
73on the Genius of Shakespeare, II, 16. 
74aemarks upon the Conscious Lovers, II, 259. 
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of a moral in the Epicoene, where the humors in Morose, suit-
able only for farce, were so extravagant that an audience 
could not be greatly concerned over his fortunes.75 comedy 
should ridicule the humors of men, things under human con-
trol, not physical deformities as Jonson had done in the por-
trayal of Corbaccio in Volpone . 76 
Though Dennis valued Jonson's use of the rules, he 
praised him for the part of his work which was the result of 
his natural genius for seeing the foibles of human nature, 
not for the part attributed to art . The tragedies, which 
had been formed strictly by the rules, Dennis thought fail-
ures without the force to animate human emotions. 
Milton 
Dennis wrote that Milton was the first poet in four 
thousand years who had provided the world with an original 
poem. 77 He first mentioned Milton in 1692 as a poet who had 
"something so transcendently sublime" that he "could not be 
equall'd in • • • all Antiquity . "78 Writing thirty years 
later, he held the same opinion that Milton had carried away 
the "prize of Sublimity from both Ancients and Moderns."79 
75Letter to Congreve, 1695, II, 385 . 
76Remarks upon the Conscious Lovers, II, 354. 
77Grounds of Criticism, I, 334 . 
78"Preface" to the Passion of Byblis, I, 4. 
79observations ~Paradise Lost, II, 221 . 
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His remarks about Milton are made primarily on Paradise Lost. 
Dennis discussed Milton in only one separate trea-
tise, the Observations ~Paradise Lost in 1721-22. These 
are really a survey of his life-long devotion to Milton with 
assertions that he had written on Milton years before Addi-
son's Spectator series on Paradise Lost. Aside from these 
letters, he discussed Milton at length in the Remarks on 
Prince Arthur, The Advancement of Poetry, The Grounds of 
Criticism, and Of Simplicitx in Poetical Composition. In 
fact, Milton is used in nearly every major essay to illus-
trate some point of Dennis' critical theory. 
Dennis admired Paradise Lost because it developed a 
religious topic, because it used blank verse, and because it 
achieved the degree of sublimity he thought necessary for 
poetry. Milton's epic had nearly all the qualities which 
Dennis demanded of poetry. In 1722, he asserted that Milton 
had surpassed the ancients in sublimity, which was the dis-
tinguishing characteristic of his work; and that the expres-
sion imparting this quality to his poetry was the "genuine 
Offspring of ••• transcendent Genius." 80 Milton's subli~ 
ity resulted from a subject matter that inspired passion in 
the poet during composition and produced an expression using 
images, language, and harmony that would convey to readers 
the quality of emotion which the poet had experienced when 
he considered the material with which he worked. 
80Ibid., 222. 
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In Reflections upon ~Essay upon Criticism, Dennis 
said Paradise Lost was "more lofty, more terrible, more ve-
hement, more astonishing," and created more 11 divine Raptures" 
than anything in Homer and Virgil. 81 He thought Book VII 
excelled both Ovid's and Virgil's treatment of the same sub-
ject because of the transporting images and lofty spirit 
with which Milton had described the Creation, and that the 
entire work derived its greatness from the enthusiastic 
passion Milton had felt as he wrote . 82 
Particularly, he admired the descriptions of the 
sixth day of Creation. The opening lines of the passage, 
The Sixth, and of Creation last, arose, 
With ev'ning Harps and Mattin, when God said, 
Let th' Earth bring forth Fruit living in her Kind, 
Cattle, and creepin~ Things, and Beast of th' Earth, 
Each in their Kind,a3 
he found "flat and unmusical," but quoted succeeding lines 
which, he declared, had "admirable Images 
• • • 
crouding 
upon one another." Then analyzing the passage, he singled 
out for special comment such descriptions as: 
and 
Now Half appear'd 
The tawny Lyon, pawing to get free 
His hinder Parts, then springs, as broke from Bonds, 
And rampant shakes his brinded Mane, 
The Ounce, 
The Libbard and the Tyger, as the Mole 
8lReflections upon~ Essay upon Criticism, I, 408. 
82Advancement of Poetry, I, 271. 
83 ~., 276. 
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Rising, the Q~umbling Earth about them threw 
In Hillocks.b 
These are certainly not Milton's best lines, but Dennis 
liked them for their strong visual appeal, for the motion 
they portray, and for their evidence of Milton's inventive-
ness. 
The entire passage is busy with activity and rich 
in specific detail, but it is surely less sublime than the 
following account of the separation of the waters and the 
dry land, which Dennis quoted to show Milton's superiority 
to Ovid on the same subject: 
The Earth was form'd; but in the Womb, as yet, 
Of Waters, Embryon immature, involv'd, 
Appear'd not; over all the Face of Earth 
Main Ocean flow'd, not idle, but with warm 
Prolifick Humor, softening all her Globe, 
Fermented the great Mother to conceive, 
Satiate with Moisture, when God said, 
Be gather'd now, ye Waters, under Heav'n, 
Into one Place, and let dry Land appear, 
Immediately the Mountains huge appear 
Emergent, and their broad bare Backs up hea~e 
Into the Clouds, their Tops ascend the Sky.b5 
He admired here the visual images and the magnitude of the 
ideas generated by the description of such vast aspects of 
nature as the sea and the mountains ascending to the sky. 
This passage contains more of the suggestive quality which 
Dennis associated with passionate verse than the more spe-
cific material of those quoted above.86 
84Ibid., 277. 
85~., 275. 
86He found such suggestiveness in the descriptions of 
the battle in Heaven which he said "strike and astonish us" 
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Dennis declared that Milton was one of the greatest 
and most daring geniuses who had appeared in the world, and 
that on the strength of his genius and originality, alone, 
he had broken through the rules to avoid being a copyist as 
had all epic poets since Homer. Paradise Lost having Mil-
ton's "own Images, and his own Spirit" reflected his origi-
nal genius, which was greater than that of all the moderns 
and perhaps even the ancients . 87 He admired Milton for the 
ability to execute a work on an original topic, and for the 
capacity of mind to be moved so by his subject that he could 
present it with feeling. Primarily, he thought, the origi-
nality of Milton's genius came from an innate ability to 
entertain great ideas and to react to them with enthusiastic 
passion.88 
Though Dennis by no means considered Milton's suc-
cess in Paradise Lost to be without art, he declared many 
times that it was due more to genius than to craftsmanship. 
In The Grounds of Criticism he said that by breaking away 
from the rules 11 in some particulars," Milton had been more 
able to maintain the nature of the greater poetry in many 
places than had the ancients or the moderns who had followed 
with ideas that are able to lift a reader's imagination to 
~·a thousand times a greater Heighth11 than the physical events 
of the battle and to lead the mind beyond the tangible mate-
rials of the poem to an inexpressible concept of God's great 
power (Observations ~Paradise Lost, II, 225). 
87Grounds of Criticism in Poetry, I, 369. 
88Remarks upon the Dunciad, II, 367. 
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them scrupulously.89 Yet, sometimes he considered that parts 
of Paradise Lost might have been improved had Milton ob-
served the rules more closely and thought that the "inequal-
ity" of his performance had resulted from want of art to 
manage the subject.90 Paradise ~ could not be properly 
said to violate the rules; it was really above them.91 
For Dennis, Milton's primary achievement in Paradise 
Lost was its sublimity,92 which he thought unparalleled, es-
pecially in Books I, II, and III, in all antiquity. Milton 
had achieved a passionate quality through images which not 
only stirred great emotion in readers by the pictures they 
drew, but which caused a reader's thoughts to go beyond the 
limits of the poem through the passions they stimulated. He 
found such imagery in the description of Lucifer in Book I: 
He above the rest 
In shape and gesture, proudly eminent, 
Stood like a Tow'r, his Form had yet not lost 
All her original brightness, nor appear'd 
Less than Arch-angel ruin'd, and th 1 excess 
Of Glory obscur 1 d: As when the Sun new ris 1n 
Looks through the Horizontal misty Air 
Shorn of his Beams, or from behind the Moon 
In dim Eclipse.93 
With its motion, pictures of physical phenomena, and sugges-
tiveness, the simile concluding the passage fulfilled Dennis' 
89Grounds of Criticism, I, 331. 
9°Advancement of Poetry, I, 271-272. 
91Grounds of Criticism, I, 334. 
92observations on Paradise~, II, 222. 
93Remarks on Prince Arthur, I, 107. 
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idea of expression appropriate to great poetry. He said 
Milton had often left "ten times more to be understood" than 
he bad expressed, the true mark of sublime poetry.94 In the 
hymn to Creation of Book V, Milton's images gave "life, and 
Soul, and Motion to their several Objects," seeming, almost, 
to equal the objects they portrayed.95 Dennis found in 
Milton what he considered the main quality of great poetry, 
the ability to inspire an emotional conception of the ob-
jects presented. 
Needless to say, Dennis thought the subject of Para-
dise Lost responsible for much of Milton's sublimity. Some 
critics, Saintsbury especially, have said that Dennis ad-
mired the poem mainly because he believed that poetry should 
use a religious subject rather than a profane one, but such 
was not the case. He admired the expression, the blank verse, 
and the over-all passionate and sublime quality, much of 
which, to be sure, he thought derived from religious ideas. 
Yet, throughout the criticism he cited passages displaying 
the mysterious forces of the physical Creation, which he con-
sidered passionate and sublime, such as the paraphrase of 
Psalm 148 in Book IV, a passage in Book III describing Sa-
tan's descent past the sun and the stars: 
Above them a 11, 
The golden Sun, in Splendour likest Heaven 
Allur 1 d his Eye; thither his Course he bends 
94observations ~Paradise~~ II, 222. 
95of Simplicity in Poetical Compositions, II, 40. 
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Thro the calm Firmament, but up or down 
By center, or Eccentrick hard to tell, 
Or Longitude, where the great Luminary 
Aloof, the vulgar Constellations thick, 
That from his lordly Eye keep Distance due, 
Dispenses Light from far, 
and the angel's account to Adam of the physical Creation in 
Book VII.96 It is interesting to notice that most of the 
passages Dennis quoted from Paradise Lost do not use purely 
religious subject matter, but, as the following lines nar-
r 
rating the first act of Creation, portray what he considered 
the incomprehensible aspects of cosmic creation: 
Let there be Light, said God, and forthwith Light 
Ethereal, first of Things, Quintessence pure, 
Sprung from the Deep, and from her Native East, 
To Journey thro 1 the airy GlQom began, 
Spher 1d in a radiant Cloud.9·r 
Dennis did not praise Milton without qualificat i on, 
or consider that all of Paradise Lost was great poetry. He 
thought Milton would have profited in some parts of the poem 
from an observance of the rules. The deficiencies Denni s 
found all resulted because Milton had failed to maintain a 
consistent quality of enthusiasm and sublimity; more atten-
tion to certain rules would have enabled him to sustain a 
96Grounds of Criticism, I, 348. 
91Advancement of Poetry, I, 274. Another such pas-
sage, which he thought-capable of inciting admiration for the 
magnitude of God's Creation, was the description of Raphael's 
descent to Paradise in Book VI: 
Down thither prone in Flight 
He speeds, and thro the vast Etherial Sky 
Sails between Worlds and Worlds, with steady Wing; 
Now on the Polar Winds, then with quick Fan 
Winnows the busom Air, ••• (Grounds of Criticism, 
II, 347). --
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lofty tone throughout the poem. Dennis thought the last 
books were flat and cold and hurried, because Milton had not 
been able to "draw [any] sort of Enthusiasm, and least of 
all ••• Admiration and Terror" from the works of corrup-
ted man.98 He objected occasionally to the borrowings in 
diction, which he felt often made the expression strange.99 
Yet, he also said Milton had been successful in reviving old 
words and in coining new.lOO From Dennis' own work, it is 
evident that he did not really understand the deep richness 
of Milton's style or the baroque quality of his diction. 
Hooker thought Dennis' evaluation of Paradise Lost, 
and his analysis of Milton's achievement in terms of a psy-
chological aesthetic, the best critical approach to the 
poem until the middle of the century. He was right as far 
as Addison was concerned. Addison's papers are a fine and 
systematic study of Milton, but too much of every paper is 
devoted to comparisons between Paradise ~ and the Aeneid. 
There is little attempt to explain aesthetically why it is 
a great poem, or how it makes its appeal. Most of Dennis' 
remarks on Milton were made to explain his concept of the 
creative process, the nature of a work of art, and its psy-
chological effect upon an audience. As a result, his is the 
earliest attempt to explain the psychological and aesthetic 
98 Ibid., I, 353. 
99 11 Preface11 to the Passion of Byblis, I, 4. 
100Reflections upon~ Essay upon Criticism, I, 408. 
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nature of Milton's genius. 
In the Observations, written to attack Addison's pa-
pers, Dennis listed five ways in which the Spectator had 
failed to do justice to Milton. Addison had not recognized 
that Milton had surpassed the ancients in sublimity, but had 
discussed his borrowings from them instead of observing his 
originality and "dwelling intirely on that Sublimity which 
is his distinguishing and Characteristick Quality."l0l In 
addition, Addison had not exhibited the sublimity of Para-
dise ~as an original performance, almost entirely the 
product of Milton's transcendent genius. This is a strong 
indictment of Addison's failure to understand Milton's real 
worth, but it is not greatly exaggerated . Addison did not 
emphasize Milton's originality or distinguishing characteris-
tics; he admired Milton's ability to equal the ancients, the 
sonorous and expansive quality of his style, the scope of his 
subject, his imaginative appeal to the senses, and the moral 
and instructive value of his sentiments and action. 
But Dennis approached Milton with a formulated aes-
thetic by which he measured the achievement of Paradise ~ 
and was fully conscious that it could not be compared with 
the classical epic or judged by its rules. He judged the 
poem by his theory that poetry must be original and must rep-
resent events and actions capable of eliciting an emotional 
reaction from the audience. Finding that it did this, he 
called it great. 
lOlobservations on Paradise Lost, II, 224. 
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Contemporaries 
Dennis' judgment of his contemporaries was somewhat 
marred by personal prejudice and was more often expressed in 
pure invective than in aesthetic terms . Yet with few excep-
tions , when he judges their works and does not abuse their 
persons, his aesthetic opinions are usually accurate and 
just . The exceptions are, notably, his opinions of Ambrose 
Philips and Blackmore , which shall not be discussed here, and 
the criticism of Pope, partly colored by personal prejudice 
and partly by critical insensitivity. Usually, however, he 
applied the criteria of rules, passion, and sublimity in 
forming opinions on the works of his contemporaries with 
sound and penetrating critical results . Here we shall point 
out some of his brief and scattered opinions on contemporary 
figures to see how often his judgments were made on the basis 
of his theory that poetry appeals to an audience only because 
of the passionate reaction it causes and that it must de-
pict characters with whom an audience can enter into an 
emotional rapport . 
Dryden 
By 1693 Dennis was professing friendship to Dryden 
in the most familiar terms as a man who had given him "all 
the pleasure that the most Insatiable Mind can desire," and 
whose verse had calmed his soul, or "rais 1d it to Transports 
which made it contemn Tranquility . "l02 Later, in The Impar-
1°2Letter to Dryden, 1694, II, 384. 
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tial Critic, he wrote that Dryden had finished off where 
Waller had stopped in refining and perfecting the English 
language , and declared that there was nothing more perfect 
than his 11 equal Numbers in Heroick Verse," which'1would never 
be exceeded by any Man. ". 103 
Dennis valued the polish of Dryden's verses and his 
language, but seldom spoke of him as a poet whose work in-
spired readers to great conceptions . Most of Dennis' re-
marks on Dryden's style praise him for clear and elegant 
rather than for sublime and pathetic expression . Yet he did 
say that when necessary Dryden could achieve "pomp and Sol-
emnity and Majesty . "l04 He spoke of Dryden as a poet who 
thought finely , justly , greatly , and nobly. Of all the rhym-
ing poets, Dryden wrote "beyond comparison with most Force, 
and with most Elevation. "l05 Possibly if Dryden's heroic 
plays had not been written in rhyming couplets Dennis would 
have found passion and elevation in them. 
The remarks on Dryden's particular works are slight, 
and of these , few present him as a poet capable of stirring 
emotions . The only lines Dennis quotes from Dryden to illus-
trate his aesthetic of emotion are passages from the trans-
lation of the Aeneid . He did think All for Love, though 
103Im~rtial Critick, I , 14. 
104John Dennis, "To Mr . Jac. Tonsen on the Conspir-
acy against the Reputation of Mr . Dryden" (4 June 1715), in 
Critical Works , II, 400 . 
l05Remarks upon Pope's Homer, II, 121. 
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inferior to his own Invader of His Countri because it con-
veyed an improper moral, had fine and passionate scenes, 
especially the quarrel between Ventidius and Anthony, which 
portrayed the passion of friendship with great force and 
was written with warmth and spirit, and "strength and Dignity 
of Expression • •• worthy of the noble Occasion." 106 The 
Oedipus, full of great beauties, did arouse compassion and 
terror, but only because it had been handled by so great a 
master as Dryden . There was no comparison between Dryden's 
and Sophocles' play . He respected the State of Innocence, 
but, naturally, thought it fell short of Paradise Lost and 
believed that Dryden had not fully comprehended Milton's sub-
limity when he made the adaptation. Dryden had fallen so 
far short of Paradise Lost that the two works should never be 
named together . l 07 He used the translation of Virgil often 
to illustrate his theory of passion and religion in poetry, 
and thought Dryden's version of the Georgics had done all the 
justice that English would allow in reproducing the form and 
nobility of the original . l08 
Most of Dennis' remarks on Dryden's style praise him 
for a clear and elegant rather than for a sublime and pathetic 
expression. Yet he did say that when necessary Dryden could 
106Remarks upon Cato, II, 72. 
107"Preface" to Britannia Triumphans, I, 377. 
108Advancement of Poetry, I, 267. 
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achieve "pomp and Sublimity and Majesty."l09 Perhaps some 
of Dennis' admiration for Dryden stemmed from their early 
friendship. Yet Dennis did not let his friendship for the 
elder poet deter him from pointing out what he justly con-
sidered Dryden's faults. He judged Dryden astutely and ac-
curately as a polished craftsman, but did not think him an 
inspired genius or his poetry moving and profound. 
Pope 
Dennis discussed Pope in five of the more lengthy 
essays. Most of his opinions on Pope are personal abuse in-
stead of critical judgments. Yet in order to show that, 
even when laboring under severe personal feeling, Dennis had 
critical integrity and was capable of making sound literary 
judgments, we should notice some of these opinions that re-
flect his aesthetic of passion. Mainly, Dennis thought Pope 
lacked genius and that there was nothing like any passion 
"finely touch'd, nor any one Character finely and truly 
drawn" in his work.110 
With his interest in sublimity, many of Dennis re-
marks on Pope were directed to his expression. He thought 
Pope's figures absurd and illogical and his numbers superfi-
cial, an easy technique for concealing lack of depth and 
feeling. Pope had none of the various harmony in the trans-
109"Preface" to The Monument, I, 297. 
110Remarks ~Pope's Homer, II, 122. 
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lation of Homer which Dennis required of poetry; there was 
only a perpetual identity of sound, and an eternal monotony, 
reducing Homer's "trumpet" to a "Jew's-Trump."lll Dennis 
thought the harmony of Pope's couplets did not vary with 
the change of ideas; as a result, the tone of the expression 
was the same in all of the poems. He advocated figurative 
expression as a way of conveying feeling to a poem, but 
found the figures in the Iliad insufficient and thought those 
used flat, vile, affected, and unnatural. 112 Most of Den-
nis' analysis of the translation is devoted to exhibiting 
lines which he thought contradicted Homer's meaning, or pre-
sented illogical statements. 
Dennis' most erroneous judgment of Pope's works was 
his denunciation of the Rape of the Lock, which he thought 
wild, extravagant, and simply absurd. His disapproval of 
Pope's sylphs showed a complete lack of aesthetic sensitiv-
ity. He approved of machines, but thought they should be the 
pagan gods of the ancients or the supernatural beings of the 
Christian religion. From this point of view, Pope's Rosicru-
sian beings had no purpose, neither advancing the moral of 
lllibid., II, 135. He said that Pope's translation 
lacked the sublimity of the original and that where Homer 
was "clear and bright," the translation was obscure; where 
the original was simple and unaffected, the translation was 
stiff, flat, and awkward; where the original was lofty and 
great, Pope was flat and vile. 
112Ibid., II, 123. 
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the poem nor adding a tone of seriousness to it.ll3 Dennis 
was so offended by the shallow characters and the flippant 
actions of the Rape that he failed to see the really seri-
ous import of the poem. 
The minor poems fared no better. Though he approved 
of marvelous episodes, Dennis found the surrealistic events 
of the Temple of Fame so extravagant that they shocked rea-
son rather than stimulating emotion. 114 Windsor Forest, he 
compared to Cooper's Hill and found inferior. The objects of 
Pope's poem were trivial; Denham's were majestic. Sir John 
ll3Remarks on the Rapr of the Lock, II, 328-329. In 
all seriousness, lie-quoted Ar e!Ts-nirangue of the sylphs, 
Ye Sylphs and Sylphids, to your Chief give ear, 
Faykn Fairies, Genii, Elves, and Daemons, hear; 
Ye ow the Spheres and various Tasks assign'd, 
By Laws eternal, to th' aerial Kind. 
Some in the Fields of purest Aether play, 
And bask and whiten in the Blaze of Day. 
Some guide the Course of wandring Orbs on high, 
Or roll the Planets thro' the boundless Sky--
Or brew fierce Tempests on the watry Main, 
Or o'er the Globe distil the kindly Rain, 
and declared that there was "no just Subordination among these 
Machines, nor any just Proportion between their Functions." 
He said we have heard of celestial beings, and machines of 
another system performing such functions, but that it was ri-
diculous for Pope to show his airy beings engaged in these 
serious tasks (II, 338}. 
114Remarks on Pope's Homer, II, 140. Rather unjustly, 
he singled out the following passage as "so wild, and so ex-
travagant, that 'tis not only unworthy of a Vision, but even 
of the Dream of a Man in Heal th11 : 
O'er the wide Prospect as I gaz'd around, 
Sudden I heard a wild promiscuous Sound, 
Like broken Thunders that at distance roar, 
Or Billows murm'ring on the hollow Shore; 
Then gazing up, glorious Pile beheld, 
Whose Towring Summit ambient Clouds conceal'd; 
High on a Rock of Ice the Structure lay, 
Steep its Ascent, and slipp'ry was the Way. 
It contains many of the qualities that Dennis considered nec-
essary to sublimity. 
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Denham's expression was "bold without Rashness; Plain, with-
out Meanness; High, without Pride; and Charming, without 
Meretricious Arts." Pope's was obscure, ambiguous, affected, 
temerarious, and barbarous.ll5 
After the Essay Upon Criticism in 1711, Dennis always 
made it a point to disagree with Pope's literary opinions. 
Most of his disagreements are petty and stubborn. He thought 
Pope lacked the spirit and judgment to evaluate literary 
work and objected to Pope's assertion that critics should 
judge with coolness. He asked, why should not modern critics 
write with the same feeling that Longinus had used when the 
subject justified it.ll6 He asserted that Pope did not have 
a true appreciation and feeling for the ancients, but ad-
mired them only because he had been taught to do so. Taking 
issue with Pope that skill and genius were stronger in the 
ancients than in the moderns, Dennis declared that the only 
reason the ancients had excelled the moderns in some respects 
was because they had used religion in their poetry.ll7 
Dennis felt that Pope's work was too severely re-
strained and that it lacked passion. He thought the couplet 
monotonous and an inappropriate form for expressing passion. 
And he undervalued Pope's satire because he could find in 
it none of the high seriousness he demanded of poetry. Con-
ll5Ibid., 139. 
116Reflections upon ~ Essa¥ upon Criticism, I, 409. 
ll7Ibid., 408-409. 
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sidering Dennis' reaction to Pope, it is evident that when 
he called for passion in poetry, he meant that there should 
be an obvious expression of strong feeling in the figures 
and in the language of a work. He believed that these rhe-
torical devices should be used much as he had used them in 
his own poems, which suffer from redundancy of figures and 
picturesque adjectives, and he could not appreciate the con-
trolled and economic expression ~n Pope's carefully turned 
couplets. 
Addison and Steele 
After 1712, Dennis occasionally expressed opinions 
on Addison, but he directed remarks specifically to him only 
in a letter to the Spectator on poetic justice and in the 
material on Cato. He discussed Addison mainly as a tragic 
dramatist but also expressed opinions upon him as a critic 
of Milton. Only in the Characters of Sir John Edgar did he 
speak approvingly of Addison's "fine Raillery, and • • • 
agreeable Pleasantry."ll8 
Dennis may have been envious because Addison's play 
had been so popular and his own such failures, but right-
fully, he thought that as a tragic dramatist Addison was 
cold and flat, and without a true sense of the passionate 
spirit of tragedy. He judged Cato by the main points of his 
118characters and Conduct of Sir John Edgar, Letter 
II, II, 193. 
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aesthetic and found it poor because it lacked passion and 
the solemn dignity of tragedy. The rules had been r i gidly 
and injudiciously applied with the result that it lacked de-
sign, had an improbable action, and portrayed characters 
without vraisemblance or natural passions. The rules, he 
declared, were only mechanical aids, which if used with judg-
ment would render an action more probabl e, but if observed 
as in Cato, without discretion, would make the representation 
absurd.119 
Cato failed to meet one of Dennis' cardinal require-
ments for poetry. It had none of the varied or beautiful 
surprises of Greek tragedy and "consequently 
• • • nothing 
wonderful, nothing terrible, or deplorable."l20 In t he en-
tire play there was not one very fine tragical scene by which 
an audience might be extremely moved. 121 It did have sur-
prises, but Dennis thought them improbable because they 
evolved not from the passions of the characters, but from 
improbable disguises and revelations. He did not think Cato 
an appropriate protagonist; being a Stoic, Cato controlled 
his passions so that he had none of those human weaknesses 
with which audiences identify and which incite compassion 
119Remarks upon Cato, II, 88 
120Ibid., 47. 
121He declared that it had none "of that Art and Con-
trivance, which is to be found in an entertaining Romance or 
agreeable Novel; that Art and Contrivance, by which their 
Authors excite our Curiosities, and cause those eager Long-
ings in their Readers to know the Events of things, those 
Longings, which by their pleasing Agitations, at once dis-
turb and delight the Mind" (II, 49). 
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and terror in observers.l22 Correctly, Dennis did not think 
passion well portrayed in the characters. Cato was too vir-
tuous while Sempronius and Syphax were too scandalous for 
tragedy. They exhibited only one passion, not a composite 
of affections so that an audience could identify with them 
as human beings.l23 
The passions that were exhibited in the scenes of 
the play, he considered out of proportion to the stature of 
its characters. Dennis believed that pathetic scenes should 
be generated by a force stronger than mere human caprice. 
Applying his concept of passion in poetry to the action, 
characters, and expression of Addison's play, and finding it 
lacked the solemn spirit of tragedy and the ability to cre-
ate empathy in an audience, he judged it bad art. 
Dennis' judgment of Steele was based primarily upon 
his relationships with him as manager of Drury Lane rather 
than upon artistic merit. He formed a dislike for Steele 
because of attacks he felt had been made upon him in the 
Spectator and because of the difficulty he had with him at 
Drury Lane. Aside from some disparaging remarks on Steele's 
Spectator and Tatler papers, Dennis passed judgment upon 
only one other work, The Conscious Lovers. His analysis of 
the faults of this play gave him the opportunity to explain 
his theory of comedy, markedly different from Steele's. But 
122Remarks upon Cato, II, 47. 
123Ibid., 53. 
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though he abused Sir Richard personally in the critical es-
says, some of his opinions of Steele's literary ability are 
j\lst. 
Dennis had no better opinion of Steele as a criti c 
of the drama than as a manager of Drury Lane. To ref ute 
Steele's comments against the rules, he cited Roscommon's 
Essay ~ Poetry and declared that no dramatic design could 
be gracefully executed without them.l24 Yet, true to his 
own creative theory, Dennis admitted that it was often nec-
essary to break the rules so as to create a greater beauty 
than could be created with them and to permit the unencum-
bered working of genius.l25 
His remarks on ~ Conscious Lovers agree with his 
belief that drama should concern itself with the passions 
and show that he had a just conception of what the comic 
drama should be. Steele believed that the main figures of 
comedy should be persons of innocence, good manners, and vir-
tue, and that the action should develop from the distresses 
of a righteous man and be intended to arouse admirati on and 
sympathy; but Dennis thought comic characters should arouse 
ridicule, not desire for emulation. Krutch has pointed out 
that, here again, Dennis was right, placing his finger on the 
danger of sentimental drama, which by presenting examples of 
124characters and Conduct of Sir John Edgar, Letter 
II, II, 195. 
125~., 198. 
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virtue was likely to become neither comedy or tragedy.l26 
In the analysis of The Conscious Lovers, Dennis was 
correct in believing that a sentimental hero violated any 
sound theory of comedy. He pointed out the improbability in 
the characters and in the incidents of the play, many of 
which even its admirers admitted, and said that if comic 
characters were to elicit audience response, they must be 
like real persons rather than mere one-dimensional pic-
tures . 127 He dismissed Steele's theory of comedy by saying, 
"'tis the Business of a Comick Poet to enter into the Ridi-
cule of Men , and to expose the blind Sides of all Sorts of 
People agreeably; ••• he does nothing at all, if he does 
not draw the Pictures of his Contemporaries . 11 128 
Restoration Dramatists 
Dennis commented briefly on most of the leading com-
ic dramatists of the Restoration and early Augustan period. 
Congreve, Wycherley, Etherege, and Shadwell all received 
his approval . He had little to say of Congreve 1 s comedy of 
manners; Wycherley and Etherege were his favorites because 
they represented the passions of every day men for ridicule. 
Though he held the same theory of comedy as Shadwell, he 
had little to say of the dramatist who adapted Jonsonian 
126Krutch, p . 245. 
127Remarks ~The Conscious Lovers, II, 269. 
128~. , 259. 
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comedy to the Restoration. 
Believing that comedy should present humors, he pre-
ferred Wycherley's and Etherege's comedy to that of all 
other Restoration comic dramatists. He thought Wycherley 
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the greatest comic poet of the age,l29 and called him "the 
greatest Cornick Wit that ever England bred."l30 Because 
Wycherley displayed the follies and vices of his contempora-
ries, Dennis considered him a highly moral poet trying to 
correct the extravagances of men's tempers "which make them 
uneasie to themselves, and troublesome ••• to one another."l31 
He liked the strong, masculine action and the vigorous moral 
purpose in Wycherley, and thought him even above Butler in 
writing burlesque with good sense and a true observation of 
men's characters.l32 
Dennis mentions Etherege often as one of the great-
est of English comic poets and as one to whom nature had 
given a talent and force for depicting the passions of men.l33 
He admired The ~£[Mode because it exhibited the foibles 
129John Dennis, "A Defense of Mr. Wycherley's Char-
acter in the Plain-Dealer, to William Congreve, Esq." (1 
Aug., 1721), in Critical Works, II, 231. 
13°John Dennis, "To Mr. Wycherley at Cleve near 
Shrewsbury" (19 Jan., 1693/4), in Critical Works, II, 382-383. 
131"A Defense of Mr. Wycherley's Character," II, 233. 
132"Preface" to Miscellanies, I, 1. 
l33John Dennis, A Defense of Sir FoTling Flutter, A 
Comed~ Written £l Sir George Etherege-rf722 , in Critical -
Works, I, 247. 
of high life to a fashionable audience who had the same weak-
nesses they witnessed on the stage. No apology was needed 
for the corrupt and degenerate characters of the play since 
the purpose of comedy was to present such figures for ridi-
cule. "Comedy," Dennis declared, "is nothing but a Picture 
of common Life, and a Representation of ••• Humors and 
Manners. 11 134 Correctly, he judged Etherege's play one of 
the most entertaining of the last age and one that would re-
tain its reputation as long as comedy should be in vogue.l35 
He thought the characters instructed through their insinu-
ating manners and violent passions, and he endorsed Loveit 
as a character for ridicule because she had been depicted 
with uncontrolled passions which led to her misfortune in 
the denouement.l36 
Since Dennis was so often compared to Lee, who was 
notorious for his scenes of passion and violence, one might 
expect to find more remarks on his plays than Dennis made. 
Though generally complimentary to Lee, Dennis acknowledged 
his work only in incidental statements. He praised Lee for 
fire and enthusiasm,l37 and spoke of his thoughts as ele-
vated, his expressions noble and sonorous, his verse varied 
l34Ibid., 243. 
135!E.!.£., 242. 
l36Remarks ~The Conscious Lovers, II, 260. 
l37 Ibid. , 250. 
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and numerous, and his language sublime and lofty.l38 He 
greatly admired the Dryden-Lee Oedipus, because the passions 
had been truly touched, but gave the credit for its beauties 
to Dryden. He found the Rival Queens forceful, sublime, and 
passionate, but considered the figures often fustian. 139 
And though he admired the passionate and sublime tone of 
Lee's tragedies, he judged them extravagant and the passions 
in them without design. 
Otway fared better. He is listed several times 
among the outstanding English dramatists and recognized for 
both tragic and comic ability. Dennis called him a master 
in drawing tears from an audience and commended him for ex-
celling both ancients and moderns in 11 touching the softer 
Passions" and stirring pity for the misfortunes of lovers 
like Monimia and Belvidera. Otway's 11 moving, melting tender-
ness" satisfied Dennis' concept of tragedy.l40 In The 
Remarks upon Cato he said the moral in the catastrophe of 
~ Orphan developed necessarily from the violence of the 
passions, not arbitrarily as in Cato. The passions were 
"admirably painted," and the moral, the "most wholesome, but 
terrible Instruction."l41 
l38John Dennis, To Matthew Prior, Esq; Upon the 
Roman Satirists (1721), in Critical Works, II, 219. 
139Impartial Critick, I, 21. 
14~emarks upon Pope's Homer, II, 121 & 122. 
l4lRemarks upon Cato, II, 66. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
Presenting Dennis as a psychological critic, I have 
tried to explain how he used Augustan psychology to rormu-
late a literary aesthetic and to show to what extent his 
criticism used the principle that emotion is essential to 
the inception and the effect of art . As Chapter I of this 
study indicates , the phase of his criticism that has been 
analyzed was first noticed favorably by nineteenth-century 
writers; since then it has been remarked upon frequently . 
But it has not been studied exhaustively , and it has never 
been demonstrated as an informing principle in his own 
poetry . 
Dennis thought that for a work to arouse feeling in 
its audience it must manirest emotion, or rather contain po-
tential emotion. With this assumption established in Chap-
ter IV, I demonstrated in Chapter V that though he valued 
the rules , he did not accept neo-classicism without impor-
tant qualifications . For Dennis , the rules were a necessary, 
though secondary, framework within which the really impor-
tant element in creativity functioned . Though he applied 
the test of rules and art in judging his predecessors and 
contemporaries, his final evaluation was determined by 
whether or not a work reflected the passions of a poet emo-
tionally stimulated by the materials with which he worked 
and whether or not it possessed in all of its parts qualities 
that would arouse the emotions of readers. 
To explain aesthetic creation, the nature of the art 
object, and the aesthetic effect, Dennis used the psychology 
of his day--a psycho- somatic explanation of man's emotional 
response to life based on the traditional views of Aris-
totle, Plato, and Galen; enlightened by the physical discov-
eries of Harvey and Newton; and systematized by the philo-
sophical ideas of Descartes, Hobbes, and Locke. In this 
psychology man was viewed as a microcosm mentally and phys-
ically reflecting the principles of order and harmony in the 
macrocosm. His emotional responses to life were explained 
in material and mechanistic terms to be the results of mo-
tions caused in the brain and its auxiliaries by somatic 
responses to sense stimuli . 
But few critics of Dennis ' time explained aesthetic 
talent as a purely material phenomenon. It was thought of 
as a divine gift, an inherited talent, a 11 je-ne-sais-quoi, 11 
or an inexplicable quality of taste. As I have shown in 
Chapter III of this study, Hobbes was Dennis' most outspoken 
predecessor for the view that creativity of all kinds was 
dependent upon human responsiveness to experience. Among 
the Augustans, Addison and Blackmore occasionally expressed 
this view. But even those who suggested that a correlation 
existed between creative ability and an artist's sensitivity 
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to his env~ronment stated such a view with little explana -
tion, and with little conviction . 
Though Dennis expli citly stated the opinion that 
aesthetic creation is dependent upon the artist ' s sensitivity 
to life , the theory has only fragmentary development in his 
work. Yet he believed that the prerequisite to all aesthetic 
achievement was an innate ability to perceive and to react 
emotionally to great ideas--an extreme sensitivity to one's 
total environment . He thought both craftsmanship and genius 
were needed for creativity . With command of the rules and 
techniques of his medium, a poet would be able to give di-
rection to the emotional responses aroused by his subject 
and to fuse his materials into significant design. But with-
out genius , he could not even apply the rules effectively. 
Dennis cited Addison's performance in Cato , Blackmore's in-
effectiveness in Prince Arthur , and even Milton's failures 
in Paradise Lost as examples of inferior poetry resulting 
from a lack of passion in the creative phase . 
Genius , he explained , was a mental quality which dif-
ferentiated the artist from other men. It was the ability 
to react to experience so as to receive hints which could be 
developed into great ideas . He said that this capacity was 
mainly dependent upon the innate quality of the physical and 
mental faculties that give vigor and strength to the imagi-
nation . Strength of the imagination depended upon the emo-
tional sensitivity {passions) of the mind to sense stimuli . 
Hence genius was a certain sensitivity in the psychic and 
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somatic parts that enabled a man to respond vigorously to ex-
perience and also to extract from it broader and more pene-
trating meanings than would the average man who lacked such 
a responsiveness to life. Dennis thought passion sharpened 
the artist's purely intellectual faculty so that he might 
ascend through physical experiences to recognition of higher 
truths than those embodied in the facts of his purely mater-
ial world. Important to art, Dennis said, strong passions 
alert the mind of the artist well-trained in the techniques 
of his medium to select the expression that will most effec-
tively verbalize the ideas with which he works. 
He did not consider art a spontaneous expression of 
an emotional response to life . The artist's subject and his 
feelings about it must be refined and focused by reason, 
rules, and judgment so that he presented an emotional atti-
tude to life in significant form. Certainly much of Dennis' 
criticism is rules criticism, and not even an original hand-
ling of the rules. He explained the rules of Aristotle and 
his Italian and French interpreters with pedantic assurance 
supported by the recognized authorities of his day, but he 
added little new in application or in interpretation. The 
only interesting thing about his rules criticism is his opin-
ion that the rules of art cannot be properly applied to cre-
ate an aesthetic object except by a mind experiencing strong 
passions as a result of the ideas it treats. His rules crit-
icism rests upon the principle that passion must inspire all 
phases of the creative act. 
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In aesthetic creation, he said, passion functioned 
as did nature in the physical creation, and he defined nature 
both as the creative principle and universal order. Passion 
was the same thing as nature. In man passion supplies the 
creative urge, sharpens the inventive powers, and invigorates 
the intellectual faculties, just as in physical creation 
nature furnishes both the creative force and the harmonizing 
principle. But an ambiguity exists in his equation of na-
ture and passion. Passion does not directly supply harmony 
as he, and other Augustans, thought nature did in creation. 
It is responsible for harmony only indirectly through its 
effect upon reason and because it is the chief quality of 
genius. When he said genius is nature, he meant that in art 
genius was the creative and inventive force, deriving its 
strength from passion, which activated the intellectual fac-
ulties responsible for expressing the artist's experience 
and ideas through the materials of his medium. 
Since the creative part of the artist's mind is, it-
self, nature, and is imbued with the harmonizing principle 
of the cosmos, in composition his work receives some portion 
of that principle and as a result becomes an instrument 
through which original harmony may be restored among the war-
ring elements of the human psyche. Dennis said such a work 
can be produced only when the enthusiastic and natural pas-
sions cooperate with reason to recreate the original harmony 
that existed between man's disparate faculties before the 
Fall. 
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Dennis left no doubt that he thought passion the chief 
quality in poetry. He repeatedly said that poetry is poetry 
only insofar as it is passionate--possesses in all of its 
parts the potential for arousing emotion in a reader. This 
study has emphasized, but I do not think exaggerated, the 
point that Dennis believed a fundamental quality of poetry 
was that it reflect a poet's emotional reactions to life. A 
literary work should be a presentation of feeling deliber-
ately focused and consciously formed into a pattern that 
would achieve a moral purpose. He thought a work would be-
come more sublime and would express a poet's passions more 
significantly simply because he had subjected the creative 
urge to the disciplines of his genre . 
A poet emotionally stimulated would use all of the 
techniques of his medium more effectively. Dennis believed 
that the passions aroused by a particular subject would in-
spire the choice of language, rhetorical figures, and prosod-
ic form through which a poet expressed his ideas. His rules 
for prosody, metaphor, and language were designed to insure 
that a poem would achieve sublimity . By sublimity, Dennis 
meant a quality in poetry which would give an audience more 
than the bare representation of events and a tangible concep-
tion of the characters. He meant such a quality in a poem 
as that which he felt upon seeing mountain scenery or in ob-
serving the mysterious motions of the heavens--a quality 
that would lead a reader outward from the material content 
of the work to a comprehension of the mystery and beauty of 
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the cosmos . Like the physical Creation, which he considered 
a tangible reflection, or emanation, of its Creator's super-
ior greatness, poetry should be a concrete embodiment of 
the higher and more penetrating insights entertained by the 
artist . 
This quality, he said , was imparted to poetry primar-
ily through images . The main differences between poetry and 
prose was that poetry expressing its subject metaphorically, 
set the ideas of the things it presented before readers as 
vividly as though they were real . But he thought imagery 
did more than give immediacy . Because of the objects which 
similes or metaphors equated , they both reflected the poet's 
emotional reaction to his subject , and suggested the quali ty 
of the insights he had perceived from his experiences . 
Through such figures a reader would , himself, be led to per-
ceive the insights about life that had been gained by a more 
sensitive mind than his own. Images , thus inspired by pas-
sion , would state an equation that would stimulate the sug-
gestive powers of a reader ' s mind. 
Too much , I think , has been said about Dennis ' insis-
tence that poetry use religious subject matter. Though he 
thought the Christian religion should be used in poetry, he 
also believed that poetry should be religious in a broader 
sense . Religious ideas were necessary in order to stimulate 
passions that inspired the creative impulse, and were the 
essential means by which poetry led readers to reflect upon 
the incomprehensible aspects of life and to perceive the 
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higher truths about existence . Biblical material would im-
part this quality to poetry, but material about the phenomena 
of the physical universe, about the virtues and vices of 
mankind, or even about man's belief in supernatural exis-
tenses would do so equally as well . Dennis did not think a 
religious subject, Biblical or otherwise, should furnish the 
main actions and situations of poetry, but said that it should 
be used metaphorically and allegorically with human plots 
and characters as a means of imparting sublimity and passion 
to a work. 
Critics had always thought poetry should create emo-
tion in an audience so as to stimulate desired behavior . Den-
nis' remarks on the affective phase of art are not particu-
larly original . But he explained the emotional effect of art 
in terms of Augustan psychology more thoroughly than did 
other critics of the day . In his criticism, the effect of 
poetry is considered psychological, audience reaction depend-
ing not only upon qualities in the poem itself, but also upon 
the condition of a reader's sensitive and rational faculties . 
Poetry will move an audience by exalting the enthusiastic 
passions through the images and ideas it presents, and they 
will react to these images according to the capacity for emo-
tion in their animal spirits and according to their abili-
ties to make associations with past experience through memory 
and imagination. 
First, he thought catharsis was achieved in tragedy 
by stimulation and increase of passion, not by purgation. 
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Tragedy stimulates the natural and enthusiastic passions 
which, in turn, empower reason to reach outward from the 
tangible events of a poem to the perception of higher truths . 
Only by emotional stimulation is reason able to act with 
celerity and penetration. Believing that man's felicity was 
dependent upon a keen awareness of life which could be 
achieved only through emotional responses to experience, Den-
nis thought art should do more than merely portray examples 
of ideal conduct . It s~ould stimulate its audience to the 
discovery of ideas that are only suggested in the events it 
represents . Related to his concept of passion in catharsis 
was his disagreement with Steele that comedy should present 
examples for emulation. Rather , Dennis thought it should 
create in its audience the ability to ridicule the behavior 
portrayed on the stage and through the responses it caused 
lead to the discovery of more socially acceptable conduct . 
Dennis judged the achievement of classical, early 
English , and contemporary authors on two criteria : their 
use of art to produce orderly and significant design in their 
work, and their ability to reflect in it their emotional re-
sponses to the subjects they treated. Though he was univer-
sally called a rules critic, aside from Virgil, the authors 
whom he really admired, and who received the greatest praise 
in his criticism were poets who either ignored the rules, 
did not know them, or wrote outside their jurisdiction. He 
admired Pinder ' s passionate lyricism, Shakespeare's sublime 
expression and ability to establish empathy between his 
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characters and his audience, and Milton's originality and 
sublimity in Paradise Lost . With virtually unqualified admi-
ration, Dennis was the first English critic to fully appre-
ciate Milton's achievement and to attempt to explain the 
greatness of Paradise Lost. And he did not praise these po-
ets for skill in applying the rules or for order and regular-
ity . In Shakespeare he admired the quality of the tragedies 
that has enabled them to endure through the centuries as 
poetic masterpieces--their sublime and pathetic tone, their 
penetrating insights into human passions, and their ability 
to profoundly move an audience. The two poets whom he 
thought the most regular, Jonson and Addison, are unequivo-
cally, and fittingly, judged to be without the slightest 
sense of tragedy . His final judgment of the poetical value 
of any work was not based on whether it conformed to the 
rules, but on whether its subject and expression would arouse 
the feelings of an audience. 
In his ow.n work Dennis practiced his critical theory 
as closely as he could, but since he lacked the fundamental 
quality for aesthetic creation--genius--his poetry is usually 
turgid and verbose and obscure rether than simple and clear 
and sublime. He uses religious material, either Biblical or 
otherwise, in the imagery or machines of all his poetry, but, 
needless to say, falls short of Milton's achievement. He 
used blank verse in the tragedies and in some of the odes, 
but his lines too frequently have the ring of couplets. His 
expression employs all the devices which he thought would 
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produce sublime poetry, but fails to soar because it is 
weighted with too many commonplace and abstract epithets . In 
the tragedies his scene is unusual and strange, and his ac-
tion is advanced by marvelous episodes, supernatural beings, 
and the sound effects of portentous elemental disturbances, 
but the effect is "heroic" rather than sublime . 
As a poet he tried to rise to sublime expression 
through the strong feeling generated by the ideas he consid-
ered , and one feels that he frequently experienced strong 
emotion as he contemplated the religious material, superna-
tural beings , vast motions of the elements, and wild natural 
scenery that fill his poems . These things appear throughout 
his work in the physical milieu of the action, the superna-
tural background before which an action is displayed, or in 
the imagery , which, occasionally sublime, is too often ex-
travagant and out of proportion to the situations in which 
it is used . He strove for Miltonic sublimity without the 
genius to emulate the expression of his great predecessor. 
In practice Dennis partially proved the fallacy of his own 
theory that the passions elicited by an idea would find 
their own expression. Perhaps with genius they would, but 
though Dennis had "fire" and learning , he lacked the taste 
in choosing appropriate relationships, the sensitivity to 
language, and the originality in ideas necessary to write 
sublimely. He followed the rules, but his own works, all of 
which conform to neo-classical doctrine, neither gain nor 
lose by their regularity . 
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Finally, one must recognize two aspects of Dennis' 
criticism--his formalist doctrine and his explanation of 
poesis as an emotional representation of an idea . To ignore 
either is to misunderstand Dennis ' aesthetic and to miscal-
culate his place in the development of English literary crit-
icism. The rules were valued by the best poets of the day, 
from Dryden to Pope . Dennis was not peculiar in supporting 
them. Passion was also considered a necessary element of 
poetry by most of his contemporaries . But none of them thought 
it as important to poetry as did he . 
Dennis tried hard to reconcile the rational and irra -
tional in his theory of creativity by insisting that passion 
was the chief impulse to human achievement . He saw it as 
the most important quality in genius, the motivation for ac-
tion , and the force fundamentally responsible for order in a 
work of art . There is , however , a paradox in the theory 
that increased passion provides a stronger reason and pro-
duces greater harmony among the materials which compose a work . 
And yet , modern aesthetic theories that see emotion as a 
ne cessary component in all the phases of art tend to recon-
cile the control of technique and the license of passion by 
explaining, as did Dennis, that technique guides the creative 
urge and shapes it into form . But modern theories, such as 
Wordsworth ' s, and some more recent , explain the harmony be-
tween these opposing parts of the creative process by saying 
that a poet does not compose in the heat of passion, but 
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does so later when in a state of detachment he is able to 
examine his feeling about an experience and deliberately 
choose the most effective way in which to express it. It is 
difficult to see how a long poem could be composed~ or how 
techniques could be consciously employed and form systemati-
cally constructed by a poet working only when his passions 
were at their peak. 
Such problems as this ~ and his theory that nature as 
informing principle and passion were the same~ are paradoxes 
which Dennis does not resolve . But he was searching in the 
right direction for a psychological explanation of creativ-
ity , even though he did not go far enough. Yet, despite the 
success with which he pointed the way for more perceptive 
critics, a suspicion arises that in his explanation of geni-
us and the creative imagination~ there may lurk behind his 
terms of Augustan psychology the old idea of creative talent 
as divine madness~ or seer-like fury ~ just as in practice an 
underlying couplet movement often swells beneath his blank 
verse lines . Dennis strives to convince us that he believes 
the creative heat to be psycho-somatic and genius to have a 
purely scientific explanation. But too often his explanation 
of the creative urge~ dependent upon passions excited by re-
ligious materials~ suggests earlier theories in which genius 
was explained as divine inspiration. 
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Critical Works of John Dennis. Dramatic and poetic works, 
unless otherwise indicated, are from The Select Works of Mr. 
John Dennis, or from Miscellanies in Verse and Prose. 
"To Mr. Wycherley, at Will's Coffee-house in Covent-Garden" 
[ 1695?] 
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tober 1695) 
"Remarks on a Book Entituled, Prince Arthur, an Heroick 
Poem. With some General Critical Observations, and 
Several new Remarks upon Virgil 11 (1696) 
"The~~ Paraphras'd, in Pindarick Verse11 (1696) 
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JOHN DENNIS AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL CRITIC 
(Library of Congress No. Mic. 62) 
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English 
This study presents John Dennis as a psychological 
critic by making a thorough analysis of the fragmentary, but 
fundamental, part of his criticism which explains aesthetic 
creation, the art object, and its effect as dependent upon 
the emotions of the poet and his audience. 
Ridiculed by Augustans as Sir Tremendous Longinus for 
insisting that poetry reflect the poet's emotions and arouse 
those of his audience, until recently Dennis was classified 
as a pedantic rationalist. Since Saintsbury, however, schol-
ars have recognized precursory elements of romanticism in his 
work. But until this study, such acknowledgment has been 
grudgingly made in the few inadequate treatments of his crit-
icism. Only Thorpe, Monk, and Hooker have made any attempt 
to explain the original part of Dennis' aesthetic. 
Augustan and earlier critics believed that poetry 
should arouse emotions in its audience, but did not agree 
upon how it did so. Dennis explained catharsis and the ef-
fect of poetry in terms of Augustan psychology more complete-
ly, and with more conviction, than did any of his contempo-
raries. He believed that passion was essential to both 
rational and sensual activity, and that poetry effects har-
mony between emotion and intellect because the passions it 
arouses cooperate with reason to search for universal and 
original truths . 
Distrusting emotion, few critics of the period de-
scribed poetry convincingly as an expression of the artist's 
emotional response to life . But Dennis made emotion vital 
to creativity and the resulting work . Genius, being emo-
tional sensitivity to mental and physical experience, re-
flects itself in all parts of a poem; and imagination, acti-
vated by passions, furnishes materials for aesthetic creation 
only in minds that make a sensitive response to life . If 
through his passions an artist can express the events which 
he depicts as though they were real and suggest ideas beyond 
the facts of the work itself, his poem will possess sublim-
ity and the power to elicit a strong audience response. 
The predominant part of Dennis 1 aesthetic is based 
upon the rules of neo-classical criticism. Yet he thought 
rules could be applied effectively only by a poet inspired 
with enthusiastic passion. He failed to see a contradiction 
between premeditated and controlled art and art inspired by 
emotion. He explained that rather than being a disturbing 
force in creativity, passion as an aid to reason effects har-
mony between the disparate parts of a work. As in physical 
creation rule and order and harmony were effected by nature, 
a creating and informing principle paralleling genius, so 
paradoxically they are imparted to poetry by passion when the 
2 
rules prevent dissipation of the creative force. 
In Dennis' critical judgments a literary work was sub-
lime if it reflected the passions that accompanied its crea-
tion whether it conformed to the rules or not. He valued 
most the passionate parts of Shakespeare and Milton. But un-
less a work presented its subject in a design reflecting cos-
mic harmony and beauty in such a way as to inspire similar 
qualities in man, Dennis judged it extravagant and meaningless. 
His opinions of contemporaries were seldom so disinterested 
as his judgments of early writers. Yet, he justified his es-
timates of Addison, Pope, Steele, and others by showing how 
their work lacked passion and aesthetic harmony. 
In practice Dennis tried to follow his theory, but his 
poetry has little that is sublime. Though conforming to the 
rules, and striving to express genuine passion in metaphor and 
style, he usually produces fustian rather than sublimity. He 
failed as a creative artist because he lacked genius, rather 
than because his creative principles were invalid. 
Analysis of Dennis' criticism reveals that though neo-
classicism dominates his aesthetic, his psychological theory 
underlies all phases of his work. He failed to express a 
fully developed psychological poesis, and to reconcile the 
contradiction between emotionalist and rationalist art, but 
fundamentally, he was searching in the right direction for an 
explanation of aesthetic creativity. 
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